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0.4 Introduction

Yamaha
Musical instruments to

Motorcycles
The Yamaha Motor

Company

The Yamaha name can be traced back to

1889. when Torakusu Yamaha founded
the Yamaha Organ Manufacturing

Company. Such was the success ot the

company, that in 1897 it became Nippon
Gakki Limited and manufactured a wide range

of reed organs and pianos.

During World War II, Nippon Gakki's

manufacturing base was utilised by the

Japanese authorities to produce propellers

and fuel tanks for their aviation industry. The

end of the war brought about a huge public

demand for low cost transport and many firms

decided to utilise theit obsolete aircraft tooling

for the production of motorcycles. Nippon
Gakki's first motorcycle went on sale in

February 1955 and was named the 125 YA-1

Red Dragonfly. This machine was a copy of

the German DKW RT125 motorcycle,

featuring a single cylinder two-stroke engine

with a four-speed gearbox. Due to the

The FS1 -E - first bike of many sixteen year olds in the UK

outstanding success of this model the

motorcycle operation was separated from

Nippon Gakki in July 1955 and the Yamaha
Motor Company was formed.

The YA-1 also received acclaim by winning

two of Japan's biggest road races, the Mt.

Fuji Climbing race and the Asama Volcano
race. The high level of public demand for the

YA-1 led to the development of a whole series

of two-stroke singles and twins.

Having made a large impact on their home
market. Yamahas were exported to the USA in

1958 and to the UK in 1962. In the UK the

signing of an Anglo-Japanese trade

agreement during 1962 enabled the sale of

Japanese lightweight motorcycles and
scooters in Britain. At that time, competition

between the many motorcycle producers in

Japan had reduced numbers significantly and

by the end of the sixties, only the big-four

which are familiar with today remained.

Yamaha Europe was founded in 1963 and
based in Holland. Although originally set up to

market marine products, the Dutch base is

now the official European Headquarters and
distribution centre, Yamaha motorcycles are

built at factories in Holland. Denmark, Norway,

Italy, France, Spain and Portugal. Yamahas
are imported into the UK by Yamaha Motor UK
Ltd. formerly Mitsui Machinery Sales (UK) Ltd.

Mitsui and Co. were originally a trading house,

handling the shipping, distribution and
marketing of Japanese products into western

countries. Ultimately Mitsui Machinery Sales

was formed to handle Yamaha motorcycles

and outboard motors.

Based on the technology derived from its

motorcycle operation, Yamaha have
produced many other products, such as

automobile and lightweight aircraft engines,

marine engines and boats, generators,

pumps, ATVs. snowmobiles, golf cars,

industrial robots, lawnmowers, swimming
pools and archery equipment.

Two-strokes first

Part of Yamaha's success was a whole
string of innovations in the two-stroke

world. Autolube engine lubrication,

pressed steel monocoque frame, electric

starting, torque induction, multi-ported

engines, reed valves and power valves kept

their two-strokes at the forefront of

technology.

In the 1960s and 70s the two-stroke

engtned YAS3 125, YDS1 to YDS7 250 and
YR5 350 formed the core of Yamaha's range.

By the mid-70s they had been superseded by

the RD (Hace- Developed) 125. 250, and 350
range of two-Slroke twins, featuring improved

7 port engines with reed valve induction.

Braking was improved by the use of an

hydraulic brake on the front wheel of DX
models, instead of the drum arrangement used
previously, and cast alloy wheels were
available as an option on later RD models. The

RD350 was replaced by the RD400 in 1976.
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Running parallel with the RD twins was a

range of single-cylinder two-strokes. Used in

a variety of chassis types, the engine was
used in the popular 50 cc FS1-E moped, the

V50 to 90 step-thrus, RS100 and 125, YB100
and the DT trail range.

The air-cooled single and twin cylinder RD
models were eventually replaced by the LC
series in 1980, featuring liquid-cooled

engines, radical new styling, spiral pattern

cast wheels and cantilever rear suspension

(Yamaha's Monoshock). Of all the LC models,

the RD350LC, or RD350R as it was later

known, has made the most impact in the

market. Later models had YPVS (Yamaha
Power Valve System) engines, another first for

Yamaha - this was essentially a valve located

in the exhaust ports which was electronically

operated to alter port timing to achieve

maximum power output. The RD500LC was
the largest two-stroke made by Yamaha and
differed from the other LCs by the use of its

vee-four cylinder engine.

With the exception of the RD350R, now
manufactured in Brazil, the LC range has been
discontinued. Two-stroke engined models
have given way (o environmental pressure,

and thus with a few exceptions, such as the

TZR125 and TZR250, are used only in

scooters and small capacity bikes.

The Four-strokes

Yamaha concentrated solely on two-

itroke models until 1970 when the XS1

was produced, their first four-stroke

motorcycle. It was perhaps Yamaha's success

with two-strokes that postponed an earlier

move into the four-stroke motorcycle market,

although their work with Toyota during the

1960s had given them a sound base in four-

stroke technology.

The XS1 had a 650 cc twin-cylinder SOHC
engine and was later to become known as the

X5650, appearing also in the popular SE
custom form. Yamaha introduced a three

cylinder 750 cc engine in 1976, fitted in a

sport-tourer frame and called the XS750,

TX750 in the USA. The XS750 established

naha's four-stroke range

remained in production with very few changes

until uprated to 850 cc in 1980.

Other four-strokes followed in 1976, with

the introduction of the XS250/360/400 series

twins. The XS range was strengthened in 1978

by the four-cylinder XS1100.

The 1980s saw a new family of four-strokes,

the XJ550, 650. 750 and 900 Fours.

Improvements over the XS range amounted to a

slimmer DOHC engine unit due to the relocation

of the alternator behind the cylinders, electronic

ignition and uprated braking and suspension

systems. Models were available mainly in

standard trim, although custom-styled Maxims
were produced especially for the US market.

The XJ650T was the first model from Yamaha
to have a turbo-charged engine. Although these

early XJ models have now been discontinued,

their roots live on in the XJ600S and XJ900S
Diversion (Seca II) models.

The FZR prefix encompasses the pure

sports Yamaha models. With the exception of

the 16-valve FZR400 and FZR600 models, the

FZ/FZR750 and FZR1000 used 20-valve

engines, two exhaust valves and three inlet

valves per cylinder. This concept was called

Genesis and gave improved gas flow to the

combustion chambers. Other features of the

new engine were the use of down-draught
carburetors and the engine's inclined angle in

the frame, plus the change to liquid-cooling.

Lightweight Deltabox design aluminium

frames and uprated suspension improved the

bikes's handling. The Genesis engine lives on

in the YZF750 and 1000 models.

The vee-fwin engine has been the mainstay

of the XV Virago range. Since 1981 XVs have
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Yamaha' XS750 was produced from 19TS to 196. and then uprated to 850 cc

been produced in 535. 700, 750. 920, 1000
and 1100 engine sizes, all using the same
basic air-cooled sohc wee-twin engine. Other

uses ot vee engines have been in the XZ550

of the early 1 980s, the XVZ1 2 Venture and the

mighty VMX-12 V-Max.

Anti-lock braking, engine management,
catalytic converters and hub center steering

are all features found on present-day models,

ensuring thai Yamaha remain at the forefront

of technology.

The XJ600S and XJ600N
Yamaha's XJ range goes back to the

XJ650 of 1980, introduced to replace

the ageing XS series of four-strokes.

The XJs have appeared in 550, 600, 750 and

900 cc form, with an XJ400 for the Japanese

home market.

The Diversion is not a retro version of the

old XJ or XS Yamahas, but an uncomplicated

and affordable middleweight bike. Launched

in 1992, the Diversion soon established itself

as a firm favourite with riders wanting a good
all-round motorcycle which was relatively

cheap to insure and run. Its success was so

great that it wasn't long before this approach

was seen on other manufacturers' models,
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hke Suzuki's popular 600
Bandit Yamaha carried the

Diversion formula onto a 900 cc

bike when the ageing XJ9Q0F
was replaced In 1994.

The Dtversion, or Seca II, as

it is named in the USA, uses a

two valve DOHC air-cooled

engine like the previous XJ

models, but the engine is tilted

35' forwards in the frame to

lower the centre of gravity.

Angling the engine in this way
allows the use of straight inlet

tracts and downdraft Mikuni

carburettors as seen on the

Genesis enginod FZR bikes.

One of the engine's most
features is the

exhaust header
pipes, the oipes from cylinders

2 and 3 connect to the right-

hand silencer, whereas the pipe

from cylinder no. A crosses

over to join the no, 1 cylinder

pipe in the left-hand silencer.

Without the added
complexity of liquid cooling and
a 16- or 20-valve head, the

Diversion is a DIY mechanics
dream; easy to service and with all

components very accessible. Transmission is

by a six speed gearbox with chain drive to the

rear wheel. The three-spoke cast aluminium
wheels. 17 inch front and 18 inch rear, carry

Suspension Is by straightforward 36 mm
teiescopic forks at the front and a Monoshock
i-kage with preload adjustment at the rear

iiked to an oval section steel swingarm.
Braking is ell hydraulic, using a single twin

piston sliding caliper at the front and an
opposed caliper at the rear. The engine is

n.bber-mounted in a steel tube double cradle

frame, painted the same colour as the fuel

The XJ600S Diversion model

tank and bodywork on many models. The US
Seca II model has the benefit of a colour-

matched belly pan or chin fairing.

In 1995 Yamaha responded to the need tor

a 'naked' style bike by producing the XJ600N
- one of the most notable models being the

yellow bodywork and yellow framed version.

The only difference between this model and
the Diversion was that it lacked a fairing and
according was fitted with a chrome round
headlamp and chrome instrument pods.

However, the Diversion still remains the most
popular of the two models, with most riders

preferring its looks arid the wind protection

offered by its fairing.

Apart from colour and graphics there were
very tew changes until 1996 (UK) or 1997 (US)

when the XJ600S received a new style fairing

and windshield. Both models were fitted with

new rear bodywork, identified by the small

black fillet between the tank and side cover.

Less obvious changes included a handlebar-

mounted choke lever, rather than the

operating knob on the carburettors, and

European models received an oil

cooler, electric fuel pump, throttle position

switch and revised carburettor heater

system. Later European models were fitted

with twin front disc brakes and hazard

warning lights.
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About this manual

The aim of this manual is to help you get

Ihe best value from your motorcycle. It

can do so in several ways. It can

help you decide what work must be
done, even if you choose to have it done
by a dealer; it provides information and
procedures for routine maintenance and
servicing; and it offers diagnostic and
repair procedures to follow when trouble

We hope you use the manual to tackle the

work yourself. For many simpler jobs, doing it

yourself may be quicker than arranging an

appointment to get the vehicle into a

dealer and making the trips to leave it and
pick it up. More importantly, a lot of

money can be saved by avoiding the expense
the dealer must pass on to you to cover its

labour and overhead costs. An added benefit

is the sense of satisfaction and
accomplishment that you feel after doing the

job yourself.

References to the left or right side of the

motorcycle assume you are sitting on the

seat, facing forward.

We take great pride in the accuracy of

information given in this manual, but
motorcycle manufacturers make
alterations and design changes during the

production run of a particular motorcycle
of which they do not inform us. No liability

can be accepted by the authors or

publishers for loss, damage or injury

caused by any errors in, or omissions from,

the information given.
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Professional mechanics are Irained in safe

working procedures. However enthusiastic

you may be about getting on with the job at

hand, take the time to ensure that your safety

is not put at risk. A moment's lack of attention

can result in an accident, as can failure to

observe simple precautions.

There will always be new ways of having

accidents, and the following is not a
comprehensive list of all dangers; it is

intended rather to make you aware of the risks

and to encourage a safe approach to all work

you carry out on your bike.

Asbestos
• Certain friction, insulating, sealing and
other products - such as brake pads, clutch

linings, gaskets, etc. - contain asbestos.

Extreme care must be taken to avoid

inhalation of dust from such products since it

is hazardous to health. If in doubt, assume
that they do contain asbestos.

Fire
• Remember at all times that petrol is highly

flammable. Never smoke or have any kind of

naked flame around, when working on the

vehicle. But the risk does not end there - a

spark caused by an electrical short-circuit, by

two metal surfaces contacting each other, by

careless use of tools, or even by static

electricity built up in your body under certain

conditions, can ignite petrol vapour, which in

a confined space is highly explosive. Never

use petrol as a cleaning solvent. Use an

approved safety solvent.

• Always disconnect the battery earth

terminal before wording on any part of the fuel

or electrical system, and never risk spilling

fuel on to a hot engine or exhaust.

• It is recommended that a fire extinguisher

of a type suitable for fuel and electrical fires is

kept handy in the garage or workplace at all

times. Never try to extinguish a fuel or

electrical fire with water.

Fumes
• Certain fumes are highly toxic and can
quickly cause unconsciousness and even
death if inhaled to any extent. Petrol vapour

comes into this category, as do the vapours

from certain solvents such as trichloro-

ethyiene. Any draining or pouring of such
volatile fluids should be done In a well

ventilated area.

• When using cleaning fluids and solvents,

read the instructions carefully. Never use
materials from unmarked containers - they

may give off poisonous vapours.

• Never run the engine of a motor vehicle in

an enclosed space such as a garage. Exhaust

fumes contain carbon monoxide which is

extremely poisonous; if you need to run the

engine, always do so in the open air or at least

have the rear of the vehicle outside the

workplace.

The battery
• Never cause a spark, or allow a naked
light near the vehicle's battery, rt will normally

be giving off a certain amount of hydrogen

gas, which is highly explosive.

• Always disconnect the battery (Jfi

(earth) terminal betore working on the ft

electrical systems (except where noted).

• If possible, loosen the filler plugs or i

when charging the battery from an ext

source. Do not charge at an excessive n
the battery may burst.

• Take care when topping up, cleanir

carrying the battery. The acid electrc

evenwhen diluted, is very corrosive

should not be allowed to contact the ey
skin. Always wear rubber gloves and goi

or a face shield. If you ever need to pre

electrolyte yourself, always add the

slowly to the water; never add the water t

Electricity
• When using an electric power
inspection light etc., always ensure tha

appliance is correctly connected to its

and that, where necessary, it is pro]

grounded (earthed). Do not use i

appliances in damp conditions and, a<

beware of creating a spark or app
excessive heat in the vicinity of fuel or

vapour. Also ensure that the appliances
i

national safety standards.

• A severe electric shock can result

touching certain parts of the electrical sys

such as the spark plug wires (HT leads). V

the engine is running or being cran

particularly if components are damp 01

insulation is defective. Where an electt

ignition system is used, the secondary
voltage is much higher and could prove f;

Remember...
X Don't start the engine without first ascer-

taining that the transmission is in neutral.

X Don't suddenly remove the pressure cap

from a hot cooling system - cover it with a

cloth and release the pressure gradually first,

or you may get scalded by escaping coolant.

X Don't attempt to drain oil until you are

sure it has cooled sufficiently to avoid

scalding you.

X Don't grasp any part of the engine or

exhaust system without first ascertaining

that it is cool enough not to burn you.

X Don't allow brake fluid or antifreeze to

contact the machine's paintwork or plastic

components.

X Don't siphon toxic liquids such as fuel,

hydraulic fluid or antifreeze by mouth, or

allow them to remain on your skin.

X Don't inhale dust - it may be injurious to

health (see Asbestos heading).

X Don't allow any spilled oil or grease to

remain on the floor - wipe it up right away,

before someone slips on it.

x Don't use Ill-fitting spanners or other

tools which may slip and cause injury.

X Don't lift a heavy component which may
be beyond your capability - get assistance.

X Don't rush to finish a job or take

unverified short cuts.

X Don't allow children or animals in or

around an unattended vehicle.

X Don't inflate a tyre above the

recommended pressure. Apart from

overstressiag the carcass, in extreme cases

the tyre may blow off forcibly.

• Do ensure that the machine is supported

securely at all times. This is especially

important when the machine is blocked up
to aid wheel or fork removal.

• Do take care when attempting to loosen

a stubborn nut or bolt. It is generally better

to pull on a spanner, rather than push, so

that if you slip, you fall away from the

machine rather than onto it.

•'Do wear eye protection when using

power tools such as drill, sander. bench
grinder etc,

• Do use a barrier cream on your hands
prior to undertaking dirty jobs - rt will

protect your skin from infection as well as

making the dirt easier to remove afterwards;

but make sure your hands aren't left

slippery. Note that long-term contact with

used engine oil can be a health hazard.

• Do keep loose clothing (cuffs, ties etc.

and long hair) well out of the way of moving
mechanical parts.

• Do remove rings, wristwatch etc., bef

working on the vehicle - especially

electrical system.

• Do keep your work area tidy - it is c

too easy to fall over articles left ly

around.

• Do exercise caution when compress

springs for removal or installation. Ens

that the tension is applied and released
i

controlled manner, using suitable to

which preclude the possibility of the spr

escaping violently.

• Do ensure that any lifting tackle used I

a safe working load rating adequate for

• Do get someone to check periodic;

that all is well, when working alone on

vehicle.

• Do carry out work in a logical sequer

and check that everything is corre<

assembled and tightened afterwards.

• Do remember that your vehicle's saf

affects that of yourself and others. II

doubt on any point, get professional advi

• If in spite of following these precautio

you are unfortunate enough to inj

yourself, seek medical attention as soon
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Frame and engine numbers
The frame serial number is stamped into the steering head and

printed on a label affixed to the right front portion of the frame. The
engine number is stamped into the right upper side of the crankcase.

Both o( these numbers should be recorded and kept in a sale place so

they can be furnished to law enforcement officials in the event of a theft.

The frame serial number, engine serial number and carburettor

id entitication number should also be kept in a handy place (such as

with your driver's licence) so they are always available when
purchasing or ordering parts for your machine.

Buying spare parts
Once you have found all the identification numbers, record them for

reference when buying parts. Since the manufacturers change
specifications, parts and vendors (companies that manufacture various

components on the machine), providing the ID numbers is the only way
to be reasonably sure that you are buying the correct parts.

Whenever possible, take the worn part to the dealer so direct

comparison with the new component can be made. Along the trail from

the manufacturer to the parts shelf, there are numerous places that the

part can end up with the wrong number or be listed incorrectly.

The two places to purchase new parts for your motorcycle - the

accessory shop and the franchised dealer - differ in the type of parts

they carry. While dealers can obtain virtually every part for your

motorcycle, the accessory shop is usually limited to normal high wear

items such as shock absorbers, filters, various engine gaskets,

cables, chains, brake pads, etc. Rarely will an accessory outlet have

major suspension components, cylinders, transmission gears, or

Used parts can be obtained for roughly half the price of new ones,

but you can't always be sure of what you're getting. Once again, take

your worn part to the breaker (wrecking yard) for direct comparison.

Whether buying new, used or rebuilt parts, the best course is to deal

directly with someone who specialises in parts for your particular

'

. and stamped in the right side of the

steering head
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Note: The daily fpre-ride) checks outlined in the owner's manual covers those items which should be inspected o

1 Engine/transmission oil level check

Before you start:

• Start the engine and allow it to reach

normal operating temperature.

Caution: Do not run the engine in an
enclosed space such as a garage or

workshop.

• Stop the engine and allow the machine to

sit undisturbed in a level position for about

five minutes. Place the bike on the

centrestand (it equipped) or prop it securely in

an upright position.

Bike care:
• If you have to add oil frequently, you should

check whether you have any oil leaks. If there

is no sign of oil leakage from the joints and

gaskets, the engine could be burning oil (see

Fault Finding).

The correct oil

• Modern, high-revving engines place

great demands on their oil. It is very

Important that the correct oil for your bike is

• Always top up with a good quality oil of

the specified type and viscosity and do not

overfill the engine.

Oil type API grade SE, SF
orSG

Oil viscosity -

below 15°C|60°F) SAE10W30

Oil viscosity -

above 5"C (40°F) SAE 20W40

IWith the engine off, check the oil lev

the window located at the lower pa

the right crankcase cover. The oil I

should be between the Maximum
Minimum level marks next to the window.

from the right sidft of the crankcase.

e the oil filler cap
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2 Brake fluid level checks

A Warning: Brake hydraulic fluid can harm your eyes and damage painted surfaces, so use extreme caution when handling

and pouring it and cover surrounding surfaces with rag. Do not use fluid that has been standing open for some time, as it

absorbs moisture from the air which can cause a dangerous loss of braking effectiveness.

Before you start:

• With the motorcycle on the centrastand or

held upright turn the handlebars until the top

of the front master cylinder is as level as

possible.

</ Make sure that you have the correct DOT 4

hydraulic fluid (or as directed on reservoir

cap). Do not mix different brands of brake

fluid in the reservoir, as they may not be
compatible.

• Before removing the front brake reservoir

cover, place a rag over the front of the fuel

tank to protect it from brake fluid spills (which

will damage the paint) and remove all dust

and din from the area around the cover.

• Remove the right side cover to access the

rear brake fluid reservoir (see Chapter 7).

Bike care:

• The fluid in the front and rear brake

cylinder reservoirs will drop slightly as the

brake pads wear down.

• If any fluid reservoir requires repeated

topping-up this is an indication of a leak

somewhere in the system, which should be
i immediately.

• Check for signs of fluid leakage from the

hydraulic hoses and components - if found,

rectify immediately.

• Check the operation of both brakes before

taking the machine on the road; If there is

evidence of air in the system (spongy 1eel to

laver or pedal), it must be bled (see Chap-
ter 6).

The front brake fluid level is checked via

the inspection window in the master

cylinder reservoir. Make sure that the

fluid level is above the LOWER mark on

tr (A). If the level is too low

s (B) . .

.

. then fit the cover and tighten its screws securely The rear brake fluid level can be checked Dy looking through the

plastic reservoir. The fluid must be above the LOWER mark on the

reservoir. Unscrew the cap to permit topping up.
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3 Suspension, steering and final drive check
Suspension and steering: Final drive:

• Check thai the front and rear suspension operates smoothly without •Check that the drive chain slack isn't excessive, and adji

binding. necessary (see Chapter 1).

• Check that the rear suspension is adjusted as required. • It the chain looks dry, lubricate it (see Chapter 1).

• Check that the steering moves smoothly from lock-to-lock.

4 Legal and safety checks

Lighting and signalling:
• Take a minute to check that the headlight,

taillight, brake light, instrument lights and turn

signals all work correctly.

• Check that the horn sounds when the

switch is operated.

• A working speedometer, graduated in rnph.

is a statutory requirement in the UK.

Safety:
• Check that the throttle grip rotates

smoothly and snaps shut, whan released, in

all sleering positions.

• Check that the engine shuts off when the

kill switch is operated.

• Check that the clutch lever operates

smoothly and with the correct amount of

freeplay.

• Check that the sidestand return spring

holds the stand securely up when retracted.

The same applies to the centrestand.

Fuel:
• This may seem obvious, but check th;

have enough fuel to complete your jourr

you notice signs of fluid leakage recti)

cause immediately.

• Ensure you use the correct grade unit

fuel - see Chapter 3 Specifications,

overfill the fuel tank - only fill up to the b
edge of the filler tube.



Daily (pre-ride) checks

5 Tyre checks

The correct pressures:
• The tyres must be checked when cold, not

immediately after riding. Note that low tyre

pressures may cause the tyre to slip on the

tim or come off. High lyre pressures will

cause abnormal tread wear and unsafe

handling.

• Use an accurate pressure gauge.

• Proper air pressure will increase tyre life

and provide maximum stability and ride

comfort.

Tyre care:
• Check the tyres carefully for cuts, tears,

cracks, bulges, embedded nails or other

sharp objects and excessive wear. Operation

ot the motorcycle with excessively worn tyres

is extremely hazardous, as traction and
handling are directly affected.

• Check the condition of the tyre valve and
ensure the dust cap is in place.

• Pick out any stones or nails which may
have become embedded in the tyre tread. If

left, they will eventually penetrate through the

casing and cause a puncture.

• If tyre damage is apparent, or unexplained

loss of pressure is experienced, seek the

advice of a tyre titling specialist without delay.

Tyre tread depth:
• At the time of writing UK law requires that

tread depth must be at least 1 mm over 3/4 of

the tread breadth all the way around the tyre,

with no bald patches. Many riders, however,

consider 2 mm tread depth minimum to be a

safer limit,

• Many tyres now incorporate wear indicators

in the tread. Identify the triangular pointer on

the tyre sidewall to locate the indicator bar

and replace the tyre if the tread has worn
down to the bar.

Check the tyre pressures when the tyres

are cold and keep them properly inflated.

Loading/speed Front Rear

Up to 90 kg (198 lbs) 29 psi (2,0 Bars) 33 psi (2.25 Bars)

Above 90 kg (198 lbs) or high speed riding 29 psi (2.0 Bars) 36 psi (2.50 Bars)



Chapter 1

Routine maintenance and servicing

Contents
Air filler element - servicing 3

Battery - check 26
Brake fluid - change 21

Brake master cylinders and calipers - overhaul 22
Brake pads - check 7

Brake system - checks and adjustment 8
Carburettor synchronisation - check and adjustment 6

Clutch - check 9
Crankcase breather system -inspection 16
Cylinder compression - check 27
Drive chain and sprockets - check, adjustment and lubhcation ... 1

Engine/transmission oil - change 2
Engine oil/filter - change 18
Evaporative emission control system (California models only) -

check 20

Degrees of difficulty

Exhaust system - check 13

Fasteners - check 14
Fork oil - replacement 28
Fuel system - check and filter replacement 15
Idle speed and throttle cable freeplay - check and adjustment .... 5

Lubrication - general 10

Sidestand switch - operation check 17

Spark plugs - replacement 4

Steering head bearings - check and adjustment 19
Steering head bearings - lubrication 23
Suspension - check 1

1

Swingarm bearings and rear suspension pivot points -

lubrication 24
Wheels and tyres - general check 12

Valve clearances - check and adjustment 25

Easy, suitable for Fairly easy, suitable ^s>

novice with Irtfle for beginner with

*expenence ^ some expenence

Fairly difficult, jSk

suitable for competent j^
DfY mechanic gS

Difficult, suitable for

experienced DIY

mechanic

Very difficult, ^
suitable for expert DIY ^
or professional ^

Specifications

Engine

Spark plugs

Type

US models NGK CR7E or CR8E. ND U22ESR-N or U24ESR-N
UK models NGK CR7E, CR8E or CR9E, ND U22ESR-N, U24ESR-N or U27ESR-N

Gap 0.7 to 0.8 mm (0.028 to 0.031 inch)

Valve clearances (COLD engine!

Intake 0.11 to 0.1 5 mm (0.004 to 0.006 inch)

Exhaust 0.21 to 0.25 mm (0.008 to 0,010 inch) (Note 1)

Engine idle speed

USmodels 1200 to UGQ tpm
UK models (1992-95) 1 150 to 1250 rpm
UK modeis (1996-on) 1200 to 1300 rpm

Cylinder compression pressure (at sea level) 10.6 Bars (156 psi)

Carburettor synchronisation

Engine vacuum at idle speed

US models 220 to 230 mm Hg (8.06 to 9.66 inches Hg)

UK models (1992-95) 26010 270 mm Hg (10.24 to 10.64 inches Hg)

UK models (1996-on) 230 mm Hg (9.66 inches Hg)

Maximum vacuum difference between cylinders 10 mm Hg (0.4 inch Hg)

Cylinder numbering (from left side to right side of bike) 1-2-3-4



Servicing specifications

Cycle parts

Disc brake pad thickness

Front

Standard - 1992-97 UK models, all US models 6.2 mm (1/4 inch)

Standard - 1998 UK models 5.5 mm (7/32 Inch)

Minimum 0.8 mm (1/32 Inch)

Standard 5.5 mm (7/32 inch)

Minimum 0.8 mm (1/32 inch)

Brake pedal position (below top of footpeg) 40 mm (1-19/32 inch)

Freeplay adjustments

Throttle grip 3 to 7 mm (1/8 to 9/32 inch)

Clutch lever

1 992-95 UK models, 1 992-96 US models (at lever stock) 2 to 3 mm (5/64 to 1 9/64 inch)

1996-on UK models, 1997-on US models (at lever end) 10 to 15 mm (0.4 to 0.6 inch)

Front brake lever see text

Drive chain slack 30 to 40 mm (1-13/64 to 1-19/32 inch)

Tyre pressures and tread depth see Daily (pre-ride) checks

Torque settings

Oil drain plug 43 Nm (31 ft-lbs)

Oil tiller 17 Nm (144 in-lbs)

Spark plugs 1 2.5 Nm (1 08 in-lbs)

Exhaust pipe tlange nuts 1 5 Nm (1 32 in-lbs) (Note 2)

Steering head bearing ring nut

Initial torque 52 Nm (37 ft-lbs) (Note 3)

Final torque 18 Nm (156 in-lbs) (Note 3)

Valve cover bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Fork caps 23 Nm (17 ft-lbs)

Recommended lubricants and fluids

Engine/transmission

Type . API grade SE. SF or SG
Viscosity

Up to 15°C (60°F) SAE 10W-30
Above 5°C (40°F) SAE 20W-40

Capacity - all US models, 1992-95 UK models

With tilter change 2.5 litres (2.6 US qts, 4.4 Imperial pts)

Oil change only 2.2 litres (2.3 US qts, 3.8 Imperial pts)

Capacity - 1996-on UK models

With filter change 2.6 litres (2.7 US qts, 4.6 Imperial pts)

Oil change only 2.3 litres (2.4 US qts, 4.0 Imperial pts)

Fluid type DOT 4 (DOT 3 may be used if DOT 4 is unavailable)

Front forks

Type SAE 10W fork oil

Capacity

1992-95 UK models, 1992-96 US models 379 cc (12.8 US fl oz, 13.3 Imperial fl oz)

1996-on UK models, 1997-on US models 375 cc (12.7 US fl oz, 13.2 Imperial ft oz)

Oil level (Note 4)

1992-95 UK models, 1992-96 US models 111 mm (4.37 inches)

1996-on UK models, 1997-on US models 1 16 mm (4.57 inches)

Cycle parts

Drive chain SAE 30 to 50W engine oil

Wheel and steering head bearings Medium weight, lithium-based multi-purpose grease

Swingarm pivot bearings Medium weight, lithium-based waterproof wheel bearing grease

Cables and lever pivots Chain and cable lubricant or 1 0W30 motor oil

Sidestand/centrestand pivots Medium-weight, lithium-based multi-purpose grease

Brake pedal/shift lever pivots Chain and cable lubricant or 1 0W30 motor oil

Throttle grip Multi-purpose grease or dry film lubricant

Notes

;. To minimise valve noise it may be possible to reduce the exhaust valve clearance to 0. IS mm (0.007 inch).

2. Lubricate the threads with anti-seize compound.
3. Using Yamaha ring nut wrench YU-33975 and a torque wrench placed at a right angle to the ring nut wrench.

4. Fork oil level is measured from the top of the fork tube, with the fork fully compressed and the spacer, spring seat and spring removed.



Maintenance schedule 1.3

Note: The pre-ride inspection outlined in the owner's manual covers

checks and maintenance that should he carried out on a daily basis, it's

condensed and included here to remind you of its importance. Always

perform the pre-ride inspection at every maintenance interval fin

addition to the procedures listed). The intervals listed below are the

shortest intervals recommended by the manufacturer for each
particular operation during the mode) years covered in this manual.

Your owner's manual may have different intervals for your model.

Daily (pre-ride) checks
See Daily (pre-ride) checks at the beginning of this

manual.

Every 4000 miles (6000 km) or

6 months (continued)

I
Check the cleanliness of the fuel system and the

condition of the fuel lines and vacuum hoses
(Section 15)

._. Inspect the crankcase breather system (Section 16)

Q Check the operation of the sidestand switch

(Section 17)

"Required in the UK and recommended wherever
salt is used on the roads

After the initial 600 miles (1000 km)
Note: This check is usually performed by a Yamaha dealer after tht

first 600 miles (1000 km) from new. Thereafter, maintenance i:

carried out according to the following intervals of the schedule.

Every 500 miles (800 km)
Check/adjust and lubricate the drive chain

(Section 1)

Every 8000 miles (12,000 km) or

12 months
Note: Cany out all ifre items under the previous mileage headings

plus the following:

I
Change the engine/transmission oil and oil filter

(Section 18)

_ Check and adjust the steering head bearings

(Section 1 9)

Every 4000 miles (6000 km) or

6 months
Note: Carry out all the items above plus the following:

~ Change the engine/transmission oil (Section 2)
" Clean the air filter element and replace it if

necessary (Section 3)

_i Clean and gap the spark plugs (Section 4)

D Check/adjust the idle speed and throttle cable

freeplay (Section 5)

Check/adjust the carburettor synchronisation

_ (Section 6)

7 Check the brake discs and pads (Section 7)

Lubricate brake pad edges and caliper cavities*

(Section 7)
~ Check/adjust the brake pedal and lever position

and check the brake light (Section 8)
1

Check the clutch cable freeplay (Section 9)

Lubricate the clutch and brake lever pivots

(Section 10)

G Lubricate the shift/brake (ever pivots and the

Sidestand/centrestand pivots (Section 10)

_ Lubricate the cables (Section 10)

7 Check the front forks for proper operation and fluid

leaks (Section 11)

Z' Inspect the rear shock absorber (Section 1 1

)

T Check the wheels and tyres (Section 12)
1 Check the exhaust system for leaks (Section 1 3)
" Check the tightness of the fasteners (Section 14)

Every 12,000 miles (18,000 km) or

18 months
Note: Carry out all the items under the 4000 mile (6000 km) heading

plus the following:

I
Inspect the evaporative emission control system
(California models) (Section 20)

Every 16,000 miles (24,000 km) or

two years
Note: Carry out all the items under the 8000 mile (12.000 km)

heading plus the following:

Change the brake fluid (Section 21)

D Overhaul the brake master cylinders and calipers

(Section 22)

Z] Clean and repack the steering head bearings

_ (Section 23)

.
Lubricate the swingarm bearings and rear

suspension pivot points (Section 24)

Adjust the valve clearances (Section 25)

Non-scheduled maintenance
" Check the battery (Section 26)

I
Check the cylinder compression (Section 27)

Replace the fork oil (Section 28)



1.4 Component locations

a b a h h hi[7

1 Rear brake fluid n
2 Emission control canister (California

models)

3 Crankcase breather hose

Component locations on the right side

4 Clutch cable lower adjuster

5 Fuel filter

6 Idle speed adjuster

7 Front brake fluid re

8 Engine/transmission oil filler cap
9 Engine/transmission oil level window

10 Rear brake light switch

11 Rear brake pedal height adjuster



Component locations i«e

sii® a a

1 Clutch cable upper adjuster

2 Steering head bearings

3 Air filter

Component locations on the left side

5 Drive chain

6 Sidestand switch

7 Engine/transmission oil drain plug

8 Engine/transmission oil filter

9 Sparkplugs
10 Fork seats



.6 Routine maintenance and servicing

Maintenance labels

Introduction

1 This Chapter is designed to help the home
mechanic maintain his/her motorcycle for

safety, economy, long life and peak
performance.

2 Deciding where to start or plug into the

routine maintenance schedule depends on
several factors. If you have a motorcycle on

which the warranty has recently expired, and

if it has been maintained according to the

warranty standards, you may want to pick-up

routine maintenance as it coincides with the

next mileage or calendar interval. If you have

owned the machine for some time but have

never performed any maintenance on it, then

you may want to start at the nearest interval

and include some additional procedures to

ensure that nothing important is overlooked, if

you have just had a major engine overhaul,

then you may want to start the maintenance

routine from the beginning. If you have a used

machine and have no knowledge of its history

or maintenance record, you may desire to

combine all the checks into one large service

initially and then setfle into the maintenance

schedule prescribed.

3 Before beginning any maintenance or

repair, the machine should be cleans

thoroughly, especially around the oil filte

spark plugs, valve cover, side cover

carburettors, etc. Chaning will help ensui

thatd snot
will allow you to detect wear and damage th

could otherwise easily go unnoticed.

4 Certain maintenance information

sometimes printed on decais attached to fl

motorcycle. If the information on tl

decals differs from that included here, m
the information on the decal (s<

illustrations).

Every 500 miles (800 km)

1 Drive chain and sprockets - §S>

check, adjustment and
lubrication ^

Check
1 A neglected drive chain won't last long and

can quickly damage the sprockets. Routine

chain adjustment and lubrication isn't difficult

and will ensure maximum chain and sprocket

life.

2 To check the chain, place the bike on its

centrestand (if equipped) or prop it securely in

an upright position. Shift the transmission

into Neutral. Wake sure the ignition switch is

Off.

3 Push up on the bottom run of the chain and
measure the slack midway between the two
sprockets (see illustration), then compare
your measurements to the value listed in this

Chapter's Specifications. As wear occurs, the

chain will actually stretch, which means
adjustment usually involves removing some
slack from the chain. In some cases where

lubrication has been neglected, corrosion and

galling may cause the links to bind and kink,

which effectively shortens the chain's length.

If the chain is tight between the sprockets,

rusty or kinked, it's time to replace it with a

new one. Note: Repeat the chain slack

it atong the length of the chain -

ideally, every inch or so. If you find a t/j

area, mark it with felt pen or paint and rept

(he measurement after the o/Vre has be
ridden. If the chain is still tight in the sai

area, it may be damaged or worn. Becaust

tight or kinked chain can damage I

transmission output shaft bearing, it's a gc

idea to replace it.

4 Remove the chain guard (see illustratic

1.3 Push up on the tower run of the chain

and measure how far it deflects - if it's not

within the specified limits, adjust the slack

in the chain



Every 500 miles (800 km)

)o

1.4b If the chain can be pulled more than

half the length of a tooth away from the

sprocket, It's worn and should be replaced

DIRECTION OF ROTATION

i^ *S

1.5 Check the sprockets in the a

Check Ihe entire length of the chain for

damaged rollers, loose links and pins.

Pull the chain rearward, away from the

centre of the rear sprocket (see illustration).

If the chain pulls away by more than half the

length of a sprocket tooth, it's worn and

should be replaced. Rotate the wheel and

repeat this check at several places on the

chain, since it may wear unevenly. Note:

Never install a new chain on old sprockets,

and never use the old chain if you install new
sprockets - replace the chain and sprockets

as a set.

5 Remove the engine sprocket cover (see

Chapter 5). Check the teeth on the engine

sprocket and the rear sprocket for wear (see

illustration).

Adjustment

6 Rotate the rear wheel until the chain is

positioned with the least amount of slack

present.

7 Remove the cotter pin from the axle nut and

loosen the nut (see illustration).

8 Loosen and back-off the locknuts on the

adjuster bolts.

9 Turn the axle adjusting bolts on both sides

of the swingarm until the proper chain tension

is obtained (get the adjuster on the chain side

close, then set the adjuster on the opposite

side). Be sure to turn the adjusting bolts

evenly to keeo the rear wheel in alignment. If

the adjusting bolts reach the end of their

travel, the chain is excessively worn and

should be replaced with a new one (see

Chapter 6).

10 When the chain has the correct amount of

slack, make sure the marks on the adjusters

correspond to the same relative marks on

each side of the swingarm (see illus-

tration 1.7). Tighten the axle nut to the torque

listed in the Chapter 6 Specifications, then

install a new cotter pin and bend it properly

(see illustration). If necessary, turn the nut an

additional amount to line up the cotter pin

hole with the castellations in the nut - don't

loosen the nut to do this.

11 Tighten the chain adjuster locknuts

securely.

Lubrication

Note: If the chain is extremely dirty, it should

be removed and cleaned before it's lubricated

(see Chapter 5).

12 The best time to lubricate the chain is

after the motorcycle has been ridden. When
the chain is warm, the lubricant will penetrate

the joints between the side plates, pins,

bushings and rollers to provide lubrication of

the internal load bearing areas. Note: Yamaha
specifies SAE 30 to SAE 50 engine oil only;

you can use aerosol chain lube, but make sure

it is suitable for O-ring chains.

13 Apply the oil to the area where the

side plates overlap - not the middle of the

rollers. After applying the lubricant, let it

soak in a few minutes before wiping off any

HilUT

Apply the oil to the top of

the lower chain run, so
centrifugal force will work

the bike is moving.

_

\/
—~^-'~/ COTTER

PIN
^U

1 .7 Remove the cotter pin and loosen the axle nut

1.10 This is the correct way to bend the

axle nut cotter pin - always use a new
cotter pin whenever the old one is

removed



Every 4000 miles (6000 km) or 6 months

2.5 Remove the oil drain plug 3.2 Remove the cover screws and lift oft

Every 4000 miles (6000 km) or 6 months

Engine/transmission oil -

change

1 Consistent routine oil changes are the

single most important maintenance procedure

you can perform on a motorcycle. The oil not

only lubricates the internal parts of the engine,

transmission and clutch, but it also acts as a

coolant, a cleaner, a sealant, and a protectant.

Because of these demands, the oil takes a

terrific amount of abuse and should be
replaced often with new oil of the

recommended grade and type. Saving a little

money on the difference in cost between a

good oil and a cheap oil won't pay off if the

engine is damaged.
2 Before changing the oil, warm up the

engine so the oil win drain easily.

A Warning: Be careful when
draining the oil, as the exhaust
pipes, the engine, end the oil

itself can cause sevens burns.

3 Put the motorcycle on the centrestand (if

equipped) or prop it securely upright. Place a

clean drain pan beneath the crankcase drain

plug. Remove the oil filler cap to vent the

crankcase and to serve as a reminder that

there is no oil in the engine.

4 If the bike has a lower fairing, remove it (see

Chapter 7).

5 Next, remove the drain plug from the

engine (see illustration) and allow the oil to

drain into the pan. Discard the sealing washer

on the drain plug; it should be replaced

whenever the plug is removed.

6 Before refilling the engine, check the old oil

carefully.

7 If the inspection of the oil turns up nothing

unusual, refill the crankcase to the proper

level with the recommended oil and install the

filler cap (see Daily (pre-ride) checks). Start the

engine and let it run for two or three minutes.

Shut it off, wait a few minutes, then check the

oil level. If necessary, add more oil to bring the

level up to the Maximum mark. Check around

the drain plug and filter housing for leaks.

8 The old oil drained from the engine cannot

Pe reused in its present state and should be
disposed of. Check with your local refuse

disposal company, disposal facility or

environmental agency to see whether they will

accept the used oil for recycling. Don't pour

used oil into drains or onto the ground. After

the oil has cooled, it can be drained into a

suitable container (capped plastic jugs,

topped bottles, milk cartons, etc.) for

transport to one of these disposal sites.

(Vofe: It is antisocial and illegal to dump oil

down the drain. In the UK, call this number
free to find the location of your local oil

recycling bank. In the USA, note that any
oil supplier must accept used oil for

recycling.

3 Air filter element - servicing

1 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3),

2 Remove the cover screws and lift off the

housing cover (see illustration). Inspect the

cover -ring and replace it If it's damaged or

deteriorated.

3 Remove the element (see Illustration).

Wipe out the housing with a clean rag.

hint

If the oil is drained into a clean pan, small pieces of metal or other material

can be easily detected. If the oil is very metallic coloured, then the engine

is experiencing wear from break-in (new engine) or from insufficient
J

lubrication. If there are flakes or chips of metal in the oil, then something is

drastically wnng internally and the engine will have to be disassembled for

inspection and repair. If there are pieces of fibre-like material in the oil, the clutch is

wearing excessively and should be checked.

1) from the air box

4 Tap the element on a hard surface to shak

out dirt. If compressed air is available, use
to clean the element by blowing from th

outside in. If the element is extremely dirty c

torn, replace it with a new one.

5 Reinstall the filter by reversing the remov;

procedure. Make sure the element is seate

properly in the filter housing before installin

the cover.

4 Spark plugs - replacement

1 This motorcycle is equipped with spar

plugs that have a 16 mm wrench hex. Mak
sure your spark plug socket is the correct si2

before attempting to remove the plugs.

2 Rotate the spark plug caps back-and-fort

to loosen them, then pull them off the plug

and check them for bhttleness and cracking,

available, use compressed air to blow an

accumulated debris from around the spar

plugs. Remove the plugs (see illustration).

3 Inspect the electrodes for wear. Both th

centre and side electrodes should hav
square edges and the side electrode shoul

be of uniform thickness. Look for exeessiv

deposits and evidence of a cracked c

chipped insulator around the centre electrodi

4.2 Use an extension and a deep socket t

remove the spark plugs



Every 4000 miles (6000 km) or 6 months 1.9

4.6a Spark plug manufacturers recommend using a wire type

gauge when checking the gap

Compare your spark plugs to the colour spark

plug chart on the inside of Ihe back cover.

Check trie threads, the washer and the

ceramic insulator body for cracks and other

damage.

4 If the electrodes are not excessively worn,

and if the deposits can be easily removed with

a wire brush, the plugs can be re-gapped and

reused (if no cracks or chips are visible in the

insulator]. If in doubt concerning the condition

of the plugs, replace them with new ones, as

the expense is minimal,

5 Cleaning spark plugs by sandblasting is

permitted, provided you clean the plugs with a

high flash-point solvent afterwards.

6 Before installing new plugs, make sure they

are the correct type and heat range. Check
the gap between the electrodes, as they are

not preset. For best results, use a wire-type

gauge rather than a flat gauge to check the

gap (see illustration). If the gap must be

adjusted, bend the side electrode only and be

very careful not to chip or crack the insulator

rose (see illustration). Make sure the washer

is in place before installing each plug.

7 Since the cylinder head is made of

aluminium, which is soft and easily damaged,
thread the plugs into the heads by hand.

fJfflJJSJ Since the plugs are
llWUila^ recessed, slip a short length

HiNT of hose over the end of the
' plug to use as a tool to

thread it into place. The hose will grip

the plug well enough to turn it, but will

start to slip if the plug begins to cross-

thread in the hole - this will prevent

damaged threads and the resultant
1 repair costs.

8 Once the plugs are finger tight, the job can

be finished with a socket. It a torque wrench is

available, tighten the spark plugs to the torque

listed in this Chapter's Specifications. If you

do not have a torque wrench, tighten the

plugs finger tight (until the washers bottom on

the cylinder head) then use a wrench to

tighten them an additional 1/4 turn.

Regardless of the method used, do not over-

tighten them.

9 Reconnect the spark plug caps and reinstall

all components removed for access.

5 Idle speed and throttle cable >,

freeplay - check and
adjustment ^

Idle speed
1 The idle speed should be checked and
adjusted before and after the carburettors are

synchronised and when it is obviously too

high or too low. Before adjusting the idle

speed, make sure the valve clearances and
spark plug gaps are correct. Also, turn the

handlebars back-and -forth and see if the idle

s is done. If it does, the

it be adjusted correctly,

jt. This is a dangerous
ise loss of control of the

ect this problem before

speed changes as I

throttle cable may
or it may be worn
condition that can c

bike. Be sure to cc

proceeding.

2 The engine should be at normal operating

temperature, which is usually reached after 10

to 1 5 minutes of stop and go riding. Place the

motorcycle on the centrestand (if equipped) or

prop it securely upright and make sure the

transmission is in Neutral. If necessary for

access to the pilot air screw or idle speed
screw (US models), remove the upper fairing.

3 If you're working on a UK model (or a US
model with the pilot air screw covers

removed) refer to Chapter 3 and adjust the

pilot air screw to the setting listed in the

Chapter 3 Specifications.

4 With the engine idling, turn the throttle stop

screw (see illustration 6.9) until the idle

speed listed in this Chapter's Specifications is

obtained.

5 Snap the throttle open and shut a few
times, then recheck the idle speed. If

necessary, repeat the adjustment procedure.

6 If a smooth, steady idle can't be achieved,

the fuel/air mixture may be incorrect. Refer to

Chapter 3 for additional carburettor information.

7 After making the adjustment adjust throttle

cable freeplay.

Throttle check
8 Make sure the throttle grip rotates easily

from fully closed to fully open with the front

wheel turned at various angles. The grip

should return automatically from fully open to

fully closed when released. If the throttle

sticks, check the throttle cables for cracks or

kinks in the housings. Also, make sure the

inner cables are clean and well-lubricated,

9 Check for a small amount of freeplay at the

grip and compare the freeplay to the value

listed in this Chapter's Specifications (see

illustration). If adjustment is necessary,

adjust the idle speed first (see above).

Throttle cable adjustment
10 Freeplay adjustments are made at the

handlebar end of the accelerator cable using

the mid -line adjuster, then at the carburettor

end if necessary. The decelerator cable isn't

adjustable.

11 Make sure the throttle grip is in the fully

closed position.

12 Make sure the throttle linkage lever

contacts the idle adjusting screw when the

throttle grip is in the closed throttle position.
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5.13 To adjust throttle freeplay, pull back the rubber boot from
the mid-line adjuster, loosen the locknut, turn the adjuster

(arrowed), then tighten the locknut

13 At the throttle grip, loosen the locknut

(see illustration). Turn the adjuster to achieve

the correct freeplay, then tighten the locknut.

A Warning: Turn the handlebars all

the way through their travel with

the engine idling. Idle speed
should not change. If it does,

the cables may be routed incorrectly.

Correct this dangerous condition before
riding the bike.

14 it correct freeplay can't be achieved at the

handlebar adjuster, loosen the locknut at the

carburettor end ot the cable (see illustration)

Reposition the cable as necessary, then

tighten the locknuts.

6 Carburettor synchronisation
- check and adjustment ^K

A Warning: Gasoline (petrol) is

extremely flammable, so take

extra precautions when you
work on any part of the fuel

system. Don 't smoke or allow open flames

or bare light bulbs near the work area, and
don't work in a garage where a natural

gas-type appliance (such as a water
heater or clothes dryer) is present. Since

gasoline is carcinogenic, wear latex gloves

when there's a possibility of being

exposed to fuel, and, if you spill any fuel

on your skin, rinse it off immediately with

soap and water. When you perform any
kind of work on the fuel system, wear
safety glasses and have a tire extinguisher

suitable for a Class B type fire (flammable

liquids) on hand.

1 Carburettor synchronisation is simply the

process of adjusting the carburettors so they

pass the same amount of fuel/air mixture to

each cylinder. This is done by measuring the

vacuum produced in each cylinder.

Carburettors that are out of synchronisation

will result in decreased fuel mileage,

increased engine temperature, less than ideal

throttle response and higher vibration levels.

2 To properly synchronise the carburettors.

you will need some sort of vacuum gauge s

up, preferably with a gauge for each cylinc

or a manometer, which is a calibrated tu

arrangement to indicate engine vacuL

Because of the nature of the synchronisat

procedure and the need for spei

instruments, most owners leave the task t<

dealer service department or a reputa

motorcycle repair shop.

3 Remove the seat and side covers (f

Chapter 7).

4 Remove the fuel tank to provide access

the carburettors (see Chapter 3). Position

fuel tank on a bench alongside the motorcy

(at the same height as normal) and run Ion

fuel and vacuum lines from the tank to tr

5 Start the engine and let it run until it reao

normal operating temperature, then shut it

6 Detach the screws from the vacui

on the intake manifolds and install

fittings (see illustrations), then hook up

pc

the

^cording to the manufacturer's instructic

6.6a Remove *>• vacuum fitting

installed (two of four carburettors shown)
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6.9 The throttle stop screw and synchronising screws are

accessible from the rear of the carburettor assembly

Throttle stop

Synchronising screw for no. 1 and 2 carburettors

Synchronising screw for no. 3 and 4 carburettors

Centre synchronising screw

7.2 Front caliper - check to see if the pad grooves (arrowed) a

nearly worn away; if they are, the pads are worn

Make sure there are no leaks in the set-up, as

false readings will result,

7 Start the engine and make sure the idle

speed is correct. If It isn't, adjust it (see

Section 5).

3 The vacuum readings for all of the cylinders

should be the same, or at least within the

tolerance listed in this Chapter's

Specifications. If the vacuum readings vary,

adjust as necessary.

9 To perform the adjustment, synchronise the

carburettors for no. 1 and no. 2 cylinders by

turning the synchronising screw, as needed.

until the vacuum is identical or nearly identical

for both cylinders (see illustration). Snap the

throttle open and shut 2 or 3 times, then

recheck the adjustment and readjust as

no. 3 and no. 4 cylinders to each other by

turning the synchronising screw for those two
carburettors (see illustration 6,9).

11 Finally, turn the centre synchronising

screw to synchronise the two pairs of

carburettors to each other.

12 When the adjustment is complete,

recheck the vacuum readings and idle speed,

then stop the engine. Remove the vacuum
gauge or manometer and attach the hoses or

caps to the fittings on the carburettors.

7 Brakes pads - check

10 Next synchro

Note: In addition to the visual wear checks

i the carburettors for described in this Section, minimum brake pad

thicknesses are listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

1 The front and rear brake pads should be

checked at the recommended intervals and

replaced with new ones when worn beyond

the limit described in this Section.

2 To check the front brake pads, reach up

and operate the brake lever while you look at

the wear indicator grooves in the pad friction

material (see illustration)

3 If the grooves are nearly worn away, the

pads are worn excessively and must be

replaced with new ones (see Chapter 6).

4 The rear brake pad wear indicators may be

grooves in the friction material or raised

corners of the metal backing (see

illustrations). Have an assistant press the

brake pedal firmly while you look at the pads

through the back of the caliper. If the pads are

E _> '"fc Ml

Hi Mm I

•^•^•v. ^-•"^S"' I UrL I

7.4b Rear caliper - if the pads have wear grooves (ar

check to see if they are nearly worn away
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8.2 To adjust the front brake lever position, align or

adjuster notches with the dot on the lever pivot (ar

i of the

wed)
8.3a Measure brake pedal height from the top of the footpei

equipped with raised corners and they're

close to the disc, replace the pads (see

Chapter 6). If the pads don't have raised

corners, the caliper must be removed so the

wear grooves can be inspected (see Chap-
ters).

5 On UK models, remove the brake pads and
lubricate the edges of the pad backing plates

and the pad cavities in the calipers with

special lubricants (see Brake pads -

replacement
i

8 Brake system -

checks and adjustment

Front brake lever

1 The front brake lever can be adjusted to

vary Its distance from the handlebar

according to rider preference.

2 Push the lever forward. At the same time,

turn the adjuster and align one of the notches

on the adjuster with the mark on the top of the

lever (see illustration). There are two
notches, directly opposite each other on the

adjuster.

Rear brake pedal
3 Check pedal heigh! (measured down from

the top of the footpeg to the tip ot the pedal)

and compare it to the value listed in this

Chapter's Specifications (see illustration).

Adjust it if necessary by loosening the

locknuts on the adjusting bolt, turning the

adjusting bolt as needed and tightening the

locknuts (see illustration).

4 If necessary, adjust the brake light switch

(see Section 8).

General checks

5 A routine general check ot tha brakes will

ensure that any problems are discovered and

remedied before the rider's safety is

jeopardised.

6 Check the brake lever and pedal for loose

connections, excessive play, bends, and

other damage. Replace any damaged parts

with new ones (see Chapter 6).

? Make sure all brake fasteners are tight.

Check the brake pads for wear (see Sectio

and make sure the fluid level in the reserv

is correct (see Daily (pre-ride) checks). L

for leaks at the hose connections and ch

for cracks in the hoses. If the lever or ped.

spongy, bleed the brakes as describee

Chapter 6.

8 Make sure the brake light operates w
the brake lever or pedal is depressed,

before the rear brake takes effect.

9 If adjustment is necessary, hold the sw
and turn the adjusting nut on the switch b

(see Illustration) until the brake ligh

activated when required. If the switch doe

operate the brake lights, check it as descri

in Chapter 8.

10 The front brake light switch is

adjustable. If it fails to operate prop*

replace it with a new one (see Chapter 8).

9 Clutch - check

1 Clutch cable freeplay is measured at

8.3b To adjust the brake pedal height, loosen the locknut

(arrowed) and turn the adjusting boll

8.9 Hold the switch body and turn the plastic nut (arrowed)

adjust switch position
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9.1 Clutch cable freeplay measurement point

1992-95 UK models, 1992-96 US models
1996-on UK models, 1997-on US models

9.2 Pull back the rubber boot to access the upper adjuster;

loosen the lock wheel (A) and turn the adjuster (B), then tighten

the lock wheel

handlebar lever (see illustration). On 1 992-95

UK models and 1992-96 US models, pull the

clutch lever gently towards the handlebar until

all treeplay is taken up and tension is felt in

the cable, then measure the distance from the

lever blade to the lever stock. If this is not

within the specification, the clutch cable must

be adjusted. On 1996-on UK models and
1997-on US models, hold a ruler against the

ball end of the clutch lever, then pull the lever

gently towards the handlebar until all freeplay

is token up and tension is (elt in the cable, arid

measure the movement of the lever's ball end

from its original position.

2 Starling at the lever end of the cable,

loosen the locknut and turn the adjuster in or

out as required (see illustration).

3 Don't back the adjuster out too far, if you

can't adjust freeplay to specifications with the

handlebar adjuster, loosen the two nuts on

the cable lower adjuster and reposition the

adjuster in its bracket. Re-lock the two nuts to

secure the housing into its final position (see

illustration).

4 Start the bike, release the clutch and ride

off. noting the position of the clutch lever

when the clutch begins to engage. If it's too

close to the handlebar with freeplay correctly

adjusted, check the cable and clutch

components for wear and damage (see

Chapter 2).

10 Lubrication - general &~

1 Since the controls, cables and various other

components of a motorcycle are exposed to

the elements, they should be lubricated

periodically to ensure safe and trouble-free

operation.

2 The footpegs, clutch and brake levers,

brake pedal, shift lever and side and
centrestand (if equipped) pivots should be
lubricated frequently. In order for the lubricant

to be applied where it will do the most good,

the component should be disassembled.

However, if chain and cable lubricant is being

used, it can be applied to the pivot joint gaps

and will usually work its way into the areas

where friction occurs. If motor oil or light

grease is being used, apply it sparingly as it

may attract dirt (which could cause the

controls to bind or wear at an accelerated

rate). Note: One of the best lubricants tor the

control lever pivots is a dry-film lubricant

(available from many sources by different

names).

3 To lubricate the throttle cables, clutch cable

and choke cable (it equipped), disconnect the

cable at the lower end, then lubricate the

cable with a pressure lube adapter (see

illustration). See Chapter 3 for the throttle

and choke cable removal procedure and

Chapter 2 for the clutch cable removal

procedure. Note: Yamaha recommends that

the throttle grip be removed and lubricated

whenever the throttle cables are lubricated.

Refer to the handlebars section of Chapter 5.

4 The speedometer cable should be removed

from its housing and lubricated with motor oil

or cable lubricant.

9.3 Clutch cable lower adjuster; loosen the nuts [arrowed) ti

reposition the cable in its bracket

10.3 Lubricating a cable with a pressure lube a

the tool seats around the inner cable)
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11 Suspension - check

1 The suspension components must be
maintained in top operating condition to

ensure rider safety. Loose, worn or damaged
suspension parts decrease the vehicle's

stability and control.

Front suspension

2 While standing alongside the motorcycle,

hole the Iron! brake on and push on the

handlebars to compress the forks several

times. Sea if they move up-and-down
smoothly without binding. If binding is felt, the

to^ks shou'd be disassembled and inspected

as described in Chapter 5.

3 Carefully inspect the area around the fork

seals for any signs of fork oil leakage (see

illustration), If leakage is evident, the seals

must be replaced as described in Chapter 5.

4 Check the tightness of all front suspension

nuts and bolts to be sure none have worked

Rear suspension

5 Inspect the rear shock for fluid leakage and

tightness of the mounting fasteners. If leakage

is found, the shock should be replaced.

6 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or support it securely upright with the rear

wheel off the ground. Grab the swingarm on

each side, just ahead of the axle. Rock the

swingarm trom side to side - there should be

no discernible movement at the rear. If there's

a little movement or a slight clicking can be

heard, make sure the pivot shaft nuts are

tight. It the pivot nuts are tight but movement
is still noticeable, the swingarm will have to be

removed and the bearings replaced as

described in Chapter 5.

7 Inspect the tightness of the rear suspension

nuts and bolts.

12 Wheels and tyres -

general check

Wheels
1 The cast wheels used on these machines
are virtually maintenance free, but they should

be kept clean and checked periodically for

cracks and other damage. Never attempt to

repair damaged cast wheels: they must be

replaced with new ones.

2 Check the valve stem locknuts to make
sure they are tight. Also, make sure the valve

stem cap is in place and tight. If it is missing,

install a new one made of metal or hard

plastic.

Tyres

3 Check tyre condition and tread depth
thoroughly - see Daily tpre-ride) checks.

13 Exhaust system - check

t Periodically check all of the exhaust system

joints for leaks and loose fasteners. The lower

fairing (if equipped) will have to be removed to

do this properly (see Chapter 7). If tightening

the clamp bolts fails to stop any leaks, replace

the gaskets with new ones (a procedure which

requires disassembly of the system).

2 The exhaust pipe flange nuts at the cylinder

heads are especially prone to loosening,

which could cause damage to the head.

Check them frequently and keep them tight

(see Chapter 3).

14 Fasteners - check

1 Since vibration of the machine tends to loosen

fasteners, all nuts, bolts, screws, etc. should be

periodically checked for proper tightness.

2 Pay particular attention to the following:

Sparkplugs
Engine oil drain plug

Oil filter

Gearshift lever

Footpegs, sidestand and centrestand (if

equipped)

Engine mount bolts

Shock absorbermount bolts

Front axle and clamp bolt

Rear axle nut

Swingarm pivot shaft nut

3 If a torque wrench is available, use it

with the torque specifications at the bee

of this, or other, Chapters.

4 Should you find certain fastener

do come loose periodically, ap

non-hardening liquid thread locking ac

trie threads and reassemble to the
(

15 Fuel system -

check and filter replacement

A Warning: Gasoline (petrol) I

extremely flammable, so ta

extra precautions when yo,

work on any part of the fue

system. Don't smoke or allow open ft.

or bare light bulbs near the work arei

don't work in a garage where a natur

gas-type appliance (such as a water
heater or clothes dryer) is present. Si\

gasoline is carcinogenic, wear latex g

when there's a possibility of being

exposed to fuel, and, if you spill any f.

on your skin, rinse it off immediately i

soap and water. When you perform a.

kind of work on the fuel system, weai

safety glasses and have a fire extingi

suitable for a Class B type fire (flamrr

liquids) on hand.

1 Check the fuel tank, the tank breathe:

the fuel tap. the lines and the carburet!

leaks and evidence of damage.

2 (f carburettor gaskets are leakin;

carburettors should be disassemble
rebuilt by referring to Chapter 3.

3 If the fuel tap is leaking, tightenir

screws may help. If leakage persists, t

should be disassembled and repaii

replaced with a new one (see Chapter 3

4 If the fuel lines are cracked or oth
deteriorated, replace them wrth new on.

5 Check the vacuum hose connected
fuel tap. If it is cracked or otherwise dar

replace it with a new one.

6 The fuel filter should be re|

periodically. To do so, loosen the

clamps and slide them down the hoses

from the filter. Pry the hoses off each

the filter and connect a new filter in its

(see illustrations).
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7 Check that there is no sign of leakage from

the fuel pump. Check that the fuel pump line

connections are secure and on early models
with a vacuum type fuel pump check the

condition of the vacuum hose.

16 Crankcase breather system
- inspection

1 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3) and

disconnect the large-bore crankcase breather

tiose from the rear of the air cleaner housing

(see illustration 12.2c in Chapter 3)

Disconnect the other end of the hose from the

top of the crankcase on the right side (see

illustration 5.8 in Chapter 2).

2 Blow through the hose to clear any
emulsified oil or sludge present and check

that the hose is not pinched at any point nor

perished. If necessary renew the hose.

Reconnect the hose and secure it with the

spring clips.

3 Trace the drain hose from the base of the

air cleaner housing on the left side (see

illustration 12.2a in Chapter 3) and make
sure the hose is clear. Some models have an

in-line filter in the hose - ensure that this is not

blocked.

17 Sidestand switch -

operation check

sidestand switch

component, designed to prevent the

motorcycle being ridden with the sidestand in

the down (extended) position. Conduct the

following test to determine if the side

stand and clutch switches are working

correctly.

2 Make sure that the engine kill switch is in

the RUN position and turn the ignition

(main) switch ON. Shift the transmission into a

gear. Ensure that the sidestand is UP,

then pull in the clutch lever and press the

starter button - the engine should start. If it

doesn't, the clutch switch should be

checked as described in Chapter 8. With the

engine idling and the clutch lever still

held in, extend the sidestand - the engine

should stop. If it doesn't the sidestand switch

should be checked as described in Chap-
ters.

Every 8000 miles (12,000 km) or 12 months

18 Engine/transmission oil and %
filter - change H

1 Consistent routine oil and filter changes are

the single most important maintenance

procedure you can perform on a motorcycle.

The oil not only lubricates the internal parts of

the engine, transmission and clutch, but it

also acts as a coolant, a cleaner, a sealant,

and a protectant. Because of these demands,
the oil takes a terrific amount of abuse and
should be replaced often with new oil of the

recommended grade and type. Saving a little

money on the difference in cost between a

good oil and a cheap oil won't pay oft if the

engine is damaged,
2 Before changing the oil and filter, warm up
the engine so the oil will drain easily.

A Warning: Be careful when
draining the oil, as the exhaust

pipes, the engine, and the oil

itself can cause severe bums.
3 Put the motorcycle on the centrestand (if

equipped) or prop it securely upright. Place a

clean drain pan beneath the crankcase drain

plug and filter housing. Remove the oil filler

cap to vent the crankcase and to serve as a

reminder that there is no oil in the engine.

4 If the bike has a lower fairing, remove it (see

Chapter 7).

5 Next, remove (he drain plug from the

engine (see illustration 2.5) and allow the oil

to drain into the pan. Discard the sealing

washer on the drain plug; it should be
replaced whenever the plug is removed.

6 Make sure the oil drain pan is under the oil

filter, then unscrew the filter element with a

ratchet and filter wrench (see illustrations). If

additional maintenance is planned for this time

period, check or service another component
while the oil is allowed to drain completely.

7 Apply a film of oil to the gasket on the new
filter (see illustration). Thread the filter onto

the adapter and tighten it to the torque listed

in this Chapter's Specifications.

8 Slip a new sealing washer over the oil drain

plug, then install and tighten it to the torque

listed in this Chapter's Specifications. Avoid

overtightening, as damage to the engine case

9 Before refilling the engine, check the old oil

carefully (see Section 2).

10 If the inspection of the oil turns up nothing

unusual, refill the crankcase to the proper

level with the recommended oil and install the

filler cap. Start the engine and let it run for two

or three minutes. Shut it off, wait a lew

minutes, then check the oil level. If necessary,

add more oil to bring the level up to the

Maximum mark. Check around the drain plug

and filter housing for leaks.

1

1

The old oil drained from the engine cannot

be reused in its present state and should be

disposed of (see Section 2).

19 Steering head bearings -

check and adjustment

1 This vehicle is equipped with caged-ball

type steering head bearings which can

become dented, rough or loose during normal

use of the machine. In extreme cases, worn or

loose steering head bearings can cause

steering wobble that is potentially dangerous.

you'll need an extension, and
possibly a universal joint adapter, to reach

between the exhaust pipes

18.7 Apply a film of clean e

filter gasket (arro
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19.4 Grasp the front wheel and try to pull It

back and forth; if it moves, the steering

head bearings are loose and in need of

adjustment

Check
2 To check the bearings, place the

motorcycle on the centrestand and block the

machine so the front wheel is in the air.

3 Point the wheel straight ahead and slowly

move the handlebars from side-to-side. Dents

or roughness in the bearing races will be felt

and the bars will not move smoothly.

4 Next, grasp the wheel and try to move it

forward and backward (see illustration). Any
looseness in the steering head bearings will

be felt as front-to-rear movement ot the fork

legs. If play is felt in the bearings, adjust the

steering head as follows:

Adjustment

5 Loosen the lower triple clamp bolts (see

illustration). This allows the necessary

vertical movement of the steering stem in

relation to the fork tubes.

6 Remove the handlebars, steering stem nut

(and washer - later models), upper triple

clamp, ring nut lockwasher. upper ring nut

and rubber washer (see Illustration 7.4a in

Chapter 5, components 12, 11, 3, 4 and 5).

Adjust freeplay as described in Step 7 or 8

below.

7 Carefully tighten the lower ring nut to

eliminate any freeplay, but not so much that

there is any loading on the bearings (see

illustration). After adjustment make sure that

the steering is still able to swing smoothly

from lock-to-lock and all freeplay has been

removed.

8 If the Yamaha service tool (pt no. YU-33975
or 90890-01403) is available this can be

attached to the lower ring nut and a torque

wrench applied to its square hole; the torque

wrench handle must be at 90' to the service

tool and the initial torque figure applied. The

lower ring nut is then slackened one full turn

and retightened to the final torque setting

using the service tool. After adjustment make
sure that the steering is still able to swing

smoothly from lock-to-lock and all freeplay

has been removed.

9 Turn the steering from lock to lock and

check for binding. If there is any, remove

bearings for inspection (see Chapter 5).

10 Install the rubber washer and upper

nut, tightening the nut by hand so that its s

align with those of the lower ring nut. If

don't align, hold the lower ring nut wi

C-spanner and tighten the upper nut agair

until the slots align - be careful not to dis

the bearing freeplay setting. Fit

lockwasher tangs into the nuts slots I

illustration 7.5a in Chapter 5). then fit

upper triple clamp, steering head nut
(

washer - later models) and handlebars

Chapter 5).

11 Recheck the steering head bearing;

play again (see Step 4), The handlel

should move from a full turn to the

opposite turn with just a tap on the end o

handlebar. It necessary, repeat

adjustment procedure. Reinstall all p

previously removed. Tighten the steering ;

nut, triple clamp bolts and handlebar bol

the torques listed in the Chapte
Specifications,

Every 12,000 miles (18,000 km) or 18 months

20 Evaporative emission control %
system (California models
only) - check j^

1 This system, installed on California models
to conform to stringent emission control

standards, routes fuel vapours from the fuel

system into the engine to be burned, instead

of letting them evaporate into the atmosphere.

When the engine isn't running, vapours are

stored in a carbon canister.

2 To begin the inspection of the system,

remove the seat (see Chapter 7) and fuel tank

(see Chapter 3). Inspect the hoses from the

fuel tank and carburettors to the canister for

cracking, kinks or other signs of deterioration

(see illustration).*

3 Label and disconnect the hoses, then

remove the canisters from the machine.

4 Inspect the canister for cracks or

other signs ot damage. Tip the canister so

the nozzle points down. If fuel runs out

20.2 Evaporative emission control system details
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24.1 Lubricate the swingarm through the

grease fittings (arrowed)

25.5 Remove the bolts and detach the

signal generator cover from the left side of

the engine . .

.

25.6 . . . and turn the crankshaft with a

wrench on the turning bolt to align the

T mark on the timing rotor with the

protrusion on the pick-up coil

Every 16,000 miles (24,000 km) or two years

21 Brake fluid - change
_ assembly using new seals. Renew the dust

!g and fluids seals which seal ihe piston in the

A^ caliper and Ihe piston/seal assembly in the

;Q master cylinder.

25 Valve clearances -

check and adjustment

1 Refer to the brake bleeding section in

Chapter 6, noting that all old fluid must be

pumped from the fluid reservoir and hydraulic

line before filling with new fluid.

SOId brake fluid is invariably

much darker In colour than

new fluid, making it easy to

see wrien all old fluid has
been expelled from the

system.

22 Brake master cylinders and a
calipers - overhaul ^k

1 Rater to Chapter 6 and dismantle the front

and rear brake calipers and master cylinders.

Inspect the components for wear and
contamination and then rebuild each

23 Steering head bearings - |g
lubrication ^

1 Periodic cleaning and repacking of the

steering head bearings is recommended by

the manufacturer ftefc to Chapter 5 for

steering head bearing lubrication and
replacement procedures

24 Swingarm bearings and rear ffc

suspension pivot points -

lubrication ^
1 Lubricate the swingarm bearings through

the grease fittings, using a grease gun (see

illustration). Note that some models may not

be fitted with grease fittings, in which case the

swingarm must be removed for greasing of

the bearings (see Chapter 5).

25.7 Make sure the cam lobes for no. 1

cylinder point away from each other as

shown (the no. 4 cylinder cam lobes will

point toward each other)

25.8 Slip a feeler gauge between the cam
lobe and valve adjusting shim - it should

pull out with a slight drag

Checking

1 The engine must be completely cool for this

maintenance procedure, so let the machine sit

overnight before beginning.

2 Disconnect the cable from the negative

terminal of the battery.

3 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7) and the

fuel tank (see Chapter 3).

4 Remove the valve cover (see Chapter 2).

5 Remove the signal generator cover to

provide access to the crankshaft rotation bolt

(see illustration).

6 Position the no. 1 piston (at the left side of

the engine) at Top Dead Centre (TDC| on the

compression stroke. Rotate the engine with a

wrench placed on the timing rotor bolt or by

pushing the bike with the transmission in high

gear until the no. 1 and no. 4 cylinder TDC
mark on the timing rotor aligns with the line on

the pick-up coil (see illustration).

7 Now, check the position of the no. 1

cylinder cam lobes - they should be pointing

away from each other (see illustration).

Piston no. 1 is now at TDC compression. If the

cam lobes are pointing toward each other, no.

1 cylinder is at TDC exhaust, in which case

turn the crankshaft one full turn.

8 Start with the no. 1 intake valve clearance

(the intake valve is on the carburettor side of

the engine). Insert a feeler gauge of the

thickness listed in this Chapter's

Specifications between the cam lobe and

valve adjusting shim (see illustration). Pull

the feeler gauge out slowly - you should feel a
slight drag. If there's no drag, the clearance is

too loose. If there's a heavy drag, the

clearance is too tight.

9 If the clearance is incorrect, write down the

actual measured clearance. You'll need this
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25.1 1 When the signal generator rotor tab

opposite the T mark is aligned with the

pick-up coil protrusion, no. 2 and 3
cylinders are at TDC; the valves for the

cylinder which is on its compression
stroke can be adjusted

information later to select a new valve

adjusting shim.

10 Now measure the no. 1 exhaust valve

clearance, following the same procedure you

used for the intake valve. Be sure to use a

feeler gauge of the specified thickness and
write down the actual clearances of any

valves that aren't within the Specifications.

11 Rotate the crankshaft exactly one-half

turn to place piston no- 2 at TDC
compression. The no. 2 and 3 cylinder TDC
mark on the timing rotor should now be
aligned wi'h the line on the pick-up coil (see

illustration). Also, the cam lobes for no. 2

cylinder should now point away from each
other (see Illustration 25.7).

12 Measure the clearances of both valves on

cylinder no. 2 and write down any that aren't

within the Specifications.

13 Rotate the crankshaft another half turn to

place cylinder no. 4 at TDC (no. 1 and 4

cylinder TDC mark lined up with the pick-up

coil; no. 4 cam lobes pointing away from each

other). Measure its valve clearances.

14 Rotate the engine another half turn to

place cylinder no. 3 at TDC and measure its

valve clearances.

15 If any of the clearances need to be
adjusted, go to Step 1 8 or Step 20.

16 If all the clearances were within the

Specifications, go to Step 28.

25.17 The value lifter notch (arrowed)

should be toward the centre of the engine

25.18 The Yamaha valve adjusting

17 Check the positions of the valve lifter Shim Selection
notches. They should be turned so the intake

and exhaust notches are facing each other

(see illustration).

Adjustment with the Yamaha
valve adjusting tool

18 If you're using the Yamaha valve adjusting

tool (US part no. YM-04125, UK part no.

908go-04l25), install the tool on the valve

lifter and press it down so there's a gap
between the shim and cam lobe (see

illustration). Note: Be sure tne fool bears

against the lifter only, not the adjusting shim.

19 Take the shim out with a magnet (see

illustration). If necessary, slip a small

screwdriver into the lifter notch, under the

shim, and pry the shim up out of the lifter.

Adjustment with a universal
valve adjusting tool

20 If you don't have access to the special

Yamaha tool, you can use a universal valve

adjusting tool (see illustration).

21 Push the wedge of the valve adjusting tool

between the cam lobe and adjusting shim so

it pushes the lifter down slightly. Slip the

holder between the camshaft and lifter, then

pull out the wedge.

22 Slip the wedge tool between the adjusting

shim and the lifter. This will dislodge the

adjusting shim.

23 Take the shim out with a magnet (see

illustration 25.19).

24 Determine the thickness of the shii

removed. It should be marked on the t

of the shim (see illustration), but the

way is to measure it with a micrometer,

are available in increments of 0.05 mm
inch); ie a number 200 shim is 2.00 mm
inch) thick and a number 320 shim is 3.2

(0. 1 30 inch) thick. Note: If the number i

shim does not end in or 5, round it off

nearest zero or 5. For example, if the ni

on the shim is 258, round It off to 260.

254, round it off to 255.

25 If the clearance (measured and w

down earlier) was too large, you ni

thicker shim. If the clearance was too

you need a thinner shim. Calculat

thickness of the replacement shim by re'

to the accompanying charts

illustrations).

26 Install the new shim and rechec

clearance. If it's within the Specificatior

valve is properly adjusted. Note: A

install the shim with the number down a

the valve lifter.

27 Adjust any remaining valves that we
within the Specifications. Perform

adjustments in the same order as the c^

firing order (1-2-4-3).

28 Install the valve cover.

29 Reconnect the negative cable t

battery.

30 Install all components removei

25.19 Lift the shim out with a magnet

25.20 A universal adjusting tool

(A - wedge, B - holder) can be used tc

change the shims

-Poo

25.24 There's a thickness mark on
underside of each valve shim (be sui

place the marked side of the shim d<

during installation)
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1.20 Non-scheduled maintenance

26.2 Battery positive terminal (left arrow)

and negative terminal (right arrow)

26 Battery -check

Note: The battery fitted as original equipment

is of the maintenance-free type and therefore

does not require electrolyte level or specific

gravity checks like a conventional battery. It is,

however, advised that you periodically check

that the battery leads are secure and free of

corrosion.

1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).

2 Brush off any corrosion from the battery

terminals and tighten them if their connecting

bolts are loose. Smear petroleum jelly over the

metal terminals (with the leads connected) to

prevent future corrosion and fit the plastic

cover over the positive terminal (see

illustration).

3 If the motorcycle will be stored for an

extended time, fully charge the battery and

leave the negative cable disconnected after

the bafery is reinstalled.

27 Cylinder compression - &.
check H

1 A compression test will provide useful

information about an engine's condition, and

27.2 Check cylinder compression with a

compression gauge and screw-in type

adapter

if performed regularly, can give warning of

trouble before any other symptoms become
apparent.

2 Refer to the procedure under the Fault

Finding Equipment heading in the Reference

section of this manual (see illustration). The
cylinder compression figure is given in the

Specifications at the beginning of this

Chapter.

28 Fork oil - replacement

Note: On 1992-94 models the forks are

equipped with drain screws In the bottom
outer face of each fork slider. On later models

the drain screws are omitted, and the forks

must be removed from the triple clamps to

drain the oil.

1 Move the machine onto the centrestand (if

equipped) or prop it securely upright

2 On 1992-94 models place a drain pan

under each fork. Remove the fork drain screw

from the bottom of each fork (see illustration

6.2 in Chapter 5). Be prepared for the oil to

shoot out forcefully and position the drain pan

accordingly.

3 Carefully pump the front-end up and down
to remove the remaining oil from the fork.

Return the drain screws to their respective

28.5 Unscrew the fork cap b

holes, using new sealing washi

necessary. Tighten them securely,

4 For 1995-on models, slacken off tr

cap bolts at the top of the fork legs

turns, then remove the forks from tht

clamps as described in Chapter 5.

5 On all models, remove the cap bolt

top of the fork tube (see illustratior

spring will be under a moderate amc
pressure, so be careful!

6 Remove the spacer, spring seat an

spring from the fork tube (see illustrati

in Chapters).

7 On 1995-on models, invert the foi

pour the oil out; pump the leg to ex

much oil as possible.

8 On all models pour In the specified a

of approved fork oil. Slowly pump the fc

and down several times to distribute thi

9 Fully compress the forks and use a r

length of welding rod to measure the di

from the top of the fork tube to the oil. Cc

this with the fork oil level specified

beginning of this Chapter and add or rerr

until the level is correct: it is important tl

level is the same in each fork tube.

10 Install the spring, spring seat, spac

cap bolt. Tighten the cap to the torque

in this Chapter's Specifications, noting l

1995-on models this is easier once tht

have been installed in the triple clamps.

11 On 1995-on models install the forks

triple clamps (see Chapter 5).
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2«2 Engine, clutch and transmission

Specifications

General
Bore 58.5 mm (2.30 inches)

Stroke 55.7 mm (2.19 inches)

Displacement 598.8 cc

Compression ratio 1 to 1

Camshaft
Lobe height (intake)

Standard 35.75 to 35.85 mm (1 .404 to 1 .41 1 inches)

Minimum 35.7 mm (1 .4 inches)

Lobe height (exhaust)

Standard 35.45 to 35.55 mm (1 .396 to 1 .400 inches)

Minimum 35.4 mm (1.4 inches)

Base circle (intake and exhaust)

Standard 27.95 to 28.05 mm (1.100 to 1.104 inches)

Minimum 27.9 mm (1.1 inches)

Bearing oil clearance 0.020 to 0.054 mm (0.0008 to 0,0021 inch)

Journal diameter 24.967 to 24.980 mm (0.9830 to 0.9835 inch)

Bearing bare 25.000 to 25.021 mm (0.9843 to 0.9859 inch)

Camshaft runout limit 0.05 mm (0.002 inch)

Cylinder head, valves and valve springs

Cylinder head warpage limit 0.03 mm (0.001 2 inch]

Valve stem bend limit 0.03 mm (0.001 2 inch)

Valve head diameter

Intake 29.9 to 30.1 mm (1.177 to 1.185 inches)

Exhaust 25.9 to 26.1 mm (1.020 to 1.026 inches)

Valve stem diameter

Standard

Intake 4.975 to 4.990 mm (0.1959 to 0.1965 inches)

Exhaust 4.960 to 4.975 mm (0.1953 to 0.1959 inches)

Minimum
Intake 4.945 mm (0.195 inch)

Exhaust 4.920 mm (0.194 inch)

Valve stem clearance

Standard

Intake 0.010 to 0.037 mm (0.0004 to 0.0015 inch)

Exhaust 0.025 to 0.052 mm (0.0010 to 0.0020 inch)

Maximum 0.10 mm (0.004 inch)

Valve margin thickness (intake and exhaust) 1.0 mm (0.039 inch)

Valve guide inside diameter (intake and exhaust)

Standard 5.000 to 5.012 mm (0.1969 to 0.1973 inch)

Maximum
Intake 5.045 mm (0.199 inch)

Exhaust 5.020 mm (0.198 inch)

Valve seat width (intake and exhaust) 0.9 to 1 .1 mm (0.035 to 0.043 inch)

Valve face width (intake and exhaust) 2.26 mm (0.089 Inch)

Valve seat angles 45, 60, 75-degrees

Valve spring free length (intake and exhaust)

Outer spring 38.52 mm (1 .52 inches)

Inner spring 33.33 mm (1 .51 inches)

Valve spring installed height (intake and exhaust)

Outer spring 33.4 mm (1.31 inches)

inner spring 32.5 mm (1 .28 inches)

Valve spjjng bend limit 1 .7 mm (0.067 inch)

Valve clearances see Chapter 1

Crankshaft, connecting rods and bearings
Main bearing oil clearance 0.014 to 0.053 mm (0.0006 to 0.0021 inch)

Connecting rod side clearance

Standard 0.160 to 0.262 mm (0.0063 to 0.0103 inch)

Maximum 0.5 mm (0.020 inch)

Connecting rod bearing oil clearance

Standard 0.026 to 0.060 mm (0.0010 to 0.0024 inch)

Maximum 0.08 mm (0.003 inch)

Crankshaft runout limit 0.03 mm (0.001 2 inch)
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Cylinder block

Bore diameter 58.505 to 58.545 mm (2.3033 to 2.3049 inches)

Taper limit 0.05 mm (0.002 inches)

Out of round limit 0.01 mm (0.0004 inch)

Bore measuring points Top, centre and bottom

Pistons

Piston diameter

Standard 58.47 to 58.51 mm (2.302 to 2.304 inches)

Diameter measuring point 4.0 mm (5/32 inch) tram bottom of skirt

Piston -to-cylinder clearance

Standard 0.025 to 0.045 mm (0.0010 to 0.0018 Inch)

Maximum 0.1 5 mm (0.006 inch)

Ring side clearance

Top ring

Standard 0.035 to 0.070 mm (0.0014 to 0.0028 inch)

Maximum 0.1 5 mm (0.006 inch)

Second ring

Standard 0.02 to 0.06 mm (0.0008 to 0.0024 inch)

Maximum 0.1 5 mm (0.006 inch)

Oil ring Not specified

Ring thickness

Tup ring 1 .0 mm (0.0394 inch)

Sacond ring 1.2 mm (0.047 inch)

Oil ring (spacer and rails) 2.8 mm (0.1 1 inch)

Ring end gap

Top ring

Standard (1998 UK models) 0.1 to 0.2 mm (0.004 to 0.008 inch)

Standard (all other models) 0.1 5 to 0.30 mm (0.006 to 0.01 2 inch)

Maximum 0.7 mm (0.028 inch)

Second ring

Standard 0.1 5 to 0.35 mm (0.006 to 0.01 4 inch)

Maximum 0.7 mm (0.028 inch)

Oil ring 0.20 to 0.70 mm (0.008 to 0.028 inch)

Lubrication system
Oil pump

Inner to outer rotor clearance

Standard 0.09 to 0.15 mm (0.0035 to 0.0059 Inch)

Maximum 0.2 mm (0.008 inch)

Outer rotor to housing clearance

Standard 0.03 to 0.08 mm (0.0012 to 0.0031 inch)

Maximum 0.15 mm (0.006 inch)

Bypass valve setting pressure 0.78 to 1.17 Bars (11.4 to 17.1 psi)

Relief valve opening pressure 4.4 to 5.38 Bars (64 to 78.2 psi)

Oil pressure (hot) 0.78 Bars (11.4 psi) at 1200rpm

Clutch

Friction plate thickness

Standard 2.9 to 3.1 mm (0.114 to 0.122 inch)

Minimum 2.7 mm (0.1 06 inch)

Steel plate thickness 1 .5 to 1 .7 mm (0.060 to 0.067 inch)

Steel plate warpage limit 0.1 5 mm (0.006 inch)

Spring free length

Standard * 42.8 mm (1 .69 inches)

Minimum 41 .8 mm (1 .65 inches)

Transmission

Driveshaft and mainshaft runout limit 0.08 mm (0.0031 inch)

Shift fork guide bar bend limit 0.08 mm (0.0031 inch)

Primary reduction ratio 23/24 x 65/28 (2.225)

Gear ratios (no. of teeth)

Istgear 2.733 (41/15T)

2nd gear 1 .778 (32/1 ST)

3rd gear 1 .333 (28/21T)

4th gear 1 .074 (29/27T)

5th gear 0.913 (21/23T)

6th gear 0.S21 (22/28T)
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Torque settings

Cam chain tensioner cap bolt 20 Nm (1 68 in-lbs)

Cam chain tensioner mounting bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Camshaft bearing cap bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs) (1)

Camshaft sprocket bolts 24 Nm (17 ft-lbs)

Clutch boss nut 70 Nm (50 ft-lbs)

Clutch cover bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Clutch pressure plate bolts 8 Nm (70 In-lbs)

Connecting rod cap nuts 25 Nm (1 8 ft-lbs) (2)

Crankcase bolts 24 Nm (17 ft-lbs) (3)

Crankcase plugs (M!0) 12 Nm (105 In-ibs)

Cylinder block to crankcase nut 20 Nm (168 in-lbs)

Cylinder block to cylinder head nuts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Cylinder head cap nuts 22 Nm (16 ft-lbs) (3)

Engine mount bolts

Front 60 Nm (43 ft-lbs)

Rear 88 Nm (64 ft-lbs)

Oil filter adapter bolt 50 Nm (36 ft-lbs)

Oil pan mounting bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Oil pick-up bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Oil pump assembly screw 7 Nm(61 in-lbs)

Oil pump mounting screws 7 Nm (61 in-lbs)

Oil pump screws 7 Nm (61 in-lbs)

Primary drive gear nut 50 Nm (36 ft-lbs)

Shift cam retaining plate screws 7 Nm (61 in-lbs) (4)

Shift cam stopper screw 22 Nm (16 ft-lbs) (4)

Shift lever pinch bolt 10 Nm (86 in-lbs) (4)

Shift pedal linkage locknuts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Starter chain guide bolts 8 Nm (70 in-lbs) (4)

Starter chain tensioner bolts 1 Nm (86 in-lbs) (4}

Starter clutch Allen bolts 25 Nm [1 8 ft-lbs)

Valve cover bolts 10 Nm (86 In-lbs)

Oil cooler adapter central bolt 50 Nm (36 ft-lbs)

Oil cooler banjo bolts (at radiator) 32 Nm (24 ft-lbs)

Oil cooler radiator mounting bolt nut 1 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Oil cooler pipes- to-adapter bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Oil cooler clamp plate bolt 1 Nm (86 in-lbs)

' Apply engine oil to the threads and tighten evenly in three stages.

2 Apply molybdenum disulphide grease to me threads and tighten in a continuous motion.

3 Apply engine oil to the threads and tighten in the specified sequence (see text).

4 Apply non-permanent thread locking agent to the threads.

I
General information

The engine/transmission is an air-cooled,

in-line four cylinder unit. The valves (one

intake and one exhaust per cylinder) are

operated by double overhead camshafts
which are chain driven off the crankshaft. The
engine/transmission assembly is constructed

from aluminium alloy. The crankcase is

divided horizontally.

The crankcase incorporates a wet sump,
pressure-fed lubrication system which uses a

gear-driven, single-rotor oil pump, an oil filter,

relief valves and an oil level switch. Also

contained in the crankcase is the starter

Power from the crankshaft is routed to the

transmission via the clutch, which is of the coil

spring, wet multi-plate type and is gear-driven

off the crankshaft. The transmission is a six-

speed, constant-mesh unit.

2 Operations possible with the

engine in the frame

The components and assemblies listed

below can be removed without having to

remove the engine from the frame. If.

however, a number of areas require attention

at the same time, removal of the engine is

recommended.
Gear selector mechanism external

components
Starter motor

Alternator

Clutch assembly

Oil pump

Valve cover, camshafts and lifters

Cam chain tensioner

Cylinder head
Cylinder block and pistons

3 Operations requiring engine
removal

It is necessary to remove
engine/transmission assembly from the

and separate the crankcase halves tc

access to the following components:
Oil pan and relief valves

Crankshaft, connecting rods and bean

Transmission shafts

Shift cam and forks

Camshaft chain and starter chain

Starter clutch and idle gears
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4 Major engine repair -

general note

1 It is not always easy to determine when or if

an engine should be completely overhauled,

as a number of factors must be considered.

2 High mileage is not necessarily an
indication that an overhaul is heeded, while

low mileage, on the other hand, does not

preclude the need for an overhaul. Frequency

of servicing is probably the single most
important consideration. An engine that has

regular and frequent oil and filter changes, as

well as other required maintenance, will most
likely give many miles of reliable service.

Conversely, a neglected engine, or one which

lias nol been broken in properly, may require

an overhaul very early in its life.

3 Exhaust smoke and excessive oil

consumption are both indications that piston

rings and/or valve guides are in need of

attention. Make sure oil leaks are not

responsible before deciding that Ihe rings and

guides are bad. Refer to Chapter 1 and
perform a cylinder compression check to

oeterrmne for certain the nature and extent of

the work required,

4 If the engine is making obvious knocking or

rumbling noises, the connecting rod and/or

main bearings are probably at fault.

5 Loss of power, rough running, excessive

valve train noise and high fuel consumption

rates may also point to the need for an

overhaul, especially if they are all present at

trie same time. If a complete tune-up does not

remedy the situation, major mechanical work

is the only solution.

6 An engine overhaul generally involves

restoring the internal parts to the specifications

of a new engine. During an overhaul the piston

rings are replaced and the cylinder walls are

bored and/or honed. If a rebore is done, then

new pistons are also required. The main and
connecting rod bearings are generally replaced

with new ones and, if necessary, the crankshaft

Is also replaced. Generally the valves are

serviced as well, since they are usually in less

than perfect condition at this point. While the

engine is being overhauled, other components
such as the carburettors and the starter motor

can be rebuilt also. The end result should be a

like-new engine that will give as many trouble-

free miles as the original.

7 Before beginning the engine overhaul, read

through all of the related procedures lo

familiarise yourself with the scope and

requirements of the job. Overhauling an

engine is not all that difficult, but it is time

consuming. Plan on the motorcycle being tied

up for a minimum of two weeks. Check on the

availability of parts and make sure that any

necessary special tools, equipment and

supplies are obtained in advance.

8 Most work can be done with typical shop

hand tools, although a number of precision

measuring tools are required for inspecting parts

to determine if they must be replaced. Often a

dealer service department or motorcycle repair

shop will handle the inspection of parts and offer

advice concerning reconditioning and

replacement. As a general rule, time is the

primary cost of an overhaul so it doesn't pay to

install worn or substandard parts.

9 Any machine shop type operations (valve

job, resurfacing, cylinder boring, etc.) should

be performed by a speciality shop familiar

with motorcycle applications.

10 As a final note, to ensure maximum life

and minimum trouble from a rebuilt engine,

everything must be assembled with care in a

spotlessly clean environment.

5 Engine -

removal and installation ;|k

Note: Engine removal and installation should

be done with the aid or an assistant to avoid

damage or injury that could occur if the engine

is dropped. A hydraulic floor jack should be

used to support and lower the engine if

possible (they can be rented at low cost).

Removal
1 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or support it securely upright.

2 Remove the upper fairing (and lower fairing,

if equipped) {see Chapter 7).

3 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3).

4 Drain the engine oil and remove the oil filter

(see Chapter 1). On 1996-on UK models,

disconnect the oil pipes from the cooler unit

and remove the oil cooler radiator from the

frame (see Section 32).

5 Disconnect both battery cables from the

battery.

A Warning: Always disconnect the

negative cable first and
reconnect it last to prevent a

battery explosion. Remove the battery and
battery case (see Chapter 8).

6 Remove the exhaust system (see

Chapter 3),

7 Remove the air cleaner housing, fuel pump,
carburettors and intake manifolds (see Chap-

ter 3) and plug the intake openings with rags.

8 Remove the crankcase ventilation hose and

unbolt the battery ground (earth) cable (see

illustration)

9 Refer to Chapters 4 and 8 and disconnect

the following electrical connectors:

a) Alternator

b) Pick-up coil

c) Neutral switch

d) Oil level switch

ej Starter motor

f} Sidestand switch

10 Remove the starter motor (see Chapter 8).

11 Remove the oil cooler and lines, if

applicable (see Section 32).

12 If you're working on a California model,

unbolt the evaporative emission canister and

secure it with a piece of wire so it's out of the

13 Remove the clutch cable (see Section 19),

14 Remove the shift pedal (see Section 20).

15 Remove the engine sprocket cover and

engine sprocket (see Chapter 5). It isn't

necessary to remove the drive chain completely,

but if the engine sprocket is difficult to remove,

loosen the rear axle nut and chain adjusters,

then push the rear wheel forward to create slack

in the chain (see Chapter 1 for details).

18 Place a floor jack and a wood block

beneath the oil pan and raise the jack just

enough to support the oil pan (see

illustration). Pad the frame with rags so it

won't be scratched when the engine is

removed (see illustration).

5.8 Remove the crankcase ventilation

hose and disconnect the ground (earth)

cable (arrowed)

5.16b . . . and pad the frame with a thick

layer of rags so it won't be scratched as

the engine is
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engine supported by a jack,

e the engine mounting bolts at the

upper front . .

.

5.17b . . . lower front .

.

5.17c . . . and rear (arrowed)

Still

17 Remove the engine front and
mounting bolts (see illustrations).

18 Make sure no wires or hoses an

attached to the engine assembly.

A Warning: The engine is heavy
and may cause injury if it falls.

Be sure it's securely supported.

Have an assistant help you
steady the engine as you

19 Raise the engine so that the oil pan is level

with the frame, then slide the engine out

through the right side ot the frame and set it

on the floor.

Installation

20 Installation is the reverse of removal. Note

the following points:

a} Don't lighten any ol the engine mounting

bolts until they all have been installed,

b) Use new gaskets at all exhaust pipe

6.2a A selection of brushes is required for

cleaning holes and passages in the engine

components

c) Tighten the engine mount bolts to the

torques listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

d) Adjust the drive chain, clutch and throttle

cables following the procedures in

Chapter 1.

ej Refill the engine with oil.

6 Engine disassembly and
reassembly -

general information

1 Before disassembling the engine, clean the

exterior with a degreaser and rinse it with

water. A clean engine will make the (oQ easier

and prevent the possibility of getting did

the internal areas of the engine.

2 In addition to the precision measuring,

mentioned earlier, you will need a to

wrench, a valve spring compressor, i

spring compressor adapter, oil ge

brushes, a piston ring removal and install

tool, a piston ring compressor and a cl

holder tool (which is described in Sectior

Some new, clean engine oil of the co

grade and type, some engine assembly

(or moly-based grease), a tube of Yan

bond or equivalent, and a tube of

(silicone) sealant will also be requ

Although it may not be considered a

some Plastigauge (type HPG-1) should

be obtained to use for checking bearin

clearances (see illustrations).

3 An engine support stand make from i

lengths of 2 x 4's bolted together will faci

the disassembly and reassembly procec

(see illustration), The perimeter of the m
should be just big enough to accommo
the engine oil pan. If you have an automc

type engine stand, an adapter plate ca

made from a piece of plate, some angle

and a few nuts and bolts.

6.2b Type HPG-1 Plastigauge is needed to check the crankshaft,

connecting rod and camshaft oil clearances
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7.5 Remove the valve

4 When disassembling the engine, keep
mated' parts together (including gears,

cylinders, pistons, valves, etc. that have been

in contact with each other during engine

operation). These 'mated' parts must be
reused or replaced as an assembly.

5 Engine/transmission disassembly should

be done in the following general order with

reference to the appropriate Sections.

Remove the camshafts

Remove the cylinder head

Remove the cylinder block

Remove the pistons

Remove the clutch

Remove the oil pan
Remove ffje external shift mechanism

Remove the alternator and starter (see

Chapter 8)

Separate the crankcase halves

Remove the crankshaft and connecting

Remove the transmission shafts/gears

Remove the shift cam/forks

Remove the starter clutch and idle gears

6 Reassembly is accomplished by reversing

the general disassembly sequence.

plat i UK

Valve cover -

removal and installation

Note: The valve cover can be removed with

the engine in the frame. If the engine has been

removed, ignore the steps which don 't apply.

Removal
1 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or support it securely upright.

2 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).

3 Remove the fuel tank, air cleaner housing

and carburettors (see Chapter 3).

4 Disconnect the spark plug wires from the

plugs (see Chapter 1).

5 Remove the valve cover bolts (see

illustration). Loosen the bolts in a criss-cross

pattern. 1/4 turn at a time, until all of the bolts

are loose, then remove the bolts and their

rubber seals. If access is difficult with the oil

models, remove it as described in Section 32.

6 Lift the cover off the cylinder head. If it's

stuck, don't attempt to pry it off - tap around

the sides with a plastic hammer to dislodge it.

Note: Pay attention to the locating dowels as

you remove the cover - if they fall into the

engine, major disassembly may be required to

get them out.

Installation

7 Peel the rubber gasket from the cover. If it's

cracked, hardened, has soft spots or shows
signs of general deterioration, replace it with a

new one. inspect the upper cam chain guide

inside the valve cover and replace it if it's

worn or damaged (see illustration).

8 Clean the mating surfaces of the cylinder

head and the valve cover with lacquer thinner,

acetone or brake system cleaner.

9 Install the gasket to the cover. Make sure it

fits completely into the cover groove [see

illustration).

10 Position the cover on the cylinder head,

making sure the gasket doesn't slip out of

plac

1

1

Check the rubber seals on the valve cover

bolts, replacing them if necessary. Install the

bolts with their seals and washers, tightening

them evenly to the torque listed in this

Chapter's Specifications.

1

2

The remainder of installation is the reverse

of removal.

Camshaft chain tensioner -

removal and installation

Removal
1 Loosen the tensioner cap bolt while the

tensioner is still installed (see illustration).

2 Remove the tensioner mounting bolts and
take It off the engine.

3 Remove the cap, sealing washer and spring

from the tensioner. Check the tensioner parts

for wear and damage and replace them as

necessary.

Installation

A Check the sealing washer on the adjusting

bolt for cracks or hardening. It's a good idea

to replace this washer whenever the tensioner

cap is removed.

5 Lift the tensioner latch, compress the

tensioner piston into the body and release the

latch to hold the piston in (see illustration).

6 Install the tensioner on the Cylinder block,

using a new gasket. The latch and the ratchet

teeth on the tensioner must face down.
Caution: The tensioner will fit into the

engine upside down, but the tensioner

body will crack if the bolts are tightened in

this position.

8.1 Loosen the tensioner cap bolt (A) and
! the tensioner mounting bolts (B)

8.5 Lift the latch (arrowed), compress the

tensioner piston and release the latch - the

piston must be retracted like this to

prevent damage when the tensioner is

installed (also, the latch must face down
when installing the tensioner)
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9.6 The camshaft bearing end caps are

numbered (left arrow), the inner caps have
an arrow pointing to the clutch end of the

engine (right arrow) and alt caps are

marked I or E for intake or exhaust . .

.

9.8b Camshafts, valves and cam chain tensioner - exploded

7 Cam sproctet

2 Intake camshaft

3 Cam chain tensioner

4 Exhaust side chain guide

5 Cam chain

6 Intake side chain guide

7 Upper chain guide

8 Exhaust camshaft

9 Valve adjusting shim

10 Valve lifter

1

1

Valve keepers/collets

12 Valve spring retainer

13 Inner valve spring

14 Outer valve spring

15 Valve spring seat

16 Valve stem oil seal

17 Intake valve

18 Exhaust valve

19 Gasket

7 Tighten the mounting bolts to the torq

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

8 Install the tensioner spring, sealing wast

and cap. Tighten the cap bolt to the torq

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

9 Camshafts and lifters - §
removal, inspection and *
installation a

Note: This procedure can be performed w
the engine in the frame.

Camshafts

Removal

1 Set th& bike on its centrestand (if equippt

or support it securely upright.

2 Remove the valve cover (see Section ?), i

1996-on UK models removal of the oil coo

radiator is advised for easier access to t

camshafts (see Section 32).

3 Turn the engine to position no. 1 cylinder

TDC (top dead centre) on the compressi

stroke (see Chapter I, Valve clearances

check and adjustment). To ease reassemt

make alignment marks on the sprocke

chain and camshafts with a felt pen. The no

cam lobes will face each other when no
cylinder is at TDC (see illustration 2S.7

Chapter 1).

4 Remove the camshaft chain tensioner (s

Section 8).

5 It you're planning to remove the sprocki

from the camshafts, hold the camshafts (n

turning with an open-end wrench on t

camshaft hex and loosen the sprocket bol

The sprockets need not be removed unit

the sprockets or camshafts are bei

replaced.

6 Loosen the camshaft bearing cap bolts

the intake and exhaust camshafts, a little a

time, working from the outside toward t

centre, until all of the bolts are loose (9

illustration).

Caution: If the bearing cap bolts aren't

loosened evenly, the camshaft may bind.

Note that each bearing cap is labelled wi

the letter I for intake or E for exhaust am
the no. 1 and no. 4 bearing caps are

numbered.
7 Remove the bolts and lift off the beari

caps. The dowel pins may come off w
the caps or stay in the engine - don't tc

8 Slip the camshafts out of the chain, tr

remove them (see illustrations).

9 While the camshafts are out, don't allow

'

chain to go slack - the chain may fall and b

between the crankshaft and case, wh
could damage these components. Tie 1

chain up with a piece of wire to prevent it fn

dropping down into the crankcase, Al:

cover the top of the cylinder head with a 1

to prevent foreign objects from falling into

engine.
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9.10 Lift out the exhaust-side cam chain

10 Lift out the exhaust side chain guide (see

illustration).

Inspection

Note: Before replacing camshafts or the

cylinder head and Clearing caps because of

damage, check with local machine shops
specialising in motorcycle engine work. In the

case o' the camshafts, it may be possible for

cam lobes to be welded, reground and
flattened, at a cost far lower than that of a

new camshaft. If the bearing surfaces in the

cylinder head are damaged, it may be passible

lor them to be bored out to accept bearing

inserts. Due to the cost of a new cylinPer head
His recommended that all options be explored

before condemning it as trssh!

11 Inspect the cam bearing surfaces of the

head and the bearing caps. Look (or score

marks, deep scratches and evidence of

spalling (a pitted appearance).

12 Check the camshaft bearing surfaces and

loCes for heat discoloration (blue

appearance), score marks, chipped areas, flat

spots and spalling (see illustrations).

Measure the height of each lobe with a

micrometer (see illustration) and compare
trie results to the minimum lobe height listed

in this Chapter's Specifications. l( damage is

noted or wear is excessive, the camshaft must

be replaced.

13 Next, check the camshaft bearing oil

clearances. Clean the camshafts, the bearing

surfaces in the cylinder head and the bearing

caps with a clean, lint-tree cloth, then lay the

cams in place in the cylinder head.

14 Cut eight strips ot Plastigauge (type

HPG-1) and lay one piece on each bearing

journal, parallel with the camshaft centreline.

15 Make sure the bearing cap dowels are

installed. Install the bearing caps in their

proper positions. The arrows on the caps

must face toward the right side of the engine.

The numbers on the cap must correspond

with the cylinder number (1 through 4.

counting from the left side of the engine). The

caps labelled I must go on the intake side of

the engine and the caps labelled E must go on

the exhaust side. Tighten the bolts in three

steps to the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

Caution: Tighten the bearing caps evenly

to specifications. White tightening, DO
NOT let the camshafts rotate! Use an open
end wrench on the hex to hold them
steady.

16 Now unscrew the bolts evenly, a little at a

time, and carefully lift off the bearing caps.

17 To determine the oil clearance, compare
the crushed Plastigauge (at its widest point)

on each journal to the scale printed on the

Plastigauge container (see illustration).

Compare the results to this Chapter's

Specifications. If the oil clearance is greater

than specified, measure the diameter of the

cam bearing journal with a micrometer (see

illustration). If the journal diameter is less

9.12b Check the lobes of the camshaft for

wear - here's a good example of damage
which will require replacement (or repair)

of the camshaft

than the specified limit, replace the camshaft

with a new one and recheck the clearance. If

the clearance is still too great, replace the

cylinder head and bearing caps with new
parts (seethe Note that precedes Step 11).

18 Except in cases of oil starvation, the

camshaft chain wears very little. If the chain

has stretched excessively, which makes it

difficult to maintain proper tension, replace it

with a new one (see Section 27).

19 Check the sprockets for wear, cracks and

other damage, replacing them if necessary. If

the sprockets are worn, the chain is also

worn, and also the sprocket on the crankshaft

(which can only be remedied by replacing the

crankshaft). If wear this severe is apparent.

9.1 7a Compare the width of the crushed Plastigauge to the

scale (1) on the Plastigauge container to obtain the clearance

9.17b Measure the camshaft bearing journals with a micrometer
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9.24a The camshafts are marked I for intake and E for exhaust 9.24b With the camshaft at TDC, the punch mark {left arrow

be visible through the hole in the bearing cap (right arroi

(camshaft and bearing cap removed for clarity)

the entire engine should be disassembled for

inspection.

20 Check the upper chain guide (see

Section 27) and exhaust side chain guide for

wear or damage. If they're worn or damaged,
the chain may be worn out or improperly

adjusted. Replacement of the chain

requires removal ol the crankshaft (see

Section 25).

Installation

21 Make sure the crankshaft is still at no. 1

TDC (refer to Chapter 1 , Valve clearances -

check and adjustment).

22 Install the camshaft sprockets if they were
removed and tighten the bolts to the torque

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

23 Make sure the bearing surfaces in the

cylinder head and the bearing caps are clean,

then apply a light coat of engine assembly
lube or moly-based grease to each of them.

24 Apply a coat of moly-based grease to the

camshaft lobes. Make sure the camshaft

bearing journals are clean, then lay the

camshafts in the cylinder head. The camshaft

with the I mark goes on the intake side (the

same side as the carburettors) and the

camshaft with the EX mark goes on the

exhaust side (see illustration). Make sure the

small punch mark on each camshaft (next to

the no. 2 bearing cap) is straight up (see

illustration).

25 Carefully set aU of the bearing caps in

place with the small arrowhead cast in the top

of each cap pointing toward the right (clutch)

end of the engine. Make sure the caps are in

their proper positions.

a) All caps are manned with the letter I

(intake) or E (exhaust). Intake caps go on
the intake side of the engine (closest to

the carburettors). Exhaust caps go on the

exhaust side of the engine (closest to the

exhaust ports).

b) The no. 7 caps (at the left end of the

engine) are marked with the number 7

next to the letter I or E.

c) The no. 2 and no, 3 caps are don 't have

number marks, but can be distinguished

from each other by their shapes,

d) The no. 4 caps (at the right end of the

engine) are marked with the number 4

next to the letter I or E.

26 Tighten the caps evenly, in three stages,

to the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

27 Recheck the camshaft alignment mark

(small punch mark) on the exhaust camshaft.

It should be aligned with the hole in the top of

the no. 2 bearing cap (see illustration 9.24b).

Once you've done this, engage the sprocket

with the cam chain. The sprocket should rest

against its mounting flange on the camshaft,

but don't install the sprocket bolts yet.

28 Turn the exhaust sprocket clockwise

(viewed from the left end of the engine) to

eliminate all slack in the cam chain. While the

punch mark on the intake camshaft is aligned

with the hole in the no. 2 bearing cap, install

the sprocket bolt in the exposed hole and
tighten it slightly with a wrench. Note: If the

sprocket bolt holes don't line up, reposition

the sprocket in the cam chain.

29 Rotate the intake sprocket clockwise

(viewed from the lett side of the engine) to

take up all the slack in the chain. Make sure

the camshaft punch marks are still aligned

with the holes in the no. 2 bearing caps, then

install the sprocket bolt in the exposed hole

and tighten it slightly with a wrench. If the bolt

holes aren't lined up properly, disengage the

sprocket from the chain and make the needed
adjustment.

30 Recheck to make sure all timing

marks - those on the signal generator,

camshafts and no. 2 bearing caps - are

aligned correctly.

Caution: If the marks are not aligned

exactly as described, the valve timing will

be incorrect and the valves may contact

the pistons, causing extensive damage to

the engine. Be sure to recheck the timing

mark on the signal generator to makt
it hasn't shifted.

31 Pour clean engine oil over the cam
and along the camshafts. Use enough
flows down onto the sprockets and tht

32 Install the exhaust side cam chain

and cam chain tensioner.

33 Turn the engine slowly countercloi

with a wrench on the crankshaft turning

you feel a sudden increase in resistanci

turning. The valves may be hitting the c

due to incorrect assembly. Find the pr

and fix it before turning the engine any f

or serious damage may occur. Once
check the alignment of the camshaft

marks with the holes in the no. 2 bearini

and the crankshaft timing marks.

34 Continue turning until the rem
camshaft sprocket bolt holes are exf

Install the remaining two sprocket bol

tighten all four bolts to the torque listed

Chapter's Specifications.

35 The remainder of installation is the r

of removal.

Valve lifters

Removal
36 Remove the camshafts followin

procedure given above. Be sure to

tension on the camshaft chain.

37 Make a holder with a separate sect

each litter and its valve adjusting shim (;

carton or box will work). Label the se

according to cylinder number (1,2,3 or

whether the lifter belongs with an int

exhaust valve. The lifters form a wear
(

with their bores and must be returned t

original locations if reused,

38 Label each lifter and shim set an

each lifter out of the bore with a rr

together with its valve adjusting shin

illustration). If the lifters are stuck, spr

area around them with carburettor c

and let It soak in. Place the lifters in oi

their holder or box.
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10.8 Remove the nuts and washers attaching the front of the

head to the cylinder block (also remove the two nuts on the other

side ot the head)

Inspection

39 Check the lifters and their bores tor wear,

scuff marks, scratches or other damage.
Yamaha doesn't provide specifications or

wear tolerances for the lifters or their bores,

but if the bores are seriously out-of-round or

tapered, replace the lifters and cylinder head

Installation

40 Coat the lifters and their bores with clean

engine oil. Place a small dab of moly-based

grease or assembly lube onto the adjusting

shims prior to camshaft reinstallation.

41 The remainder of installation is the reverse

of the removal steps.

10 Cylinder head -

removal and installation

Caution: The engine must be completely

cool before beginning this procedure or

the cylinder head may become warped.

Note: This procedure can be performed with

the engine in the frame. If the engine has been

removed, ignore the steps which don't apply.

Removal
1 Remove the valve cover (see Section 7), On
1996-on UK models remove the oil cooler

radiator (see Section 32).

2 Remove the exhaust system (see

Chapter 3).

3 Turn the engine to position no. 1 cylinder at

TDC compression (see Chapter 1, Valve

clearances - check and adjustment).

4 Remove the camshaft chain tensioner (see

Section 8).

5 Remove the camshafts (see Section 9).

6 The lifters can be left in iheir bores or

removed (see Section 9). If you're planning

work that includes turning the head upside

down, such as valve service or measuring the

gasket surface warpage, remove the lifters.

7 Remove the exhaust-side cam chain guide

(see Section 9).

8 Remove the nuts and washers from the

front of the cylinder head (see illustration).

9 Remove the nuts and washers from the rear

of the cylinder head.

10 Loosen the cylinder head nuts, 1/2 turn at

a time, working in the reverse of the tightening

sequence (see illustration)

1

1

Once all of the nuts are loose, remove the

nuts and washers. The two washers on the

right (clutch) end of the engine are copper.

The others are steel.

12 Pull the cylinder head off the cylinder

block studs. If the head is stuck, tap up with a

rubber mallet to jar it loose, or use two
wooden dowels inserted into the intake or

exhaust ports to rock the head back and forth

slightly (its movement will be limited by the

studs). Don't attempt to pry the head off by
inserting a screwdriver between the bead and
the cylinder block - you'll damage the sealing

13 Lift the head gasket off the cylinder block.

Stuff a clean rag into the cam chain tunnel to

prevent the entry of debris.

14 Remove the dowel pins and O-rings (see

illustration).

15 Check the cylinder head gasket and the

10.10 Cylinder head nut TIGHTENING sequence
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mating surfaces on the cylinder head and
block tor leakage, which could indicate

warpage. Refer to Section 12 and check the

flatness of the cylinder head.

16 Clean all traces of old gasket material

from the cylinder head and block. Be careful

not to let any of the gasket material fall into

the crankcase, the cylinder bores or the oil

passages.

Installation

17 Install the dowels on the cylinder head
studs. Use new O-rings on the two studs at

the clutch end of the block (see

illustration 10.14).

18 Lay the new head gasket in place on the

cylinder block. The gasket only goes one way;

if all of the holes don't line up with the holes in

the cylinder block, the gasket is upside down.

Never re-use the old gasket.

19 Carefully lower the cylinder head over the

studs. It's helpful to have an assistant support

the camshaft chain with a piece of wire so it

doesn't fall and become kinked or detached

from the crankshaft. When the head is resting

against the cylinder block, wire the cam
chain to another component to keep tension

20 Lubricate the threads with engine oil, then

install the head washers and nuts. Install new
copper washers onto the outer studs on the

right side of the engine. Using the proper
sequence (see illustration 10.10), tighten the

nuts to approximately half of the torque listed

in this Chapter's Specifications.

21 Using the same sequence, tighten the

nuts to the torque listed In this Chapter's

Specifications.

22 Lubricate the threads with engine oil, then

install the small cylinder block-to-cylinder

head nuts, tightening them to the torque listed

in this Chapter's Specifications.

23 Install the exhaust side and upper cam
chain guides.

24 Install the camshafts, tensioner and the

valve cover (see Sections 9, 8 and 7).

25 Change the engine oil (see Chapter 1 ).

26 The remainder of installatio

of the removal steps.

11 Valves/valve seats/valve

guides - servicing

of the complex nature ot this job

and the special tools and equipment required,

servicing of the valves, the valve seats and the

valve guides (commonly known as a valve job)

is best left to a professional.

2 The home mechanic can, however, remove

and disassemble the head, do the Initial

cleaning and inspection, then reassemble and

deliver the head to a dealer service

department or properly equipped motorcycle

repair shop for the actual valve servicing.

Refer to Section 12 for those procedures.

3 The dealer service department will remove

the valves and springs, recondition or replace

the valves and valve seats, replace the valve

guides, check and replace the valve springs,

spring retainers and keepers/collets (as

necessary), replace the valve seals with new
ones and reassemble the valve components,

4 After the valve job has been performed, the

head will be in like-new condition. When the

head is returned, be sure to clean it again very

thoroughly before installation on the engine to

remove any metal particles or abrasive grit

that may still be present from the valve service

operations. Use compressed air, if available,

to blow out all the holes and passages.

disassembly, inspection and

reassembly j^

1 As mentioned in the previous Section, valve

servicing and valve guide replacement should

be left to a dealer service department or

motorcycle repair shop. However,

disassembly, cleaning and inspection of the

valves and related components can be done

(if the necessary special tools are availabli

the home mechanic. This way no expens

incurred if the inspection reveals that ser

work is not required at this time.

2 To properly disassemble the v

components without the risk of damai

them, a valve spring compressor is absoli

necessary. If your valve spring compress
not designed to fit inside the lifter bores, y

need a special adapter to compress the v

springs and retainers in order not to dan-

Hie bores (see illustrations).

Disassembly
3 Remove the lifters and their shims if

haven't already done so (see Section 9). S

the components so they can be returne

their original locations without getting m
up.

4 Before the valves are removed, sci

away any traces of gasket material from

head gasket sealing surface. Work slowly

do not nick or gouge the soft aluminium o

head. Gasket removing solvents, which \

very well, are available at most motorc

shops and auto parts stores.

5 Carefully scrape all carbon deposits oi

the combustion chamber area. A hand-

wire brush or a piece of fine emery cloth

be used once most of the carbon has t

scraped away. Do not use a wire bi

mounted in a drill motor, or one
extremely stiff bristles, as the head materi

soft and may be eroded away or scratche

the wire brush. Be careful not to disturb

head surface finish, any scratches or goi

will require that the head be resurfaced.

6 Before proceeding, arrange to label

store the valves along with their rel;

components so they can be kept sepa

and reinstalled in the same valve guides

are removed from (labelled plastic bags ^

well for this).

7 Compress the valve spring on the first v

with a spring compressor, then remove
keepers/collets and the retainer from the v

assembly (see illustration 12.2b and

12.2a This is one type of adapter used with a standard v,

spring compressor to remove the valves

12.2b Attach the compressor like this
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accompanying illustration]. Don't compress
the springs any more than is absolutely

necessary. Carefully release the value spring

compressor and remove the springs and the

valve from the head. If the valve binds in the

guide (won't pull througti), push it back into

the head and deburr the area around the

keeper groove with a very fine file or

whetstone (see illustration).

8 Repeat the procedure for the remaining

valves. Remember to keep the parts for each

valve together so they can be reinstalled in the

same location.

9 Once the valves have been removed and

labelled, pull off the valve stem seals with

pliers and discard them (the old seals should

never be reused], then remove the steel valve

spring seats.

10 Next, clean the cylinder head with solvent

and dry it thoroughly. Compressed air will

speed the drying process and ensure that all

holes and recessed areas are clean.

11 Clean all of the valve springs, keepers,

retainers and spring seats with solvent and
dry them thoroughly. Do the parts from one

valve at a time so that no mixing of parts

between valves occurs.

12 Scrape off any deposits that may have

formed on the valve, then use a motorised

wire brush to remove deposits from the valve

heads. Again, make sure the valves don't get

mixed up.

12.14a Lay a precision straight-edge

across the cylinder head and try to slide a

feeler gauge of the specified thickness

(equal to the maximum allowable warpage)

12.7a Valve components - exploded view 12.7b Check the area around the keeper

1 Valve keepers 4 Stem oil seal
groove for burrs and remove any that you

find
(collets! 5 Spring seat

2 Spring retainer 6 Valve 1 Burrs (remove with a file)

3 Valve springs 2 Valve stem

Inspection

13 Inspect the head very carefully for cracks

and other damage. If cracks are found, a new
head will be required. Check the cam bearing

surfaces for wear and evidence of seizure.

Check the camshafts and lifters for wear as

well (see Section 9).

14 Using a precision straight-edge and a

feeler gauge, check the head gasket mating

surface for warpage. Lay the straight-edge

lengthways, across the head and diagonally

(comer-to-comerl, intersecting the head stud

holes, and try to slip a feeler gauge under it,

on either side of each combustion chamber
[see illustrations). The gauge should be the

12.14b Measure along these lii

same thickness as the cylinder head warpage
limit listed in this Chapter's Specifications. If

the feeler gauge can be inserted between the

head and the straight-edge, the head is

warped and must either be machined or, if

warpage is excessive, replaced with a new

15 Examine the valve seats in each of the

combustion chambers. If they are pitted,

cracked or bumed, the head will require valve

service that's beyond the scope of the home
mechanic. Measure the valve seat width (see

illustration) and compare it to this Chapter's

Specifications. If it is not within the specified

range, or if it varies around its circumference,

valve service work is required.

16 Clean the valve guides to remove any
carbon build-up, then measure the Inside

diameters of the guides (at both ends and the

centre of the guide) with a small hole gauge
and a O-to-1-inch micrometer (see

illustrations). Record the measurements for

future reference. These measurements, along

with the valve stem diameter measurements,

will enable you to compute the valve stem-to-

guide clearance. This clearance, when
compared to the Specifications, will be one
factor that will determine the extent of the

valve service work required. The guides are

measured at the ends and at the centre to

determine if they are worn in a bell-mouth

*a
12.15 Measure the valve si

ruler (or for greater precisii

caliper)

t width with a 12.16a Insert a small hole gauge into the

valve guide and expand it so there's a

slight drag when it's pulled out

12.16b Measure the small hole gauge with
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12.17 Check the valve face (A), stem
and keeper/collet groove (C) for signs of

wear and damage

12.18b Check the valve stem for ben
with a V-block (or blocks, as shown hi

and a dial gauge

pattern (more wear at the ends). If they are,

guide replacement is an absolute must.

17 Carefully inspect each value face for

cracks, pits and burned spots. Check the

valve stem and the keeper groove area for

cracks (see illustration). Rotate the valve and
check for any obvious indication that it is

bent. Check the end of the stem for pitting

and excessive wear and make sure the bevel

is the specified width. The presence of any of

the above conditions indicates the need for

valve servicing.

12.19a Measure the free length of the

valve springs

18 Measure the valve stem diameter (see

illustration). By subtracting the stem
diameter from the valve guide diameter, the

valve stem-to-guide clearance is obtained. If

the stem-to-guide clearance is greater than

listed in this Chapter's Specifications, the

guides and valves will have to be
replaced with new ones. Also check the valve

stem for bending. Set the valve in a

V-block with a dial gauge touching the

middle of the stem (see illustration). Rotate

the valve and note the reading on the gauge. If

the stem runout exceeds the value listed in

this Chapter's Specifications, replace the

19 Check the end of each valve spring for

wear and pitting. Measure the free length (see

illustration) and compare it to this Chapter's

Specifications. Any springs that are shorter

than specified have sagged and should not be
reused. Stand the spring on a flat surface and

check it for squareness (see illustration).

20 Check the spring retainers and

keepers/collets for obvious wear and cracks.

Any questionable parts should not be reused,

as extensive damage will occur in the event of

failure during engine operation.

21 If the inspection indicates that no service

Reassembly
22 Before installing the valves in the h

they should be lapped to ensure a po;

seal between the valves and seats,

procedure requires coarse and fine (

lapping compound (available at auto
j

stores) and a valve lapping tool. If a lac

too) is not available, a piece of rubbi

plastic hose can be slipped over the «

stem (after the valve has been installed t

guide) and used to turn the valve.

23 Apply a small amount of coarse lap

compound to the valve face (see illustrai

then slip the valve into the guide. Note: I

sure the valve is installed in the correct
f

and be careful not to get any lap

compound on the valve stem.

24 Attach the lapping tool (or hose) ti

valve and rotate the tool between the pair

your hands. Use a back-and-forth nr

rather than a circular motion. Lift the vah

the seat and turn it at regular interva

distribute the lapping compound prof

Continue the lapping procedure until the

face and seat contact area is of uniform '

12.19b Check the valve springs for squareness 1 2.23 Appfy the lapping compound very sparingly, i

to the valve face only
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and unbroken around the entire

crur'p'ence of the valve (ace and seat (see

illustrations).

25 Carefully remove the valve from the guide

aiJ w p*. off all traces of lapping compound.

Use so.vent to clean the valve and wipe the

seat area thoroughly with a solvent-soaked

doth.

26 Repeat the procedure with fine valve

lapping compound, then repeat the entire

procedure for the remaining valves.

27 Lay the spring seats in place in the

cylinder head, then install new valve stem
seals on each of the guides. Use an

appropriate size deep socket to push the

seals into place until they are properly seated

don't twist or cock them, or they will not seal

properly against the valve stems. Also, don't

remove them again or they will be damaged.
28 Coat the valve stems and valve face with

assembly lube or moly-based grease, then

install one of them into its guide. Nest, install

the springs and retainers, compress the

springs and install the keepers. Note: Install the

springs with the tightly wound colls at the

bottom (next to the spring seat) (see

illustration); Yamaha advise installing the inner

spring so that its coils mn in a counterclockwise

direction and the outer spring with its coils

running in a clockwise direction (both as viewed

from above). When compressing the springs

with the valve spring compressor, depress

them only as far as is absolutely necessary to

12.24b . . . and the seat should be the

specified width (arrowed) with a smooth,
unbroken appearance

slip the keepers/collets into place. Apply a

small amount of grease to the keepers (collets)

(see illustration) to help hold them in place as

the pressure is released from the springs. Make
certain that the keepers/collets are securely

locked in their retaining grooves.

29 Support the cylinder head on blocks so

the valves can't contact the workbench top,

then very gently tap each of the valve stems

with a soft-faced hammer. This will help seat

the keepers/collets in their grooves.

Check for proper value

sealing by pouting a small

amount of solvent into each
of the valve ports. If the

solvent leaks past the valve(s) into the

combustion chamber area,

disassemble the valve(s) and repeat the

lapping procedure, then reinstall the

valve's) and repeat the check.

13 Cylinder block -removal, §^
inspection and installation J,

Removal
1 Following the procedure given in

Section 10, remove the cylinder head. Make
sure the crankshaft is positioned at Top Dead
Centre (TDC) for cylinder no. 1

.

12.28a Install the springs with their closely

spaced coils down (against the cylinder

head)

2 Remove the nut from the stud that secures

the block to the crankcase (see illustration).

3 Lift the cylinder block straight up to remove
it. If it's stuck, tap around its perimeter with a

soft-faced hammer. Don't attempt to pry

between the block and the crankcase, as you

will ruin the sealing surfaces. As you lift, note

the location ot the dowel pins. Be careful not

to lei these drop into the engine.

A Stuff clean shop towels around the pistons

and remove the gasket and all traces of old

gasket material from the surfaces of the

cylinder block and the cylinder head.

Inspection

5 Don't attempt to separate the liners from

the cylinder block.

6 Check the cylinder walls carefully for

scratches and score marks.

7 Using the appropriate precision measuring

tools, check each cylinder's diameter.

Measure near the top, centre and bottom of

the cylinder bore, parallel to the crankshaft

axis (see illustration). Next, measure each

cylinder's diameter at the same three

locations across the crankshaft axis.

Compare the results to this Chapter's

j A small dab ot grease will help hold

ie keepers (collets) in place on the valve

spring while the valve is released

it trie front of the cylinder b

13.7 Measure the cylinder bore with a

telescoping gauge at these six points (then

s the gauge with a micrometer)
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13.12 Use a scraper to remove any remaining gasket material

from the bottom of the cylinder block

Specifications. If the cylinder walls are

tapered, out-of-round, worn beyond the

specified limits, or badly scuffed or scored,

have them rebored and honed by a dealer

service department or a motorcycle repair

shop. If a rebore is done, oversize pistons and

rings will be required as well.

6 As an alternative, if the precision measuring

tools are not available, a dealer service

department or motorcycle repair shop will

make the measurements and offer advice

concerning servicing of the cylinders.

9 If they are in reasonably good condition and

not worn to the outside of the limits, and if the

ptston- to-cylinder clearances can be
maintained properly (see Section 14), then the

cylinders do not have to be rebored; honing is

all that is necessary.

10 To perform the fioning operation you will

need the proper size flexible hone with fine

stones, or a bottle-brush type hone, plenty of

light oil or honing oil, some shop towels and an

electric drill motor. Hold the cylinder block

sideways (bore 90° to the vice jaws) in a vice

(cushioned with soft jaws or wood blocks)

when performing the honing operation. Mount

the hone in the drill motor, compress the

stones and slip the hone into the cylinder.

Lubricate the cylinder thoroughly, turn on the

drill and move the hone up and down in the

cylinder at a pace which will produce a fine

Crosshatch pattern on the cylinder wall with

the Crosshatch lines intersecting at

approximately a 60" angle. Be sure to use
plenty of lubricant and do not take off any
more material than is absolutely necessary to

produce the desired effect. Do not withdraw

the hone from the cylinder while it is running.

Instead, shut off the drill and continue moving

the hone up and down in the cylinder until if

comes to a complete stop, then compress the

stones and withdraw the hone. Wipe the oil out

of the cylinder and repeat the procedure on

the other cylinders. Remember, do not remove

too much material from the cylinder wall. If you

do not have the tools, or do not desire to

perform the honing operation, a dealer service

department or motorcycle repair shop will

generally do it for a reasonable fee.

11 Next, the cylinders must be thoroughly

washed with warm soapy water to remove all

traces of the abrasive grit produced during the

honing operation. Be sure to run a t

through the bolt holes and flush them
running water. After rinsing, dry the cylir

thoroughly and apply a coat of light,

preventative oil to all machined surfaces.

Installation

12 Ensure that the bottom gasket surfa

clean (see illustration) before you lubr

the cylinder bores with clean engine oil.

'

a thin film of engine oil to the piston skirt:

13 Install the dowel pins, then place a

cylinder base gasket on the cylinder t

Install new O-rings on the base of

cylinder. Install new O-rings around th<

cylinder block dowels at the right end i

engine (see illustrations).

14 Slowly rotate the crankshaft until I
1

the pistons are up and two dowr
extremely careful not to jam the timing

15 Attach four piston ring compressors

pistons and compress the piston hngs.

hose clamps can be used instead - just

sure they don't scratch the pistons, and
tighten them too much.

13.13c . . . and new O-rings at the clutch end of the engi
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13.16 It you're very careful, you

16 Install the cylinder block over the pistons

and carefully lower it down until the piston

crowns fit into the cylinder liners (see

Illustration). While doing this, pull the

camshaft chain up, using a hooked tool or a

piece of coat hanger or previously attached

piece of wire. Also keep an eye on the cam
chain guide to make sure it doesn't wedge
against the block. Push down on the cylinder

Nock, making sure the pistons don't get

cocked sideways, until the bottoms of the

cylinder liners slide down past the piston rings.

A wood or plastic hammer handle can be used

to gently tap the block down, but don't use too

much force or the pistons will be damaged,

17 Once the cylinders have passed over the

rings of the two pistons, rotate the crankshaft

so the remaining pistons are up and install the

cylinder block over them.

1B Remove the piston ring compressors or

hose clamps (if used), being careful not to

scratch the pistons. Remove the rods from

under the pistons.

19 The remainder of installation is the reverse

of removal.

which must point to the Ironl

14 Pistons - removal, inspection |
and installation *;

1 The pistons are attached to the connecting

rods with piston pins that are a slip fit in the

pistons and rods.

2 Before removing the pistons trom the rods,

stuff a clean shop towel into each crankoase

hole, around the connecting rods. This will

prevent the circlips from falling into the

crankcase if they are inadvertently dropped.

Removal
3 Using a sharp scribe, scratch the number of

each piston into its crown lor use a felt pen it

the piston is clean enough). Each piston

should also have an arrow pointing toward the

front of the engine (see illustration). If not,

scribe an arrow into the piston crown before

removal. Support the first piston, grasp the

circlip with needle-nose pliers and remove it

from the groove (see illustration).

4 Push the piston pin out from the opposite

14.3b Remove the circlip from one side of

the piston - wear eye protection and be
careful not to let it fly out

end to free the piston from the rod (see

illustration). You may have to deburr the area

around the groove to enable the pin to slide

out (use a triangular file for this procedure). If

the pin won't come out, remove the remaining

circlip. Fabricate a piston pin removal tool

from threaded stock, nuts, washers and a

piece of pipe (see illustration). Repeat the

procedure for the other pistons.

7 6^

,1
ft1
\

/ 4 3 21
1

5
1 4.4b The piston pin should come out with hand pressure, but if

lot this removal tool can be fabricated from readily available parts

Bolt 6 Washer (B) B Small enough to

• Washer 7 Nut (B) fit through pin

i Tubing or pipe (A) A Large enough for bore in piston
' Padding (A) piston pin to fit

i Piston through
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Inspection

5 Before the inspection process can be
carried out, the pistons must be cleaned and

the old piston rings removed,

6 Using a piston ring removal and installation

too!, carefully remove the rings from the

pistons (see illustration). Do not nick or

gouge the pistons in the process.

7 Scrape all traces ot carbon from the tops ol

the pistons. A hand-held wire brush can be

used once most ol the deposits have been
scraped away. Do not. under any

circumstances, use a wire brush mounted in a

drill motor to remove deposits from the

pistons: the piston material is soft and will be

eroded away by the wire brush.

8 Use a piston ring groove cleaning tool to

remove any carbon deposits from the ring

grooves. If a tool is not available, a piece

broken off the old ring will do the job. Be very

careful to remove only the carbon deposits.

Do not remove any metal and do not nick or

gouge the top and bottom of the ring lands

(the metal ridges between the ring grooves).

9 Once the deposits have been removed,

clean the pistons with solvent and dry them
thoroughly. Make sure the oil return holes

below the oil ring grooves are clear.

10 If the pistons are not damaged or worn
excessively and if the cylinders are not

rebored, new pistons will not be necessary.

Normal piston wear appears as even, vertical

wear on the thrust surfaces of the piston and

slight looseness of the top ring in its groove.

New piston rings, on the other hand, should

always he used when an engine is rebuilt.

11 Carefully inspect each piston for cracks

around the skirt, at the pin bosses and at the

ring lands (see illustration).

12 Look for scoring and scuffing on the thrust

faces of (he skirt, holes in the piston crown
and burned areas at the edge of the crown. If

the skirt is scored or scuffed, the engine may
have been suffering from overheating and/or

abnormal combustion, which caused
excessively high operaling temperatures. The

oil pump and oil cooler (if equipped) should be

checked thoroughly. A hole in the piston

crown, an extreme to be sure, is an indication

that abnormal combustion (pre- ignition) was

14.11 Check trie piston pin bore and the

piston skirt for wear, and make sure the

internal holes are clear (arrowed)

occurring. Burned areas at the edge of the

piston crown are usually evidence of spark

knock (detonation). It any of the above
problems exist, the causes must be corrected

or the damage will occur again.

13 Measure the piston ring-to-groove

clearance by laying a new piston ring in the ring

groove and slipping a feeler gauge in beside it

(see illustration). Check the clearance at three

or four locations around the groove. Be sure to

use the correct ring tor each groove; they are

different. If the clearance is greater than

specified, new pistons will have to be used

when the engine is reassembled,

14 Check the piston-to-bore clearance by

measuring the bore (see Section 13) and the

piston diameter. Make sure that the pistons

and cylinders are correctly matched. Measure

the piston across the skirt on the thrust faces

at a 90° angle to the piston pin, at the

distance from the bottom of the skirt listed in

this Chapter's Specifications (see

illustration). Subtract the piston diameter

from the bore diameter to obtain the

clearance. If it is greater than specified, the

cylinders will have to be rebored and new
oversized pistons and rings installed.

15 If the appropriate precision measuring

tools are not available, the piston-to-cylinder

clearances can be obtained, though not quite

as accurately, using feeler gauge stock. Feeler

gauge stock comes in 12-inch lengths and

A
1

B ^

L,Lif)U

13 Measure the piston ring -to- grot

clearance with a feeler gauge

various thicknesses and is generally avail

at auto parts stores. To check the cleara

select a feeler gauge of the same thicknes

the piston clearance listed in this Chap
Specifications and slip it into the cyli

along with the appropriate piston,

cylinder should be upside down and
piston must be positioned exactly i

normally would be. Place the feeler g;

between the piston and cylinder on one o

thrust faces (90° to the piston pin bore),

piston should slip through the cylinder

the feeler gauge in place) with modt
pressure. If it falls through, or slides thn

easily, the clearance is excessive and a

piston will be required. It the piston bin<

the lower end of the cylinder and is li

toward the top, the cylinder is tapered, £

tight spots are encountered as the f

gauge is placed at different points aroun>

cylinder, the cylinder is out-of-round.

16 Repeat the procedure for the rema
pistons and cylinders. Be sure to hav<

cylinders and pistons checked by a d
service department or a motorcycle r

shop to confirm your findings b
purchasing new parts.

17 Apply clean engine oil to the pin, ins

into the piston and check for freepla

rocking the pin back-and-forth

illustration). If the pin is loose, new pi:

and pins must be installed.

14.14 Measure the piston diameter with a

micrometer

A Specified distance from bottom of piston

B Piston diameter

14.17 Slip the pin into the piston and
rock it back'and-forth; if it's loose, re|

the piston and pin
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15.3 Square the ring in the bore by turning the piston upside down
and tapping on the ring, then check the piston ring end gap with a

feeler gauge (1)

15.5 If the end gap is too small, clamp a file in a vice and file the

ring ends (from the outside in only) to enlarge the gap slightly

Installation

19 Install the pistons in their original

locations with the arrows pointing to the front

of the engine. Lubricate the pins and the rod

bores with clean engine oil. Install new circiips

in the grooves in the inner sides of the pistons

(don't reuse the old circiips). Push the pins

into position from the opposite side and install

new circiips. Compress the circiips only

enough for them to fit in the piston. Make sure

the clips are properly seated in the grooves

and that the open of the circlip is away from

the removal notch,

1 Before Installing the new piston rings, the

ring end gaps must be checked.

2 Lay out the pistons and the new ring sets

so the rings will be matched with the same
piston and cylinder during the end gap
measurement procedure and engine

3 Insert the top (No. 1) ring into the bottom of

the first cylinder and square it up with the

cylinder walls by pushing it in with the top of

the piston. Since the bottom of the cylinder

experiences the least amount of wear, the ring

should be about one inch above the bottom

edge of the cylinder. To measure the end gap,

slip a feeler gauge between the ends of the

ring (see illustration) and compare the

measurement to this Chapter's Specifications.

4 If the gap is larger or smaller than specified,

double check to make sure that you have the

correct rings before proceeding.

5 If the gap is too small, it must be enlarged

or the ring ends may come in contact with

each other during engine operation, which

can cause serious damage. The end gap can

be increased by filing the ring ends very

carefully with a fine file [see illustration).

When performing this operation, file only from

the outside in.

6 Excess end gap is not critical unless it is

greater than 0.040 in (1 mm). Again, double

check to make sure you have the correct rings

for your engine. Too little end gap can cause

the rings to seize lo the cylinder walls.

7 Repeat the procedure for each ring that will

be installed in the first cylinder and for each

ring in the remaining cylinders. Remember to

keep the rings, pistons and cylinders matched

up.

8 Once the ring end gaps have been
checked/corrected, the rings can be installed

on the pistons.

9 The oil control ring (lowest on the piston) is

installed first. It is composed of three separate

components. Slip the expander into the

groove, then install the upper side rail (see

illustrations). Don't use a piston ring

installation tool on the oil ring side rails as

they may be damaged. Instead, place one end

of the side rail into the groove between the

spacer expander and the ring land. Hold it

firmly in place and slide a finger around the

piston while pushing the rail into the groove.

Next, install the lower side rail in the same

10 After the three oil ring components have

been installed, check to make sure that both

the upper and lower side rails can be turned

smoothly in the ring groove.

1

1

Install the second (middle) ring next. It can

be readily distinguished from the top ring by

its cross-section shape (see illustration). Do
not mix the top and middle rings.

12 To avoid breaking the ring, use a piston

ring installation tool and make sure that the

identification mark is facing up (see

)

rop RING

3
SECOND RING

15.11 Don't confuse the top ring with the

second ring
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15.12 Make sure the marks on the rings

face up when the rings are installed on the

pistons

15.15 Arrange the ring gaps like this

Top compression ring

Oil ring lower rail

Oil ring upper rail

Second compression ring

16.2 Remove the oil pan bolts around the

edge of the pan

illustration). Fit the ring into the middle

groove on the piston. Do not expand ttie ring

any more than is necessary to slide it into

13 Finally, install the top ring in the same
manner. Make sure the identifying mark Is

facing up.

14 Repeat the procedure for the remaining

pistons and rings. Be very careful not to

confuse the top and second rings.

15 Once the rings have been properly

installed, stagger the end gaps, including

those of the oiJ ring side rails (see

illustration).

16 Apply a liberal coating ot engine oil on the

pistons prior to installation.

16 Oil pan and relief valves - !fe

removal, relief valve inspection ^s,

and installation ^
Removal
1 Remove the engine (see Section 5).

2 Remove the oil pan bolts and detach the

pan from the crankcase (see

illustration 17.2b and the accompanying
illustration).

3 Remove all traces of old gasket material

from the mating surfaces of the oil pan and
crankcase.

4 Remove the strainer from the oil pick-up

and inspect for debris {see illustration).

5 Unbolt the pick-up from the crankcase (st

illustration).

6 Remove all traces of old gasket materi

from the pick-up and crankcase.

7 Remove the pressure relief valves from tr

crankcase (see illustrations). The oil pressu

valve should pull out with light hand pressur

If it's stuck, rock it back and forth slight

while you pull on it. The starter chain tension

relief valve should be unscrewed with

wrench or socket.

Relief valve inspection

8 Push the plunger into the relief valve ar

check for free movement (see illustration),

the valve sticks, perform the following ste|

to disassemble and inspect it.

9 Straighten the cotter pin and pull it out (si

illustration).

10 Remove the spring retainer, spring ar

plunger.

11 Check all parts for wear and damag
Clean the parts thoroughly, reassemble tl

valve and recheck its movement. If the val

still sticks, replace it.

Caution: if you reuse the relief valve, inst

a new cotter pin before reinstalling the

relief valve in the engine.

12 Repeat the same steps for the Stan

chain tensioner relief valve.

Installation

13 Install the starter chain tensioner rel

valve with a new sealing washer.

16.4 Remove the oil strainer from the

pick-up: the arrow on the strainer points

toward the rear of the engine

16.8 Push in on the relief valve plunger

make sure it moves freely
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16.9 Straighten the ends ot the c

and pull it out

17.2a Remove the snap-ring and the oil

pump drive gear

1 Snap-ring

2 Oilpump driven gear

3 Drive pin

4 Oilpump shaft

5 OHpump body
6 Dowel

7 Rotors

8 Oilpump cover

9 O-rings

10 O-ring

11 Relief valve

12 Oil strainer

13 Bolt

14 Oil pick-up

15 Dowel

16 Oil pan gasket

17 Wiring harness retainers

1B Oil pan
19 Drain bolt

20 Gasket

21 Oil filter

22 Union bolt

23 Oil filter adapter

24 Adapter O-ring

14 Install the oil pan dowels. Install the oil

pressure relief valves in the crankcase, using

15 Install the oil pick-up and tighten the bolts

to the torque ilsted in this Chapter's

Specifications. Install the strainer on the pick-

up with its open end toward the rear of the

16 Position a new gasket on the oil pan. A
thin film of sealant can be used to hold the

gasket in place. Install the oil pan and bolts,

tightening the bolts to the torque listed in this

Chapter's Specifications, using a criss-cross

pattern. Reinstall the winng harness clips on

the appropriate bolts.

17 The remainder of installation is the reverse

ot removal. Install a new oil filter and fill the

crankcase with oil (see Chapter 1), then run

the engine and check for leaks.

17 Oil pump - removal, ^
inspection and installation *,

Note: The oil pump can be removed with the

engine in the frame.

Removal
1 Remove the clutch (see Section 18).

2 Remove the snap-ring and take off the oil

pump driven gear (see illustrations).

3 Remove the oil pump mounting screws and

lift the pump away tram the engine (see illus-

tration). Remove the O-hngs (see illustration).

17.3a Remove the three mounting screws
(arrowed) and take the pump off

17.2b Oil pump and pan (exploded view) 17.3b Remove the O-rings (arrowed)
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17.8 Insert a feeler gauge between the outer r<

body to measure the cl

17.9 Measure the clearance between the outer rotor tip and

inner rotor with a feeler gauge

2 Outer rotor

If rotor to outer rotor

Outer rotor to pump bod]

Inspection

A Wash the oil pump rn solvent, then dry it oft.

5 Remove the pump cover screw (use an

Impact driver if it's tight).

6 Lift off the cover.

7 Check the pump body and rotors for

scoring and wear. If any damage or uneven or

excessive wear is evident, replace the pump
(individual parts aren't available). If you're

rebuilding the engine, it's a good idea to

install a new oil pump.
8 Measure the clearance between the outer

rotor and pump body with a feeler gauge and

compare it to the value listed in this Chapter's

Specifications (see illustration). If it's

excessive, replace the pump.
9 Measure the clearance between the inner

and outer rotors (see illustration). Again,

replace the pump if the clearance is

10 tf the pump is good, reverse (he

disassembly steps to reassemble it. Make
sure the pin is centred In the rotor shaft so it

will align with the slot in the inner rotor (see

illustration).

Installation

11 Before installing the pump, prime it by

pouring oil into it while turning the shaft by

hand - this will ensure that it begins to pump
oil quickly.

12 Installation is the reverse of removal

the following additions:

a) Make sure the O-rings are in place.

b) Tighten the pump mounting screws i

torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

18 Clutch - removal, inspection

and installation

Note: Trie clutch Can be removed wi\

engine in the frame-

Removal
1 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equ

or prop it securely upright. Remove the

fairing (if equipped).

2 Drain the engine oil (see Chapter 1).

3 Detach the clutch cable from the

then remove the clutch cover

illustrations).

4 Loosen the clutch pressure plate

18.3a Loosen the clutch cover bolls {;

criss-cross pattern
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4 Spring

5 Plate washer
6 Oil seal

7 Bearing

8 Pressure plate bolt

9 Spring

10 Pressure plate

1

1

Thrust bearing

12 Plate washer
13 Pull rod

14 Friction plate

15 Metal plate

16 Release lever pivot shaft

17 Bearing

18 Lockwasher
79 Gasket

20 Wire circiip (part of clutch

damper)
21 Metal plate (part of clutch

damper)
22 Clutch boss spring (part of

clutch damper)
23 Seat plate (part of clutch

damper)
24 Clutch boss
25 Thrust plate

26 Clutch housing

evenly in a criss-cross pattern, then remove
ihe bolts and washers (see illustration).

5 Remove the clutch springs.

6 Remove the pressure plate.

7 Remove the pull rod, thrust bearing and
plate washer from the pressure plate (see

Illustration).

18.4 Clutch -e

1 Remove the friction c

ta a set.

9 Bend back the lockwasher tab on the

clutch boss nut (see illustration). Remove the

nut. using a special holding tool or equivalent

(Yamaha tool no. YM-91402 in the US;

in the UK) to prevent the clutch

s and steel plates housing from turning. An alternative to this

tool can be fabricated from some steel strap,

bent at the ends and bolted together in the

middle (see Tool Tip). Remove the

lockwasher and discard it. Use a new one
during installation.

10 Remove the clutch boss, clutch

2

' OP

18.9a Bend the tab on the clutch boss
lockwasher (arrowed) away from the nut,

then remove the nut

You can make your c

too* from steel strap

clutch holding
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L^-_
18.15 Check the metal plaies for

warpage

Mhmf

housing and rear thrust washer (see
illustration)

11 The clutch damper can be left in position

unless the clutch has been experiencing

severe chattering (juddering). If it's necessary

to remove it, remove the wire retainer ring,

metal plate, clutch boss spring and seat plate

(see illustration 18.4).

Inspection

12 Examine the splines on both the inside

and the outside of the clutch boss (see

illustration). If any wear is evident, replace

the clutch hub with a new one.

13 Measure the free length of the clutch

springs. Replace the springs as a set if any

18.12 Check the clutch boss for wear and
damage, paying special attention to the

splines

are not within the values listed in this

Chapter's Specifications.

14 If the lining material of the friction plates

smells burnt or if it's glazed, new parts are

required. II the steel clutch plates are scored

or discoloured, they must be replaced with

new ones. Measure the thickness of each
friction plate (see illustration) and compare
the results to this Chapter's Specifications.

Replace the friction plates as a set if any are

near the wear limit.

15 Lay the metal plates, one at a time, on a

perfectly flat surface (such as a piece of plate

glass) and check for warpage by trying to slip

a gauge between the flat surface and the plate

(see illustration). The feeler gauge should be

the same thickness as the warpage limit listed

in this Chapter's Specifications. Do this at

several places around the plate's

circumference. If the feeler gauge can be
slipped under the plate, it is warped and
should be replaced with a new one.

16 Check the tabs on the friction plates for

excessive wear and mushroomed edges.

They can be cleaned up with a file if the

deformation is not severe.

17 Check the edges of the slots in the clutch

housing for indentations made by the friction

plate tabs. If the indentations are deep they

can prevent clutch release, so the housing

should be replaced with a new one. If the

indentations can be removed easily with a file,

the life of the housing can be prolonged to an

extent. Check the driven gear on the I

fhe clutch housing, as well as the oi

hve gear, for wear or damaged teeth, r

pump drive gear is worn or damaged, i

the snap -ring and take it off (see illusti

18 Check the clutch pressure plate,

boss, wire retainer, clutch boss spri

seat plate for wear and damage (if the

removed). Replace any worn or da

19 Check the release bearing

illustration) and clutch housing thru;

for wear, damage or roughness. R
them if their condition is uncert

obviously bad. Check the bearing sut

the clutch housing and replace the

housing if it's worn or damaged. Insp

slots in the clutch housing and the dri\

in the oil pump gear and replace any i

damaged parts.

20 Clean all traces of old gasket n

from the clutch cover and its mating i

on the crankcase.

21 Check the clutch release mechai

the clutch cover for smooth opt

Disassemble it to clean and lubric

replace components as necessar;

illustration).

Installation

22 Install the oil pump drive gear

clutch housing, using a new snap-ring.

23 Coat the inside of the clutch housi

18.17 Remove the snap-ring (arrowed) and
take off the oil pump drive gear if its

damaged

18.19 Check the release bearing for w
or damaged rollers

18.21 If necessary, remove the sna
and retaining bolt (arrowed) to remt
release mechanism from the clutch
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engine oil and install it on the transmission

shat Coat the thrust washer with engine oil.

•ten .nstal the thrust washer and clutch boss.

'istaii a naw clutch boss lockwasher and the

n^t Hold the clutch boss with one ot 'tie

methods used in Step 9. then tighten the .iut

to the torque listed in (his Chapter's

Specifications. Bond the lockwashor against

the nut to secure It.

24 Install the clutch damper components
(seat, clutch boss spring, clutch plate

and wire retainer) if they were removed.

Be sure both ends ot the wire retainer fit

into the hole In the clutch hub (see

illustration)

25 Coat one of the hction plates with engine

oil and install It on the clutch housing. Engage
the tabs on the friction plate with the slots in

the clutch housing.

26 Install a metal plate on top of the friction

27 Coat the remaining friction plates

with engine oil, then install alternating friction

plates and metal plates until they're all

installed (don't forget to stagger the metal

plate tabs).

28 Coat the release bearing with oil and
install the plate washer, bearing and pull rod

in the pressure plate (see illustration 18.7).

Make sure the gear teeth on the pull rod will

face the rear of the engine when the pressure

plate is installed.

29 Install the pressure plate, aligning the

marks on pressure plate and clutch boss (see

Illustration).

30 Install the clutch springs, washers and
pressure plate bolts, then tighten the bolts

evenly in a criss-cross pattern to the torque

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

31 Make sure the clutch cover dowels are in

position and install a new gasket. Make sure

the gear teeth on the pull rod face the rear of

the engine (see illustration), then install the

clutch cover and push the release lever in to

position the cover for tightening.

32 Tighten the clutch cover bolts evenly to

18.24 If you removed the clutch damper.

be sure the wire retainer fits securely in its

groove and both ends are fitted all the way
through the hole (arrowed)

the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

33 Fill the crankcase with the recommended
type and amount of engine oil (see Chapter 1

and Daily (pre-ride) checks).

34 The remainder of installation is the reverse

o( the removal steps.

20 Shift pedal and linkage -

removal and installation

19 Clutch cable -

removal and installation

1 Loosen the clutch cable nuts on the right

side of the engine (see illustration 9.3 in

Chapter 1). Disconnect the lower end of the

cable from the release lever and the bracket

on the engine.

2 Pull back the rubber cover from the clutch

adjuster at the handlebar (see illustration 9.2

in Chapter 1). Loosen the lockwheel and the

adjusting nut to create slack in the cable.

3 Pull the adjuster out of its slot in the clutch

lever bracket, then rotate the cable to align it

with the slot in the clutch lever and lower the

cable end out of the clutch lever.

4 Installation is the reverse of the removal

1 These models use a shift pedal and linkage

rod connected to the shift shaft.

2 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or prop it securely upright.

3 Where necessary for access, remove the

left footpeg bracket.

4 Look lor an alignment mark on the end of

the shift shaft next to the gap in the lever (see

illustration). If it isn't visible, make your own.

5 Remove the pinch bolt and detach the shift

lever from the shift shaft. Remove the shift

pedal Allen bolt and take the pedal off.

6 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps. Tighten the bolt to the torque listed in

this Chapter's Specifications.

7 To adjust the shift pedal height, loosen the

lockouts, turn the knurled adjuster on the

shaft and tighten the locknuts (see

illustration 20.4). Note: The rear tocknut has

left-hand threads (loosens clockwise).

19.31 Before installing the clutch cover, make sure the pull rod

gear teeth face the rear of the engine (arrowed)

20.4 There should be a punch mark on the end of the shift shaft

aligned with the lever gap (A); the shift pedal is secured by an

Allen bolt (B); adjust the linkage with the adjusting nuts (C)
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21 .3 Remove the plastic spacer and check
the condition of the seal (arrowed)

21 External shift mechanism - |^
removal, inspection and *„
installation ^S

Removal
1 Remove the shift pedal and linkage (see

Section 20).

2 Remove the engine sprocket cover (see

Chapter 5).

3 Remove the plastic spacer from the shift

shaft (see illustration).

4 Remove the clutch (see Section 18).

5 Pull the change lever away from the shift

cam and slide the shift shaft and washer out

of the crankcase (see illustrations).

Inspection

6 Inspect the shift shaft return springs. If they

are worn or damaged, replace them.

7 Check the change shaft for bends and
damage to the splines. If the shaft is bent, you

can attempt to straighten it, but if the splines

are damaged it will have to be replaced.

Inspect the pawl and springs on the change
shaft and replace the shaft If they're worn or

damaged.

3 Check the condition of the stopper lever

and spring. Replace the stopper lever if it's

21.5a Pull the change lever away from the

shift cam and slide the shift shaft

(arrowed) out of the crankcase . .

.

worn where it contacts the shift cam. Replace

the spring if it's distorted.

9 Inspect the straight detent pins on the end

of the shift cam. If they're worn or damaged,
you'll have to disassemble the crankcase to

replace the shift cam.

10 Check the condition of the seal on the

right side of the engine case. If it has been
leaking, pry it out (see illustration 21.3). It's a

good idea to replace it regardless of its

condition, since gaining access to it requires a

fair amount of work. Install a new seal with its

closed side facing out. It should be
possible to install the seal with thumb
pressure, but if necessary, drive it in with a

socket or piece of tubing the same diameter

Installation

11 Remove the circlip and flat washer from

the end of the shift shaft. Make sure the large

washer is still on the shaft, positioned against

the change lever.

12 Apply high-temperature grease to the lip

of the seal. Wrap the splines of the shift shaft

with electrical tape, so the splines won't

damage the seal as the shaft is installed.

13 Slide the shaft into the crankcase. Engage
the pawls with the pins on the shift cam and
position the return spring over its guide bar

(see illustration).

21.5b . . . and remove the washf

14 The remainder of installation is the r

of the removal steps.

15 Refill the engine oil (see Chapter

Daily (pre-ride) checks).

22 Crankcase -

disassembly and reassembly

1 To examine and repair or replac

crankshaft, starter chain and camshaft

connecting rods, bearings, transrr

components, starter idler gears or

motor clutch, the crankcase mu
separated into two parts.

Disassembly
2 If the crankcase is being separa

remove the crankshaft, remove the c

head, cylinder block and pistons (see S<

10. 13 and 14), If you're only separati

crankcase halves to disassembh

transmission shafts or remove the It

shift linkage, there's no need to remo

top-end components. In all cases, remc

clutch (see Section 18).

3 Remove the oil pan and remove

pressure relief valves from the crankcas

Section 16). Unbolt the oil filter adaF

access to one of the case bolts (see illusti

21.13 The shift mechanism should look like this when it's 22.3 Remove the oil filter adapter bolt (arrowed) - you'll fir*

of the crankcase bolts behind the adapter
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22.5 Bend back the lockwasher (A) and
e the primary drive gear nut.

Remove the bearing retainer by
unscrewing the two Allen bolts (B), then

pull off the gear and spacer 22.6 Crankcase bolt TIGHTENING sequence

on later UK models which have an oil cooler,

remove the cooler assembly as described in

Section 32.

4 Remove the timing plate and rotor (see

Chapter 4} and alternator rotor (see Chap-
ters),

5 Check the primary drive gear for wear or

damage (see illustrations). If necessary,

bend back the tabs of the lockwasher and
remove the nut. then slide the gear off.

6 Remove the upper crankcase bolts, then

the lower crankcase bolts, working in a

sequence opposite that of the tightening

sequence (see illustration).

7 Carefully separate the crankcase halves.

Pry slowly at the single pry point (see

Illustration). If the halves won't come apart

easily, make sure all fasteners have been
removed. Don't use force or the cases will

break. Don't pry against the crankcase mating

surfaces or they will leak after reassembly.

6 Refer to Sections 23 through 29 for

information on the internal components of the

Reassembly
9 Remove all traces of sealant from the

crankcase mating surfaces. Be careful not to

let any fall into the case as this is done. Check

to make sure the 0-rings and dowel pins are

in place in their holes in the mating surface of

the lower crankcase half (see illustration).

10 A common method of assembling

motorcycle crankcases is to position the

engine upside down and install the crankshaft

and transmission shafts in it, then install the

lower crankcase half on top of the upper

crankcase half. Yamaha recommends that on

these models, the shift forks and transmission

shafts be installed in the upper case half and

the crankshaft and connecting rods in the

lower case half, then the upper case half be

lowered onto the lower case half. This means
that the transmission shafts will have to be

held in position until the upper case half is

installed.

11 Pour some engine oil over the

transmission gears, the crankshaft main

bearings and the shift drum. Don't get any oil

on the crankcase mating surfaces.

12 Apply a thin, even bead of Yamaha bond
sealant or equivalent to the crankcase mating

surfaces.

Caution: Don't apply an excessive amount
of sealant. Don't let it contact tha oil gallery

O-ring. Don't apply it within 2 to 3 mm (5/64

to 1/8 inch) of the bearing inserts, as it will

ooze out when the case halves are

assembled and may obstruct oil passages
and prevent the bearings from seating.

13 Check the position of the shift cam, shift

forks and transmission shafts - make sure

they're in the neutral position. In this condition

it will be possible to rotate each pair of gears

independently of the other gears on the

shafts.

22.7 Pry slowly at the pry point 22.9 The dowel inside the case has an O-ring (arrowed)
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14 Carefully assemble the crankcase halves

over tfte dowels and the blind plug and sea/ at

the ends of the crankshaft [see illustrations).

While doing this, make sure the shift forks fit

into their gear grooves. Wake sure the

crankshaft blind plug and seal are positioned

correctly in the case grooves. Check the input

and output shaft bearings to ensure that the

bearing retainers are installed correctly.

Caution.- The crankcase halves should fit

together completely without being forced.

tf they're slightly apart, DO NOT force

them together by tightening the crankcase
bolts. The most likely reason they're apart

is that the transmission bearing pins arent
aligned with their boles. If the pins are

forced against the crankcase halves, the

cases will crack and have to be replaced.

15 Install the crankcase bolts (and washers, if

equipped) in the correct holes {see

illustration 22.6). Bolt 32 secures a wiring

harness retainer. Tighten the bolts in two or

three steps, in the correct sequence, to the

torque listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

16 Install the oil pan (see Section 1 6).

17 Turn the transmission shafts to make sure

they turn freely. Also make sure the crankshaft

turns freely.

18 The remainder of installation is the reverse

of removal, with the following additions:

a) Once the external shift linkage is installed,

shift the transmission through all the gear

positions and back to Neutral.

23.3 Small burrs can be removed from the

gasket surfaces with a fine file or

sharpening stone (be sure to remove any
grit or metal particles when you're done)

22.14b . . . non-lipped replacement seals

like this one can be removed and installed

without separating the crankcase halves

b) Use a new lockwasher on the pnmary
gear (if removed) and tighten its nut to the

torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications,

cj Be sure to refill the engine with oil (see

Chapter 1 and Daily (pre-hde) checks).

23 Crankcase components - ^
inspection and servicing ^

1 After the crankcases have been separated

and !he crankshaft, shift cam and forks and
transmission components removed, the

crankcases should be cleaned thoroughly

with new solvent and dried with compressed

2 Remove any oil passage plugs that haven't

already been removed. All oil passages
should be blown out with compressed air.

3 All traces of old gasket sealant should be

removed from the mating surfaces. Minor

damage to the surfaces can be cleaned up
with a fine file or sharpening stone (see

illustration).

Caution: Be very careful not to nick or

gouge the crankcase mating surfaces or

leaks will result. Check both crankcase

halves very carefully for cracks and other

damage.
4 Check the starter chain and cam chain

guides for wear (see Section 27). If they

appear to be worn excessively, replace them.

5 If any damage is found that cannot be

repaired, replace the crankcase halves as a

24 Main and connecting rod
bearings - general note

1 Even though main and connecting rod

bearings are generally replaced with new ones

during the engine overhaul, the old bearings

should be retained for close examination as

they may reveal valuable information about

the condition of the engine.

2 Bearing failure occurs mainly because of

lack of lubrication, the presence of dirt or

22.14c Coat the outer circumference i

the end plug with a thin layer or sealar

(arrowed)

other foreign particles, overloading the eric

and/or corrosion. Regardless of the causi

bearing failure, it must be corrected before

engine is reassembled to prevent it fi

happening again.

3 When examining the bearings, remove
main bearings from the case halves and
rod bearings from the connecting rods

caps and lay them out on a clean surtac

the same general position as their locatior

the crankshaft 'journals. This will enable yo

match any noted bearing problems with

corresponding crankshaft journal.

4 Dirt and other foreign particles get into

engine in a variety of ways. It may be le

the engine during assembly or it may p.

through filters or breathers. It may gel infc

oil and from there into the bearings. W
chips from machining operations and no
engine wear are often present. Abrasives

sometimes left in engine components :

reconditioning operations such as cyiii

honing, especially when parts are

thoroughly cleaned using the proper clea

methods. Wtiatever the source, these fot

objects often end up imbedded in the

bearing material and are easily recogni

Large particles will imbed in the bearing

will score or gouge the bearing and jou

The best prevention for this cause of be;

failure is to clean all parts thoroughly

keep everything spotlessly clean di

engine reassembly. Frequent and reguli

and filter changes are also recommendec
5 Lack of lubrication or lubric;

breakdown has a number of interre

causes. Excessive heat (which thins the

overloading (which squeezes the oil fror

bearing face) and oil leakage or throi

(from excessive bearing clearances, wo
pump or high engine speeds) all contribi

lubrication breakdown. Blocked oil pas?

will also starve a bearing and destroy it, \

lack of lubrication is the cause of be
failure, the bearing material is wipe

extruded from the steel backing o
bearing. Temperatures may increase t

point where the steel backing and the jc

turn blue from overheating.

6 Riding habits can have a definite effe

bearing life. Full throttle low speed oper
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or lugging (labouring] the engine, puts very

high loads on bearings, which tend to

squeeze out the oil film. These loads cause
the bearings to flex, which produces line

cracks in the bearing face (fatigue failure).

Eventually the bearing material will loosen in

pieces and tear away from the steel backing.

Short trip driving leads to corrosion of

bearings, as the engine doesn't have a

chance to reach temperatures sufficient to

drive oft the condensed water and corrosive

gases that are produced. These products

collect in the engine oil, forming acid and
sludge. As the oil is carried to the engine

bearings, the acid attacks and corrodes the

bearing material.

T Incorrect bearing installation during engine

assembly will lead to bearing failure as well.

Tight fitting bearings which leave insufficient

bearing oil clearances result in oil starvation.

Dirt or foreign particles trapped behind a

bearing insert result in high spots on the

bearing which lead to failure.

8 To avoid bearing problems caused during

Initial start-up, clean all parts thoroughly

Before reassembly, double check all bearing

clearance measurements and lubricate the

new bearings with engine assembly lube or

moly-based grease during installation.

25 Crankshaft and main
bearings -removal,
inspection and installation

5;

Crankshaft removal
1 Before removing the crankshaft check the

endplay, using a dial gauge mounted in line

with the crankshaft. Yamaha doesn't provide

endplay specifications, but if the endplay is

excessive (more than about 0.15 mm or 0.006

inch), consider replacing the case halves.

2 Remove the starter clutch (see Section 31).

3 Lift the crankshaft out, together with the

connecting rods, cam chain and starter chain

and set them on a clean surface (see

Illustration).

4 The main bearing inserts can be removed
from their saddles by pushing their centres to

the side, then lifting them out (see

illustration). Keep the bearing inserts in

order. The main bearing oil clearance should

be checked, however, before removing the

Inspection

5 II you haven't already done so, mark and
remove the connecting rods from the

crankshaft [see Section 26).

6 Dean tho crankshaft with solvent, using a

rifle-cleaning brush to scrub out the oil

passages if available, blow trie crank dry with

coTipressed air. Chech the main and
connecting rod journals for uneven wear,

scorng and pits. Rub a copper coin across

Bw journal several times - if a journal picks up

copper from the coin, it's too rough. Replace

the crankshaft.

1 Connecting rod bearings

2 Connecting rod

3 Oil seal

4 Crankshaft

5 Main bearings

6 Lockwasher
7 Primary drive gear

25.3 Crankshaft and connecting rod details

8 Spacer

9 Idle gear

12 Spacer
13 Starter clutch gear

14 Starter clutch

7 Check the camshaft chain sprocket and

starter chain sprocket on the crankshaft for

chipped teeth and other wear. If any
undesirable conditions are found, replace the

crankshaft. Check the chains as described in

Section 27. Check the rest of the crankshaft

for cracks and other damage. It should be
Magnafluxed to reveal hidden cracks - a

dealer service department or motorcycle
machine shop should handle this procedure.

8 Set the crankshaft on V-blocks and check

the runout with a dial gauge touching each of

the main |ournals, comparing your findings

with this Chapter's Specifications. If the

runout exceeds the limit, replace the crank.

Main bearing selection

9 To check the main bearing oil clearance,

clean off trie bearing inserts (and reinstall

guide

19 Starter clutch shaft

20 Oil seal

e been removed from the case)

inkshafl into the upper half of
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25.9 Lay the Plastigauge strips on the journals, parallel to the crankshaft centreline

HPG-1) and lay them on the crankshaft main

journals, parallel with the journal axis (see

illustration).

10 Very carefully, guide the lower case half

down onto the upper case half. Install the

crankshatt retaining bolts (case bolts 1

through 10) and tighten them, using the

recommended sequence, lo the torque listed

in this Chapter's Specifications (see

Section 22 and illustration 22.6).

Caution; DO NOT tighten the holts unless

the case halves fit together completely.

Don't rotate the crankshaft during this

procedure!

11 Now, remove the bolts and carefully lift

the lower case half off. Compare the width of

the crushed Plastigauge on each journal or

bearing to the scale printed on the

Plastigauge envelope to obtain the main

bearing oil clearance (see illustration). Write

down your findings, then remove all traces of

Plastigauge from the journals or bearings,

using your fingernail or the edge of a credit

25.16a These numbers on the crankshaft

indicate journal thickness; reading from
left to right, the first five numbers

correspond with main bearing journals no.

1 through 5 - the next four numbers
correspond with connecting rod journals

no. 1 through 4

12 If the oil clearance falls into the specified

range, no bearing replacement is required

(provided they are in good shape). If the

clearance is more than the standard range,

but within the service limit, replace the

bearing inserts with new ones of the same
thickness and check the oil clearance once
again. Replace all of the inserts, as a set, at

the same time.

13 The clearance should be within the range

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

14 If the clearance is greater than the service

limit listed in this Chapter's Specifications,

measure the diameter of the crankshaft

journals with a micrometer (see illustration).

Yamaha doesn't provide journal diameter or

wear specifications, but by measuring the

diameter at a number of points around each

journal's circumference, you'll be able to

determine whether or not the journal is out-of-

round. Take the measurement at each end of

the journal, near the crank throws, to

determine if the journal is tapered. Out-of-

round and taper should not exceed 0.04

millimetres (0.001 inch).

15 If any crank journal is out-of-round or

tapered or the bearing clearance is beyond
the limit listed in this Chapter's Specifications

with new bearings, replace the crankshaft and

bearings as a complete set.

25.11 Measuring the width of the crusl

Plastigauge (be sure to use the corre

scale - standard and metric are includ

25.14 Measure the diameter of eac

crankshaft journal at several points

detect taper and out-of-round conditi

16 Use the number marks on the cranh

and on the case to determine the be
sizes required. The first five numbers o
crankshaft web are the main journal nurr

starting with the left journal

illustrations). These correspond witl

numbers at the rear of the upper cranl

half (see illustration). Note: Where onl

size code number is found on the i

cranfccase half this indicates that al

bearings are the same code. To determir

bearing number for each bearing, subtra

crankshaft number from the case numbt
example, the crankshaft number for jr.

no. 1 is 2 and the case number for jourr

1 is 4. Subtracting 2 from A produces 9,

25.16b The main and rod journals are

numbered from the left to the right side

the engine (J - main bearing journal;

P = pin - crankpin or connecting rod
journal)

25.16c The numbers on the eranke

correspond with the crankshaft m
journals no. 1 through 5
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Bearing color code

No. 1 Blue

No. 2 Black

No. 3 Brown

No. 4 Green

• No. 5 Yellow

* No. 5 applies only to the crankshaft main bear-

ng selection.

25.16d Calculate the bearing number by subtracting the crankshaft number from the

crankcase number, then use the bearing number to select a colour code

is the bearing number (or journal no. 1.

According lo the accompanying chart,

bearing no. 2 is colour-coded black (see

illustration). The colour codes are painted on

the edges of the bearings (see illustration).

Installation

17 Clean the bearing saddles in the case

halves, then install the bearing inserts in their

saddles in the case (see Illustrations). When
installing the bearings, use your hands only -

don't tap them into place with a hammer! Do
not get fingerprints on the front or rear of the

bearings.

18 Lubricate the bearing inserts with engine

assembly lube or moly-based grease-

19 You can install the connecting rods on the

crankshaft at this point if the top end was
removed from the engine (see Section 26).

20 Loop the camshaft chain and the starter

chain over the crankshaft and lay them onto

their sprockets.

21 W the connecting tods are in the engine,

place short pieces of hose over the studs to

protect the crankshaft as you remove them.

22 Carefully lower the crankshaft into place.

If the connecting rods are in the engine, guide

them onto the crankshaft journals and refit

their caps (see Section 26).

23 Assemble the case halves (see

Section 22) and check to make sure the

crankshaft and the transmission shafts turn

treely.

25.16e The colour codes painted on the

sides of the bearings identify bearing
thickness

26 Connecting rods and
bearings - removal,

Removal
1 Before removing the connecting rods trorn

the crankshaft, measure the side clearance of

each rod with a feeler gauge (see illustration).

If the clearance on any rod is greater than that

listed in this Chapter's Specifications, that rod

may have to be replaced with a new one.

Check the crankshaft journal for excessive, if

excessive wear is evident, replace the

crankshaft and/or the connecting rods as a set.

25.17b . . . then install the bearings in their

saddles - engage the locating tab securely

in its slot (arrowed)

2 Use a centre punch or number stamp to

mark the position of each rod and cap,

relative to its position on the crankshaft (see

illustration). The printed numbers on the rods

don't indicate cylinder number; they're used
for bearing selection. Yamaha specifies that

the letter 'A' cast in the side of each
connecting rod face the right side of the

engine. If you find another mark, such as the

letter
LC (see illustration), carefully note

which end of the crankshaft it faces before

removing the connecting rod cap.

3 Unscrew the bearing cap nuts, separate the

cap from the rod, then detach the rod from

the crankshaft. If the cap is stuck, tap on the

26.1 Measure the clearance between the

crankshaft and the connecting rod with a

feeler gauge

26.2a Make a cylinder number mark on the

connecting rod; the letter stamped across

the rod cap is a guide for reassembly; the

number is used in bearing selection

»H3
26.2b If there's an A mark on the side of

the connecting rod, it faces the right side

of the engine; if there's any other mark,
carefully note which way it faces before

removing the connecting rod
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26.20 Be sure the tab fits in the notch and the oil hole in the

upper bearing aligns with the hole in the connecting rod (afrown

ends of the rod bolts with a soft-faced

hammer to tree them.

4 Separate the bearing inserts from ihe rods

and caps, keeping them in order so they can

be reinstalled in their original locations. Wash
the parts in solvent and dry them with

compressed air, if available.

Inspection

5 Check the connecting rods for cracks (this

may require taking the rods to a machine

shop) and other obvious damage. Lubricate

the piston pin for each rod, install it in the

proper rod and check for play (see

illustration). It it wobbles, replace the

connecting rod and/or the pin.

6 Refer to Section 24 and examine the

connecting rod bearing inserts. If they are

scored, badly scuffed or appear to have been
seized, new bearings must be installed.

Always replace the bearings in the connecting

rods as a set. If they're badly damaged, check

the corresponding crankshaft journal

Evidence of extreme heat, such as

discoloration, indicates that lubrication failure

has occurred. Be sure to thoroughly check the

oil passages, oil pump and pressure relief

valves as well as all oil holes and passages for

debris before reassembling the engine.

7 Have the rods checked tor twist and bend
at a dealer service department or motorcycle

repair shop.

Connecting rod bearing
selection

8 If the bearings and journals appear to be in

good condition, check the oil clearances as

follows:

9 Start with the rod for the no. 1 cylinder.

Wipe the bearing inserts and the connecting

rod and cap clean, using a lint-free cloth.

10 Install the bearing inserts in the

connecting rod and cap. Make sure the tab on
the bearing engages with the notch in the rod

11 Wipe off the connecting rod journal with a
lint-free cloth. Lay a strip ot Plastigauge (type

HPG-1) across the top of the journal, parallel

with the journal axis (see illustration 25.9).

12 Position the connecting rod on the bottom

of the journal, then install the rod cap and

nuts. Tighten the nuts to the torque listed in

this Chapter's Specifications, but don't allow

the connecting rod to rotate at all.

13 Unscrew the nuts and remove the

connecting rod and cap from the journal,

being very careful not to disturb the

Plastigauge. Compare the width of the

crushed Plastigauge to the scale printed in the

Plastigauge envelope (see illustration 25.11)

to determine the bearing oil clearance.

14 If the clearance is within the range listed in

this Chapter's Specifications and the bearings

are in perfect condition, they can be reused. If

the clearance is beyond the standard range,

replace the bearing inserts with new inserts

that have the same colour code, then check

the oil clearance once again. Always replace

all of the Inserts at the same time.

15 The clearance should be within the range

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

16 If the clearance is greater than the

maximum clearance listed in this Chapter's

Specifications, measure the diameter of the

connecting rod journal with a micrometer. As

with the main bearing journals, Yamaha
doesn't provide diameter or wear limit

specifications, but by measuring the diameter

at a number of points around the journal's

circumference, you'll be able to determine

whether or not the journal is out-of-round.

Take the measurement at each end of the

journal to determine if the journal is tapered.

17 If any journal is tapered or out-of-round or

bearing clearance is beyond the maximum
listed in this Chapter's Specifications, replace

the crankshaft.

18 Each connecting rod has a 3 or 4 stamped
on it in ink (see illustration 26.2a). Subtract

this number from the connecting rod journal

number on the crankshaft to get a bearing

number (see illustrations 25.16a and
25.16b). For example, the number on the

connecting rod shown in illustration 26.2a is 3.

The corresponding number for »
connecting rod's journal, stamped into t

crankshaft, is 2. Subtracting 2 from

produces 1 , which is the beanng number
that journal. According to the chart

illustration 25.l6d, bearing no. 1 is coloi

coded blue. The colour codes are painted

the edges of the bearings (s

illustration 25.16e)

19 Repeat the bearing selection procedi

(or the remaining connecting rods.

Installation

20 Wipe off the bearing inserts, connecti

rods and caps. Install the inserts into the re

and caps, using your hands only, making si

the tabs on the inserts engage with 1

notches in the rods and caps and the oil ho

in rod and bearing line up (see illustratio

When all the inserts are installed, lubrici

them with engine assembly lube or mo
based grease, don't get any lubricant on t

back side of the bearings in the rod or cap.

21 Assemble each connecting rod to

proper journal, referring to the previou:

applied cylinder numbers. Make sure t

letter on the rod is facing the proper directi

(see Step 2). Also, the letter present at t

rod/cap seam on one side of the connecti

rod should fit together perfectly when the r

and cap are assembled (s

illustration 26.2a). If it doesn't, the wrong c

is on the rod. Fix this problem befc

assembling the engine any further.

22 When you're sure the rods are position

correctly, lubricate the threads of the rod be

with moly-based grease and tighten the ni

to the torque listed in this Chapte
Specifications. Note: Tighten the nuts ir

continuous motion. If you must stop bek
the nuts are fully tightened, loosen tht

completely, then retighten them to t

specified torque.

23 Turn the rods on the crankshaft. If any

them feel tight, tap on the bottom of t

connecting rod caps with a soft-fac

hammer - this should relieve stress and fr
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27.7 This bolt

(intake side) guide; don'

you plan to separate the

chain rear

it unless

27 Starter chain, camshaft ^
chain and guides - removal, ^
inspection and installation 3^

Starter chain and camshaft chain

1 Remove the engine (see Section 5).

2 Separate the crankcase halves (see

Section 22).

3 Remove the starter clutch shaft (see

Section 31).

4 Remove the crankshaft (see Section 25),

5 Remove the chains from the crankshaft.

Chain guides

6 The exhaust side (front) cam chain guide

can be lifted from the cylinder head (see

illustration 9.8b).

7 The cam chain rear guide is held in position

by a bolt that's accessible from outside the

crankcase (see illustration). Note: Don't

remove this bolt unless you plan to

disassemble the crankcase; there's no way to

to-
27.9 The starter chain tensioner piston is

secured to the crankcase by two Allen

M •

i i m
m i.*

i
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them up. If it doesn't, recheck the bearing

clearance.

24 As a final step, recheck the connecting

rod side clearances (see Step 1). if the

clearances aren't correct, find out why before

proceeding with engine assembly.

27.8a The starter chain upper guide is

secured by two bolts (arrowed); use non-
permanent thread locking agent on the

bolts during installation

install it unless the crankcase halves are

separated.

8 The starter chain guides in the upper and
lower case halves are se-cured by two bolts

each (see illustrations).

Starter chain tensioner

9 Remove the Allen bolts and lift oft trie

starter chain upper guide (see

illustration 27.8b). Remove the piston and
spring from the tensioner (see illustration).

Remove the tensioner Allen bolts and detach

the tensioner (ram the crankcase.

Inspection

Starter chain and camshaft chain

10 Check the chains tor binding and obvious

damage. Lay the starter drive chain onto a flat

surface. The inner edges of the chain should

not touch (see illustration). If they do, or if

the chain appears worn, replace it. The
camshaft drive chain should be checked for

cracks and stiff links and to see if the rollers

are in good working order.

Starter chain tensioner

11 Check the tensioner piston for wear and
the spring for weakness or breakage,

replacing them as necessary . Blow air through

the metal oil tube to make sure it's clear.

Chain guides

12 Check the guides for deep grooves,

27.8b The starter chain lower guide is

secured to its bracket by a clip and pivot

pin; the bracket is secured to the case by

two Allen bolts

cracking and other obvious damage,
replacing them it necessary.

Installation

13 Installation of these components is the

reverse of the removal procedure, with the

following additions:

a) When installing the starter chain guide,

apply a non-hardening thread locking

compound to the threads of the bolts.

Tighten the bolts to the torque listed in

this Chapter's Specifications.

b) Apply engine oil to the faces of the guides

and to the chains.

c) Use a new sealing washer on the exhaust

side cam chain guide bolt. Tighten the

bolt securely, but take care not to strip

out the threads in the case.

28 Transmission shafts -

removal and installation

Removal

5̂

1 Remove the engine and clutch, then

separate the case halves (see Sections 5, 18

and 22).

2 Lift out the mainshaft, then the driveshaft

(see illustration). If they are stuck, use a soft-

faced hammer and gently tap on the bearings

27.10 Replace the starter chain if it's worn
or damaged - when it's in this position the

inner edges shouldn't touch
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28.4 Be sure the bearing retainer half-

rings (A) are pushed down into their slots;

there's one at the end of each shaft -

engage the shift forks (B) with the sliding

gear grooves as the transmission shafts

are installed

on the ends of Ihe shafts to free them. Be
careful not to lose the bearing end caps and

bearing retainer half-rings.

3 Refer to Section 29 for information

pertaining to transmission shaft service and

Section 30 for information pertaining to the

shift cam and forks.

Installation

4 Carefully lower each shaft into place.

making sure the shift forks engage the

grooves in the gears (see illustration 28.2).

The bearing end caps should be held in place

with a little moly lube. The bearing retainer

half-rings should fit into the locating grooves

in trie crankcase and the ball bearing outer

races (see illustration).

Caution: If the rings are out of position and
you try to force the crankcase halves

together by tightening the bolts, the

crankcase halves will crack and will have

to be replaced.

5 The remainder of installation is trie reverse

of removal,

6 Make sure the gears are in the neutral

position. When this occurs, each pair of

gears can be rotated independently of the

others.

29 Transmission shafts - a
disassembly, inspection and ^,
reassembly ^

fffflfl3?|
When disassembling the

UltUtlXl transmission shafts, place

jHlNTl the parts on a long rod or

thread a wire through them

to keep mem in order and facing the

proper direction.

1 Remove the shafts from trie case (see

Section 28).

2 A hydraulic press is required at several

points to disassemble and reassemble the

shafts. If you don't have one, it may be more

1 Cap
2 Snap-ring

3 Roller bearing

4 Thrust washer

5 First wheel gear

6 Fifth wheel gear

7 Snap-ring

8 Thrust washer

9 Fourth wheel gear

10 Third wheel gear

1 1 Sixth wheel gear

12 Driveshaft

13 Snap-ring

14 Engine sprocket

15 Lockwasher

16 Snap-ring

17 Bearing

18 Mainshaft

19 Fifth pinion gear

20 Third/fourth pinion gear

27 Thrust washer

23 Sixth pinion gear

23 Second pinion gear

24 Return spring post

25 Stopper lever

26 Return spring

27 Guide bar retainer

28 Guide bar

29 No. 3 shift fork

30 No. 2 shift fork

31 No. 1 shift fork

32 Shift cam
33 Bearing retainer

29.3a Transmission gears and shafts - exploded view
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29.4 Press the shaft out of the sixth and
second gears

29.5 Remove the third-fourth pinion gear

(A), snap-ring and thrust washer (B) and
the fifth pinion gear (C)

convenient to have a dealer do the

disassembly and reassembly.

Mainshaft

Disassembly

3 Slide the bearing oft the mainshaft and

remove the snap-ring (see illustrations),

4 Press the second and sixth pinion gears

loose from the shaft together, then remove
them from the shaft (see illustration).

5 Slide the third and fourth gear off the shaft

(see illustration). Remove the snap-ring and

thrust washer, then slide the fifth pinion gear

off the shaft.

Inspection

6 Wash all of the components in clean

solvent and dry them off. Rotate the ball

bearing on the shatt, feeling for tightness,

rough spots and excessive looseness and

listening lor noises. I) the bearing is defective,

press it off the shaft (see illustration).

7 Inspect the roller bearings for pitting and
scoring and replace it if its condition seems at

all doubtful.

6 Check the gear teeth for cracking and other

obvious damage. Check the gear bushings

and the surface in the inner diameter of each

gear for scoring or heat discoloration (see

illustration). If the gear or bushing is

damaged, replace it. First pinion gear is

integral with the mainshaft; the mainshaft

must be replaced if the gear is defective.

29.6 If the bearing needs to be replaced, 29.8 Replace the gears if their internal

press it off the shaft

9 Inspect the dogs and the dog holes in the

gears for excessive wear. Replace the paired

gears as a set if necessary.

10 Place the shaft in V-blocks and check
runout with a dial gauge. Replace the shaft if

runout exceeds the value listed in this

Chapter's Specifications.

Reassembly

11 Reassembly of the mainshaft is the

reverse of disassembly, with the following

additions:

a) Always use new snap- rings. The sharp

side of the snap-ring faces away from the

thrust washer; the rounded side faces

towards the thrust washer,

b) With fifth pinion gear, The ttirust washer

and snap-nng and third-fourth pinion gear

bushings (arrowed) a

on the mainshaft. press sixth and second
gears onto the mainshaft together {see

illustration). Check the side clearance

between the gears to be sure they aren't

pressed against each other.

c) If the ball beanng was pressed off, press

it on with the snap-nng groove away from

the gears (see illustration).

d) Check the positions of the gears on the

assembled shaft to make sure they are

correct (see illustration 28.2)

Driveshaft

Disassembly

12 To disassemble the driveshaft, refer to a
illustration 29.3a and the accompanying
Illustrations.

29.11a With fifth gear, its thrust washer
and snap-ring and third-fourth gear on the

shaft, press on sixth and second gears

29.11b Position the bearing so its snap-

ring groove is away from the gears, then

press it onto the shaft
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29.1 2e . . . slide off fourth wheel gear third wheel gear

.

9.l2g . . . and sixth wheel gear

Inspection

13 Refer to Steps 6 through 10 above to

inspect the driveshaft components. It the ball

bearing and seal collar need to be replaced,

remove them with a press; otherwise, they

can be left on the shaft.

Reassembly

14 Assembly is the reverse of the

disassembly procedure. Use new snap-rings

and lubricate the components with engine oil

before assembling them. Check the

assembled shaft to make sure the gears are in

the correct positions (see illustration 28.2).

30 Shift cam and forks -

removal, inspection and ^,
installation 3^

Removal
1 Remove the engine, separate the

crankcase halves and remove the

transmission shafts (see Sections 5, 22

and 28).

2 Support the shift forks and pull the guide

3 Lift out the shift forks and place them in

their installed positions on the guide bar so

they can be reinstalled correctly (see

illustration).

4 Remove the shift cam retainers from the left

side of the case (see illustration). Remove
ihe neutral switch from the right side of the

case (see Chapter 8).

5 Pull the shift cam out of the case.

Inspection

6 Check the edges of the grooves in the shift

cam for signs of excessive wear. Check the

pins on each end ot the shift cam for wear and

damage. If undesirable conditions are found.

30.3 Reassemble the forks onto the guide bar so they don't get

mixed up; the number on each fork faces the right side of the

engine when the forks are installed

30.4 Bend back the lockwasher tabs and unscrew the return

spring post (A); you'll probably need an impact driver to remove
the screws |B)
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31.3a Remove the Torx screws (arrowed)

and bearing retainer

replace the stiifl cam and pins as an

assembly.

7 Check the shift forks for distortion and

wear, especially at the fork tips. If they are

discoloured or severely worn they are

probably bent. If damage or wear is evident,

check the shift fork groove In the

corresponding gear as well. Inspect the guide

pins and the shaft bore for excessive wear
and distortion and replace any defective parts

B Check the shift fork guide bar for evidence

of wear, galling and other damage. Make sure

the shift forks move smoothly on the bar, If

the bar is worn or bent, replace it with a new

Installation

9 Installation is the reverse of removal, noting

the following points:

a) Lubricate all parts with engine oil before

installing them.

b) The shift forts are numbered 1 through 3,

starting from the right side ot the engine.

The numbers cast in the forks face the

right side of the engine.

b) Engage the follower pin on each shift fork

with the shift cam as you pass the guide

bar through the fork.

cj Apply a non-permanent locking agent to

the threads of the shift cam retainer

screws and tighten them to the torque

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

31.3b Remove the o

31 Starter clutch assembly - ^
removal, inspection and ^
installation ^

Removal
1 Remove the engine, separate the crank-

case halves and remove the transmission

shafts (see Sections 5. 22 and 281.

2 Refer to Section 22 and remove the primary

drive gear, then remove the bearing retainer

from behind the gear (see illustration 22.5).

3 On the other side of the engine, remove the

bearing retainer bolts with a T30 Torx bit, then

remove the retainer and oil spray nozzle (see

illustrations).

4 Remove the bearing housing from the case.

Hold the starter clutch with one hand and
pull out the starter clutch shaft (see

illustration).

5 Lift the starter idler gear from the case.

6 Lift the starter clutch from the chain and lift

it out (see illustration),

7 Remove the Allen bolts that hold the starter

chain tensioner pad to the case and remove
the tensioner pad (see illustration 27.8b).

8 Remove the Allen bolts that hold the starter

chain tensioner piston (see illustration 27.9)

and unscrew the oil pressure relief valve used

to secure the oil supply line (see Section 16).

9 Note how the starter idler gear is installed,

then pull out its shaft with a magnet and
remove the gear (see illustrations).

31.4 Remove the bearing housing,

together with the oil seal

Inspection

10 Separate the starter clutch components

(see illustration 25.3). Check all parts for

wear and damage and replace as necessary.

11 Inspect the rollers and replace any that

show wear or damage (see illustration).

Place the wheel gear in the starter clutch and

try to turn it in both directions. It should only

turn in one direction. If it turns both ways or

neither way, remove the starter clutch snap-

ring, then install a new starter clutch and

snap-ring. Note the direction the rollers face

and be sure to install the new starter clutch

the same way. After installation, try to turn the

wheel gear again; if it turns the wrong way. the

starter clutch is installed backwards.

12 Rotate the bearing on the starter clutch

shaft and check for roughness, looseness or

31 ,9a The idler gear should look like this 31 ,9b . . . pull its shaft out of the case with 31 .1 1 Lift the gear and spacer out of the

when it's installed ... a magnet and lift out the gear starter clutch and inspect the rollers

(arrowed)
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m
31.16 Check the starter clutch damper (arrowed) for damage

noise. II the bearing is bad, have it pressed oft

the shaft and a new one pressed on by a

Yamaha dealer or machine shop.

13 The oil seal in the bearing housing should

be replaced if it's worn. Since the seal is

inexpensive and a good deal of work is

required to get to it, it's a good idea to replace

the seal as a matter of course. Tap the seal

out of the housing with a hammer and a

32 Oil cooler -

removal and i retaliation

(1996-on UK models)

bearing driver or socket, then install a new
one with the same tools.

14 Pull the piston and spring assembly from

the starter drive chair tensioner housing.

15 Use a pair of pliers to remove the oil pipe

from the bottom of the tensioner housing. Be
sure to replace the O-ring whenever the oil

pipe is removed.

16 Check the damper for wear or damage
and replace it if problems are found (see

illustration).

17 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps. Use non-permanent thread locking

agent on the threads of the starter chain guide

bolts, starter chain tensioner bolts and the

bearing housing screws.

routing it from the oil filter adapter on the front

of the crankcase to a cooler radiator mounted

on the frame. The oil is cooled by air flow

through the radiator and returned to the other

side of the filter adapter.

Removal
2 Drain the engine/transmission oil as

described in Chapter 1. Remove the upper
fairing as described in Chapter 7.

3 Remove the two bolts from each side of the

oil filter adapter to free the oil pipes, noting

the O-ring on each side (see illustration). It

was necessary to remove one of the engine

mounting bolt nuts on the right side to provide

clearance for the oil pipe bolts to be

withdrawn.

4 Remove (he single doit and spacer to free

the pipe clamp [see illustration). Remove the

two mounting balls which retain the oil cooler

radiator to the frame, then free the peg from

its lug in the frame and carefully withdraw the

oil cooler complete with pipes (see

illustrations).

5 If required, the oil cooler pipes can be

is retained to the frame by a bolt o
side (arrowed) . .

.

32.4c . . . and by a peg on the top edge
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1 Oil inlet pipe

2 Oil outlet pipe

3 Cooler radiator

4 Banjo union bolts

6 Pipe clamp

7 O-rings

8 Oil pipe bolt -

9 Adapter

10 Collar

11 Adapter plate

12 Central bolt

13 O-ring

14 Oil pressure reliel

32.6a Unscrew the oil filter

32.6b Remove the central bolt .

disconnected from the radiator by removing

their banjo union bolts (see illustration).

6 To remove the oil cooler adapter from the

engine first unscrew the oil filter (see Chapter 1

)

(see illustration). Remove the central bolt and

the cooler assembly (see illustrations).

7 To dismantle the cooler, lift off the adapter

plate and collar (see illustrations). Remove
the O-ring from the back of the adapter; a new
one should be obtained for installation,

8 The cooler contains a pressure relief valve

(see illustration) To dismantle the valve.

remove the circlip from each side of the cooler

and taken careful note of the fitted position of

all components (see illustration 32.5).

2

32.6c ... to Iree the oil cooler assembly 32.7a Lift off the adapter plate 32.7b . . . and r<
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32.8 Pressure relief valve location

(arrowed)

32.9b Use a new O-ring (arrowed) at each
oil pipe connection

Installation

9 Installation is a reverse of the r

procedure, noting the following points:

a) Ensure that the pressure relief valve

components are assembled correctly.

b) Use a new O-ring on the back of the

cooler (see illustration) and on the back

of the adapter plate.

c} Assemble the cooler, collar and adapter

plate, meshing the tab on the adapter

plate against the triangular lug on the

front of the cooler. Install the cooler

assembly on the engine so that the tab on

Its finned section is approximately in the

12 o'clock position and engages the

crankcase fins.

d) Tighten all bolts to the specified torque.

ej Use new O-rings between the oil pipes

and adapter (see illustration)

f) Use new seating washers on each side of

the oil pipe unions at the radiator

connections.

g) Refill the engine with oil as described in

Chapter I and 'Daily (pre-rlde) checks'.

33 Initial start-up after overhaul

neutral and make sure that the sidestand

is UP.

2 Turn the ignition (key) switch ON and crank

the engine over with the starter several times

to build up oil pressure. Turn the ignition OFF,

remove the auxiliary spark plugs and push the

caps back on the installed spark plugs.

3 Make sure there is fuei in the tank, then turn

the fuel tap to the ON position and operate

the choke.

4 Start the engine and allow it to run at a
moderately fast idle until it reaches operating

temperature.

Warning: If the oil level indicator

Alight comes on while the engine

is running, stop the engine

immediately.

5 Check carefully for oil leaks and make sure

the transmission and controls, especially the

brakes, function properly before road testing

the machine. Refer to Section 34 for the

recommended break-in procedure.

6 Upon completion of the road test, and after

the engine has cooled down completely,

recheck the valve clearances (see Chapter 1),

34 Recommended break-in

procedure

1 Make sure the engine oil level is correct.

Pull the caps off the spark plugs and connect

four auxiliary spark plugs into the caps; rest

the metal plug bodies on the cylinder head - it

is important that they make good ground

(earth) contact. Place the engine kill switch in

the RUN position, shift the transmission into

1 Any rebuilt engine needs time to break-in.

even if parts have been installed in their

original locations. For this reason, treat the

machine gently for the first few miles to make
sure oil has circulated throughout the engine

and any new parts installed have started to

2 Even greater care is necessary if the engine

has been rebored or a new crankshaft has

been installed. In the case of a rebore, the

engine will have to be broken In as if the

machine were new, This means greater use of

the transmission and a restraining hand on the

throttle until at least 500 miles (600 km) have

been covered. There's no point in keeping to

any set speed limit - the main idea is to keep

from lugging (labouring) the engine and to

gradually increase performance until the 500

mile [800 km) mark is reached. These
recommendations can be lessened to an

extent when only a new crankshaft is

installed. Experience is the best guide, since

It's easy to tell when an engine is running

freely. The following recommendations, which

Yamaha provides tor new motorcycles, can

be used as a guide:

a) to 90 miles (0 to 150 km): Keep engine

speed below 5,000 rpm. Turn off the

engine after each hour of operation and

let it cool for 5 to 10 minutes. Vary the

engine speed and don 't use full throttle.

b) 90 to 300 miles (150 to 500 km): Don't run

the engine for long periods above 6,500

rpm. Rev the engine freely through the

gears, but don't use full throttle.

c) 300 to GOO miles (500 to 1000 km): Don't

use full throttle for prolonged periods and

don't cruise at speeds above 8,000 rpm.

d) After 600 miles (1.000 km): Full throttle

can be used. Don 't exceed maximum
recommended engine speed (redline).

3 If a lubrication failure is suspected, stop the

engine immediately and try to find the cause.

If an engine is run without oil, even for a short

period of time, severe damage will occur.
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Fuel and exhaust systems
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Degrees of difficulty

Easy, suitable for

novice with Utile

Fairty easy, suitable &,
for beginner w#i ^
some experience ^

suitable for competent Jj£

Difficult, suitable for

experienced DTY

mechanic

Specifications
Fuel tank
Fuel grade Unleaded regular gasoline (petrol)

Tank capacity 17 litres (4.49 gal, 3.74 Imp gal)

Tank reserve capacity 3.5 litres (0.9 gal, 0.8 Imp gal)

Carburettor type
US Mikuni BDS26 (four)

UK (1992-95), Canada Mikuni BDST28 (four)

UK (1996-on) Mikuni BDS2B (four)
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Jet sizes

us
Main jet 102.5

Jet needle (clip position)

1992 and 1993 4B10 (fixed)

1994-on 4B10-1 (fixed)

Needle jet No. 1 and 4, 0-4; no. 2 and 3, 0-2

Pilot jet 17.5

Pilot screw

1992 through 1996 Preset

1997-on 2 turns out

UK (1992-95), Canada
Main jet No. 1 and 4, 105; no. 2 and 3, 102.5

Main air jet 70

Jet needle (clip position) 5CT (3.5)

Needle jet 0.4

Pilot jet 15

Pilot air jet 145

Pilot screw 2 turns out

Valve seat size 1.5

Starter (choke) jet 47.5 (see Note 1

)

UK (1996-on)

Main jet 1 00

Main air jet 1.4

Jet needle (clip position) - 1996 and 1997 models 4BC12 (3)

Jet needle (clip position) - 1998-on models 4BC14 (3)

Needle jet O-O
Pilot jet- 1996 and 1997 models 17.5

Pilot jet -1998-on models 15

Pilot air jet- 1996 and 1997 models 140

Pilot air jet - 1 998-on models 135

Pilot screw 3 turns out

Starter (choke) jet 20

Carburettor adjustments
us

Float height 7.2 mm (0.28 inch)

Fuel level 4 to 6 mm (0.16 to 0.24 inch)

UK (1992-95), Canada
Float height 11 to 13 mm (0.43 to 0.51 inch)

Fuel level 3 to 5 mm (0.12 to 0.20 inch)

UK (1996-on)

Float height 8.8 to 10.8 mm (0.35 to 0.43 inch)

Fuel level 8.5 to 9.5 mm (0.33 to 0.37 inch)

Torque settings

Exhaust pipe flange nuts 1 5 Nm (1 32 in-lbs) (see Note 2)

Exhaust pipe nuts 20 Nm (1 68 in-lbs)

Muffler/silencer bolts

M8 20 Nm (168 in-lbs) (see Note 2)

M10 25Nm(18ft-lbS)(seeNote2)

Exhaust pipe joint bolts 20 Nm (168 in-lbs) (see Note 2)

Carburettor heater system thermoswitch - 1992-95 models 14 Nm (124 in-lbs)

Notes
1 1993 and early 1994 UK and Canada models may be equipped with, a 52.5 starter jet. See Section 7, Step 13.

2 Lubricate the threads with anti-seize compound.

and control cables. A vacuum type fuel tap is by the choke knob mounted on thn

1 General information fitted to all US models and 1992 to 1995 UK carburettor assembly on early models and b;

models; all later UK models use an electric a cable controlled by a handlebar lever oi

fuel pump. later models.

The carburettors used on these The exhaust system is a four-into-twi

motorcycles are four constant vacuum design.

The fuel system consists of the fuel tank, Mlkunis with butterfly-type throttle valves. For Many of the fuel system service procedure

the fuel tap, a fuel pump, an in-line filter, the cold starting, an enrichment circuit is are considered routine maintenance item:

carburettors and the connecting lines, hoses provided. The enrichment circuit is actuated and for that reason are included in Chapter 1
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2.4a Pull the fuel line off the tap stub .

Fuel tank and tap -

removal and installation

A Warning: Gasoline (petrol) is

extremely flammable, so take

extra precautions when you
work on any part of the fuel

system. Don't smoke or allow open flames
or bare light bulbs near the work area, and
don't work in a garage where a natural

gas-type appliance (such as a water
heater or clothes dryer) with a pilot light is

present. Since gasoline Is carcinogenic,

wear latex gloves when there's a
possibility of being exposed to fuel, and, if

you spill any fuel on your skin, rinse it off

immediately with soap and water. Mop up
any spills immediately and do not store

fuel-soaked rags where they could ignite.

When you perform any kind of work on the

fuel system, wear safety glasses and have
a fire extinguisher suitable for a class B
type fire (flammable liquids) on hand.

Fuel tank

1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).

2 Disconnect the cable from the negative

terminal of the battery.

3 Remove the fuel tap lever (see illustration).

This is necessary to prevent it from being

broken off when the tank is removed.

4 Detach the fuel line from the tank and the

l line from the intake manifold (see

illustrations). On all except California models,

detach the breather hose (see illustration).

On California models, detach the canister

hose.

5 The fuel tank is held in place at the forward

end by a single bolt that secures it to the

frame. The rear of the tank is fastened to a
bracket by one bolt and a rubber insulator

which fits through a flange projecting from the

6 Remove the tank mounting bolts (sea

illustrations).

7 Lift the rear of the tank up, then carefully lift

it away from the machine.

8 Before installing the tank, check the

condition of the rubber mounting damper (see

illustration) - if it's hardened, cracked, or

shows any other signs of deterioration.

9 When replacing the tank, reverse the above
procedure. Make sure the tank seats properly

and does not pinch any control cables or

wires.

Fuel tap

10 Remove the fuel tank as described above.

11 To detach the tap from the fuel tank,

remove the two bolts with washers and
carefully withdraw the tap, noting its oval

sealing ring.

12 Replacement parts are available for the

tap lever assembly. Remove the two screws
to detach the lever plate from the front of the

2.4c Pull the breather line off the tank stub

tap and pick out the sealing ring and valve;

take careful note of the valve position in the

tap body before disturbing it. No parts are

available for the diaphragm unit on the rear of

the tap.

13 When refitting the tap into the tank, clean

its sealing face and install a new oval sealing

ring. Inspect the washers on the two mounting

bolts and renew them if they are damaged.

3 Fuel tank -

cleaning and repair

1 All repairs to the fuel tank should be carried

out by a professional who has experience in

this critical and potentially dangerous work.

and at the front
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Even after cleaning and flushing of the fuel

system, explosive fumes can remain and
ignite during repair of the tank.

2 If the fuel tank is removed from the

machine, it should not be placed in an area

where sparks or open flames could ignite the

fumes coming out of the tank. Be especially

careful inside garages where a natural gas-

type appliance is located, because the pilot

light could cause an explosion.

4 Idle fuel/air mixture
adjustment -

general information

1 Due to the increased emphasis on
controlling motorcycle exhaust emissions,

certain governmental regulations have been
formulated which directly affect the

carburetion of this machine. In order to

comply with the regulations, the carburettors

on some models have a metal cover over the

access hole for the pilot screw (which controls

the idle fuel/air mixture! on each carburettor,

so they can't be tampered with. These should

only be removed in the event of a complete

carburettor overhaul, and even then the

screws should be returned to their original

settings. The pilot screws on other models are

accessible, but the use of an exhaust

gas analyser is the only accurate way to

adjust the idle fuel/air mixture and be sure the

machine doesn't exceed the emissions
regulations.

2 If the engine runs extremely rough at idle or

continually stalls, and if a carburettor overhaul

does not cure the problem, take the

motorcycle to a Yamaha dealer service

department or other repair shop equipped
with an exhaust gas analyser. They will be
able to properly adjust the idle fuel/air mixture

to achieve a smooth idle and restore low
speed performance.

Carburettor overhaul -

general information

1 Poor engine performance, hesitation, hard

starting, stalling, flooding and backfiring are

all signs that major carburettor maintenance

may be required.

2 Keep in mind that many so-called

carburettor problems are really not

carburettor problems at all, but mechanical

problems within the engine or ignition system

malfunctions. Try to establish for certain that

the carburettors are in need of maintenance

before beginning a major overhaul,

3 Check the fuel filter, the fuel lines, the tank

breather line (except California models), the

intake manifold hose clamps, the vacuum
hoses, the air filter element, the cylinder

compression, the spark plugs, and the

carburettor synchronisation before assuming

that a carburettor overhaul is required.

4 Most carburettor problems are caused by

dirt particles, varnish and other deposits

which build up in and block the fuel and air

passages. Also, in time, gaskets and O-rings

shrink or deteriorate and cause fuel and air

leaks which lead to poor performance.

5 When the carburettor is overhauled, it is

generally disassembled completely and the

parts are cleaned thoroughly with a

carburettor cleaning solvent and dried with

filtered, unlubricated compressed air. The fuel

and air passages are also blown through with

compressed air to force out any dirt that may
have been loosened but not removed by the

solvent. Once the cleaning process is

complete, the carburettor is reassembled

using new gaskets. O-rings and, generally, a

new inlet needle valve and seat.

6 Before disassembling the carburettors,

make sure you obtain new O-rings, some
carburettor cleaner, a supply of rags, some
means of blowing out the carburettor

passages and a clean place to work. It is

recommended that only one carburettor be

overhauled at a time to avoid mixing up parts.

6 Carburettors and intake %
manifolds- |§
removal and installation ^

A Warning; Gasoline (petrol) is

extremely flammable, so take

extra precautions when you
work on any part of the fuel

system. Don 't smoke or allow open flames

or bare light bulbs near the work area, and
don't work in a garage where a natural

gas-type appliance (such as a water
heater or clothes dryer) with a pilot light is

present. Since gasoline is carcinogenic,

wear latex gloves when there's a

possibility of being exposed to fuel, and, if

you spiff any fuel on your skin, rinse ft off

immediately with soap and water.

Mop up any spills immediately and do not

store fuel-soaked rags where they could

ignite. When you porform any kind of work

IT-':
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on the fuel system, wear safety glasses

and have a tire extinguisher suitable fora
class B type fire (flammable liquids) on

Carburettors

Removal

1 Remove the fuel tank (see Section 2

Disconnect the negative cable from th

2 Remove the air cleaner housing an

disconnect the throttle cables (see Section

12 and 10). On 1996-on UK models and 199?

on US models, also disconnect th

choke cable from the carburettors (se

Section 11).

3 If you're working on a UK 1992 to 199

model or Canada model, label and disconnec

the heater hoses and clamp their ends t

prevent oil loss (see illustration 15.2). Als

disconnect the wiring from the heaK
thermoswitch on no. 4 carburettor. O
1996-on UK models, disconnect the wire fror

each carburettor healer (see illustratio

15.15a), including the earth (ground) wir

connector, and unplug the wiring connectc

from the throttle position sensor (se

illustration).

4 Lift the rubber heat shield off th

carburettor assembly.

5 Loosen the clamping bands on the intak

manifolds. Lift the carburettor assembly t

disengage the carburettors from the intak

manifolds (see illustration), then remove th

carburettor assembly.

6 After the carburettors have been remove<

stuff clean rags into the intake manifolds t

prevent the entry of dirt or other objects.

7 Inspect the rubber clamps. If they'r

cracked or brittle, replace them.

Installation

8 Installation is the reverse of the removi

Steps, with the following additions:

a) When connecting the oil hoses (where

applicable), make sure the hoses are

primed with engine oil to prevent air

locks. Secure each hose with the spring

b) Adjust the throttle grip Ireeplay (see

Chauttr h

6.5 Loosen the clamping bands and lift tr

carburettor assembly away from the
machine
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c) Check and, if necessary, adjust the idle

speed and carburettor synchronisation

(•see Chapter 1).

Intake manifolds

9 Remove the carburettors.

10 Label any vacuum hoses connected to

the intake manifolds, then disconnect them.

Remove the two bolts which retain each

intake manifold to the cylinder head to free

the manifolds.

11 Installation is a reverse of the removal

procedure, noting that new O-rings should be

used at the manifold-to-cylinder head joint.

Make sure that the vacuum hoses are a good
fit on their unions and secured by the hose

7 Carburettors -disassembly, @g
cleaning and inspection ^

A Warning: Gasoline (petrol) is

extremely flammable, so take

extra precautions when you
work on any part of the fuel

system. Don't smoke or allow open
flames or bare tight bulbs near the work
area, and don't work in a garage where a

natural gas-type appliance (such as a

water heater or clothes dryer) with a pilot

light is present. Since gasoline is

carcinogenic, wear latex gloves when
there's a possibility of being exposed to

fuel, and, ifyou spill any fuel on your skin,

rinse it off immediately with soap and
water. Mop up any spills immediately and
do not store fuel-soaked rags where they

could ignite. When you perform any kind of

work on the fuel system, wear safety

glasses and have a fire extinguisher

suitable for a class B type fire (flammable
liquids) on hand.

Disassembly
1 Remove the carburettors from the machine

as described in Section 6. Set the assembly

on a clean working surface. Note: Unless the

O-rings on the fuel and vent fittings between
the carburettors are leaking, don't detach the

carburettors from their mounting brackets.

1 Heater thermoswitch

2 Overflow joint

3 Ventilation joint

4 Gasket

5 Fuel hose joint

6 Throttle stop screw

7 Stop screw

8 Float pivot pin

9 Float

10 Gasket

11 Dram screw
12 Main jet

13 Starterjet

14 Holder

15 Jet housing

16 Pilotairjet

17 Needle valve seat

18 O-hng
19 Pilot screw

20 Choke plunger

21 O-hng
22 Throttle piston support

23 Needle jet

24 Throttle piston assembly

25 O-nng
26 Jet needle components
27 Spring

28 Choke knob
29 No. 4 carburettor

30 No. 3 carburettor

31 No. 2 carburettor

32 fVo. 7 carburettor

33 Carburettor assembly

^F A^»
7.1a Carburettors (UK 1992 to 1995 and Canada models) - exploded v:
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1 Vacuum chamber cover

2 Spring

3 Jet needle assembly

4 Piston and diaphragm

5 Pilot screw assembly

6 Pilot air jet

7 Heater element

8 Needlejet

9 Washer
10 Plug

11 Gasket
12 Main jet holder

13 Main jet

14 Pilotjet

15 Float needle valve and seat

16 Float chamber gasket

17 Float chamber
IB Drain screw

19 Float

20 Float pivot pin

21 Throttle stop screw

22 Synchronising screw

23 Throttle cable bracket

24 Choke shaft

25 Choke plunger assembly

26 Choke cattle bracket

27 Carburettor mounting brackets

28 Carburettor mounting bracket

29 Throttle position sensor

7.1b Carburettors (1996-on UK models) - exploded view

7.3 Remove the vacuum chamber cover

s and litt oil the cover and spring;

note the location of the diaphragm tab

Also, work on one carburettor at a time tt

avoid getting parts mixed up. It's possibli

to overhaul the carburettors withou

removing them from the brackets [set

illustrations).

2 If you're working on either of the centn

carburettors, remove the throttle cabk

bracket.

3 Remove the screws and lift off the vacuun

chamber cover (see illustration). Note th»

position of the rubber diaphragm.

4 Lift out the spring, then carefully separah

the diaphragm from the carburettor wrthou

tearing it and lift out the throttle piston {set

illustration).

5 Remove the float chamber screws and lif
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the float pivot pin

off the float chamber (see illustration). On
1992-95 UK models and Canada models
disconnect the carburettor warmer system
hoses which link the float chambers.

6 Remove the float pivot pin (see

illustration). If necessary, push it out with a

thin punch.

7 Lift out the float and unhook the needle

valve (see illustration).

8 Remove the screw and retainer, then pull

out the needle valve seat and remove the filter

screen (see illustrations). Remove any dirt

build-up on the filter screen.

US models and UK 1996-on models

9 Unscrew the main jet (see illustration).

Don't lose the washer.

10 Unscrew the jet holder and remove its

gasket (see illustration).

11 Unscrew the pilot jet (see illustration).

12 Remove the plug and washer, then note

the position of the pin on the end of the

needle jet (see illustrations).

UK 1992 to 1995 models

13 Unscrew the main, pilot and starter jets

from the carburettor body (see illus-

tration 7.1a). Note: 1993 and early 1994 UK
and Canada models may be equipped
with a 52.5 starter jet and an S-shaped
tube in the carburettor overflow tube. These

were installed in cases where the machine

was difficult to start after sitting for several 7.9 Unscrew the main jet and lift it out
with its washer

7.10 Unscrew the main jet holder and
remove its gasket

7.11 Remove the pilot jet 7.12a Remove the plug and washer .

.

7.12b . . . and note the position of the

needle jet alignment pin
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m
7.15 Removing the needle jet with a pair of

14 Remove the jet housing bolt and washer.

Take off the jet housing and its gasket.

All models

15 Reach down through the vacuum
chamber with needle-nose pliers and lift the

needle jet out of its bore (see illustration).

16 Remove the screw from inside the throttle

piston and take out the jet needle

components (see illustrations). If there's

more than one groove on the needle, note

which one the clip was fitted to.

17 Unscrew the pilot air jet from the

carburettor body (see illustration).

18 On models with the choke operation on

the carburettors (1992-95 UK models and
1992-96 US models) loosen the choke shaft

screws and slide the choke shaft out of the

brackets (see illustration). Note the detents

in the rod used to position the screws in the

correct location. Unscrew the choke plungers

and pull them out of their bores (see

illustrations). Or models with the choke
operated by cable (1996-on UK models and
1997-on US models), fully slacken the grub

screws which clamp the four choke plunger

hooks to the choke shaft. Slide the choke
shaft out to the right. Unbolt the choke cable

bracket from no. 4 carburettor. The individual

choke plungers can now be unscrewed from

the carburettor bodies (see illustre

17.18c).

19 The pilot (idle mixture) screw is locati

the front of the carburettor body. Or
models, this screw may be hidden behi

cover which will have to be removed i

screw is to be taken out. On all models,

the pilot screw in, counting the numbi

turns until it bottoms lightly (see illustrat

Record that number for use when insta

the screw. Now remove the pilot screw a

with its spring, washer and O-ring

illustration).

20 1996-on UK models are fitted wi

throttle position sensor on no. 1 carburt

7.18c . . . then unscrew the choke plunger

cap and pull out the spring and the choke
plunger

7.19a With the cover (if equipped)

removed, turn the pilot screw (arrowed)

clockwise until it bottoms lightly - count

the number of turns and write it down . .

.

7.19b . . . then remove the screw togel

with the spring, washer and O-ring
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7.26 Lift the throttle piston and make sure it drops smoothly

Do not disturb the TPS unnecessarily - its

exact position requires careful setting up. The

TPS is secured to its mounting bracket by two

screws; it is advisable to mark the position of

the TPS in relation to its mounting bracket

before disturbing the screws (see Chapter 4).

Cleaning

Caution: Use only a petroleum-based
solvent for carburettor cleaning. Never use
caustic cleaners. Be sure that all rubber
hoses and plastic fittings are removed
before the parts are immersed into the

cleaning agent
21 Submerge the metal components in the

solvent for approximately thirty minutes (or

longer, if the directions recommend it). After

the carburettor has soaked long enough for

the cleaner to loosen and dissolve most of the

varnish and other deposits, use a brush to

remove the stubborn deposits. Rinse it again,

then dry it with compressed air. Blow out all of

the fuel and air passages in the main and
upper body.

Caution: Never clean the jets or passages
with a piece of wire ora drill bit, as they

will be enlarged, causing the fuel and air

metering rates to be upset.

Inspection

22 Check the operation of the choke plunger.

If it doesn't move smoothly, replace it, along

with the return spring. Inspect the needle on
the end of the choke plunger and replace it if

23 Check the tapered portion of the pilot

screw for wear or damage,
24 Check the carburettor body, float

chamber and vacuum chamber cover for

cracks, distorted sealing surfaces and other

damage. If any defects are found, replace the

faulty component, although replacement of

the entire carburettor will probably be
necessary (check with your parts supplier for

the availability of seoarate components).

25 Check the vacuum diaphragm for splits,

holes and general deterioration.

Holding the diaphragm up to

a light will help to reveal

[HiBIT problems of this nature.

26 Insert the throttle oiston in the carburettor

body and see that it moves up-and-down
smoothly [see illustration}. Check the surface

of the valve for wear. If it's worn excessively

or doesn't move smoothly in the bore, replace

the carburettor.

27 Check the jet needle for straightness by

rolling it on a flat surface (such as a piece of

glass). Replace it if it's bent or if the tip is

26 Check the tip of the fuel inlet valve needle.

If it has grooves or scratches in it, it must be

replaced. Push in on the rod in the other end

of the needle, then release it - if it doesn't

spring back, replace the valve needle.

Inspect the filter screen on the needle valve

seat and replace it if it's torn or can't be

cleaned.

29 Check the O-ring on the float chamber.

Replace it if it's damaged.

30 Operate the throttle shaft to make sure

the throttle butterfly valve opens and closes

smoothly. If it doesn't, replace the carburettor.

31 Check the floats for damage. This will

usually be apparent by the presence of fuel

inside one of the floats. If the floats are

damaged, they must be replaced.

Reassembly
Caution: When installing the jets, be
careful not to overtighten them - they're

made of soft material and can strip or

shear easily.

Note: When reassembling the carburettors be

sure to use new 0-rings and gaskets.

32 Install the choke plunger in its bore,

followed by its spring and cap. Tighten the

cao s

33 Install the pilot screw (if removed) along

with its spring, washer and O-ring, turning it in

until it seats lightly. Now. turn the screw out

the number of turns that was previously

recorded (or the number listed in this

Chapter's Specifications if installing a new
screw). On US models install a new metal plug

in the hole over the screw. Apply a little

bonding agent around the circumference of

the plug after it has been seated.

34 The remainder of assembly is the reverse

of the disassembly steps, with the following

additions:

a) Refer to Section 9 and check the float

height.

bj Install the diaphragm and piston in the

carburettor body. Be sure the protrusion

on the edge of the diaphragm fits into its

groove all the way around and the tab on

the diaphragm fits into the notch in the

carburettor body.

8 Carburettors -

separation and joining

1 The carburettors do not need to be

separated for normal overhaul. II you need to

separate them (to replace a carburettor

body, for example), refer to the following

procedure.

2 Remove the choke operating shaft and any
associated mounting brackets (see Section 7, 3
Step 18); there is no need to unscrew
the choke plungers from the carburettor

bodies.

3 Remove the bracket screws that hold the

carburettors together. You may need an

impact driver.

4 Note how the synchronising screws and
springs are assembled (see illustration). As
you pull the carburettors apart, keep track of

the synchroniser screw springs. They should

stay with the adjusting screws, but if they

don't, find them and install them as shown in

the illustrations so they aren't lost.

5 Assembly is the reverse of the disassembly

procedure. Use non- permanent thread

locking agent on the bracket screws.
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This distance is the fuel level - write ii dowr

on a piece of paper, screw in the drain screw

then move on to the next carburettor ant

check it the same way.

7 Compare your fuel level readings to tht

value listed in this Chapter's Specifications. I

the fuel level in any carburettor is not correct

remove the float chamber and bend the floa

tang up or down as necessary, then rechecfc

the fuel level.

9.4 A gauge like this or a clear tube and
ruler can be used to measure fuel level

9 Carburettors - float height lgj>

and fuel level adjustment ^

Float height adjustment
1 To check the float height, hold the

carburettors upside down (with their float

chambers removed], then tilt them back until

the float tang contacts the needle valve but

the small rod in the end of the needle valve

isn't compressed. Work on one carburettor at

a time, then go on to check the others.

2 Measure the distance from the carburettor

body (without the float chamber gasket) to the

top of the float and compare your

measurement to the float height listed in this

Chapter's Specifications. If it isn't as
specilied, carefully bend the tang thai

contacts the needle valve up or down until the

float height is correct.

Fuel level adjustment

A Warning: Gasoline (petrol) is

extremely flammable, so take

extra precautions when you
work on any part of the fuel

system. Don't smoke or allow open flames

or hare light bulbs near the work area, and
don't work in a garage where a natural

gas-type appliance (such as a water

better or clothes dryer) with a pilot light is

present. Since gasoline is carcinogenic,

10.3 Remove the1 screws (arrowed) and
separate the halves of the throttle pulley

housing

wear latex gloves when there's a

possibility of being exposed to fuel, and, if

you spill any fuel on your skin, rinse it off

immediately with soap and water. Mop up
any spills immediately and do not store

fuel-soaked rags where they could ignite.

When you perform any kind of work on the

fuel system, wear safety glasses and have
a fire extinguisher suitable for a class B
type fire (flammable liquids) on hand.

3 This procedure is done with the

carburettors installed on the motorcycle.

Place the bike on its centrestand (if equipped]

or support it securely upright. Place a floor

jack under the engine and raise it just enough

so the carburettors are horizontal.

4 Attach Yamaha service tool no. YM-01312
(US) or 90890-01312 (UK) to the drain fitting

on the bottom of one of the carburettor float

chambers (all fouv will be checked). This is a

clear plastic tube graduated in millimetres (see

illustration). An alternative is to use a length of

clear plastic tubing and an accurate ruler. Hold

the graduated tube (or the free end of the clear

plastic tube] against the carburettor body.

5 With the engine off, unscrew the drain

screw at the bottom of the float chamber a

couple of turns - fuel will flow into the tube.

Wait for the fuel level to stabilise, then note

how far the fuel level is below the line where

the float chamber joins the carburettor body,

6 Measure the distance between the mark on

the float chamber and the top of the fuel level

in the tube or gauge (see illustration 9.4).

10 Throttle cable and grip -

removal, installation and
adjustment 1

Removal
1 Remove the fuel tank (see Section 2)

2 Loosen the accelerator cable (see Throttle

operation/'grip freeplay - check ana

adjustment in Chapter 1).

3 Remove the screws from the throttle pulley

housing and separate the halves of the

housing (see illustration)

4 Detach the accelerator and decelerator

cables from the throttle grip pulley.

5 Detach the other ends of the cables from

the bracket and throttle pulley at the

carburettors (see illustrations).

6 Remove the cables, noting how they're

routed.

7 To remove the throttle grip, unscrew the

grip end weight (see Chapter 5) and take the

throttle grip off the handlebar.

Installation

8 If the grip was removed, clean the

handlebar and apply a light coat of multi-

purpose grease. Push the grip onto the

handlebar, install the grip end weight and

tighten It to the torque listed in the Chapter 5

Specifications.

9 Route the cables into place, Make sure they

don't interfere with any other components and

aren't kinked or bent sharply,

10 Lubricate the ends of the cables with

multi-purpose grease and connect them to

the throttle pulleys at the carburettors and at

the throttle grip. Assemble the throttle pulley

housing and tighten the screws securely.

10.5a Pull the accelerator cable back and
out of the slot in the retainer (arrowed)

10.5c Rotate the cables to align them with

the slots in the pulley, then slip the cable

ends out
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Adjustment
11 Follow the procedure outlined in

Chapter 1 . Section 5 to adjust the cables.

12 Turn the handlebars back and forth to

make sure the cables don't cause the steering

to bind. With the engine idling, turn the

handlebars back and forth and make sure idle

speed doesn't change. If it does, find and fix

the cause before riding the motorcycle.

A Warning: Don't ride the bike ir

this dangerous condition.

13 Install the fuel tank.

11 Choke cable -

removal and installation

Removal
1 Remove the two screws from the front of

the left handlebar switch and separate the

switch halves (see illustration). Ease the

choke cable trunnion out of its location in the

choke lever (see illustration).

2 Remove the fuel tank (see Section 2] and air

cleaner housing (see Section 12) to access

the carburetor end of the choke cable.

Slacken the clamp screw to release the choke

cable outer (see illustration). Release the

choke cable end from choke shaft lever on the

right side (see illustration). Remove the

choke cable having taken note of how it was
routed.

Installation

3 Route the cable into place. Wake sure it

doesn't interfere with any other components
and isn't kinked or bent sharply.

4 Lubricate the ends of the cable with multi-

purpose grease and connect it to the choke

shaft lever at the carburettors and to the

choke operating lever at the handlebar.

Assemble the switch halves, making sure that

the guide elbow is correctly located (see

illustration) and tighten the screws securely.

Position the choke lever so that the choke is

OFF. Secure the lower end of the cable outer

with the clamp and screw (see illustration

11.2a). noting that the cable must be
positioned so that the choke is not activated.

5 The is no specified adjustment setting for

the choke cable, but an in-line adjuster is set in

the cable to allow small adjustments to be

made; it is located under the fuel tank front

end. next to the horn (see illustration). The
choke adjustment setting is correct if there is a

small amount of freeplay just before the choke

lever is activated; ie to ensure that the choke

plungers in the carburettors are fully.OFF when

the handlebar lever is in the OFF position. To
make adjustment, slacken off the small

adjuster lockwheel and rotate the body of the

adjuster as required; tighten the lockwheel

against the adjuster when complete.

6 Install the air cleaner housing and fuel tank.

12 Air cleaner housing -

removal and installation ^̂

1 1 .4 Locate the guide elbow in the switch channels adjuster location (arrowed)
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12.2a Disconnect the drain hose from the

left side of the air cleaner housing . .

.

. and from the underside

breather hoses from the air cleaner housing

(see illustrations).

3 Remove the mounting bolt (see

illustration)

4 Loosen the clamp screws that secure the

housing to the carburettor intake joints (see

illustration). Lift the air cleaner housing out of

the intake joints and away from the bike. If you

are going to go on to remove the carburettors

or work on the cables, carefully remove the

rubber dust shield noting how it fits.

5 If necessary, remove the screws from the

underside of the air cleaner housing and
separate the top and bottom halves. Check
the large O-ring between the halves for

brittleness or deterioration and replace it it its

condition is in doubt.

6 Assembly and installation are the reverse of

the removal steps. Where fitted, ensure that

the two carburettor breather tubes locate in

the holes in the housing (see illustration)

13 Exhaust system- ^
removal and installation |g

If the engine has been

I

running the exhaust system

H IAIT will be very hot. Allow the

system to cool before

carrying out any work.

1 These models use a four-into-two exhaus

system with crossover pipes.

2 Set the machine on the centre stand (i:

equipped) Or prop it securely upright.

3 Remove the lower fairing (if equipped) (see

Chapter 7).

4 Support the exhaust system with a floor

jack and a piece of wood.

5 Remove the exhaust pipe holder nuts at the

cylinder head (see illustration) and slide the

holders off the mounting studs.

6 Remove the exhaust system mounting
fasteners (see illustrations). Pull the exhaust

pipes forward to clear the engine, then lower

the jack and pull the exhaust system out from

under the motorcycle.

7 If necessary, loosen the clamp bolts

1 2.4 Loosen the clamp screws (arrowed)

and slip the air cleaner housing out of the

intake joints

12.6 The two breather hoses (arrowed)

engage the holes in the base of the

housing

and a bolt to the footpeg bracket
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and separate the exhaust system
components.

6 Installation is the reverse ot removal, with

the following additions:

a) Use new copper gaskets at the cylinder

head,

bj Apply a thin coat of anti-seize compound
to the studs and nuts before installation.

c) Tighten all fasteneis to the torque settings

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

14 Fuel pump -
!§g

removal and installation §§

Vacuum pump (all US models,
1992-95 UK models)

Note: On UK models if starting problems are

experienced due to fuel evaporation from the

carburettor float chambers after the

motorcycle has been left standing for a

number of days, it is possible to fit the electric

fuel pump fitted to 1996-on models; refer to a

Yamaha dealer for details.

1 The fuel pump is operated by vacuum
transmitted through a hose connected to the

no. 2 cylinder's intake manifold. Yamaha don't

provide test procedures or output

specifications tor the fuel pump, and parts to

rebuild the pump aren't available. If

insufficient fuel delivery can't be traced to

other causes, such as a clogged filter, lines or

carburettor passages, low float level, or lack

of fuel in the tank, the pump may be at fault.

2 Remove the fuel tank (see Section 2).

3 Disconnect the hoses from the pump (see

illustration). Remove its mounting nuts from

the underside of the pump bracket and lift it

out. Note: You may find it easier to unbolt the

bracket from the frame and lift it up for access

to the mounting nuts.

4 Installation is the reverse of the removal

Electric pump (1996-on UK
models)

Testing

5 The fuel pump circuit consists of the pump,
the pump relay (housed in the relay unit), the

Igniter, the engine kill switch, the ignition

switch, fuses, battery and associated wiring.

6 With the engine kill switch in the RUN
position, the fuel pump should start and run for

about five seconds after the ignition is switched

ON. It should shut off once the carburettor float

chambers are full, then run again once the

engine is started. If the pump does not operate,

first check that the main or ignition circuit fuse

is not Mown, and make sure that the battery is

fully charged. If the fuses and battery are in

good order, check the fuel pump circuit in a

logical order as described below; be prepared

to remove bodywork to access some of the

components or wire connectors,

7 To check the ignition switch, first

disconnect the battery negative lead, then

W L/W R/B L/R
I D/O I /D>>

B/RL/W B/Y Sb LA L/B

h
14.3 Fuel pump installation details

A Inlet line from fuel filter

B Outlet line to can^urettom

C Vacuum hose

trace the wiring from the ignition switch to its

block connector. Separate the connector and

using a continuity tester or ohmmeter, check

for continuity between the red wire terminal

and brown/blue wire terminal on the switch

side of the connector with switch key rotated

to the ON position. If continuity is ind.catec

the switch is good, whereas no continuity

(infinite resistance) indicates an open-circjrt

inside the switch. Join the connector halves.

8 To check the engine kill switch, trace the

wiring from the right handlebar switch and

disconnect the block connector. Separate the

connector and using a continuity tester or

ohmmeter, check for continuity between the

red/wire and red/black wire terminals on the

switch side of the connector with the kill switch

in the RUN position. If continuity is indicated

the switch is good, whereas no continuity

(infinite resistance) indicates an open -circuit

inside the switch. Join the connector halves.

9 Locate the relay assembly (see Chapter

14.10 Fuel pump operation test

B/L (black/blue) wire terminal

B (black) wire tenninal

14.9 Relay unit wire terminal identification

for fuel pump relay test

1 R/B (red/black) wire terminal

2 L/R (blue/red) wire terminal

3 UB (blue/black) wire terminal

disconnect its connector and move the relay

jrit to the bench for testing of the fuel pump
relay. Using jumper wires connect the positive

terminal ot a 12 volt battery to the red/black

wire terminal and the battery negative

terminal to the oiue/red wire terminal (see

illustration) Now connect an ohmmeter or

continuity tester between the red/black wire

terminal and blue/black wire terminal.

Continuity should be shown. No continuity

indicates a faulty fuel pump relay, and thus a

new relay unit will be required. Install the relay

on the motorcycle when testing is complete.

10 The fuel pump can be checked for correct

operation by disconnecting its output hose

(the hose between the pump and carburettor)

and directing the hose end into a container

suitable for the storage of fuel: note that on
early models there is a small filter fitted at the

hose joint with the carburettor. Trace the 2-pin

wire connection from the fuel pump and
disconnect it. Using jumper wires and a 12

volt battery, connect the battery positive

terminal to the black/blue wire terminal on the

pump side of the connector and the battery

negative terminal to the black wire terminal on

the pump side of the connector (see

illustration). If the fuel pump is good it will be

heard to operate and fuel will flow out of the

hose. If the pump does not operate as

described, it is faulty and must be renewed.

11 If all the above components function

correctly, yet the pump doesn't operate in

circuit, the igniter unit is probably at fault. There 3
are no test specifications for the igniter unit so

it can only be tested by substitution of a known
good igniter. Note that fuel pump failure could

be due to a wire breakage between any of the

components in the fuel pump circuit: check

each wire and connector block for continuity

before condemning the igniter.

12 When testing is complete, reconnect the

battery negative lead.

Removal and installation

13 Remove the fuel tank (see Section 2).

Detach the fuel line from the carburettors or

pump; note that on early models there is a

small filter fitted at the hose joint with the

carburettor.
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14.14 Disconnect the pump's wiring

14 Trace the wiring from the fuel pump to the

2-pin connector and disconnect it (see

illustration).

15 Take note ot the fuel inlet line (from the

tank and filter) and outlet line (to the

carhurettors) locations on the front of the fuel

pump so that the lines can be returned to their

correct locations on installation (see

illustration). Place a rag under the fuel line

connections and squeeze the clamp ears

together to allow the clamp to be drawn away
trom the union - the fuel inlet line can be left in

place and the pump removed with the fuel

filter if desired. Gently ease the fuel pump out

of its rubber mounting.

16 Installation is a reverse of the removal

procedure. Make sure that you connect the

fuel hoses the correct way around and check

that there are no fuel leaks.

15 Carburettor heater system -

testing

1992-95 models
1 The carburettors are warmed by oil from the

engine lubrication system passing through

passages in the float chambers. Carburettor

Heaf shield

Union bolr

Capper washer

Pipe

Copper wasfier

Solenoid body

Solenoid

' Damper
Bracket

• Wire

i Plate washer

i Collar

i Grommet
To cylinder head

temperature is sensed by a thermoswitch

no. 4 carburettor which in turn controls tl

solenoid valve.

2 It the carburettor heater system

suspected of failure first check the security

the oil hoses which run from the right side

the cylinder head to the solenoid valve, fro

the solenoid valve to no. 4 carburettor, the lit

hoses between the float chambers and t)

hose from no. 1 carburettor to the valve cov

[see illustration). The hoses should t

secured to their unions with spring clips ar

there should be no sign of oil leakage.

3 To check the electrical side of the circu

begin by checking for battery voltage at tf

thermoswitch red/black wire with the ignitic

ON. If there is no voltage at this point, refer

'

the wiring diagram at the end of this manu
and check back through the circuit to trac

the supply fault.

4 Disconnect the wiring from tf

thermoswitch on no. 4 carburettor an

unscrew the switch (see illustration 7.1a

The thermoswitch is tested by immersing it

water and checking for continuity at specif

temperatures. You will need a vessel to hoi

the water, a heat source, a thermometer an

an ohmmeter. Connect the ohmmeter probe

to the thermoswitch wires and immerse tri

sensing portion of the switch In th

water. Place the thermometer in the water s

that its bulb is close to the switch and nc

touching the sides of the vessel (se

illustration 15.13b}.

5 Continuity should be shown with the watf

cold. Gently heat the water and note th

temperature at which the meter indicates n

continuity (switch opens); this should b
between 30 and 35°C. After this point turn o

the heat source and as the water cools not

the temperature at which the meter indicate

continuity (switch closes); this should b

around 23°C. If the thermoswitch does nc

function as described it must be renewed.

6 When installing the switch, ensure that yo

install its sealing washer and tighter, th

thermoswitch to the specified torque setting.

7 The solenoid is held in its bracket by tW'

screws. Disconnect the solenoid black/whit

wire at the connector and remove the twi

bolts (noting the ground/earth lead) to free th

solenoid itom its bracket. Using an ohmmetei
connect its probes to the black/white wire ani

mounting flange to measure the solenoii

resistance; this should be 1 1 to 15 ohm:

at 20°C (see illustration). If the ohmmete

15.2 Carburettor heater system components - 1992-95 UK and Canada models 15.7 Measuring the solenoid resistance
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1996-on models
8 The carburettor heater system

the heater relay, thermoswitch and the

carburettor heater unit on each carburettor.

The circuit is powered by the battery through

ignition main switch and signal

The heaters are energised by a

switch which closes

temperature drops below a given level. The

: further controlled by a relay; when
the heaters are operational this relay turns the

heaters OFF if the transmission is in neutral,

thus preventing the carburettors from

overheating when the machine is stationary.

For this reason it is important not to allow trie

engine to idle with the ciutch lever pulied in

and the transmission in gear.

9 If the carburettor heaters do not come on,

first check that the battery is fully charged and

that the main fuse and signal fuse are OK.
With the ignition ON. use a voltmeter set on

the - 20 dc volts scale to check for battery

voltage between each brown wire of the

heater relay and the frame, then turn the

ignition OFF. If no voltage is shown, check the

wiring between the relay and battery for

continuity.

10 Check the neutral switch by tracing its

light blue wire up lo the connector.

Disconnect it and connect an ohmmeter or

continuity tester between the disconnected

wire on the switch side and the frame. With

the gearbox in neutral continuity should be

shown. If no continuity is indicated test the

neutral switch further as described in Chap-

ter e.

11 The neutral switch diode should only

allow current to flow in one direction. Locate

the diode near the right frame top rail under

the fuel tank, under the large plastic sleeve.

Remove the insulation tape from its connectof

(see illustration). Unplug the diode from the

connector (see illustration) Using an

15.12a Disconnect the heater relay from

its mounting tab (arrowed) and disconnect

diode does not function correctly it must be

renewed.

12 To test the heater relay, remove the right

side cover (see Chapter 7), disconnect the

relay's wiring and remove it from the bike (see

illustration). Using a 12 volt battery and two
jumper wires and an ohmmeter or continuity

tester, connect up the test equipment as

shown (see illustration). If no continuity is

indicated, the relay is functioning correctly.

13 The thermoswitch is tested by immersing

it in water and checking for continuity at

specific temperatures. You will need a vessel

to hold the water, a heat source, a

thermometer and an ohmmeter. Remove the

thermoswitch from its mounting and

15.12b Heater relay terminal identification

and internal circuitry

Br Brown B/Y Black/yellow Lg Light green

disconnect Its wires (see illustration).

Connect the ohmmeter probes to the

thermoswitch wires and immerse the switch in

the water. Place the thermometer in the water

so that its bulb is close to the switch and not

touching the sides of the vessel (see

illustration).

14 Continuity should be shown with the

water cold. Gently heat the water and note the

temperature at which the meter indicates no

continuity (switch opens); this should be 23 ±
3°C. After this point turn off the heat source

and as the water cools note the temperature

at which the meter indicates continuity (switch

closes); this should be 12 ± 4°C. if the

thermoswitch does not function as described

it must be renewed

15 Finally, check the individual carburettor

inuity t : its

probes across the two terminals of the diode

(see illustration). Continuity should only be

shown in one direction, with no continuity

shown when the probes aie reversed. If the 15.13b Thermoswitch test set-up
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15.15a Disconnecting tl e from the heater unit on no. 1 15.15b Heater resistance test

healers. Disconnect the wire connector from

each heater element and unscrew the heater

from the carburettor body (see illustration).

Using an ohmmeter measure the resistance

from the wire terminal to the body of the

heater (see Illustration). Each heater should

show a resistance of 6 to 10 ohms at 20°C. If

the heater element is faulty It will most likely

indicate an open circuit (high resistance) and

should be renewed. Note that the threads of

the heaters are coated with a product called

'Heat Sinker'; if this has been removed apply

a new coating available from electrical

stockists,

16 If the fault cannot be traced to a

component in the carburettor heater system,

check the wiring between all components for

continuity.



Chapter 4
Ignition system

Contents
General information 1

Igniter - check, remova! and installation 5
Ignition coils - check, removal and installation 3
Ignition system - check 2

Degrees of difficulty

Pick-up coil - check, removal and installation 4
Spark plugs See Chapter 1

Throttle position sensor (1 996-on UK models) 6

Easy, suitable for ^
novice with little |g
experience j^

Fairly easy, suitable

for beginner with

Fairiy difficult, |L
suitable for competent -j^

DIY mechanic 5*

Difficult, suitable for ^
experienced DIY 5*

mechanic ^
suitable for expert DfY «

Specifications
General

Firing order 1 -2-4-3

Ignition timing Electronic, not adjustable

Ignition coil

Primary resistance (at 20 i!

C/68°F) 1 .92 to 2.88 ohms
Secondary resistance (at 20°C/68°F) 9.5 to 14.3 K ohms

Spark plug caps and spark plugs
Spark plug cap resistance 10.000 ohms
Spark plug arcing distance 6 mm {1/4 inch)

Spark plug type and gap see Chapter 1

Pickup coil

Resistance (at 20°C/68°F) 304 to 456 ohms

Torque settings

Pick-up coil plate securing screws 8 Nm (70 in-lbs)

Timing rotor bolt 45 Nm (32 ft-lbs)

Signal generator cover screws 1 Nm (86 in-lbs)

1 General information

This motorcycle is equipped with a battery

operated, fully transistorised, breakerless

ignition system. The system consists of the

following components:

Pick-up coil

Igniter unit

Battery and fuse

Ignition coils

Spark plugs

Ignition (main} and engine kill (stop)

switches

Primary and secondary (HT) circuit wiring

The transistorised ignition system functions

on the same principle as a breaker point DC
ignition system with the pick-up unit and
igniter performing the tasks previously

associated with the breaker points and

mechanical advance system. As a result,

adjustment and maintenance of ignition

components is eliminated (with the exception

ot spark plug replacement).

A microprocessor and a single pick-up coil

control ignition timing. As a further aid to

ignition timing, a throttle position sensor is

fitted to 1996-on UK models.

Because of their nature, the individual ignition

system components can be checked but not

repaired. If ignition system troubles occur, and
the faulty component can be isolated, the only

cure for the problem is to replace the part with a

new one. Keep in mind that most electrical

parts, once purchased, can't be returned. To
avoid unnecessary expense, make very sure the

faulty component has been positively identified

before buying a replacement part,

2 Ignition system - check

Warning: Because of the very

^^ high voltage generated by the

fl\ ignition system, extreme care
^™™ should be taken when these

checks are performed-
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1 If the ignition system is the suspected

cause of poor engine performance or failure to

start, a number of checks can be made to

isolate the problem.

2 Make sure the engine kill switch is in the

Run position.

Engine will not start

3 Disconnect one of the spark plug wires,

connect the wire to a spare spark plug and lay

the plug on the engine with the threads

contacting the engine. If necessary, hold the

spark plug with an insulated tool. Crank the

engine over and make sure a well-defined, blue

spark occurs between the spark plug electrodes.

A Warning: Dont remove one of

the spark plugs from the engine

to perform this check - atomised
fuel being pumped out of the

open spark plug hole could ignite, causing

severe injuryl

4 If no spark occurs, the following checks
should be made:

5 Unscrew a spark plug cap from a plug wire.

Check the cap resistance wilh an ohmmeter
and compare it to the value listed in this

Chapter's Specifications. If the resistance is

infinite, replace it with a new one. Repeat this

check on the remaining plug caps,

6 Make sure all electrical connectors are

clean and tight. Check all wires tor shorts,

opens and correct installation.

7 Check the battery voltage with a voltmeter

(see Chapter 8). If the voltage is less than

13-volts, recharge the battery.

8 Check the ignition fuse and the fuse

connections. If the fuse is blown, replace it

with a new one; if the connections are loose or

corroded, clean or repair them.

9 Refer to Chapter 8 and check the ignition

switch, engine kill switch, neutral switch,

clutch switch and sidestand switch.

10 Refer to Section 3 and check the ignition

coil primary and secondary resistance.

11 Refer to Section 4 and check the pick-up

coil resistance.

12 If the preceding checks produce positive

2.14 A simple spark gap testing fixture u—
be made from a block of wood, a large

alligator clip, two nails, a screw and a piece

of wire

results but there is still no spark at the plug,

remove the igniter and have it checked by a

Yamaha dealer service department or other

repair shop equipped with the special tester

required.

Engine starts but misfires

13 If the engine starts but misfires, make the

following checks before deciding that the

ignition system is at fault.

14 The ignition system must be able to

produce a spark across a six millimetre

(1/4-inch) gap (mmimum). A simple testing

fixture (see illustration) can be constructed

to make sure the minimum spark gap can be
jumped. Make sure the fixture electrodes are

positioned six millimetres apart.

15 Connect one of the spark plug wires to

the protruding test fixture electrode, then

attach the fixture's alligator clip to a good
engine ground (earth).

16 Crank the engine over (it will probably

start and run on the remaining cylinders) and

see if well-defined, blue sparks occur

between the test fixture electrodes. If the

minimum spark gap test is positive, the

ignition coil for that cylinder (and its

companion cylinder) is functioning properly.

Repeat the check on one of the spark plug

wires that is connected to the other coil. If tht

spark will not jump the gap during either test

or if it is weak (orange coloured), refer ti

Steps 5 through 11 of this Section an(

perform the component checks described.

3 Ignition coits - check,

removal and installation *^

Check
1 In order to determine conclusively that th<

ignition coils are defective, they should bi

tested by an authorised Yamaha dealer servici

department which is equipped with the specie

electrical tester required for this check.

2 However, the coils can be checked visual!

(for cracks and other damage) and the primar

and secondary coil resistances can b
measured with an ohmmeter. If the coils ar

undamaged, and if the resistances are a

specified, they are probably capable of props

operation.

3 To check the coils for physical damage
they must be removed (see Step 9). To chec

the resistances, remove the seat and fuel tan

(see Chapters 7 and 3). Unplug the primar

circuit electrical connectors from the coil(s

and remove trie spark plug wires from th

plugs that are connected to the coil bein

checked. Mark the locations of all wire

before disconnecting them.

4 To check the coil primary resistance, firs

place the ohmmeter selector switch in th

ohms (U) x 1 position, then attach on

ohmmeter lead to one of the primary termina

and the other ohmmeter lead to the othi

primary terminal (see illustration). Compai
the measured resistance to the value listed i

this Chapter's Specifications.

5 If the coil primary resistance is as specifiet

check the coil secondary resistance. Place tf
1

ohmmeter selector switch in the K ohms (Kl

position, then connect the meter leads to tf

spark plug wire terminals (see illustration

3.4 To test the coil primary resistance, connect the ohmmeter
leads between the primary terminals in the coil connector

3.5 To test the coil secondary resistance, connect the ohmmett
between the spark plug wires
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4.2 Follow the pick-up coil harness (arrowed) to its connector

Compare the measured resistance to the

values listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

6 If the resistances are not as specified, the

coil is probably defective and should be

replaced with a new one.

Removal and installation

7 If you haven't already done so. remove the

seat and fuel tank (see Chapters 7 and 3).

8 Look for cylinder number markings on the

plug Wires and make your own if they aren't

visible (number the cylinders one through

four, working from the left lo the right side of

the bike). Disconnect the spark plug wires

from the plugs. After labelling them with tape

to aid in reinstallation, unplug the coil primary

circuit electrical connectors.

9 Support the coil with one hand and remove

the coil mounting bolts (see illustration), then

withdraw the coil from its bracket.

10 Installation is the reverse of removal.

Make sure the primary circuit electrical

connectors and plug wires are attached to the

proper terminals.

Pick-up coil - check,

removal and installation

Note: The pick-up coil is

to as the signal generator,

Check
1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).

2 Follow the wiring harness from the pick-up

coil on the left side of the engine to the

connector, then unplug the connector (see

illustration)

3 Probe the terminals in the pick-up coil

connector with an ohnmeter and compare
the resis'anr.o re.id.ng with the value listed in

this Chapter s Specifications.

4 Set the ohmmeter on the highest resistance

range. Measure the resistance between a good

ground (earth) and each terminal in the electrical

connector The meter should read infinity.

Removal
6 Remove the pick-up coil cover (see

illustration 25.5 in Chapter 1). Remove the

pick-up coil mounting screws and detach the

pick-up coil from the engine.

7 If necessary, remove the timing rotor bolt

and detach the timing rotor from the engine

(see illustration). Remove the screws and

detach the pick-up coil base. These parts don't

have to be removed to remove the pick-up coil.

Installation

8 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps, with the following additions:

a) Be sure to seaf (fie grommet on the wiring

harness into the notch in the crankcase

(see illustration) and route the wiring

harness behind the clips on the engine

(see illustration 4.2)

b) Tighten the pick-up coil screws fane' fhe

pick-up coil base screws, if removed) to

the torque listed in the Chapter 8

Specifications.

c) It the timing rotor was removed, install it,

aligning the dowel with the rotor notch

(see illustration), and tighten the bolt to

the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

4.7 If necessary, remove the timing rotor

bolt and the timing plate screws (arrowed)

Igniter - check,

removal and installation

1
Check
1 The igniter is checked by process of

elimination (when all other possible causes
have been checked and eliminated, the igniter

is at fault). Because the igniter is expensive

and can't be returned once purchased,

consider having a Yamaha dealer test the

ignition system before you buy a new igniter.
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5.3 The igniter is mounted under the seat 6.2 Disconnecting the TPS TPS adjustment s

Removal and installation

2 Remove the seal.

3 Unplug the electrical connector. Remove
the mounting screws and take the igniter out

(see illustration).

4 Installation is the reverse of the removal

6 Throttle position sensor
(1996-on UK models)

1 The throttle position sensor is located on

the side of the no. 1 carburettor and is keyed

to the end of the throttle operating shaft. The

sensor provides the igniter unit with

information relating to throttle opening and

the igniter is thus able to set the ignition

timing accordingly to produce the best

running conditions and cleaner exhaust

emissions- Not surprisingly it is essential that

the throttle position sensor should be set up

correctly. Do not tamper with the sensor's

position unless it has been disturbed during

carburettor overhaul or poor running

problems have been experienced.

TPS set-up and adjustment
Note: Before carrying out TPS adjustment

ensure that the engine idle speed is correct.

2 To set up to the throttle position sensor it is

first necessary to switch the igniter unit to

TPS set up mode. To do this, turn the ignition

ON. then disconnect its wiring connector and

connect it again (see illustration). If the

tachometer reads 5000 rpm the TPS setting is

correct and no adjustment is necessary. If the

tachometer reads either 10,000 rpm or 1000

rpm the TPS should be adjusted as described

below. Turn the ignition OFF.

3 Remove the carburettors from their intake

stubs (see Chapter 3): there is no need to

disconnect the cables, just position the

carburettors so that access is possible to the

two TPS screws, Make sure the TPS wire

connector is still connected,

4 Loosen the two screws which retain the

TPS and turn the ignition ON (see

illustration). The angle of the TPS can be
read off the tachometer. Rotate the TPS body

so that the tachometer reads 5000 rpm and
secure the screws to retain this position.

Yamaha advise that if the tachometer reads

10,000 rpm the TPS angle is too wide and if it

reads 1 ,000 rpm the angle is too narrow.

5 Following adjustment, install

carburettors and start the engine, or turn

ignition main switch off, then on; this

restore the igniter's TPS function to nori

TPS resistance test

6 If the TPS is suspected of failure, it can

tested as follows. Disconnect the 1

connector (see illustration 6.2) and make
following tests on the TPS side of

connector.

7 Using an ohmmeter set to the K oh

scale, connect its probes to the blue v

terminal and the black/blue wire termina

resistance of 3.5 to 6.5 K ohms should

shown.

8 Leave one probe connected to

black/blue wire terminal and move the ot

probe to the yellow wire terminal. Wf
rotating the throttle grip slowly from close*

fully open a resistance of to 5 ± 1.5 K of

should be shown.

9 If the TPS doesn't produce the specif

resistance readings it should be renew
although it is recommended that your findi

are confirmed by a Yamaha dealer bef

purchasing a new TPS unit.



Chapter 5
Frame, suspension and final drive

Contents
Drive chain - removal, cleaning and installation 12 Side and centrestand - maintenance 3
Forks - disassembly, inspection and reassembly 6 Sprockets - check and replacement 13
Forks - oil change see Chapter 1 Steering tiead bearings - replacement .

Forks - removal and installation 5 Suspension - adjustments 15

Frame - inspection and repair

.

General information

Handlebars - removal and installation

Rear shock absorber - removal, inspection and installation

Rear wheel coupling/rubber damper - check and replacement . .

.

Suspension - check see Chapter 1

Swingarm bearings - check
Swingarm bearings - inspection and replacement .

Swingarm - removal and installation

Degrees of difficulty

Easy, suitable for £k
novice with little ^
experience ^

Fairly easy, suitable

for beginner with

some experience

Fairty Difficult, J;; Difficult, suitable for ^
suitable for competent J^ experienced DIY 5j
DIY mechanic ^ mechanic ^

suitable for expert DIY 2J

Specifications
Front forks

Fork spring length - 1 992-97 UK models, all US models
Standard 476.5 mm (18.8 inches)

Minimum 471.5 mm (18.6 inches)

Fork spring length - 1998-on UK models

Standard 341 mm (13.4 inches)

Minimum 334 mm (13.1 inches)

Fork oil capacity, grade and level see Chapter 1

Rear suspension
Rear spring free length - 1992-95 UK models, 1992-96 US models
Standard 1 70.5 mm (6.71 inches)

Minimum 165 mm (6.51 inches)

Rear spring free length - 1 996-on UK models, 1 997-on US models

Standard 1 76.5 mm (6.95 inches)

Minimum 173 mm I.S.B1 inches)

Swingarm endplay and side play limits 1 mm (0.040 Inch)

Final drive

Chain size 520
Mo. of links 110
Chain freeplay and lubricant see Chapter 1
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Torque settings

Front forks

Cap boll to fork 23 Nm (17ft-lbs]

Damper rod bolt* 30 Nm (22 ft-lbs)

Handlebars and steering stem

Upper triple clamp bolts 23 Nm (1 7 ft-lbs)

Lower triple clamp bolts 38 Nm (27 ft-lbs)

Handlebar bracket bolts 23 Nm (17 ft-lbs)

Grip end weights 26 Nm (19 ft-lbs)

Steering stem nut 1 10 Nm (80 ft-lbs)

Steering head bearing ring nut See Chapter 1

Rear shock absorber bolts and nuts 64 Nm {46 ft-lbs)

Swingarm pivot shaft nut 91 Mm (66 ft-lbs)

Drive chain front sprocket nut 1 10 Nm (80 ft-lbs)

Drive chain rear sprocket nuts 60 Nm (43 ft-lbs)

Engine sprocket cover bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

'Us© non-permanent thread locking agent on the threads.

1 General information

All n otorcycles covered in this manual use

a double cradle frame. The frame is a one-

piece unit constructed of round-section

tubing.

The front forks are of the conventional coil

spring, hydraulically-damped telescopic type.

The rear suspension consists of a steel

oval-section swingarm supported by a coil

spring/shock absorber unit. Hear spring

preload is adjustable.

The final drive uses an endless chain (which

means it doesn't have a master link). A rubber

damper (often called a 'cush drive') is installed

between the rear wheel coupling and the

wheel.

2 Frame - inspection and repair

1 The frame shouldn't require attention

unless accident damage has occurred. In

most cases, frame replacement is the only

satisfactory remedy for such damage. A few

frame specialists have the jigs and other

equipment necessary for straightening the

frame to the required standard of accuracy,

but even then there is no simple way of

assessing to what extent the frame may nave

been over stressed.

2 After the machine has accumulated a lot of

miles, the frame should be examined closely

for signs of cracking or splitting at the welded
joints. Corrosion can also cause weakness at

these joints. Loose engine mount bolts can

cause ovaling or fracturing of the mounting

tabs. Minor damage can often be repaired by

welding, depending on the extent and nature

of the damage. Welding should be performed

by an expert in the field.

3 Remember that a frame which is out of

alignment will cause handling problems. If

misalignment is suspected as the result of an

accident, it will be necessary to strip the

machine completely so the frame can be
thoroughly checked.

Side and centrestand -

maintenance
i

1 The centrestand <where fitted) pivots on two
bolts attached to the frame. Periodically,

remove the pivot bolts and grease them
thoroughly to avoid excessive wear.

2 Make sure the return spring is in good
condition. A broken or weak spring is an

obvious safety hazard.

3 The sidestand is attached to a bracket on

the frame (see illustration). A pair of springs

anchored to the bracket ensures that the

stand is held In the retracted or extended
position.

4 Make sure the pivot bolt is tight am
springs are in good condition and not

stretched. An accident is almost certa

occur if the stand extends while the mai

4 Handlebars -

removal and installation

1 The handlebar is a one-

place by light alloy caps.

2 If the handlebar must be r

access to other components, such as

forks or the steering head, it's not nece:

to disconnect the cables, wires or brake I

but it's a good idea to support the asse

with a piece of wire or rope, to i

unnecessary strain on the cables, wires

the brake hose.

3 If the handlebar is to be rem.

completely, refer to Chapter 6 for the m
cylinder removal procedures. Chapter

the throttle grip removal procedure

Chapter 8 for the switch removal procedi

it's necessary to remove the grips, uns

the grip end weights with an Allen wr

(see illustration).

3.3 The sidestand is attached

on the frame

A Pivot C Sidestand

B Springs switch

4.3 Unscrew the grip end weights will
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4.4 Pry or lift the trim caps from ihe Allen bolts, then

bolts and lift off the caps to remove the handlebar; the arrow

marks (arrowed) point to the front of the bike when the caps a

r

installed

5.6 Loosen the triple clamp bolts (arrowed) and lower the fork out

of the triple clamps

4 Pry the trim caps Out of the handlebar

clamps, then unbolt the clamps and lift oft the

handlebar (see illustration).

5 Check the handlebars for cracks and
distortion and renew them if any undesirable

conditions are found.

6 Installation is the reverse ot the removal

steps, with the following additions:

a} Align the match mark on the handlebar

with the gap between the rear of the right

mounting bracket in the upper triple

clamp and its cap.

b) Position the caps with their arrow

marks pointing forward (see

illustration 4.4).

cj Tighten the front bolts first, then the rear

baits to the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications. Don't try to dose the gaps

between the rear of the caps and the

upper triple clamp; over-tightening will

only break the clamps or strip out the bolt

d) Reinstall the trim caps.

Forks -

removal and installation
3;
5:

1 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or support it securely uphght.

2 Unbolt the brake hose retainer from the fork

leg. Remove the caliper mounting bolts and

support the caliper out of the way. Don't

disconnect the brake hose and don't let the

caliper hang by the brake hose.

3 Remove the front wheel (see Chapter 6).

4 Unbolt the front fender.

5 If you're going to remove the fork cap bolts.

6 Loosen the upper and lower triple clamp
bolts (see illustration). Slide the fork down
out of the triple damps and remove (t from the

1 Cap bolt

2 Cap bolt O-rlng

3 Spacer

4 Spring seat

5 Spring

6 Damper rod and
rebound spring

7 Oil lock piece

8 Fork tube

9 Seal protector

-

1997-on UK
10 Dust seal

1

1

Retaining clip

12 Oil seal

13 Washer

14 Bushing

75 Fork slider

76 Copper washer

7 7 Damper rod bolt

18 Oil drain screw and
washer- 1992-94 only

d^Q

6.2 Front fork - exploded view
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6.4c . . . and remove the bolt and its

copper washer - use a new copper washa
during reassembly

Installation

7 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps, with the foltowing additions:

a) Position the ends of the fork tubes flush

with the upper triple clamp.

b) Tighten all fasteners to the torques listed

in this Chapter's Specifications.

c) Pump the front brake lever several times

to bring the pads into contact with the

6 Forks - disassembly.

inspection and reassembly ^

Disassembly
1 Remove the forks following the procedure

in Section 5. Work on one fork leg at a time to

avoid mixing up the parts.

2 Remove the fork cap, spacer, spring seat

and spring (the cap should have been
loosened before the forks were removed) (see

illustration).

3 Invert the fork assembly over a container

and pump the fork to expel the oil.

4 Prevent the damper tod from turning using

a holding handle and an adapter with a 24 mm
hex size; a Yamaha service tool is available to

hold the damper rod (see illustration) or you

can make up a tool (see Haynes Hint).

6̂.5 Remove the damper rod and the Teflon

ring don't separate the ring from the

damper rod unless you plan to replace it

hint ^
You can fabricate your own damper rod holding tool using a bolt with a head that fits

inside the top of the damper rod in the fork, two nuts, a socket (to fit on the nuts), a

long extension and a ratchet. Thread the two nuts onto the bolt and tighten them
against each other (A). Insert the assembly into the socket and tape it into place (B).

Now, insert the tool into the fork tube and engage the ftott head into the hex recess in

the damper rod.

Unscrew the Allen bolt at the bottom of the

outer tube and retrieve the copper washer
(see illustrations).

5 Tip out the damper rod and the rebound
spring (see illustration!. Don't remove the

Teflon ring from the damper rod unless a new
one will be installed.

6 Pry the dust seal from the outer tube (see

Illustration).

7 Pry the retaining ring from its groove ir

the outer tube (see illustration). Remove thf

8 Hold the outer tube and yank the inner tubt

away from it, repeatedly (like a slide-hammerl

until the seal and outer tuba guide bushini

pop loose (see illustration).

9 Slide the seal, washer and bushing from tht

inner tube {see illustration).

6.6 Pry the dust seal out of the outer tube 6.7 Pry out the retaining ri
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6.8 To separate the inner and outer fork tubes, pull them apart

firmly several times - the slide hammer effect will pull the tubes

apart

6.9 These parts will come out with the inner fork tube

Seal 3 Outer tube bushing

Washer

Inspection

10 Clean all parts in solvent and blow them
dry with compressed air, if available. Check
the inner and outer fork tubes, the bushings

and the damper rod lor score marks,

scratches, flaking of the chrome and
excessive or abnormal wear. Look for dents in

the tubes and replace them if any are found.

Check the fork seal seat for nicks, gouges and
scratches. If damage is evident, leaks will

occur around the seal-to-outer tube junction.

Replace worn or defective parts with new

11 Check the inner tube for runout with a dial

gauge and V-blocks (see illustration). If it's

necessary to replace the inner guide bushing

(the one that won't come off that's on the

bottom of the inner tube), pry it apart at the slit

and slide it off. Make sure the new one seats

properly.

A Wamrng: // a tube is bent, it

should not bo straightened;

replace it with a new one.

12 Measure the overall length of the fork

spring and check it for cracks and other

damage. Compare the length lo Ihe minimum

1

4-— «

lis Chapter's Specifications. If

r sagged, replace both fork

iw ones. Never replace only

length listed ii

it's defective

springs with

one spring!

13 All UK models from 1997 on have an oil

seal protector fitted to the fork slider. If one of

these is damaged, ease it out of its retaining

groove in the slider and replace it with a new
one; install the new seal protector so that its

raised shield faces Ihe front of the motorcycle

when the fork is installed.

Reassembly
14 Place the rebound spring over the damper
rod, then slide the rod assembly into the inner

fork lube until it protrudes from the lower end

of the tube. Fit the oil lock piece over the end

of the damper rod.

15 insert the inner tube/damper rod

assembly into the outer tube until the Allen

bolt (with a new copper washer) can be

threaded into the damper rod from the lower

end of the outer tube. Note: Apply a non-

permanent thread locking compound to the

threads of the bolt. Using the tool described in

Step 4, hold the damper rod and tighten the

Allen bolt to the torque listed in this Chapter's

4 Inner tube bushing

Specifications. Note: Ifyou didn't use the tool,

tighten the damper rod bolt after the fork

spring and cap bolt are installed.

16 Slide the outer guide bushing down the

inner tube. Using the Yamaha special

bushing driver and a used guide bushing

placed on top of the guide bushing being

installed, drive the bushing into place until it's

fully seated (see illustration). If you don't

have access to one of these tools, it is highly

recommended that you take the assembly to

a Yamaha dealer service department or other

motorcycle repair shop to have this done. It is

possible, however, to drive the bushing into

place using a section of pipe and an old guide

bushing (see illustration). Wrap tape around

the ends of the pipe to prevent it from

scratching the fork tube.

1

7

Slide the washer down the inner tube, into

position over the guide bushing.

18 Lubricate the lips and the outer diameter

of the fork seal with the recommended fork oil

(see Chapter 1) and slide it down the inner

tube, with the lip facing down and the seal

markings facing upwards. Drive the seal into

6.16a Drive the bushing into position with

a tool like this one if it's available (use the

tool like a slide hammer) . .

.

6.16b ... if you don't have the proper tool,

a section of pipe can be used the same
way the special tool would be used - as a
slide hammer (be sure to tape the ends of

the pipe so it doesn't scratch the fork tube)
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s^^D
1 Trim plug

2 Handlebar bracket

3 Lockwasher
4 Ring nuts

5 Rubber masher

6 Bearing

7 Upper bearing

assembly

8 Dust seal

9 Lower bearing

TO Rubber washer
1

1

Upper triple clamp

'XJ600Stype
shown

12 Steering stem nut

13 Brake hose

7.4a Steering head bearings

7.4b Unscrew the steering 7.5a Lift off the lockwasher .

.

place with the same tools used to drive in

guide bushing. It you don't have access

these, it is recommended that you take

assembly to a Yamaha dealer serv

department or other motorcycle repair shop

have the seal driven in. If you are very care

the seal can be driven in with a hammer an

drift punch. Work around the circumferenct

the seal, tapping gently on the outer edge

the seal until it's seated. Be careful - if
)

distort the seal, you'll have to disassemble

fork again and end up taking it to a des

anyway!

19 Install the retaining ring, making sure

ring is completely seated in its groove.

20 Install the dust seal, making sure it se

completely.

21 On 1992-94 models, install the dr

screw and a new gasket, if it was removed.

22 Add the recommended type and amo
of fork oil (see Chapter 1 ).

23 Install the fork spring, with the clos

wound coils at the top.

24 Install the spring seat on top of the spri

followed by the spacer.

25 Extend the fork tube and install the f<

cap bolt tightening whilst compressing I

spring; it will be tightened to the specifi

torque after the fork is installed.

26 Install the fork by following the procedi

outlined in Section 5. If you won't be install

the fork right away, store it in an uprit

position.

27 Tighten the fork cap bolt to the torq

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

7 Steering head bearings -

replacement

Removal
1 If the steering head bearing check a

adjustment (see Chapter 1) does not reme

excessive play or roughness in the steeri

head bearings, the entire front end must

disassembled and the bearings and rac

replaced with new ones.

2 Remove the handlebars (see Section 4), 1

front wheel (see Chapter 6) and the front foi

(see Section 5i. On XJ600N models, deta

the headlamp bracket from the upper trip

clamp.

3 Unbolt the brake hose retainer from t

lower triple clamp (see illustration 7.4a

7.4b in Chapter 6).

4 Remove the steering stem nut (with wasl

- later UK models), then lift off the upper tri|

clamp (sometimes called the fork bridge, yc

or crown) (see illustrations).

5 Remove the lockwasher, upper ring nut a

i washer from the steering stem (s

illustrations). Use an adjustable spanner (s

illustration 19.7 in Chapter 1) or the Yama
e tool, which has a square hole in t

handle for measuring torque.
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7.5b . . . unscrew the upper ring nut, lift off

the rubber washer and unscrew the lower

ring nut {arrowed)

6 Remove the lower ring nut (see

illustration 7.5b).

7 Remove the bearing cover, upper bearing

inner race and the upper bearing (see

illustrations).

8 Lower the steering stem out of the steering

head, then remove the rubber washer, lower

bearing and dust seal (see illustration), If the

steering stem is stuck, gently tap on the top

end with a plastic mallet or a hammer and

wood block.

Inspection

9 Clean all the parts with solvent and dry

them thoroughly, using compressed air, it

available. Wipe the old grease out ot the

bearing outer races in the frame.

10 Examine the outer races in the steering

head for cracks, dents, and pits. If even the

slightest amount of wear or damage is

evident, the races should be replaced with

11 To remove the bearing outer races from

the steering head, drive them out with a

hammer and punch (see illustration). A slide-

hammer with the proper intemal-jaw puller will

7.7a Lift off the bearing

12 When installing the outer races, tap them
gently into place with a hammer and punch or

a large socket. Do not strike the race surface

or the race will be damaged.
13 Check the bearings for wear. Look for

cracks, dents, and pits in the bearing balls

and their cage. Also check for loose balls or

for any that may have fallen out of the cage.

Replace any defective parts with new ones. If

a new bearing is required, replace both

bearings and their races as a set.

14 Check the dust seal under the lower

bearing and replace it with a new one if

necessary.

15 Don't remove the lower bearing inner race

unless it must be replaced. To remove the

inner race, tap between the race and steering

stem with a chisel (see illustration).

16 Inspect the steering stem/lower triple

clamp for cracks and other damage. Do not

attempt to repair any steering components.
Replace them with new parts if defects are

Installation

17 Pack the lower bearing with medium
weight lithium-based grease and install it on

the upper bearing inner r;

the bearing

its inner race on the steering stem. Note: A
small hand-operated grease gun will make this

job easier. Coat the top and bottom outer

races with grease also.

18 Slip the steering stem/lower triple clamp

into the steering head.

19 Pack the upper bearing with grease and

install it in its outer race in the top of the

steering head.

20 Install the inner race In the upper bearing,

then install the bearing cover and lower ring

nut (make sure the tapered side of the ring nut

faces down). Refer to Chapter 1 and adjust

the bearings then install the rubber washer,

upper ring nut and lockwasher.

21 Install the upper triple clamp and steering

stem nut (with washer, where applicable) and

tighten the nut to the specified torque setting.

The remainder of installation is the reverse of the

removal steps in Steps 2 and 3 of this Section.

8 Rear shock absorber -

removal, inspection and 1

Since the outer rac<

installation will be «

This will cause then

little effort.

s are installed with an interference fit in the frame,

isier if the new races are left overnight in a freezer.

to contract and slip into place in the frame with very

Removal
1 Set the bike en its centrestand (if equipped)

or support it securely upright.

2 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7) and the

fuel tank (see Chapter 3).

7.8 Carefully lower the steering stem out

of the steering head and remove the

rubber washer, lower bearing and dust

7.1 1 Drive the lower bearing outer race

out from above; drive the upper bearing

outer race out from below

7.15 Tap a chisel between the lower

bearing inner race and the lower triple

clamp to remove the race
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Shock absorber

Bushing

Upper bolt

Lower bolt

Collar

Grease seal

Bushing

8.3a Rear shock absorber details

3 Support the rear wheel. Remove the shock

absorber lower bolt and its dust seals and
collars (see illustrations).

4 Remove the upper mounting bolt and nut.

Remove the shock absorber from the

motorcycle.

Inspection

5 Check the shock (or signs of oil or gas

leaks and replace it if you tind any.

6 Inspect the pivot hardware at the top and
bottom of the shock and replace any worn or

damaged parts.

7 Before you discard a worn shock absorber,

release the gas pressure by drilling a 2 to 3

mm (0.08 to 0.1 2 inch) hole through the top of

the shock cylinder wall at the specified

location (see illustration). You can also take

the shock absorber to a Yamaha dealer for

Caution: Wear eye protection to prevent

eye damage from escaping gas and/or

metal chips.

Installation

8 Installation is the reverse of the removs

steps, with the following additions;

a) Apply multi-purpose lithium grease to the

collars and pivot bolt shafts.

b) Tighten all fasteners to the torques listed

in this Chapter's Specifications.

9 Swingarm bearings - check |

1 Refer to Chapter 6 and remove the rea.

wheel, then refer to Section 8 and remove ths

rear shock absorber.

2 Grasp the rear of the swingarm with one

hand and place your other hand at the

junction of the swingarm and the frame. Try tc

move the rear of the swingarm from side-to

side. Any wear (play) in the bearings should bt

felt as movement between the swingarm anc

the frame at the front. The swingarm wil

actually be felt to move forward and backwarc

af the front (not from side- to-side). If any play

is noted, the bearings should be replaced with

new ones (see Section 11).

3 Next, move the swingarm up and down
through its full travel. It should move freely,

without any binding or rough spots- If il

doesn't move freely, refer to Section 10 for

servicing procedures.

10 Swingarm -

removal and installation St

1 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped;

or prop it securely upright.

2 Remove the chain guard (see illustration

1.4a in Chapter 1) and the rear wheel (see

Chapter 6).

3 Remove any support brackets and detach

associated wiring, cables, or hoses from the

swingarm.

8.3b Remove the upper mounting bolt and 8.7 Wear eye protection and drill a hole at

the point shown to release gas from the

shock absorber before discarding it
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10.8 Remove the nut (arrowed) from the

swlngarm pivot shaft

4 Detach the rear brake caliper on models so

equipped (see Chapter 6).

5 Detach the brake torque link from the

swingarm and position it so that its guide loop

does riot place any strain on the rear brake

6 Detach the shock absorber from the

swingarm (see Section 9).

7 Pry the trim caps from the ends of the

swingarm pivot shaft,

8 Remove the swingarm pivot nut (see

illustration).

9 Support the swingarm and pull the pivot

shaft out (see illustration). Remove the

swingarm. If necessary, remove the bolts and

detach the suspension linkage relay arm from

the swingarm.

10 Check the pivot bearings in the swingarm

for dryness or deterioration. It they're in need

of lubrication or replacement, refer to

Section 1 1

,

11 Installation is the reverse ot the removal

procedure. Be sure the bearing seals are in

position before installing the pivot shaft.

Tighten all fasteners to the torques listed in

this Chapter's Specifications. Adjust the chain

Chapter 1

.

1 1 Swingarm bearings -

inspection and replacement *;

1 Remove the swingarm (see Section 1 1 ).

1 Chain guard

2 Chain protector

3 Collar

4 Thrust cover

Bushing

Swingarm
Pivot shaft

10.9 Swingarm details

2 Remove the dust cap and thrust washer
from each side of the swingarm (see

illustration).

3 Slide the bushing out (see illustration).

4 Inspect the bearings (see illustration).

If they're dry, lubricate them with

lithium-based waterproof wheel bearing

grease, if they're worn or damaged, take

the swingarm to a Yamaha dealer or

motorcycle repair shop for bearing

replacement.

12 Drive chain - removal,

cleaning and installation

Endless type chain

Note: An endless chain has no riveted (soft) link

- ail links and pins am the same. The chain fitted

as original equipment and supplied as a spare

part from Yamaha dealers is of the endless type.

1 1 .3 ... then pull out the bushing
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12.2a Remove the bolts (arrowed) . .

.

Removal

1 Disconnect the shift pedal arm from its

shaft on the engine (see Chapter 2, Sec-

tion 21).

2 Remove the bolts securing the engine

sprocket cover to the engine case. Take the

sprocket cover off (see illustrations),

3 Remove the teat wheel (see Chapter 6).

4 Lift the chain off the engine sprocket.

5 Detach the swingarm from the frame by

following the first few Steps of Section 1 1 . Pull

the swingarm back far enough to allow the

chain to slip between the frame and the front

of the swingarm.

Cleaning

6 Soak the chain in kerosene (paraffin) for

approximately five or sis minutes.

Caution: Don't use gasoline (petrol),

solvent or other cleaning fluids. Don't use

high-pressure water. Remove the chain,

wipe it off, then blow dry it with

compressed air immediately. The entire

process shouldn't take longer than ten

minutes - if it does, the O-rings in the

chain rollers could be damaged.

Installation

7 Installation is the reverse of the removal

procedure. Tighten the suspension fasteners

and the engine sprocket cover bolts to the

torque values listed in this Chapter's

Specifications. Tighten the rear axle nut to the

torque listed in the Chapter 6 Specifications

and secure it with a new cotter pin.

8 LuDricate the chain following the procedure

described in Chapter 1,

Riveted fink type chain

Removal

Note: The riveted (soft) link can be identified

by its identification markings on the side plate

and usually slightly different colour. Also the

staked ends of the link's two pins look as if

they have been deeply centre-punched,

instead of peened over as with all other pins.

9 Locale the joining link in a surtaWe position

to work on by rotating the back wheel;

midway between the sprockets is ideal.

. and take off the engine sprocket

cover and bolt spacer

10 Slacken the drive chain as described in

Chapter 1

.

11 Split the chain at the joining link using an

approved chain breaker tool intended for

motorcycle use. There are a number of types

available for motorcycle use and it is

important to follow carefully the instructions

supplied with the tool - see Tools and
Workshop Tips in the Reference section for a

typical example. Remove the chain from the

bike, noting its routing through the swingarm.

Cleaning

12 See Step 6.

Installation

Warning; NEVER install a drive

/|\ chain which uses a clip-type

^^^± master (split) link. If you do not
have access to a chain riveting

tool, have the chain fitted by a Yamaha
dealer.

13 Remove the engine sprocket cover as

described in Steps 1 and 2.

14 Thread the chain into position, making
sure that it takes the correct route around the

swingarm and sprockets and leave the two
ends in a convenient place to work on. Obtain

a new soft link - never attempt to reuse an old

link.

15 Install the new soft link complete with an

0-ring on each of its pins through the chain

ends from the inside of the chain. Install an

O-ring over the pin ends and fit the side plate

with its identification marks facing out; use the

chain tool to press the side plate into position,

16 Stake the new link pins using the chain

riveting tool, following carefully the

instructions of both the chain manufacturer

and the tool manufacturer. Refer to Tools and
Workshop Tips in the Reference section for

chain riveting details using a typical

commercially available tool.

17 After riveting, check the soft link pin ends

for any signs of cracking. If there is any
evidence of cracking, the soft link, O-rings

and side plate must be removed and the

procedure repeated with a new soft link.

18 Install the sprocket cover in a reverse of

the removal procedure.

12.2c Note the locations of the dowels (I

replace the seals (B) if they're worn - the

are inner and outer seals, with a spacei

between them

13 Sprockets

-

check and replacement

1 Set thB bike on its centresland (if equippe

or support it securely upright with the re

wheel off the ground.

2 Whenever the drive chain is inspected, tl

sprockets should be inspected also. If you a

renewing the chain, replace the sprockets ,

well. Likewise, if the sprockets are in need
replacement, install a new chain also.

3 Remove the engine sprocket cover (si

Chapter 2, Section 21),

4 Check the wear pattern on the sprocke

(see Chapter 1). If the sprocket teeth are wo
excessively, replace the chain and sprocket)

5 To remove the rear sprocket, remove tl

rear wheel (see Chapter 6). Unscrew the se

locking nuts holding the sprocket to the whe
coupling and lift it off Check the condition

the rubber damper under the rear whe
coupling (see Section 14).

6 To remove the engine sprocket, shift tr

transmission into gear and have an assista

hold the brake on. Bend back the lockwash

and remove the sprocket nut (st

illustrations)

13.6a Bend back the lockwasher and
remove the nut; the large lockwasher tal

goes in one of the sprocket notches

(arrowed) on installation . .

.
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1

. . the recessed side of the nut

faces the sprocket

13.7 Slide the sprocket off the splines and

disengage it from the chain

sprocket/coupling out of the

7 Pull the engine sprocket and chain off the

shaft, then separate the sprocket from the

chain (see illustration).

6 When installing the engine sprocket,

engage it with the chain. Install the mounting

plate and tighten the nut to the torque listed in

this Chapter's Specifications.

9 Install the engine sprocket cover and the

shift pedal (see Chapter 2, Section 21 ).

10 Use new rear sprocket nuts if the self-

locking material in the nuts is worn. Tighten

the nuts to the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

14 Rear wheel coupling/rubber ^
damper - check and &,
replacement ^

1 Remove the rear wheel (see Chapter 6),

2 Lift the collar and sprocket/rear wheel

coupling from the wheel {see illustration).

3 Lift the rubber damper segments from the

wheel and check them for cracks, hardening

and general deterioration. Replace the rubber

dampers as a set if necessary,

4 Checking and replacement procedures for

the coupling bearing are provided in Chapter

6, Section 13

5 Installatio

procedure.

3 of the removal

15 Suspension - adjustments

1 The rear spring preload can be adjusted for

different riding conditions.

2 Adjust rear spring preload by turning the

adjuster on the bottom of the shock absorber.

Turn the adjuster with the special wrench
included rn trte bike's tool kit.



Chapter 6
Brakes, wheels and tyres

Contents
e calipers - removal, overhaul and installation . 3 Front wheel - removal and installation 11

Brake check see Chapter 1

Brake disc(s) - inspection, removal and installation 4
Brake fluid level check see Daily (pre-ride) checks
Brake hoses - inspection and replacement 7

Brake light switches - check and adjustment see Chapter 1

Brake pads - replacement 2

Brake system bleeding

Front brake rr >r cylinder - removal, overhaul and installation ... 5 Wheels and tyres - general check

General information 1

Rear brake master cylinder - removal, overhaul and installation ... 6

Rear wheel - removal and installation 12

Tyres - general information and fitting 14

Wheel bearings - inspection and maintenance 13

Wheels - alignment check 10

Wheels - inspection and repair .

Degrees of difficulty

Easy, suitable for

novice wrfh little

experience

Fairly easy, suitable

for beginner with

some experience

Fairly difficult,

suitable for competent 4^
DIY mechanic jS

Difficult, suitable for i^
:

experienced DIY «J
mechanic ^

Specifications
Brakes
Brake fluid type DOT 4 (or as directed on reservoir cap)

Brake pad minimum thickness see Chapter 1

Brake disc thickness

Standard - 1992-97 UK models, ail US madete 6.0 mm {0.24 frrcfi)

Standard - 1998-on UK models 5.0 mm (0.20 inch)

Minimum Refer to marks stamped into the disc

Rear

Standard 5.0 mm (0.20 inch)

Minimum Refer to marks stamped into the disc

Disc runout limit

1992-97 UK models, all US models 0.S5 mm (0.010 Inch)

1998-on UK models 0.15 mm (0.006 inch)

Wheels and tyres

Wheel runout limit - 1 992-95 UK models, 1 992-96 US models
Vertical 2.0 mm (0.08 inch)

Lateral 2.0 mm (0.08 inch)

Wheel runout limit - 1996-on UK models, 1997-on US models
Vertical 1 .0 mm (0.04 Inch)

Lateral 0.S mm (0.02 inch)

Tyre pressures and tread depth see Daily (pre-ride/ checks

Front 110/80-17 57H
Rear 130/70-18 63H

"Refer to the tyre information/fitment label on the motorcycle (it supersedes information printed here).
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Torque settings

Caliper bracket mounting bolts

1992 to 1997 UK models, all US models 35 Nm (25 ft-lbs)

1998-on UK models 40 Nm (30 ft-lbsj

Front caliper bracket Allen bolt 23 Nm {1 7 ft-lbs)

Rear caliper pad retaining bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Front axle 59 Nm (43 tt-lbs)

Front axle pinch bofts 20 Nm (168 in-lbs)

Brake disc mounting bote 20 Nm (168 in-lbs)

Union (banjo fitting) bolts 30 Nm (22 ft-lbs)

Master cylinder mounting bolts

Front 9 Nm (78 in-lbs)

Rear 23 Nm (17 ft-lbs)

Rear axle nut 105 Nm (75 ft-lbs)

Torque link bolts and nuts

1992-95 UK models, 1992-96 I IS models 30 Nm (22 ft-lbs)

1996-on UK models, 1997-on US models 23 Nm (17 ft-lbs)

1 General information

All models covered by this manual u

UK models), pin-slider

dual pistons and a single,

dual

single (dual on 1E

front caliper i

fixed-mount r

pistons.

All models are equipped with c

aluminium wheels, which require very I:

maintenance and allow tubeless tyres to

Caution: Disc brake components rarefy

require disassembly. Do not disassemble
components unless absolutely necessary.

If any hydraulic brake line connection in

the system is loosenedt the entire system
should be disassembled, drained, cleaned
and then properly filled and bled upon
reassembly. Do not use solvents on
internal brake components. Solvents will

cause seals to swell and distort. Use only

clean brake fluid, brake system cleaner or

alcohol for cleaning. Use care when
working with brake fluid as it can injure

your eyes and it wifl damage painted
surfaces and plastic parts.

2 Brake pads - replacement $$-

Front caliper

Warning: The dust created by the brake
system may contain asbestos, which is

harmful to your health. Never blow it out
with compressed air and don't inhale any
of it. An approved filtering mask Should be
worn when working on the brakes.

1 Set the Dike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or prop it securely upright. Remove the nut

and detach the reflector . then unbi

reflector mount and brake hose bracki

illustrations).

2 Loosen the caliper retaining (Allen) be

illustrations). Remove the caliper mc
bolts, slip the caliper off the disc and r

the retaining bolt (see illustration).

3 Loosen the caliper bleed valve. At

length of hose to the valve and place tl

end in a container. This will allow brak

to escape when the pistons are pusht
the caliper. Pry the pads apart to makt
for the new, thicker pads {see illustr;

Push the pistons into the caliper as

possible, using thumb pressure. If yoi

depress the pistons with thumb pressi

using a G-clamp. If a piston sticks, rt

the caliper and overhaul it as descril

Section 3. Tighten the bleed valve.

4 Swivel the mounting bracket clear

caliper and remove the pads
illustration).

5 Inspect the condition of the pads. If t

worn to the limit listed in the Char.

Specifications (if the wear groove in th

friction material is worn away), the pads

be replaced. They must also be repla

2.2a Loosen the caliper retaining Al

bolt while the caliper is still installed,

remove the caliper mounting bolt

A Brake hose union bolt

B Caliper bracket Allen bolt

C Bleed valve

D Mounting bolts (lower bolt removed)
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' Master cylinder assembly
> Master cylinder

,

I Diaphragm
I Master cylinder kit (piston.

cups and spring)

I Master cylinder clamp
> Front brake switch
' Copper sealing washers
1 Union bolt

I Rubber cover

I Brake hose
1 Collar

> Front brake lever

) Adjuster mechanism
I Bleed valve
') Caliper retaining bolt

i Caliper assembly
' Pistons and seals

t Pad spring

) Brake pads

) Pad spring
' Pad spring

> Brake disc

I Brake disc Allen bolt

*te

2.2b Front brake - exploded vim
2.2c Remove the caliper retaining bolt

(caliper removed from bike for clarity)

pads apart to make room for

s (caliper removed from bike

for clarity)

2.4 Remove the pads from the caliper

bracket (caliper removed from bike

for clarity)
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2.7a Special lubricants are required in the UK {and recommended
anywhere salt is used on the roads) to prevent corrosion

A Apply Duckhams Copper 10 or equivalent to the shaded areas

S Apply Shin-Etsu G-40M or equivalent silicone grease to the

shaded areas

2.7b Apply the recommended lubricants to the pad friction

inside the caliper and to the exposed portion of the

caliper pistons

A Duckhams Copper 10

B Shin-Etsu G-40M or equivalent silicone grease

they've been contaminated with oil, grease or

brake fluid.

6 Check the condition of the brake discs (see

Section 4). If they're in need of machining or

replacement, follow the procedure in that

Section lo remove them. H they're okay,

deglaze them with sandpaper or emery cloth,

using a swirling motion.

7 The following step is necessary on UK
models, and anywhere else where salt is used

on the roads, to ensure that the pads move
freely in the calipers. Apply a thin film of

Duckhams Copper 10 or equivalent to the

following areas before installing the pads (see

illustrations):

a) To the edges of the metal backing on the

Drake pads.

b) To the pad retaining pins or bolt(s).

c) To the areas of the caliper where the pads

rub.

d) To the threads of the caliper mounting
bolts.

Caution: Don't use too much Copper 10

and don't apply it to the pad pin retaining

bolts (if equipped) or the anti-rattle

shim(s). Make sure no Copper 10 contacts

the brake discs or the pad friction

surfaces.

Apply a thin film of Shin-Etsu G-40M or

equivalent silicone grease to the following;

e) Exposed areas of the caliper pistons

f) The areas of the pad backing plates that

contact the pistons.

8 Install the pads in the caliper, making sure

the pad springs are installed correctly on the

caliper and mounting bracket (see

illustration 2.2b and the accompanying
illustration).

9 Slide the pads into the caliper, making sure

the rounded edges of the pads are toward the

rear of the motorcycle.

10 If you haven't already lubricated the

caliper as described in Step 7. apply a thin

coat o1 muftt-purpose grease to the shaft ol

the caliper guide pin and to the pad retaining

bolt.

11 Top up the master cylinder reservoir (see

Daily (pre-ride) checks) and install the

diaphragm and cap,

12 Operate the brake lever several times to

bring the pads into contact with the disc.

Check the operation of the brakes carefully

before riding the motorcycle.

Rear caliper

A Warning: The dust created by
the brake system may contain

XJ
2.8 Make sure the upper and lower

springs are installed on the caliper bracket

with compressed air and don ' t inhale

of it. An approved filtering mask shot

worn when working on the brakes.

13 Set the bike on its centresta

equipped) or support it securely upright

14 Loosen the pad retaining bolts, bu
remove them yet (see illustrations).

15 Remove the cotter pin and nut frc

torque link bolt and pull out the bol

illustration 2.14a)

16 Remove the caliper mounting bolts i

the caliper off the disc.

17 Unscrew the pad retaining bolts ar

2.14a Rear caliper mounting deta

Pad retaining D Brake hose i

bolts bolt

Torque link bolt E Bleed valves

Mounting bolts
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1 Reservoir cap \$2 Plastic insert 14 Brake pedal

3 Diaphragm lb Pedal pad /*-
4 Union bolt W Bleed valves and caps */
6 Copper sealing washers 17 Pad retaining bolts

6 Reservoir 18 Pad spring

7 Brake hose iy Shim
8 Master cylinder assembly 20 Brake pads
9 Master cylinder kit (piston, seals, 21 Shim

spring, spring seat, pushrod, 22 Piston seals

snap-ring, rubber boot) 23 Piston

10 Clevis 24 Caliper assembly

11 Clevis pin 26 Brake disc

12 Cotter pin 26 Brake disc Alien bolt

13 Spring 27 Fluid feed hose

2.14b Rear brake - exploded view

them out. Remove the pads, shims and pad

spring from the caliper (see illustration).

18 Perform Steps 5 through 7 to inspect the

pads and disc and prepare the caliper for pad
installation.

19 Install the spring, pads and shims in the

caliper (see illustration 2.14b). Be sure the

spring and shims face in the proper direction.

20 Install the pad retaining bolts and tighten

them finger-tight.

21 Install the caliper and tighten its mounting

bolts to the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications. Tighten the pad retaining bolts

securely.

22 Install the torque link nut and bolt and
tighten them to the torque listed in this

3 Brake calipers -

removal, overhaul and
installation

A Warning: The dust created by
the brake system may contain

asbestos, which is harmful to

your health- Never blow it out

with compressed air and dont inhale any
of it. An approved filtering mask should be
worn when working on the brakes. Do not,

under any circumstances, use petroleum-
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i Separate the caliper bracket from the caliper 3.5 Blow air into the bleed value hole to force the pistons out
DO NOT get your fingers in the way; use rags or a piece of w<

to catch the pistons

based solvents to clean brake parts. Use
brake cleaner or isopropyl alcohol onlyt

Removal
1 Place the bike on its centrestand (if

equipped) at prop it securely upright,

2 Remove the brake hose banjo fitting bolt

and separate the hose from the caliper (see

illustration 2.2a or 2.14a). Discard the

sealing washers. Place the end of the hose in

a container and operate the brake lever or

pedal to pump out the fluid. Once this is done,

wrap a clean shop rag tightly around the hose

fitting to soak up any drips and prevent

contamination.

3 Refer to the front or rear pad removal

procedure in Section 2 to remove the caliper.

Overhaul

4 Clean the exterior of the caliper with brake

system cleaner. If you're working on a front

caliper, remove the bracket (see illustration).

5 Place a few rags or a piece of wood

between the pistons and the caliper frame to

act as a cushion, then use compressed air,

directed into the fluid inlet, to remove trie

pistons (see illustration). Use only enough air

pressure to ease the pistons out of the bore. If

a piston is blown out, even with the cushion in

place, it may be damaged.

A Warning: Never place your
fingers in front of the pistons in

an attempt to catch or protect

them when applying

compressed air, as serious injury could

occur. If you dont have a compressor, a
service station air hose will work. If the

pistons won't both come out, push the

piston that does come out back into its

bore and hold it there with a G-clamp or

piece of wood white you blow out the

remaining piston.

6 If compressed air isn't available, reconnect

the caliper to the brake hose and pump the

brake lever or pedal until the pistons are free.

7 Remove the dusl seals and pisfon seals

(see illustrations). Preferably, you shoulc

a wood or plastic tool (such as a toothpicl

fhis step. If you use a metal foot, be extre

careful not to scratch the bore or nick

grooves.

8 Clean the pistons and the bores

isopropyl alcohol, clean brake fluid or b
system cleaner and blow them dry

filtered, unlubricated compressed air. Ins

the surfaces of the pistons for nicks and t

and loss of plating. Check the caliper be

too. If surface defects are present, the ca

must be replaced. If the caliper is in

shape, the master cylinder should alsc

checked.

9 Lubricate the piston seals with clean b
fluid and install them in their grooves in

caliper bore. Make sure they aren't twi;

and seat completely.

10 Lubricate the dust seals with clean bi

fluid and install them in their grooves, mal

sure they seat correctly.

11 Lubricate the pistons with clean br

3.7a Remove the dust seal and piston seal from each bore with

pointed tool; this is a front caliper . .

.

3.7b .. . and this is

7 Dust seal 2 Piston seal
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fluid and install them into the caliper bores.

Using your thumbs, push the pistons all the

way in, making sure they don't get cocked in

the bores.

Installation

12 install the caliper, tightening the mounting

bolts to the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

13 Connect the brake hose to the caliper,

using new sealing washers on each side of

the fitting. Tighten the banjo fitting bolt to the

torque listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

14 Fill the master cylinder with the

recommended brake fluid (see Daily (pre-ride)

checks) and bleed the system (see Section 8).

Check for leaks.

15 Check the operation of the brakes

carefully before riding the motorcycle.

4 Brake discs -inspection, $|s

removal and installation ^

Inspection

1 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or prop it securely upright,

2 Visually inspect the surface of the disc(s) for

score marks and Other damage. Light

scratches are normal after use and won't

affect brake operation, but deep grooves and

heavy score marks will reduce braking

efficiency and accelerate pad wear. If the

discs are badly grooved they must be

machined or replaced.

3 To check disc runout, mount a dial gauge to

the fork leg or the swingarm, with the plunger

touching the surface of the disc near the outer

edge (see illustration). Support the wheel

being checked off the ground and slowly turn

the wheel (if you're checking the front disc on

a model equipped with a centrestand, have an

assistant sit on the seat to raise the front

wheel off the ground) and watch the gauge
needle, comparing your reading with the limit

listed in this Chapter's Specifications, If the

runout is greater than listed, check the hub
bearings for play (see Chapter 1). If the

bearings are worn, replace them and repeat

this check. If the disc runout is still excessive,

it will have to be replaced.

4 The disc must not be machined or allowed

to wear down to a thickness less than the

minimum allowable thickness, stamped on the

disc itself. The thickness of the disc can be

checked with a micrometer. If the thickness of

the disc is less than the minimum allowable, it

must be replaced.

Removal
5 Remove the wheel (see Section 12 for front

wheel removal or Section 13 for rear wheel

Caution: Don't lay the wheel down and
allow it to rest on the disc - the disc could
become warped.

6 Mark the relationship of the disc to the

wheel, so it can be installed in the same
position. Remove the Allen bolts that retain

the disc to the wheel (see illustration).

Loosen the bolts a little at a time, in a

criss-cross pattern, to avoid distorting the

disc.

Caution: The bolts are secured with thread
locking agent and can be very difficult to

remove. Be careful not to round out the

bolt sockets.

7 Take note of any paper shims that may be
present where the disc mates to the wheel. If

there are any, mark their position and be sure

to include them when installing the disc.

Installation

8 Position the disc on the wheel, aligning the

previously applied matchmarks (if you're

reinstalling the original disc). Make sure the

arrow (stamped on the disc) marking the

direction of rotation is pointing in the proper

direction.

9 Apply a non-hardening thread locking

compound to the threads of the bolts. Install

the bolts, tightening them a little at a time, in a

criss-cross pattern, until the torque listed in

this Chapter's Specifications is reached.

Clean off all grease from the brake disc using

acetone or brake system cleaner.

10 Install the wheel.

11 Operate the brake lever or pedal several

times to bring the pads into contact with the

disc. Check the operation of the brakes

carefully before riding the motorcycle.

5 Front brake master cylinder ^
- removal, overhaul and Sk,

installation ^
1 If the master cylinder is leaking fluid, or if

the lever does not produce a firm feel when
the brake is applied, and bleeding the brakes

does not help, master cylinder overhaul is

recommended. Before disassembling the

master cylinder, read through the entire

procedure and make sure that you have the

correct rebuild kit. Also, you will need some
new. clean brake fluid of the recommended
type, some clean rags and internal snap-ring

pliers. Note: To prevent damage to the paint

from spilled brake fluid, always cover the fuel

tank when working on the master cylinder.

2 Disassembly, overhaul and reassembly of

the brake master cylinder must be done in a

spotlessly clean work area to avoid

contamination and possible failure of the

brake hydraulic system components.

Removal
3 Loosen, but do not remove, the screws

holding the reservoir cover in place (see Daily

(pre-ride) checks).

4 Disconnect the electrical connectors from

the brake light switch,

5 Pull back the rubber boot, loosen the union

bolt and separate the brake hose from the
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S.Sa Pull back the rubber cover, place

rags under the fitting to catch brake tluid

spills and remove the union bolt . .

.

master cylinder (see illustration). On 1998-on

UK models (with twin disc brakes) there will

be two hoses connected to the master

cylinder (see illustration). Wrap the end of

the hose in a clean rag and suspend the hose

in an upright position or bend it down carefully

and place the open end in a clean container.

The objective is to prevent excessive loss of

brake fluid, fluid spills and system
contamination.

6 Remove the master cylinder mounting bolts

(see illustration) and separate the master

cylinder from the handlebar.

Caution: Do not tip the master cylinder

upside down or brake fluid will run

Overhaul

7 Remove the locknut and lever pivot bolt,

then remove the brake lever (see illustration).

Remove the small snap-ring and take the

adjuster components off the master cylinder

pushrod.

8 Detach the reservoir cover and the rubber

diaphragm, then drain the biake lluid into a

suitable container. Remove the splash plate

from the bottom of the reservoir (if equ

(see illustration), then wipe any rem.

fluid out of the reservoir with a clean rag

9 Prevent the pushrod from turnir

holding it with a wrench, then unscre

pushrod nut and remove the washer
illustration). Carefully remove the rubbe

boot from the end of the piston

illustration).

10 Using snap-ring pliers, remove the

ring and master cylinder pushrod

illustrations).

1

1

Slide out the piston assembly, sprini

5.7 Remove the snap-ring (left arrow);

undo the locknut (right arrow) and
unscrew the pivot bolt

5.8 Lift the splash plate (if equipped) out of 5.9a Hold the pushrod and

the cylinder body so you can clean the and washer

.

fluid ports in the bottom

:^P- •«, >|
5.9b . . . and remove the rubber boot 5.10b - - . then pull out the pushrod
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. the piston assembly .

.

. the spring and spring seat

and spring (see illustrations). Lay the parts

out in the proper order to prevent confusion

during reassembly.

12 Clean all of the parts with brake system

cleaner (available at auto parts stores),

isopropyl alcohol or clean brake fluid.

Caution: Do not, under any circumstances,

use a petroleum-based solvent to clean

brake parts- If compressed air is available,

use it to dry the parts thoroughly (make
sure it's tittered and untubricated). Check
the master cylinder bore for corrosion,

scratches, nicks and score marks. If

damage is evident, the master cylinder

must be replaced with a new one. If the

master cylinder is in poor condition, then

the caliper should be checked as well.

13 Use all of the new parts in the rebuild kit,

regardless of the apparent condition of the old

ones.

14 Before reassembling the master cylinder,

soak the piston and the rubber cup seals in

clean brake fluid for ten or fifteen minutes.

Lubricate trie master cylinder bore with the

lubricant supplied in the rebuild kit or with

clean brake fluid, then carefully insert the

piston and related parts in the reverse order of

disassembly Make sure the lips on the cup

seals do not turn inside out when they are

slipped into the bore.

15 Depress the piston, then install the snap-

ring \make sure the snap-Ting is property

seated in the groove), Install the rubber dust

boot (make sure the lip is seated properly in

the piston groove),

Installation

16 Attach the master cylinder to the

handlebar and tighten the bolts to the torque

listed in this Chapter's Specifications. Tighten

the upper bolt first, then the lower bolt, and

don't try to close the gap between the lower

end of the bracket and the master cylinder.

Overtightening will only break the master

cylinder or bracket casting.

17 Connect the brake hose lo the master

cylinder, using new sealing washers on each
side of the union; on 1988-on UK models also

use a new sealing washer between the two
unions. Tighten the banjo fitting bolt to the

torque listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

Refer to Section B and bleed the air from the

system.

6 Rear brake master cylinder -

removal, overhaul and §
installation I

1 If the master cylinder is leaking fluid, or if

the pedal does not produce a firm feel when
the brake is applied, and bleeding the brakes

does not help, master cylinder overhaul is

recommended. Before disassembling the

master cylinder, read through the entire

procedure and make sure that you have the

correct rebuild kit. Also, you will need some
new, clean brake fluid of the recommended
type, some clean rags and internal snap-ring

pliers.

2 Disassembly, overhaul and reassembly of

the brake master cylinder must be done in a

spotlessly clean work area to avoid

contamination and possible failure of the

brake hydraulic system components.

Removal
3 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equipped)

or prop it securely upright.

4 Remove the cotter pin from the clevis pin

on the master cylinder pushrod (see

illustration 2.14b and the accompanying
illustration). Remove the clevis pin and
washer.

5 Loosen the brake hose union bolt, then

remove the Allen bolts that secure the master

cylinder to the footpeg bracket (see

illustration).

6 If you plan to remove the reservoir, remove
its mounting screw.

7 If you don't plan to remove the reservoir,

have a container and some rags ready to

catch spilling brake fluid. Using a pair of

pliers, slide the clamp up the fluid feed hose
and detach the hose from the master cylinder.

Direct the end of the hose into the container.

6.5 Loosen the union bolt (A) ai

the mounting bolts (B)
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6.8 Lift the master cylinder up and o
the footpeg bracket, then undo the ui

bolt

6.10a Pry the fluid teed hose fitting out ot 6.10b . . . and pry the grommet out ot

master cylinder bore

6.11a Measure the length ot exposed
threads (arrowed) and write it down for use

on assembly; this affects brake pedal height

1 the cap on the master cylinder

reservoir and allow the fluid to drain.

8 Lift Ihe master cylinder up to clear the

footpeg bracket, then lift it away from the

motorcycle (together with the reservoir if it's

being removed) (see illustration). Unscrew
the union bolt from the master cylinder and
discard the sealing washers on each side of

the fitting.

9 Remove the master cylinder from the

motorcycle.

6.11b Hold the clevis, loosen the locknut

and unscrew the clevis and nuts from the

pushrod . . .

Overhaul
10 Check for brake fluid leaks at the fluid

inlet fitting. If there are signs of leakage, the

inlet seal must be replaced. The seaf isn't

included in the rebuild kit and is not especially

easy to replace. To do so, carefully pry the

inlet fitting from the master cylinder body,

then remove the seal from the fitting bore (see

illustration 2.14b and the accompanying
illustrations). Install the new seal after the

master cylinder body has been cleaned.

11 Note how far onto the pushrod the cle\

threaded (see illustration). This affects b

pedal height adjustment. Hold the clevis w
wrench and loosen the locknut

|

illustration). Unscrew the clevis and loci

from the pushrod and carefully remove
rubber dust boot (see illustration).

12 Depress the pushrod and, using snap-

pliers, remove the snap-ring. Slide out

piston assembly and spring (

illustrations). Lay the parts out in the pre

6.12a Remove the snap-ring from the bore . 12b . . . then remove the piston and spring
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1

ate the piston cups with brake fluid or the lubricant

supplied in the rebuild kit

6.16 Push the rubber boot into its groove

order to prevent confusion during reassembly,

13 Clean all of the parts with brake system

cleaner (available at auto parts stores),

isopropyl alcohol or clean brake fluid.

Caution: Do not, under any circumstances,

use a petroleum-based solvent to clean

brake parts. If compressed air is available,

use it to dry the parts thoroughly (make
sore rt's filtered and unlubricated). Check
the master cylinder bore for corrosion,

scratches, nicks and score marks. If

damage is evident, the master cylinder

must be replaced with a new one. If the

master cylinder is in poor condition, then

the caliper should be checked as well.

14 A new piston and spring are included in

the rebuild kit. Use them regardless of the

condition of the old ones.

15 Before reassembling the master cylinder,

soak the piston and the rubber cup seals in

clean brake fluid for ten or fifteen minutes.

Lubricate the master cylinder bore and the

piston seals with the lubricant supplied in the

rebuild kit (see illustration) or with clean

brake fluid, then carefully insert the parts in

the reverse order of disassembly. Make sure

the lips on the cup seals do not turn inside-out

when they are slipped into the bore.

16 Depress the pushrod, then install the

snap-ring (make sure the snap-ring is property

seated in the groove). Install the rubber dust

boot (make sure the lip is seated properly in

the groove] (see illustration).

17 Install the clevis to the end of the pushrod,

threading it on the same distance as i

before removal, then tighten the locknut.

18 If the fluid inlet seal was removed, coat a

new one with the lubricant supplied in the

rebuild kit or with clean brake fluid. Install the

seal in the bore, wide end first. Push the inlet

fitting into the seal, making sure it seats

Installation

19 Position the master cylinder on the

footpeg bracket and tighten its mounting

20 Connect the banjo fitting to the top of the

master cylinder, using a new sealing washer
on each side of the fitting. Tighten the banjo

fitting bolt to the torque listed in this Chapter's

Specifications.

21 Connect the fluid feed hose to the inlet

fitting and install the hose clamp.

22 Connect the clevis to the brake pedal and

secure the clevis pin with a new cotter pin,

23 Attach the reservoir and tighten its

mounting screw (if it was removed). Fill the

fluid reservoir with the specified fluid (see

Daily (pre-ride) checks) and bleed the system
following the procedure in Section 8.

24 Check the position of the brake pedal (see

Chapter 1) and adjust it if necessary. Check
the operation of the brakes carefully before

riding the motorcycle,

7 Brake hoses -

inspection and replacement jS;

Inspection

1 Once a week, or if the motorcycle is used
less frequently, before every ride, check the

looking for cracks, bulges and seeping fluid.

Check extra carefully around the areas where

the hoses connect with the banjo fittings, as

these are common areas for hose failure.

3 Inspect the metal banjo fittings connected
to brake hoses. If the plating on the metal

tubes is chipped or scratched, the lines may
rust. If the fittings are rusted, scratched or

cracked, replace them.

Replacement
4 The brake hoses have banjo fittings on

each end of the hose. Cover the surrounding

area with plenty of rags and unscrew the

banjo bolt on each end of the hose. If you're

working on the front brake hose, detach the

hose bracket from the lower triple clamp (see

illustrations), as well as from the retainer on

the front fork. Note that the rear brake hose

passes through a guide on the brake torque

link.

5 Position the new hose, making sure it isn't

twisted or otherwise strained, between the

two components, routing it through any

guides provided. Make sure the metal tube

portion of the banjo fitting is located between

the protrusions on the component it's

connected to, if equipped. In some cases,

there's a cast lug (on caliper bodies, for

example) that keeps the brake hose from

7.4a Unbolt the brake hose retainer from

the lower triple clamp (single disc

models . .

.

and twin disc models)
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spinning clockwise as the banjo bolt is

tightened. Install the banjo bolts, using new
sealing washers on both sides of the fittings,

and tighten them to the torque listed in this

Chapter's Specifications.

6 Flush the old brake fluid from the system,

refill the system with the recommended fluid

(see Specifications) and bleed the air from the

system (see Section 8). Check the operation

of the brakes carefully before riding the

motorcycle.

8 Brake system - f^

1 Bleeding the brake is simply the process of

removing the air bubbles from the brake fluid

reservoirs, the lines and the brake calipers.

Bleeding is necessary whenever a brake

system hydraulic connection is loosened, when
a component or hose is replaced, or when the

master cylinder or caliper is overhauled. Leaks

in the system may also allow air to enter, but

leaking brake fluid will reveal their presence

and warn you of the need tor repair.

2 To bleed the brakes, you will need some
new, clean brake fluid of the recommended
type (see Specifications), a length of clear vinyl

or plastic tubing, a small container partially

filled with clean brake fluid, some rags and a

wrench to fit trie brake caliper bleeder valves.

3 Cover the luel tank and other painted

components to prevent damage in the event

that brake fluid is spilled.

4 Remove the reservoir cap or cover and

slowly pump the brake lever or pedal a few

times, until no air bubbles can be seen

floating up from the holes at the bottom of the

5 Slip a box-end wrench (ring spanner) over

the caliper bleed valve. Attach one end of the

clear vinyl or plastic tubing to the bleeder

valve and submerge the other end in the

brake fluid in the container (see illustration).

6 Remove the i

check the fluid level. Do not allow the fluid

level to drop below the lower mark during the

bleeding process.

7 Carefully pump the brake lever or pedal

three or four times and hold it. Open the

caliper bleed valve. When the valve is opened,

brake fluid will flow out of the caliper into the

clear tubing and the lever will move toward
the handlebar or the pedal will move down.

8 Retighten the bleeder valve, then release

the brake lever or pedal gradually. Repeat the

process until no air bubbles are visible in the

brake fluid leaving the caliper and the lever or

pedal is firm when applied. Note: On rear

calipers with two bleed valves or dual front

brake calipers, air must be bled from both,

one after the other. Remember to add fluid to

the reservoir as the level drops. Use only new,

clean brake fluid of the recommended type.

Never reuse the fluid lost during bleeding.

9 Replace the reservoir cover or cap, wipe up

any spilled brake fluid and check the entire

system for leaks.

hint

T|^ip|g!j If bleeding is difficult, it may
ll

'

,
!
,,| T"l be necessary to let the

brake fluid in the system
stabilise for a few hours (it

may be aerated). Repeat the bleeding

procedure when the tiny bubbles in the

system have floated out

9 Wheels -

inspection and repair

i
1 Place the motorcycle on the centrestand,

then clean the wheels thoroughly to remove
mud and dirt that may interfere with the

inspection procedure or mask defects. Make
a general check of the wheels and tyres as

described in Chapter 1 and Daily (pre-ride)

checks.

2 With the motorcycle on the centrestai

equipped) or supported securely upright

the wheel in the air, attach a dial gauge t(

fork slider or the swingarm and positior

stem against the side of the rim

illustration). Spin the wheel slowly and &
the side-to-side (lateral) runout of the

then compare your readings with the v

listed in this Chapter's Specifications. In c

to accurately check radial runout with the

gauge, the wheel would have to be rerm

from the machine and the tyre removed

the wheel. With the axle clamped in a vice

wheel can be rotated to check the runout

3 An easier, though slightly less accu

method is to attach a stiff wire pointer t<

fork slider or the swingarm and positior

end a fraction of an inch from the w
(where the wheel and tyre join). If the wh(

true, the distance from the pointer to tht

will be constant as the wheel is rofe

Repeat the procedure to check the runo

the rear wheel. Note: If wheel runoi

excessive, check the wheel bearings

carefully before replacing the wheel.

4 The wheels should also be visi

inspected for cracks, flat spots on the rim

other damage. Since tubeless tyres are fi

look very closely for dents in the area w
the tyre bead contacts the rim. Dents in

area may prevent complete sealing of the

against the rim, which leads to deflation o

tyre over a period of time.

5 If damage is evident, or if runout in e

direction is excessive, the wheel will ha\

be replaced with a new one. Never attem

repair a damaged cast aluminium wheel.

10 Wheels - alignment check

1 Misalignment of the wheels, which ma
due to a cocked rear wheal or a bent fran

triple clamps, can cause strange and pos

8.5 Loosen the bleed valve to release fluid
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,

<- Fbc urtng how

Hotd *tnng to that then
dWIancn art tquaJ

Siring held taut A nntn

10.5 Wheel alignment check using string

serious handling problems. If the frame or

triple clamps are at fault, repair by a frame

specialist or replacement with new parts are

the only alternatives.

2 To check the alignment you will need an

assistant, a length of siring or a perfectly

straight piece ot wood and a ruler graduated

in 1/64 inch Increments. A plumb bob or other

suitable weight will also be required.

3 Place the motorcycle on the centrestand.

then measure the width of both tyres at their

widest points. Subtract the smaller

measurement from the larger measurement,
then divide the difference by two. The result is

the amount of offset that should exist

between the front and rear tyres on both

4 If a string is used, have your assistant hold

one end of it about half way between the floor

and the rear axle, touching the rear sidewall of

the tyre.

5 Run the other end of the string forward and
pull it tight so that it is roughly parallel to the

floor. Slowly bring the string into contact with

the front sidewall of the rear tyre, then turn the

front wheel until it is parallel with the string.

Measure the distance from the front tyre

sidewall to the string {see illustration).

6 Repeat the procedure on the other side of

the motorcycle. The distance from the front

tyre sidewall to the string should be equal on

both sides.

7 As was previously pointed out, a perfectly

straight length of wood may be substituted for

the string (see illustration). The procedure is

the same.
8 If the distance between the string and tyre

is greater on one side, or if the rear wheel

appears to be cocked, refer to Chapter 5.

Swingarm bearings - check, and make sure

the swingarm is tight.

9 If the front-to-back alignment is correct, the

wheels still may be out of alignment vertically.

10 Using the plumb bob, or other suitable

weight, and a length of sthng, check the rear

wheel to make sure it is vertical. To do this,

hold the string against the tyre upper sidewall

and allow the weight to settle just off the floor.

When the sthng touches both the upper and

lower tyre sidewalls and is perfectly straight,

the wheel is vertical. If it isn't, place thin

spacers under one leg of the centrestand.

11 Once the rear wheel is vertical, check the

front wheel in the same manner. If both

wheels are not perfectly vertical, the frame

and/or major suspension components are

11 Front wheel -

removal and installation ^

Removal
1 Place the motorcycle on the centrestand fif

equipped) or support it securely upright, then

raise the front wheel off the ground by placing

a floor jack, with a wood block on the jack

head, under the engine,

2 Disconnect the speedometer cable from

the drive unit (see Chapter 8).

3 Remove the brake caliper(s) and support it

with a piece of wire. Don't disconnect the

brake hose from the caliper.

4 Remove the axle clamp bolts (see

illustrations). On 1992 to 1997 UK models

10.7 Wheel alignment check using a

straight-edge
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2 Grease seal

3 Wheel bearing

Spacer
Speedometer drive unit

11.5 Front wheel details

7 Grease seal

8 Speedometer clutch

retainer

9 Speedometer clutch

10 Axle'

1

1

Front wheel

"Note that the axle passes

through the hub from the

other side on W9B-on UK
models

and all US models, there are two axle clamp
bolts in the left fork leg; 1993-on UK
models have a single clamp bolt in the right

fork leg.

5 Support the wheel, then unscrew the axle

and pull it out and carefully lower the wheel

(see illustration). On 1992 to 1997 UK
models and all US models the axle is

unscrewed from the left side, and on 199

UK models from the right side.

Caution: Don't lay the wheel down and
allow it to rest on the brake disc - the t

could become warped. Roll the axle on

flat surface such as a piece of plate gli

If it's bent at all, replace it. If the axle h

corroded, remove the corrosion with fii

emery cloth. Note: Do not operate the

front brake lever with the wheel remov
6 Check trie condition ot the wheel bea

(see Section 13).

Installation

7 Installation is the reverse of remova
sure the collar is in place on the right sii

the wheel (see Illustration). Apply a thin

of grease to the seal lip, then slide the

into the hub. Position the speedometer

unit in the left side of the hub (if it

removed), then slide the wheel into p
Make sure the lugs in the speedometer

clutch line up with the notches in

speedometer drive unit (see illustrat

Make sure the protrusion on the inner si<

the left fork fits into the notch in

speedometer drive unit (see illustratio

the disc won't slide between the brake
f

carefully pry them apart with a piece of w
8 Slip the axle into place from the left

(1992 to 1997 UK models and all US mo
or right side (1998-on UK models) and tic

il to the torque listed in this Chap
Specifications.

9 Tighten the axle pinch bolts to the Ta

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

10 Apply the front brake, pump the fork

and down several times and check for bir

and proper brake operation.

12 Rear wheel -

removal and installation

Remova/
1 Set the bike on its centrestand (if equip

or prop it securely upright with the rear v

off the ground.

1 1 ,7a There's a collar in the right side

grease seal

1 1 ,7b Align the lugs on the speedometer
clutch with the slots in the drive unit

(arrowed)

11.7c Align the fork leg protrusion wit)

notch in the speedometer drive uni

(arrowed)
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2 Remove the chain guard (see Chapter 1 if

necessary).

3 Remove the cotter pin from the axle nut and
loosen the nut (see the chain adjustment
section of Chapter 1).

4 Fully loosen both drive chain adjusters.

5 Push the rear wheel as far forward as

possible. Lift the top of the chain up off the

rear sprocket and pull it to the left while

rotating the wheel backwards. This will

disengage the chain from the sprocket.

A Warning: Don '( let your fingers

slip between the chain and the

sprocket.

6 Unscrew the axle nut (see illustration).

7 Support the wheel and slide the axle out.

Lower the wheal and remove it from the

swingarm, being careful not to lose the

spacers on either side of the hub. Slide the

disc out from between the brake pads.

Caution: Don't lay the wheel down and
allow it to rest on the disc or the sprocket

« they could become warped. Set the

wheel on wood blocks so the disc or the

sprocket doesn't support the weight of the

wheel. Don't operate the brake pedal with

the wheel removed.

8 Before installing the wheel, check the axle

for straightness by rolling it on a flat surface

such as a piece of plate glass (if the axle is

corroded, first remove the corrosion with fine

emery cloth). If the axle is bent at all. replace it.

9 Check fhe condition of the wheel bearings

and renew them if necessary (see Section 13).

Installation

10 Apply a thin coat of grease to the seal lips,

then slide the spacers into their proper

positions on the sides of the hub,

11 Slide the wheel into place, making sure

the brake disc slides between the brake pads.

If it doesn't, spread the pads apart with a

piece of wood.

12 Pull the chain up over the sprocket, raise

the wheel and install the axle and axle nut.

Don't tighten the axle nut yet.

13 Adjust the chain slack (see Chapter 1) and

tighten the adjuster lockouts.

14 Tighten the axle nut to the torque listed in

this Chapter's Specifications, install a new
cotter pin. tightening the axle nut an additional

amount, if necessary, to align the hole in the

axle with the castellations on the nut. Be sure

to bend the cotter pin correctly (see Drive

chain and sprockets - Chech, adjustment and
lubrication in Chapter 1).

15 Check the operation of the rear brake

carefully before riding the motorcycle.

13 Wheel bearings -

inspection and maintenance

&

1 Remove the wheel. See Section 11 (front

wheel) or Section 1 2 (rear wheel).

2 Set the wheel down on wood blocks so il

doesn't rest on the brake discfs) or sprocket.

1 Axle

2 Plate washer

3 Chain adjuster

4 End plate

5 Caliper bracket

6 Collar

7 Grease seal

8 Rear wheel bearing (right side)

9 Spacer

10 Tire

11 Cotter pin

wheel details

12 Collar

13 Grease seal

14 Coupling bearing

15 Collar

16 Rearsprocket

1

7

Rear wheel coupling

1

8

Rear wheel bearings (left side)

19 Damper segments
20 Rear wheel

21 Axle nut
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J-
in

j#rn
13.5 Pry out the seal on the left side of the

wheel and remove the speedometer clutch

retainer and the speedometer clutch

13.6b Pull out the spacer (arrowed) and 13.9 Fill the bearing with grease, working it 13.10a Place trie bearing in position

drive out the remaining bearing into the spaces between the bearing balls the sealed side facing out . .

.

Front wheel bearings

3 From the right side of the wheel, lift out the

collar (see illustration 11.7a) and pry out the

grease seal (see illustration).

4 From the left side of the wheel, lift out the

speedometer drive unit.

5 From the left side of the wheel, pry out the

grease seal, then lift out the speedometer

clutch retainer and speedometer clutch (see

illustration).

6 Using a metal rod {preferably a brass drift

punch) inserted through the centre of the hub

bearing, tap evenly around the inner race of

the opposite bearing to drive it from the hub
(see illustration). The beahng spacer will also

come out (see illustration).

7 Lay the wheel on its other side and remove
the remaining bearing using the same
technique.

8 Clean the bearings with a high flash-point

solvent (one which won't leave any residue! and

blow them dry with compressed air (don't let

the bearings spin as you dry them). Apply a few

drops of oil to the bearing. Hold the outer race

of the bearing and rotate the inner race - if the

beahng doesn't turn smoothiy, has rougr

or is noisy, replace it with a new assembl

9 If the bearing checks out okay and '

reused, wash it in solvent once again a

it, then pack the bearing with high-<

bearing grease (see illustration).

10 Thoroughly clean the hub area i

wheel. Install one of the bearings in

recess in the hub. with the marked or

:

side facing out (see illustration). U:

bearing driver or a socket large enoi

contact the outer race of the bearing, dri

until it's completely seated (see illustrat

13.10b . . . and drive it in with a socket or bearing driver the sai

diameter as the bearing outer race; if pressure is applied to th

sealed area or inner race, the bearing will be ruined
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13.15a Remove the collar from the

coupling . .

.

13.15b . . . and pry out the grease sea' 13.16 Remove the coupling collar; don't

forget to install it later or the bearings will

be ruined

13.17a Tap the old bearing

coupling . .

.

13.17c . . . and install the bearing with a

bearing driver or a socket the si

diameter as the bearing outer race

11 Turn the wheel over and install the bearing

spacer and bearing, driving the bearing into

place as described in Step 10. Install the

speedometer clutch and retainer on the left

side of the wheel (see illustration).

12 Install new grease seals, using a seal

driver, large sockBt or a flat piece of wood to

drive them into place.

13 Install the speedometer drive unit, making

sure the lugs in the speedometer clutch align

with the notches in the gear (see

illustration 11.7b).

14 Clean off all grease from the brake disc(s!

using acetone or brake system cleaner. Install

the wheel.

Rear coupling bearing

15 Lift the collar from the coupling on the

sprocket side of the wheel (see illustration

12.6 and the accompanying illustration).

Pry out the grease seal (see illustration).

16 Lift the sprocket and coupling out of the

wheel and turn them over. Remove the

coupling collar {tap it out if necessary) (see

illustration).

17 Spin the coupling bearing inner race. If It's

rough, loose or noisy, drive the bearing out

with a drift (see illustration). Drive a new one

in with a bearing driver or socket that bears

against the outer race, then drive in a new
grease seal (see illustrations).

Rear wheel bearings

18 If you haven't already done so, remove
the collar from the right side of the wheel (see

illustration) and the sprocket and coupling

from the left side. Pry the grease seal out of

the right side (see illustration 13.3).

19 Insert a drift through the right bearing and

tap out the bearings on the left side (see

illustrations). There are two bearings on the

left side of the wheel and one on the right.

Remove the spacer. Note: There's just

enough room to tilt the drift far enough to

catch the edge of the inner left bearing when
you're driving the bearings out. If the drift

keeps glancing off the edge of the bearing, try

13.19b . . . and take out the spacer
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14.3 Common tyre sidewall markings

grinding its end so it has sharp corners.

Another method is to use a slide-hammer

with blind hole poller to pull the bearings

out.

20 Turn the wheel over and tap out the

bearing(s) on the opposite side.

21 Perform Steps 8 and 9 to inspect the

bearings.

22 Install the bearings with their sealed sides

facing out. Use a bearing driver or socket the

same diameter as the outer race of the

bearing.

23 Install the grease seals and collars.

24 Install the coupling to the wheel, making

sure the coupling collar is in place.

Caution: If the coupling collar is left out,

the rear wheel bearings will be damaged
when the axle nut Is tightened.

14 Tyres -

general information and fitting

General information

1 The wheels fitted to all models are designed

to take tubeless tyres.

2 Refer to the 'Daily (pre-ride) checks' at the

beginning of this manual, and to the

scheduled checks in Chapter 1 tor tyre and

wheel maintenance. Tyre sizes are given in the

Specifications at the beginning of this

Chapter.

Fitting new tyres

3 When selecting new tyres, refer to the tyre

options listed in the owners handbook or on

tyre information sticker on the motorcycle.

Ensure that front and rear tyre typ

compatible, the correct size and (

speed rating; if necessary seek advice

Yamaha dealer or tyre fitting specialii

illustration).

4 It is recommended that tyres are fitte

motorcycle tyre specialist rather

attempted in the home workshop. Thi

required to break the seal between the

rim and tyre bead is substantial, and is

beyond the capabilities of an individual v

with normal tyre levers. Additional!

specialist will be able to balance the i

after tyre fitting and provide new valves.

5 Only certain types of puncture rep

suitable for tubeless motorcycle tyres

to a tyre fitting specialist for advice

your owner's manual for details <

reduced speeds advised for a repaired



Chapter 7

Fairings and bodywork

Contents
General information ! Tail cover, grab bars and side covers - removal and

Lower fairing (belly pan| - removal and installation (XJ600S) A installation 3

Seat - removal and installation 2 Upper fairing - removal and installation (XJ600S) 5

Degrees of difficulty

Easy, suitable for

novice with little

Fairly easy, suitable Fairly difficult, ^
suitable for competent^
DIY mechanic gS

Difficult, suitable for

experienced DIY

mechanic

fcsuitable for expert DIY *

1 General information

This Chapter covers the procedures

necessary to remove and install the fairings

and other body parts for service access.

Since many service and repair operations on

these motorcycles require removal of trie

fairings or other body parts, the procedures

are grouped here and referred to from other

Chapters,

In the event of damage to the fairings or

other body parts, it is usually necessary to

remove the broken component and replace it

with a new (or used) one. The materia! that the

fairings are composed of doesn't lend itself to

conventional repair techniques. There are.

however, some shops that specialise in

'plastic welding', so it would be advantageous

to check around first before throwing the

damaged part away.

2 Seat - removal and installation ;;.

1 Turn the seat lock counterclockwise (anti-

clockwise) with the key.

2 Pull the seat back and up to disengage its

mounting tabs (see illustration). Lift the seat

3 Installation
i

the reverse of the removal
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3.3a Remove Hie tail 3.3b . . . and disengage the tabs at the rear

side covers - removal and ||
installation ^

1992-95 UK models, 1992-96
US models
1 Set the bike on its centrestana (if equipped!

or prop it securely upright.

2 Remove the seat (see Section 2),

3 Remove the tail cover screws (see

illustration). Lift the tail cover slightly up at

the front and pull it back to remove it (see

illustration).

4 Unbolt the grab bars (see illustration).

5 Lift the lower edges of the side covers to

disengage the tabs arid pull gently to

disengage the post from the grommet (see

illustrations), then remove the side cover.

6 Installation is the reverse of the removal

1996-on UK models, 1997-
models
7 Set the bike on its stand.

8 Remove the seat (see Section 2).

9 Remove its two screws and detac!

cover, disengaging its tabs with
:

covers and easing it rearwarc

illustrations).

10 At this point either side cover

removed independently from the othe

the grab bars (see illustrations).

3.9a The tail c 3.9b The hooks (A) engage the side cover

slots and the cutout (B) engages the screw
3.10a Remove the grab bar two f
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11 Each side cover is retained by two screws

(see illustration). The side cover front fillets

are retained by two grommets and a hook
(see illustrations).

12 Installation is the reverse of the removal

4 Lower fairing (belly pan) -

removal and installation

(XJ600S) g§

Note: A lower fairing is optional on XJ600S

1 Support the motorcycle securely upright.

2 Support the fairing from below so it won't

fall on the ground and be scratched.

3 Remove the fairing mounting screws and

rubber washers (see illustrations). Lower the

fairing away from the motorcycle.

4 Installation is the reverse of the removal

5 Upper fairing - removal and §^
installation (XJ600S)

1992-95 UK models, 1992-96
US models

3.1 tb Front fillet is held by two grommets
(arrowed) . .

.

one below the headlight assembly and two on
each side of the fairing (see illustrations).

Note the positions of the mounting grommets.
If you're working on a 1993-95 UK
model, remove the windscreen and the inner

fairing.

2 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps.

1996-on UK models, 1997-on US
models
3 Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 3}.

Although fuel tank removal Is not absolutely

necessary, it is advised in case of damage to

its paintwork.

4 Remove the six screws retaining the

h the failing supported from

below, remove the mounting fasteners ot

each side (arrowed) . .

.

4.3b . . . and remove the rubber washers

. . an Allen bolt at each side o( the

lairing near Ihe front . .

.
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windshield and carefully lift the windshield off

the fairing (see illustrations).

5 Ease the six rubber expanders out of the

windshield mounting points in the fairing (see

illustration). Remove the four bolts which

retain the fairing inner section (two on each

side) and manoeuvre the inner section free

from the fairing (see illustrations).

6 Reach inside the fairing and trace the turn

signal wiring to the bullet connectors.

Disconnect them and unscrew the nuts which

retains the turn signals to the fairing. Thread

the nut off the wires and remove each turn

signal assembly (see illustrations).

7 The fairing is retained to its slay by six bolts

(see illustrations). Have an assistant hold the

fairing as the mounting bolts are removed, then

extend the fairing forwards slightly to allow the

wiring from the headlight and parking lig

models) to be disconnected (see i Ilustra

8 Installation is the reverse of the re

9 If required, the fairing stay can be det

from the frame after the instruments

been removed. It is retained to the heat

by two bolts and to the frame top tubi

bolt on each side (see illustrations).

5.6a Thread the nut off the turn signal wiring
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5.7d Manoeuvre the fairing forwards,

splaying its sides out to clear the turn

signal mounts



Chapter 8
Electrical system

Contents
Alternator- removal and installation 28
Battery - charging 4

Battery - inspection and maintenance 3

Brake light switches - check and replacement 11

Carburettor heater system components see Chapter 3

Charging system - stator coil test 27
Charging system - output test 26
Charging system testing - general information and precautions ... 25

Clutch switch - check and replacement 20
Electrical fault finding 2
Fuel pump and relay see Chapter 3

Fuses - check and replacement 5

General information 1

Handlebar switches - check 16

Handlebar switches - removal and installation 17

Headlight aim - check and adjustment 8

Headlight bulb - replacement 7

Horn - check and replacement 21

ignition main (key) switch - check and replacement 15

instrument and warning light bulbs - replacement 13

Instruments and speedometer cable - removal.

cluster disassembly and installation 12

Lighting system - check 6
Neutral switch - check and replacement 18

Oil level sender - removal, check and installation 14

Regulator/ rectifier - removal and installation 29

Relay assembly and diode 30
Sidestand switch - check and replacement 19

Starter motor - disassembly, inspection and reassembly 24

Starter motor - removal and installation 23

Starter relays - check and replacement 22

Throttle position sensor see Chapter 4

Turn signal and tail light bulbs - replacement 9
Tum signal circuit - check 10

Wiring diagrams 31

Degrees of difficulty

Easy, suitable for £k
novice with little §?

1
Fairly easy, suitable

for beginner with

some experience

Fairly difficult, ^
suitable for competent ^
DIY mechanic ^

Difficult, suitable for ^
experienced DIY «J
mechanic ^

Specifications
Battery

Type Maintenance free

Capacity 12V, 8Ah

Fuses
Main 30 amps
Headlight 15 amps
Signal 15 amps (1992-96 UK, all US), 10 amp (1997-0

Hazard (1 997-on UK models) 10 amps
Ignition 10 amps
Spares one 30-amp, one 1 5-amp, one 1 0-amp

Starter motor
Starter commutator diameter

Standard 28 mm (1.1 inch)

Minimum 27 mm (1.06 inch)

Starter brush length

Standard 12.5 mm (0.49 inch)

Minimum 4.0 mm (0.16 inch)

Starter relay resistance 3.9 to 4.7 ohms at 20°C (68°F)
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Alternator

No-load regulated voltage

1992-95 UK models, all US models 14.3 to 15.3 volts at 5000 rpm
1996-97 UK models 14.2 to 15.2 volts at 5000 rpm

1998-on UK models 14.1 to 14.9 volts at 5000 rpm
Nominal output

1992-95 UK models, all US models 14 volts, 21 amps at 5000 rpm

1996-on UK models 14 volts, 20 amps at 5000 rpm
Stator coll resistance

1992-95 UK models, all US models 0.32 to 0.48 ohms at 20°C (68°F)

1996-on UK models 0.24 to 0.36 ohms at 20°C (68°F)

Bulbs
Headlight 60/55W
Parking (auxiliary) light - UK only 4W
Tail/stop light 5/21W
Licence plate light - UK only 5W
Turn signal lights

US
Front {with running light] 27/8W
Rear 27W

UK 21

W

Meter lights 1 .7W
Neutral, oil level, turn signal and high beam lights 3.4W

Torque settings

Neutral switch screws 3.5 Nm (35 in-lbs]"

Alternator

Rotor bolt 80 Nm (58 fl-lbs)

Cover Allen bolts 10 Nm (86 In-lbs)

Starter mounting bolts 10 Nm (86 in-lbs)

Regulator/rectifier Allen bolts 7 Nm (61 In-lbs)

'Apply non-permanent thread locking agent to the threads.

1 General information
Note: Keep in mind that electrical parts, once

purchased, can't be returned. To avoid

unnecessary expense, make very sure the

faulty component has been positively

identified before buying a replacement part.

The machines covered by this manual are

equipped with a 12-volt electrical system.

The regulator/rectifier maintains the

charging system output within the specified

range to prevent overcharging and converts

the AC (alternating current) output ot the

alternator to DC (direct current) to power the

lights and other components and to charge

the battery.

The alternator uses permanent magnets
mounted in the rotor; the rotor, mounted at

the top of the engine case, is turned by the

starter clutch shaft.

An electric starter mounted to the engine

case behind the cylinders is standard

equipment. The starting system includes the

motor, the battery, the solenoid and the

various wires and switches. On models
equipped with a sidestand switch and clutch

switch, it the engine kill switch and the main
key switch are both in the On position, the

circuit relay allows the starter motor to

operate only if the transmission is in Neutral

(Neutral switch on) or the clutch lever is pulled

to the handlebar (clutch switch on) and the

sidestand is up (sidestand switch on).

2 Electrical fault finding

A Warning: To prevent the risk of

short circuits, the ignition (main)

switch must always be 'OFF'

and the battery negative (-ve)

terminal should be disconnected before

any of the bike's other electrical

components are disturbed. Dont forget to

reconnect the terminal securely once work
is finished or if battery power is needed for

circuit testing.

A typical electrical circuit consists of an

electrical component, the switches, relays,

etc. related to that component and the wiring

and connectors that hook the component to

both the battery and the frame. To aid in

locating a problem in any electrical circuit,

complete wiring diagrams of each model are

included at the end of this Chapter.

Before tackling any troublesome electrical

circuit, first study the appropriate diagrams

thoroughly to get a complete picture of w
makes up that individual circuit. Trou

spots, for instance, can often be narrov

down by noting if other components relatei

that circuit are operating properly or no

several components or circuits fail at <

time, chances are the fault lies in the fuse

ground (earth) connection, as several circ

often are routed through the same fuse ;

ground (earth] connections.

Electrical problems often stem from Sin-

causes, such as loose or corroc

connections or a blown fuse. Prior to i

electrical troubleshooting, always visu

check the condition of the fuse, wires ;

connections in the problem circ

Intermittent failures can be especi

frustrating, since you can't always duplic

the failure when it's convenient to test. In si

sifuafions. a good practice is to clean

connections in the affected circuit, whethe

not they appear to be good. All of

connections and wires should also be wigc

to check for looseness which can cai

intermittent failure.

If testing instruments are going to

utilised, use the diagrams to plan where
;

will make the necessary connections in or

to accurately pinpoint the trouble spot.

The basic 'tools needed for electrical fi

finding include a battery and bulb test circ
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a continuity tester, a test light, and a jumper

wire. A multimeter capable of reading volts,

ohms and amps Is also very useful as an
alternative to tfie above, and is necessary for

performing more extensive tests and checks.

HHnHRI Refer to Fault Finding

rTJ*™*" Equipment in the Reference

HlMT section for details of how to

use electrical test

equipment.

Battery - inspection and
maintenance

1 Most battery damage is caused by heat,

vibration, and/or low electrolyte levels. The
battery used on these vehicles is a

maintenance free (sealed) type and therefore

doesn't require the addition of water.

However, the following checks should still be

regularly performed.

A Warning: Always disconnect the

negative cable first and connect
it last to prevent sparks which
could lead the battery to

explode.

2 Check around the base inside of the battery

for sediment, which is the result of sulphation

caused by low electrolyte levels. These
deposits will cause internal short circuits,

which can quickly discharge the battery. Look

for cracks in the case and replace the battery

if either of these conditions is found,

3 Check the battery terminals and cable ends

for tightness and corrosion. If corrosion is

evident, disconnect the cables from the

battery, disconnecting the negative (-]

terminal first, and clean the terminals and

cable ends with a wire brush or knife and

emery paper. Reconnect the cables,

connecting the negative cable last, and apply

a thin coat of petroleum jelly to the cables to

slow further corrosion.

4 The battery case should be kept clean to

prevent current leakage, which can discharge

the battery over a period of time (especially

when it sits unused). Wash the outside of the

case with a solution of baking soda and water.

Do not get any baking soda solution in the

battery cells. Rinse the battery thoroughly,

then dry it.

5 If acid has been spilled on the frame or

battery box, neutralise it with a baking soda
and water solution, then touch up any

damaged paint.

6 If the motorcycle sits unused for long

periods of time, disconnect the cables from

the battery terminals. Refer to Section 4 and

charge the battery approximately once every

month.

4 Battery - charging

1 If the motorcycle sits idle for extended

periods or if the charging system
malfunctions, the battery can be charged from

an external source.

2 Do not allow the battery to be subjected to a

so-called quick charge (high rate of charge

over a short period of time) unless you are

prepared to buy a new battery. When charging

the battery, always remove it from the machine.

3 Yamaha recommends different charging

techniques, depending on the type of battery

charger. Since a hydrometer can't be used to

check battery condition (there's no way to

insert it into the cells), a voltmeter is used
instead to measure the voltage between the

positive and negative terminals (open-circuit

voltage). Before taking the measurement, wait

at least 30 minutes after any charging has

taken place (including running the engine).

4 To check open-circuit voltage, disconnect

the negative cable from the battery, then the

positive cable. Make sure the battery

terminals are clean, then connect the positive

terminal of the voltmeter to the battery

positive terminal and the negative terminal to

the voltmeter to the battery negative terminal.

If battery voltage reads 12.8V no charging is

necessary. If voltage is below this figure,

charge time can be established by reference

to the graph (see illustration).

Variable current (adjustable
voltage) charger

5 Connect the charger to the battery. If the

charger doesn't have an ammeter built in,

connect one in series with the charger (see

illustration).

6 Plug in the charger, set the voltage at 16 to

1 7 volts and note the charging current. If it's

less than the standard charging current printed

on the battery, go to Step 7, If it's more than

the standard charging current, skip to Step 8.

7 Set the charging voltage at 20 to 25 volts

then watch the charging current for three to

five minutes. If it reaches one amp or more,

reset the voltage at 16 to 17 volts and

continue charging. If the current isn't higher

than the standard charging current after fve

minutes, replace the battery.

8 Adjust the voltage so the charging current

is at the standard charging level. Set the timer

on the charger according to the charging time

determined in Step 4.

9 After the battery has charged, unplug the

charger and disconnect it from the battery.

Wait 30 minutes, then connect a voltmeter

between the battery terminals and measure
the open-circuit voltage (the battery needs
this time to stabilise).

a) II the reading is 12.8 voltsormore, the

battery is charged.

b) II the reading is 12.0 to 72. 7 volts,

continue charging the battery.

c) II the reading is less than 12.0 volts,

replace the battery.

(VI

a !3-0

| I1J

4
1

5 E.5 10

Charging ime (Hours)

4.4 Battery open-circuit voltage and charge time relationship

Figures apply to an ambient temperature of 20°C (68°F) and a battery

4.5 If the charger doesn't have an ammeter built ir

in series with the charger like this; DO NOT connect the ammeter
between the battery terminals or it will be ruined
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4.10 Connect the charger, ammeter and
voltmeter to the battery like this; DO NOT
connect the ammeter between the battery

terminals or it will be ruined

Constant voltage charger

10 Connect the charger, a voltmeter and an

ammeter to the battery {see illustration).

11 Plug in the charger and check the

ammeter reading.

a) If it's less than the standard charging

current printed an the battery, the charger

won't work with a maintenance free

battery. Use a variable voltage charger

instead.

b) If the current flow is at the standard

charging current, set charging time to a

maximum of 20 hours and continue

charging until charging voltage reaches

15 volts.

12 Once charging voltage has reached 15

volts, unplug the charger. Disconnect the

charger from the battery and refer to Step 9 to

check open -circuit voltage.

Fuses -

check and replacement -v-

1 All models have one fuse block located

under the seat (see tllustration). They include

the main, headlight, signal, ignition and
hazard fuses, as well as spares. Fuse ratings

are listed in this Chapter's Specifications and

inside the fuse block cover. Lift the cover from

the fuse block for access to the fuses.

2 II you have a test light, all of the fuses can

be checked without removing (hem. Turn the

ignition to the ON position, connect one end

of the test light to a good ground (earth), then

probe each terminal on top of the fuse. If the

fuse is good, there will be voltage available at

both terminals. If the fuse is blown, there will

only be voltage present at one of the

terminals,

3 The fuses can also be tested with an

ohmmeter or self-powered test light. Remove
the fuse and connect the tester to the ends of

the fuse. If the ohmmeter shows continuity or

the test lamp lights, the fuse is good. If the

ohmmeter shows infinite resistance or the test

lamp stays out, the fuse is blown.

4 The fuses can be checked visually, A blown

fuse is easily identified by a break in the

element (see illustration).

5 If a fuse blows, be sure to check the wiring

harnesses very carefully for evidence of a

short-circuit. Look for bare wires and chafed,

melted or burned insulation. If a fuse is

replaced before the cause is located, the new
fuse will blow immediately.

Caution: Never, under any circumstances,

use a higher rated fuse or bridge the fuse

block terminals, as damage to the

electrical system could result.

6 Occasionally a fuse will blow or cause an

open -circuit for no obvious reason. Corrosion

of the fuse ends and fuse block terminals may
occur and cause poor fuse contact. If this

happens, remove the corrosion with a wire

brush or emery paper, then spray the fuse

end and terminals with electrical contact

6 Lighting system - check ^

1 The battery provides power for operation of

the headlight, tail light, brake light, licence

plate light and instrument cluster lights. If

none of the lights operate, always check

battery voltage before proceeding. Low

% 4

battery voltage indicates either a faulty batl

or a defective charging system. Refer

Section 4 for the battery open-circuit ch<

and Sections 26 and 27 for charging sysl

tests. Also, check the condition of the fu

and replace any blown fuses with new one

Headlight

2 If the headlight is out when the engim

running (US models) or it won't switch on i

models), check the fuse first with the key

(see Section 5), then unplug the electr

connector for the headlight and use jum
wires to connect the bulb directly to

battery terminals. If the light comes on.

problem lies In the wiring or one of

switches in the circuit. Refer to Section 1£

1 6 for the switch testing procedures, and z

the wiring diagrams at the end ol this Chap

Tail light/licence plate light

3 If the tail light fails to work, check the t

and the bulb terminals first, then check
battery voltage at the tail light electr

connector. If voltage is present, check
ground (earth) circuit for an open or p
connection.

4 If no voltage is indicated, check the wii

between the tail light and the ignition swil

then check the switch. On UK models, ch

the lighting switch as well.

Brake light

5 See Section 11 for the brake light swi

checking procedure.

Neutral indicator light

6 If the neutral light fails to operate when
transmission is in Neutral, check the fu

and the bulb (see Section 13 for bulb rem:

procedures). If the bulb and fuses are in gi

condition, check for battery voltage at

connector attached to the neutral switch

the left side of the engine. If battery voltag

present, refer to Section 18 for the neu

switch check and replacement procedures

7 If no voltage is indicated, check the wii

between the switch and the bulb for op
circuits and poor connections.

Oil level warning light

8 See Section 14 for the oil level sen
check.

Headlight bulb -

replacement

Warning: If the bulb has just

burned out, allow it to cool. It

will be hot enough to burn yoi

fingers.

Headlight bulb

XJ600S models

1 Reach inside the fairing, disconnect
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i Disconnect the electrical connector from the headlight

electrical connector and pull off the headlight

cover {see illustrations}.

2 Unhook the retainer spring and remove the

bulb (see illustrations). If you find bulb

removal too difficult due to limited access
remove the fairing as described in Chapter 7.

3 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps, with the following additions:

aj Se sure not to touch the glass portion of

the bulb with your fingers - oil from your

skin will cause the bulb to overheat and

fail prematurely, if you do touch the bulb,

wipe it off with a clean rag dampened
with rubbing alcohol,

b) Be sure the TOP mark on the headlight

cover is up.

XJ600N models

4 Remove the headlight assembly securing

screws and pull the assembly out of the

housing (see illustration).

5 Disconnect the headlight electrical

connectors and remove the cover (see

illustration).

6 Turn the bulb retainer counterclockwise

(anti-clockwise) and pull the bulb out of the of

the headlight assembly (see illustration).

7 Refer to Step 3 for installation procedures.

Parking light bulb (UK models)

XJ600S models
8 Reach inside the fairing and disconnect the

electrical connector from the parking light.

7.2a Lift the retaining clip to free the 7.2b . . . and pult the bulb out; be careful not 7.4 Remove the headlight assembly
bulb . . . to touch the bulb glass with your fingers retaining screws (1) . .

.
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8.3a Beam adjuster screws - 1992-95 (UK) and 1992-96 (US)

XJ600S models (arrowed)

Left arrow - vertical adjuster Right arrow - horizontal adjuster

3b Beam adjuster screws - 1996-on (UK) and 1997-on (US

XJ600S models (arrowed)

Gently ease the bulbholder from the base of

the headlight unit (see illustration). Press the

bulb in and twist it anticlockwise to remove it

from the bulbholder (see illustration).

9 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps.

XJ600N models

10 Remove the headlight assembly securing

screws and pull the assembly out of the

housing (see illustration 7.4). Disconnect the

headlight and parking light electrical

connectors.

11 Ease the parking light bulbholder out of its

location in the base of the headlight. Press the

bulb in and twist it anticlockwise to remove it

from the bulbholder.

12 Installation is the reverse of the removal

8 Headlight aim - ^
check and adjustment

1 An improperly adjusted headlight may
cause problems for oncoming traffic or

provide poor, unsafe illumination of the road

ahead. Before adjusting the headlight, be sure

to consult with local traffic laws and
regulations. In the UK refer to MOT Test

Checks in the Reference section,

2 The headlight beam can be adjusted both

vertically and horizontally. Before performing

the adjustment, make sure the fuel tank is at

least half full, and have an assistant sit on

seat.

XJ600S models
3 To make vertical and horizo

adjustments, reach inside the fairing and
the adjusting screws (see illustrations).

XJ600N models
4 Horizontal adjustment Is carried ou1

turning the single adjusting screw. Ver
adjustment is made by loosening

headlight mounting bolts and moving the

up or down, as necessary,

9 Turn signal and tail light

bulbs - replacement

Turn signal bulbs

1 The turn signals are contained in st

attached to the body panels or the frame

replace a bulb, remove the lens sect

screw(s) on the back of the assembly

illustration).
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lE3
9.2 Press the bulb into its socket, turn

counterclockwise (anti-clockwise) to

release the pins (arrowed) and pull It out

2 Push the bulb in and turn it

counterclockwise (anti-clockwise) to remove it

(see illustration). Check the socket terminals

for corrosion and clean them it necessary.

Line up the pins on the new bulb with the slots

in the socket, push in and turn the bulb

clockwise until it locks in place. Note: The

front turn signal bulbs on certain US models
double as running lights and therefore have

offset pins - take care to fit them correctly.

Tail/brake light bulbs

3 Remove the lens securing screws (see

Illustration) and take oft the lens.

4 Press the bulb into its socket and turn it

counterclockwise (anti-clockwise) to disengage

the pins, then pull it out (see illustration).

Check the socket terminals for corrosion and
clean them if necessary. Replace the lens

gasket if it's brittle or cracked.

5 Line up the pins on the new bulb with the

slots in the socket, push in and turn the bulb

clockwise until it locks in place. Note: The
pins on the bulb are offset so it can only be
installed one way. it is a good idea to use a
paper towel or dry cloth when handling the

new bulb to prevent injury if the bulb should

break and to increase bulb life.

6 Install the lens and tighten the screws
securely, but not tight enough to crack the

10.3 The flasher relay (arrowed) is

mounted on the left side of the bike

forward of the battery on early models

9.3 To replace

lens securing

10 Turn signal circuit - check §g«

t The battery provides power for operation of

!he signal lights, so if they do not operate,

always check the battery open-circuit voltage

tirst Low battery voltage indicates either a

faulty battery or a defective charging system.

Rotor to Section 4 for the battery open-circuit

check and charging procedures and Sections

26 and 27 for charging system tests. Also,

check the fuses (see Section 5) and the switch

(see Section 16).

2 Most turn signal problems are the result of

a burned out bulb or corroded socket. This is

especially true when the turn signals function

properly In one direction, but fail to flash in the

other direction. Check the bulbs and the

sockets (see Section 9).

Flasher relay

3 The flasher relay is mounted just in front of

the battery on the left side on early models
(1992 to 1996 US, 1992 to 1995 UK) (see

illustration); remove the seat for access. On
later models, the flasher relay is mounted on

the rear of the frame, behind the right side

cover (see illustrations 30.2b, c or d).

4 If the bulbs and sockets check out okay,

turn the ignition switch ON and check for

voltage at the brown (brown/red on 1997-on
UK models) wire terminal on the relay

assembly (connect the voltmeter positive lead

to the brawn wire terminal and the negative

lead to the black wire terminal). If there's no
voltage at the terminal, check the wiring from

the signal fuse to the flasher relay terminal for

a break or bad connection. On 1997-on UK
models, if there's no voltage check the hazard

relay as described below.

5 If there's voltage at the brown wire terminal,

move the voltmeter positive lead to the

brown/white wire terminal at the relay

assembly and check for voltage again (the

ignition switch should still be ON). If there's no
voltage, the flasher relay is probably defective

and should be renewed.

9.4 . . . turn the bulb socket

counterclockwise (anti-clockwise) and pull

it out; replace the lens gasket (arrowed) if

it's brittle or cracked

6 If there's voltage when there should be in

Steps 4 and 5, and if the turn signal switch

tested OK, the most likely problem is a poor

contact in a turn signal bulb socket. Check
the sockets for corrosion or damage. Another

possible cause is a worn contact at the base
of the bulb. Try a known good bulb in the

socket that won't work.

7 If the flasher is okay, check the wiring

between the turn signal flasher and the turn

signal light sockets (see the Wiring diagrams

at the end of this Chapter).

Hazard relay (1997-on UK
models)

8 The hazard relay is mounted on the rear of

the frame, behind the right side cover (see

illustration 30.2c).

9 If there's no voltage at the tlasher relay

brown/red wire (see Step 4) check for voltage

at the hazard relay brown wires. If no voltage

is shown check the signal fuse and the wiring

between the fuse and hazard relay for a break

or bad connection. Also check for voltage at

the blue/red wire; if no voltage is shown check
the hazard fuse and the wiring between the

hazard fuse and hazard relay. Finally check
the brown/red wire from the hazard relay to

the flasher relay for a break or bad
connection. If the tault still exists, renew the

hazard relay.

1 1 Brake light switches -

check and replacement

Circuit check
1 Before checking any electrical circuit,

check the fuses (see Section 5).

2 Using a test light connected to a good
ground (earth), check for voltage at the brake

light switch. It there's no voltage present,

check the wire between the switch and the

fuse block (see the Wihng diagrams at the end

of this Chapter).

3 If voltage is available, touch the probe of

the test light to the other terminal of the
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11.5 Disconnect the wires and remove •*,.

screws (arrowed) to remove the front

brake light switch

Unscrew (he knurled nut and pull the

speedometer cable out ot the

speedometer

12.6a Instrument cluster mounting nul

and washers (arrowed) - 1992-95 (UK)

1992-96 (US) models...

12.6b ... and 1996-on (UK), 1997-on (US)

models (arrowed)

switch, then pull the brake lever ot depress

the brake pedal - if the test light doesn't light

up, replace the switch.

4 If the test light does light, check the wiring

between the switch and the brake lights (see

the Wiring diagrams at the end of this

Chapter).

Switch replacement

Front brake lever switch

5 Remove the mounting screws and unplug

the electrical connector from the switch (see

illustration).

6 Detach the switch from the brake lever

bracket/front master cylinder.

7 installation is the reverse of the removal

procedure. The brake lever switch isn't

adjustable.

Rear brake pedal switch

8 Follow the wiring harness from the switch

to the connector and disconnect it.

9 Disconnect the lower end of the switch

spring from the brake pedal.

10 Hold the plastic nut to prevent it from

turning with a small screwdriver or similar tool

(the nut is recessed into the casting of the

brake pedal bracket). Rotate the switch body
until the switch threads separate from the

plastic nut. Pull the spring through the nut and
lift trie switch out.

1

1

Install the switch by reversing the removal

procedure, then adjust the switch by following

the procedure described in Chapter 1.

12 Instruments and speedometer f^>
cable - removal, cluster

disassembly and installation ^
1 This section describes removal,

disassembly and installation procedures for

the XJ600S instrument cluster. The XJ600N
uses separate gauges.

Instruments

Removal
2 Remove the upper fairing (see Chapter 7).

3 Detach the speedometer cable from the

speedometer (see illustration).

4 Disconnect the left and right turn signal

12.8b . . . and detach the instrument

casing

5 Follow the wiring harness down from

instrument cluster to the two cluf

connectors and disconnect them.

6 Remove the cluster mounting nuts ;

washers and lift the cluster out (t

illustrations).

Disassembly and reassembly

7 The cluster can be disassembled as fai

the speedometer/tachometer sub-assem
The speedometer and tachometer an

available separately.

8 To disassemble the XJ600S cluster, refe

the accompanying photographs (see ill

12.8d Remove the speedometer anc

tachometer mounting screws and thi

wiring screws {arrowed} (label the win

for reconnection if the wire colours Or I

colour codes cast in the cluster housii

aren't visible) . .

.
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trations) for the XJ60DN refer to the line

drawing (see illustration)

9 Assembly is the reverse ot the disassembly

steps Tighten the screws securely, but not

tightiy enough to crack the plastic.

Speedometer cable

Removal

10 Disconnect the speedometer cable from

the speedometer (see illustration 12.3).

11 Note how it's routed, then disconnect the

speedometer cable from the drive unit at the

left front fork.

Installation

12 Installation is the reverse of the removal

procedure. Be sure the speedometer cable is

routed through the retainers on the fender and

left fork leg. Be sl

steering to bind i

components.

13 Instrument and warning light

bulbs - replacement

1 If you're working on an XJ600S. remove the

upper fairing (see Chapter 7). If you need to

access the instrument illumination bulbs on

the XJ600N, remove the single screw from the

base of the chrome pod and withdraw the

2 Pull the appropriate rubber socket out of

the back of the instrument cluster or gauge.

i2.Se . . . and lift the speedometer/
tachometer subassembly out of the cluster

housing; don't try to remove the

speedometer or tachometer from the

subassembly

1 Speedometer
2 Tachometer

3 Warning light console

4 Mounting bracket

5 Meterpod
6 Pod retaining

7 Grommet
8 Washer

9 Nut
10 instrument wiring and bulbs

1

1

Speedometer cable

12.8f Instrument assembly - XJ6O0N
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13.2 Pull the bulb socket out of the cluster, then pull the bulb out

of the socket

then pull the bulb out of the socket (see

illustration). If the socket contacts are dirty or

corroded, they should be scraped clean and

sprayed with electrical contact cleaner before

new bulbs are installed.

3 Carefully push the new bulb into

position, then push the socket into the cluster

housing.

4.3 Remove the bolts and pull the oil level sender out of the

pan; use a new O-ring on installation

14 Oil level sender -

removal, check and f|
installation ^

Removal
1 Drain the engine oil (see Chapter 1).

2 The oil level sender Is mounted in the

bottom of the oil pan. Note how its wiring

harness is routed, then unplug the electrical

5 Turn the sender upside down. The
ohmmeter should now read zero ohms.

6 If the ohmmeter doesn't give the correct

indication in Step 4 or 5, replace the sender.

Installation

7 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps. Use a new O-ring on the sender body
and tighten the sender mounting bolts

securely.

15 Ignition main (key) switch -

check and replacement

A
3 Remove the sender mounting bolts and

remove the sender {see illustration).

Check
A Connect an ohmmeter between the

terminals of the sender harness. With the

sender in its normal installed position (flange

and wiring harness at the bottom), the

ohmmeter should indicate infinite resistance.

I
Warning: To prevent the risk of

short-circuits, disconnect the

battery negative (-ve) lead

before making any ignition main

(key) switch checks.

Check
1 Follow the wiring harness from the ignition

switch to the electrical connector. Remove
fairing (XJ600S) and instrument cluster

components as necessary for access and

disconnect the connector.

2 Using an ohmmeter, check the continuity of

the terminal pairs indicated in the wiring

diagram at the end of the book. Continuity

should exist between the terminals connected

by a solid line when the switch is In the

indicated position.

3 If the switch faiis any of the tests, replace it.

Replacement
4 Unplug the switch electrical connector if

you haven't already done so.

5 The switch is held to the upper triple clamp

with two screws (see illustration). Unlock the

switch with the ignition key and remove the

bolts. Detach the switch from the upper triple

6 If necessary, remove the Phillips screws

and separate the switch from the bracket.

7 Attach the new switch to the bracket with

the Phillips screws (if it was removed). Tigl

the screws securely. Hold the new switc

position and install the bolts.

8 The remainder of installation is the revi

of the removal procedure.

16 Handlebar switches - check

battery negative (-ve) lead

before making any switch

1 Generally speaking, the switches

reliable and trouble-free. Most troubles, w
they do occur, are caused by dirty

corroded contacts, but wear and breakag

internal parts is a possibility that should

be overlooked. If breakage does occur,

entire switch and related wiring harness

have to be replaced with a new one, si

individual parts are not usually available.

2 The switches can be checked for contir

with an ohmmeter or a continuity test li

Always disconnect the battery negative ce

which will prevent the possibility of a s

circuit, before making the checks.

3 Trace the wiring harness of the switc

question and unplug the electrical conned

4 Find the continuity diagram for the sw

being checked in the appropriate wi

diagram at the end of this Chapter.

5 Using the ohmmeter or test light, checl

continuity between the terminals oi the svi

harness with the switch in the var

positions. Continuity should exist betweer

terminals connected by a solid line when
switch is in the indicated position.

6 If the continuity check indicates a prot

exists, refer to Section 17, remove the svi

and spray the switch contacts with elect

contact cleaner. If they are accessible,

contacts can be scraped clean with a knil
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i Left handlebar switch screws (A) and clutch switch screw
(B| - early models

17.1b Right handlebar switch s s (arrowed) - early models

polished with crocus cloth. If switch

components are damaged or broken, it will be

obvious when the switch is disassembled.

17 Handlebar switches -

removal and installation

1 The handlebar switches are composed ol

two halves that clamp around the bars. They

are easily removed for cleaning or inspection

by taking out the clamp screws and pulling

the switch halves away from the handlebars

(see illustrations).

2 To completely remove the switches, the

electrical connectors in the wiring harness

must be unplugged.

3 When installing the switches, make sure the

wiring harnesses are properly routed to avoid

pinching or stretching the wires. Align the

protrusion on the switch with the

corresponding hole in the handlebar. On later

models, with a handlebar-mounted choke

control, make sure the choke lever assembly

is positioned correctly when the left switch is

installed (see Chapter 3, Section 11 If

required).

18 Neutral switch -

check and replacement A>
^

Check
1 Make sure the transmission is in neutral.

2 Follow the switch harness (it comes from

behind the engine sprocket cover on the left

side of the engine) to its connector, then

unplug the connector.

3 Locate the sky blue wire's terminal in the

harness side of the connector (not the side of

the connector that goes to the neutral switch).

Connect the terminal to ground (earth) (bare

metal on the motorcycle frame) with a short

length of wire. Turn the ignition switch On,

a) If the light stays out, check the bulb and
the wiring between the ignition switch and

neutral switch.

b) If the neutral indicator light comes on. the

neutral switch may be bad. Connect an

Ohmmeter between the sky blue terminal

in the switch side of the connector and
ground (earth). Shift through the gears.

The ohmmeter should indicate continuity

in neutral and infinite resistance in all

other gears. If not, replace the neutral

Replacement
4 Remove the engine sprocket cover (see

Chapter 6).

5 Unplug the electrical connector (if you

haven't already done so). Unbolt the wiring

harness retainers from the crankcase and oil

pan.

6 Loosen the screw and disconnect the wire

: Left handlebar switch screws (arrowed) - later models 17.1d Right handlebar switch screws (arrowed) - later models
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19 Sidestand switch -

check and replacement

Ss

18.6 Remove the small screw to

disconnect the switch wire and remove the

three mounting screws; the grommet
(arrowed) fits into a notch in the crankcase

from the switch (see illustration). Remove the

switch mourning screws and detach the

switch from the crankcase.

7 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps. Be sure to install a new O-ring and/or

gasket when you reinstall the switch.

20 Clutch switch -

check and replacement

Check
1 Disconnect the electrical connector

from the clutch switch (see illus-

tration 17.1a).

2 Connect an ohmmeter between the

terminals in the clutch switch. With the clutch

lever pulled in, the ohmmeter should show
continuity (little or no resistance). With the

lever out, the ohmmeter should show infinite

3 If the switch doesn't check out as

Check
1 Follow the wiring harness from the switch

to the connector, then unplug the c

Connect the leads of an ohmmeter to the wire

terminals. With the sidestand in the up
position, there should be continuity through

the switch (Oohms).

2 With the sidestand in the down position, the

meter should indicate infinite resistance.

3 If the switch fails either of these tests,

replace it.

Replacement
4 With the sidestand in the up position,

unscrew the two screws and remove the

switch (see illustration). Disconnect the

switch electrical connector.

5 Installation is the reverse of the removal

procedure.

Replacement
4 If you haven't already done so, unplug the

wiring connector. Remove the mounting

screw and take the switch off (see

illustration 17.1a).

5 Installation is the reverse of removal.

21 Horn-
check and replacement

Check
1 Unplug the electrical connectors from the

horn (see illustration). Using two jumper

wires, apply battery voltage directly to the

terminals on the horn. It the horn sounds,

check the switch and the wiring between the

switch and the horn (see the Wiring diagrams

at the end ol this Chapter).

2 If the horn doesn't sound, replace it.

Replacement

3 Unbolt the horn bracket from the lower

triple clamp (see illustration 21.1) and detach

the electrical connectors.

4 Installation is the reverse of removal.

22 Starter relays -

check and replacement

Check

1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7) am
fuel tank (see Chapter 3). Remove the

cover on the right side of the motorcycle

Chapter 7).

2 Disconnect the starter cable frorr

starter motor (see illustration 23.2).

A
Warning: Don't allow the

disconnected cable to conti

anything. Raise the sidestar

With the ignition switch ON,

engine kill Switch in RUN and the

transmission in neutral, press the

starter switch. The relay should be he*

to click.

3 If the relay doesn't click, disconnec

negative cable from the battery,

disconnect the positive cable from the b

and the relay. Disconnect the thin win

remove the relay. Connect one lead

ohmmeter to the terminal stud tha

battery positive cable was connecte

Connect the other lead to the terminal c

thin wire. If the reading isn't within the

listed in this Chapter's Specifications, re

the relay.

Replacement

4 Disconnect the cable from the nei

terminal of the battery.

5 Detach the battery positive cable

starter cable and efectrical connector frc

relay (see illustration).

6 Slide the relay off its mounting tabs.

7 Remove the relay from its rubber mot
8 Installation is the reverse of rer

Reconnect the negative battery cabJe a

the other electrical connections are mac

Starter cut-off relay

Check

9 Remove the relay assembly from th

21.1 Disconnect the wires and remove the

mounting nut (arrowed) to detach the horn

22.5 Detach the wires from the st;

relay
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and conduct the following test on the bench
(see Section 30]. Connector an ohmmeter or

continuity tester between the two blue/

white wire terminals of the relay. Using a

12 volt battery and two jumper leads,

connect the positive lead to Ihe red/black wire

terminal on the relay and the negative

lead to the black/yellow relay terminal;

continuity should be shown. Now transfer the

battery negative lead to the light blue wire

terminal and check whether continuity is

shown.

10 If no continuity is indicated in either test,

the starter cut-off relay is faulty and the relay

assembly should be renewed.

Removal and installation

11 The starter cut-off relay is contained

within the relay assembly. Refer to Sec-
tion 30.

23 Starter motor -

removal and installation

Re/nova/

1 Remove the seat (see Chapter 7).

Disconnect the cable from the negative

terminal of the battery.

2 Pull back the rubber boot from the nut

retaining the starter cable to the starter (see

illustration), Remove the nut and the starter

mounting bolts.

3 Pull the starter up slightly and slide it out of

the engine case.

4 Check the condition of the O-ring on the

end of the starter and replace it if necessary.

Installation

5 Apply a little engine oil to the O-ring and
install the starter by reversing the removal
procedure. Tighten the two mounting bolts to

the torque listed in this Chapter's

24 Starter motor - disassembly, fg>

inspection and reassembly «|

Disassembly

1 Look for marks indicating the position of

the housing to each end cover; if they aren't

visible, make your own (see illustration).

Remove the two long screws and detach both

end covers, noting the location and number of

the shims on each end of the armature (see

illustration).

2 Pull the armature out of the housing.

3 Carefully note how the washers are

arranged on the terminal bolt. Remove the nut

and washers and push the terminal bolt

through the starter housing, then reinstall the

washers and nut on the bolt so you don'l

1 Through-bolt

2 Washer
3 O-ring

5 End cover

6 O-ring

7 Starter housing

24.1b Starter motor - exploded view

8 Bearing and seat 14 Brush plate

9 Seal retainer 15 Nut
10 Shims 16 Metal washer

11 Armature 17 Washer
12 Shims 18 Rubber washer
13 Bushing 19 Brush end cover
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forget how they go (see illustration). Remove
the brush plate from the housing (see

illustration).

Inspection

4 The parts of the starter motor that most
likely will require attention are the brushes.

Measure the length of the brushes and
compare the results to the brush length listed

in this Chapter's Specifications (see

illustration). If either of the brushes is worn
beyond the specified limits, replace the brush

holder assembly with a new one. If the

brushes are not worn excessively, nor

cracked, chipped, or otherwise damaged,
they may be reused.

5 Inspect the commutator (see illustration)

for scoring, scratches and discoloration. The
commutator can be cleaned and polished with

crocus cloth, but do not use sandpaper or

emery paper. After cleaning, wipe away any

residue with a cloth soaked in an electrical

system cleaner or denatured alcohol. Measure

the commutator diameter and compare it to

the diameter listed in this Chapter's

Specifications, If it is less than the service limit.

the motor must be replaced with a new one,

6 Using an ohmmeter or a continuity test

light, check for continuity between the

commutator bars (see illustration). Continuity

should exist between each bar and all of the

others. Also, check for continuity between the

commutator bars and the armature shaft (see

24.3b Push the terminal bolt through its

hole and remove the brush plate from the

housing

Illustration). There should be no continuity

between the commutator and the shaft. If the

checks indicate otherwise, the armature is

detective.

7 Check for continuity between the brush

plate and the brushes. The meter should read

close to ohms. If it doesn't, the brush plate

has an open and must be replaced.

6 Using the highest range on the ohmmeter,

measure the resistance between the insulated

brush holder and the brush plate. The reading

should be infinite. If there is any reading at all,

replace the brush plate.

9 Check the starter pinion gear for worn,

cracked, chipped and broken teeth. If the gear

is damaged or worn, replace the starter

Reassembly
10 Install the brush plate in the housing.

Make sure the terminal bolt and washers are

assembled in their original order. Tighten the

terminal nut loosely at this point to hold the

washers on the terminal bolt.

11 Install any washers that were present on

the ends of the armature shaft. Install the

armature in the starter housing and install the

end cover on the pinion gear end. Align the

cover and housing marks.

12 Install the end cover and brush holder

over the commutator, pushing back the

brushes to make room for the commutator.

Align the end cover matchmarks.

24.4 Measure the length of the brush

13 Install the two long screws with I

washers and O-rings and tighten t

securely.

25 Charging system testing -

general information and

precautions

1 If the performance of the charging sy;

is suspect, the system as a whole shoul

checked first, followed by testing of

individual components (the alternator am
voltage regulator/rectifier). Note: Bt

beginning the checks, make sure the batti

fully charged ana that alt system connec

are clean and tight.

2 Checking the output of the charging sy:

and the performance of the vai

components within the charging sy:

requires the use of special electrical

equipment. A voltmeter or a multimete

the absolute minimum tools requirec

addition, an ohmmeter is required

checking the remainder of the system.

3 When making the checks, follow

procedures carefully to prevent inco

connections or short circuits, as irrepai

damage to electrical system components
result if short circuits occur. Because c

special tools and expertise required,

recommended that the job of checkini

24.5 Check the commutator for cracks

and discolouring, then rr

diameter

24.6b There should be no continuil

between the commutator bars and t

armature shaft
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27.2 Connect the ohmmeter between all

three pairs of terminals (connect it

between terminal 1 and terminals 2

and 3 in turn, then between
terminals 2 and 3)

charging system be left lo a dealer service

department or other reputable motorcycle

repair shop.

26 Charging system -

output test

Caution: Never disconnect the battery

cables from the battery while the engine is

running. If the battery is disconnected, the

alternator and regulator/rectifier will be

1 To check the charging system output, you

will need a voltmeter or a multimeter with a

voltmeter function.

2 The battery must be fully charged (charge it

tram an external source if necessary) and the

engine must be at normal operating

temperature to obtain an accurate reading.

3 Attach the positive (red) voltmeter lead to

the positive (+) battery terminal and the

negative (black) lead to the battery negative

(-) terminal. The voltmeter selector switch (if

equipped) must be in the to 20 dc volt

4 Start the engine,

5 The charging system output should be

within the no-load regulated voltage range

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

6 If the output is as specified, the alternator is

lunctioning properly. If the charging system as

a whole is not performing as it should, refer to

Section 27 and test the system further.

7 Low voltage output may be the result of

wiring problems or of damaged windings in

the alternator stator coils. Make sure all

electrical connections are clean and tight,

then refer to Section 27 for stator coil tests.

8 High voltage output (above the specified

range) indicates a defective voltage

regulator/rectifier.

27 Charging system - ^
stator coil test

Note: This test is made with the ignition OFF
and the battery negative (-) lead

disconnected.

1 Follow the stator coil wiring harness (three

white wires) from the alternator on the left side

of the engine to the connector and unplug the

connector.

2 Connect an ohmmeter to all three pairs of

terminals in the connector (the alternator side

of the connector, not the wiring harness side)

and compare the resistance readings to those

listed in this Chapter's Specifications (see

illustration). If the readings are not within

specifications, the stator coil is defective.

Replace it.

28 Alternator -

removal and installation
3;

A

1 Disconnect the cable from the negative

terminal of the battery.

2 Remove the seat and left side cover for

access (see Chapter 7).

3 Remove the alternator wiring harness

retainers on the left side of the engine.

Remove the alternator cover bolts and
remove the alternator cover, together with the

stator coil (see illustration).

4 Place the transmission in gear and have an

assistant hold the rear brake on to keep the

engine from turning. Loosen the rotor bolt,

then remove the bolt and washer Note: You

can also hold the rotor with a strap wrench ot

the type used for removing large oil filters.

5 Thread a rotor puller into the rotor and
remove the rotor from the end of the

crankshaft (see illustration) The rotor used

on these models doesn't have a Woodruff

key. Note: If you use an aftermarket rotor

puller with multiple thread sizes, there may not

be enough room to rotate it and thread it into

the rotor because the engine case is in the

way. In this case, hold the puller against the

rotor and turn the rotor, either with a strap

wrench or by turning the back wheel with the

transmission in gear.

Warning: Make sure the ignition

(main key) switch is OFF when
turning the engine.

$ To remove the stator coil, remove the

screws and detach the coil from the alternator

cover.

7 Installation is the reverse of the removal

steps, with the following additions:

a) Make sure no metal objects have stuck to

the magnets inside the rotor (see

illustration).

b) Tighten the rotor bolt to the torque listed

in this Chapter's Specifications.

cj Apply non-permanent thread locking

agent to the threads of the stator coil

Allen bolts (if they were removed). Tighten

the bolts securely, but be careful not to

strip out the threads.

d) Tighten the cover bolts to the torque

listed in this Chapter's Specifications.

29 Regulator/rectifier -

removal and installation

1 The regulator is mounted on the left side of

the motorcycle under the side cover.

2 To remove the regulator/rectifier, remove

the side cover (see Chapter 7). Disconnect the

electrical connector, remove the mounting
screws and take the unit out (see

ir bolts 28.5 Remove the rotor bolt (arrowed) and
use a tool like this one to separate the

rotor from the crankshaft

28.7 Be sure there aren't any metal

objects stuck to the rotor magnets; an
inconspicuous item like this screw

(arrowed) can ruin the rotor and stator if

the engine is run
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29.2a Regulator/rectifier unit - early models 29.2b Regulator/rectifier unit - later models

illustrations). Note that a different

regulator/rectifier unit was fitted from 1997 in

the US and from 1996 in the UK.
3 Installation is the reverse of the removal

30 Relay assembly and diode

Relay assembly
1 The relay assembly houses the starter

circuit cut-off relay and diodes, and on
1996-on UK models it also houses the fuel

pump relay. Refer to the wiring diagrams at

the end of this Chapter for details of the

relay's internal connections. Where test

procedures are possible these are included

with the starter relay check in this Chapter or

the fuel pump circuit checks in Chapter 3.

2 On 1992 to 1996 US models and 1992 to

1995 UK models, the relay assembly is On all later models the relay J

located under the seat on the left side (behind located under the right side

the regulator/rectifier unit) (see illustration), illustrations).

i Relay assembly location on 1992-95 UK models and 1992-96 US it

1 Regulator/rectifier 2 Relay assembly

30.2b Relay assembly location on 1996 UK models

Themoswitch 3 Heater relay
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30.2d Relay assembly location on 1997-on US models

1 Flasher relay 2 Relay assembly

should only allow current to flow in one
direction and can be tested as follows.

4 Locate the diode on the left side of the

frame top rail, under the large plastic sleeve

remove the insulation tape from its connector

(see illustration). Unplug the diode from the

connector (see illustration). Using an
ohmmeter or continuity tester, connect its

probes across the two terminals on the diode

side ot the connector (see illustration).

Continuity should only be shown in one
direction, with no continuity shown when the

probes are reversed. If the diode does not

function correctly it must be renewed.

31 Wiring diagrams

Prior to troubleshooting a circuit, check the

fuses to make sure they're in good condition.

Make sure the battery is fully charged and
check the cable connections.

When checking a circuit, make sure ail

connectors are clean, with no broken or loose

terminals or wires. When unplugging a

connector, don't pull on the wires - pull only

on the connector housings themselves.

0.3a Diode location 30,3b Unplug the diode 30.3c . . . and test it for continuity
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Reference ref-i

Dimensions and Weights REF*1

Conversion Factors REF»3
Tools and Workshop Tips REF»4
MOTTest Checks REF-22

Storage REF-27

Motorcycle chemicals and lubricants REF»30
Fault Finding REF»39
Fault Finding Equipment REF«40
Technical Terms Explained REF«44
Index REF-48

Dimensions and Weights

Wheelbase
All models 1 445 mm (56.9 inches)

Overall length

XJ600S

US models 2095 mm (82.5 inches)

UK models 2170 mm (B4.5 inches)

XJ600N 2170 mm (84.5 inches)

Overall width
US 1992-96 models, UK 1992-95 models 750 mm (29.5 inches)

US 1 997-on models, UK 1 996-on models 735 mm (28.9 inches)

Overall height
XJ600S

US 1992-93 models 1170 mm (46.1 inches)

US 1994-96 models, UK 1992-95 models 1220 mm (48.0 inches)

US 1997-on models, UK 1996-on models 1205 mm (47.4 inches)

XJ600N 1090 mm (42.9 inches)



ref.2 Dimensions and weights

Seat height
All models 770 mm (30.3 inches)

Ground clearance (minimum)
All models 150 mm (5.9 inches)

Weight (with oil and full fuel tank)

XJ600S
US 1992-93 models' 197 kg (434 lbs)

US 1994-96 models" 200 kg (441 lbs)

US 1997-on models" 205 kg (452 lbs)

UK 1992-95 models 202 kg (445 lbs)

UK 1996-97 models 208 kg (459 lbs)

UK 1998-on models 213 kg (470 lbs)

XJG0ON
1995 models 202 kg (445 lbs)

1996-on models 205 kg (452 lbs)

'Add 1 kg for California models
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This Section provides an easy reference-guide to the more common
faults that are likely lo afflict your machine. Obvious}'/, the

opportunities are almost limitless for faults to occur as a result of

obscure failures, and to try and cover all eventualities would require a

book. Indeed, a number have been written on fhe subject.

Successful troubleshooting is not a mysterious 'black art' but the

application of a bit of knowledge combined with a systematic and

logical approach to the problem. Approach any troubleshooting by first

accurately identifying the symptom and then checking through the list

of possible causes, starting with the simplest or most obvious and

progressing in stages to the most complex.

Take nothing for granted, but above all apply liberal quantities of

The main symptom of a fault is given in me text as a major heading

below which are listed the various systems or areas which may contain

the fault. Details of each possible cause for a fault and the remedial

action to be taken are given, in brief, in the paragraphs below each

heading. Further information should be sought in the relevant Chapter.

1 Engine doesn't start or is difficult to start

G Starter motor doesn't rotate

;
Starter motor rotates but engine does not turn over

1
Starter works but engine won't turn over (seized)

No fuel flow

Engine flooded

Li No spark or weak spark

_| Compression low

:.. Stalls after starting

Hough Idle

2 Poor running at low speeds
~ Spark weak

. Fuel/air mixture incorrect

Compression low

n Poor acceleration

3 Poor running or no power at high speed
Firing incorrect

Fuel/air mixture incorrect

Compression low

[ _ Knocking or pinking

M i scellaneous cagses

4 Overheating

i~ ,
Engine overheats

Firing incorrect
~

:
Fuel/ai' mixture Incorrect

Compression too high

.
Engine load excessive

Lubrication inadequate

M iscellaneous causes

5 Clutch problems
Clutch slipping

Clutch not disengaging completely

6 Gear shifting problems
Doesn't go into gear, or lever doesn't return

~~ Jumps out of gear

!
;

Overshttts

7 Abnormal engine noise

Knocking or picking

'

" Piston slap or rattling

LI Valve noise

i Other noise

8 Abnormal driveline noise

U Clutch noise

D Transmission noise

L~~ Final drive noise

9 Abnormal frame and suspension noise
~ Front end noise
~ Shock absorber noise

Li Brake noise

100U level indicator light comes on
._ Enginelubricationsystem

r.j Electrical system

1

1

Excessive exhaust smoke
White smoke
Black smoke
Brown smoke

12 Poor handling or stability

excessively

Handlebar hard to turn

_ Handlebar shakes o r v i
brate

Handlebar pulls to one side

[._, Poor shock absorbing qualities

13 Braking problems
~. Brakes are spongy, don't hold

I
I
Brake lever or pedal pulsates

Brakes drag

14 Electrical problems

Ll Battery dead or weak
:ery overcharged
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1 Engine doesn't start or is difficult to start

Starter motor does not rotate

D Engine kill switch Off.

Zl Fuse blown. Check fuse block (Chapter 8).

_ i
Battery voltage low. Check and recharge battery (Chapter 8).

Starter motor defective. Make sure the wiring to the starter is

secure. Make sure the starter relay clicks when the start button is

pushed. If the relay clicks, then the fault is in the winng or motor.

Li Starter relay faulty. Check it according to the procedure in

Chapter 8.

;

_l Starter button not contacting. The contacts could be wet. corroded

or dirty. Disassemble and clean the switch (Chapter 8).

Wiring open or shorted. Check all wiring connections and
harnesses to make sure that they are dry, tight and not corroded.

Also check for broken or frayed wires that can cause a short to

ground (see wiring diagrams, Chapter 8).

Ignition switch defective. Check the switch according to the

procedure in Chapter 8, Replace the switch with a new one if it is

defective.

I. I
Engine kill switch defective. Check for wet, dirty or corroded

contacts. Clean or replace the switch as necessary (Chapter 8).

!_: Faulty sidestand or clutch switch. Check the wiring to the switch

and the switch itself according to the procedures in Chapter 8.

Starter motor rotates but engine does not turn
over
~ Starter motor clutch defective. Inspect and repair or replace

(Chapter 2).

I I
Damaged idler or starter gears. Inspect and replace the damaged
parts (Chapter 2).

Starter works but engine won't turn over (seized)

Seized engine caused by one or more internally damaged
components. Failure due to wear, abuse or lack of lubrication.

Damage can include seized valves, valve lifters, camshaft, pistons,

crankshaft, connecting rod bearings, or transmission gears or

bearings. Refer to Chapter 2 for engine disassembly.

No fuel flow

P No fuel in tank.

I l Inline fuel filter clogged (see Chapter 1).

Tank cap air vent obstructed (except California models). Usually

caused by dirt or water. Remove it and clean the cap vent hole.

Zj Fuel tap clogged. Remove the tap and clean it (Chapter 3).

: Fuel pump failure. Test the pump (Chapter 3).

Fuel line clogged. Pull the fuel line loose and carefully blow through it.

Inlet needle valve clogged. For all of the valves to be clogged,

either a very bad batch of fuel with an unusual additive has been
used, or some other foreign material has entered the tank. Many
times after a machine has been stored for many months without

running, the fuel turns to a varnish-like liquid and forms deposits

on the inlet needle valves and jets. The carburettors should be
removed and overhauled if draining the float bowls doesn't solve

the problem.

Engine flooded

Float level too high. Check and adjust as described in Chapter 3.

Inlet needle valve worn or stuck open, A piece of dirt, rust or other

debris can cause the inlet needle to seat improperly, causing

excess fuel to be admitted to the float bowl. In this case, the float

chamber should be cleaned and the needle and seat inspected. If

the needle and seat are worn, then the leaking will persist and the

parts should be replaced with new ones (Chapter 3).

Starting technique incorrect. Under normal circumstances (ie, if all

the carburettor functions are sound) the machine should start with

little or no throttle. When the engine is cold, the choke should be

operated and the engine started without opening the throttle.

When the engine is at operating temperature, only a very slight

amount of throttle should be necessary. If the engine is flooded,

turn the fuel tap off and hold the throttle open while cranking the

engine. This will allow additional air to reach the cylinders.

Remember to turn the fuel tap back on after the engine starts.

No spark or weak spark

Ignition switch Off.

Engine kill switch turned to the Off position.

Battery voltage low. Check and recharge battery as necessary

(Chapter 8).

. Spark plug dirty, defective or worn out. Locate reason for fouled

plug(s) using spark plug condition chart on the inside rear cover

and follow the plug maintenance procedures in Chapter 1

.

1. Spark plug cap or secondary (HI) wiring faulty. Check condition.

Replace either or both components if cracks or deterioration are

evident (Chapter 4).

I ] Spark plug cap not making good contact. Make sure that the plug

cap fits snugly over the plug end.

D Igniter defective. Check the unit, referring to Chapter 4 for details.

~, Pick-up coil defective. Check the unit, referring to Chapter 4 for

details.

D Ignition coil(s) defective. Check the coils, referring to Chapter A.

Ignition or kill switch shorted. This is usually caused by water,

corrosion, damage or excessive wear. The switches can be

disassembled and cleaned with electrical contact cleaner, if

cleaning does not help, replace the switches (Chapter 8).

Wiring shorted or broken between:

a) Ignition switch and engine kill switch lor blown fuse)

b) Igniter and engine kill switch

c) Igniter and ignition coil

d) Ignition coil and plug

e) Igniter and pick-up coil

n Make sure that all wiring connections are clean, dry and tight. Look

for chafed and broken wires (Chapters 4 and 8).

Compression low
T Spark plug loose. Remove the plug and inspect the threads.

Reinstall and tighten to the specified torque (Chapter 1).

U Cylinder head not sufficiently tightened down. If the cylinder head

is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket

or head is damaged if the problem has persisted for any length of

time. The head nuts should be tightened to the proper torque in the

correct sequence (Chapter 2).

Improper valve clearance. This means that the valve is not closing

completely and compression pressure is leaking past the valve.

Check and adjust the valve clearances (Chapter 1 ).

". Cylinder and/or piston worn. Excessive wear will cause
compression pressure to leak past the rings. This is usually

accompanied by worn rings as well. A top end overhaul is

necessary (Chapter 2).

D Piston rings worn, weak, broken, or sticking. Broken or sticking

piston rings usually indicate a lubrication or carburetion problem

that causes excess carbon deposits or seizures to form on the

pistons and rings. Top end overhaul is necessary (Chapter 2).
""

Piston ring-to-groove clearance excessive. This is caused by

excessive wear of the piston ring lands. Piston replacement is

necessary (Chapter 2).

_ Cylinder head gasket damaged. If the head is allowed to become
loose, or If excessive carbon build-up on the piston crown and
combustion chamber causes extremely high compression, the

head gasket may leak. Retorquing the head is not always sufficient

to restore the seal, so gasket replacement is necessary

(Chapter 2).
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Cylinder head warped. This is caused by overheating or improperly

tightened head nuts. Machine shop resurfacing or head
replacement is necessary (Chapter 2).

D Valve spring broken or weak. Caused by component failure or

wear; the spring(s) must be replaced (Chapter 2).
:

Valve not seating properly. This is caused by a bent valve (from over-

rewing or improper valve adjustment), burned valve or seat (improper

carburetion) or an accumulation of carbon deposits on the seat (from

carburetion or lubrication probtems). The valves must be cleaned

and/or replaced and the seats serviced if possible (Chapter 2).

Stalls after starting

_. Improper choke action. Make sure the choke rod is getting a full

stroke and staying in the out position. On later models make sure

that the choke cable is correctly adjusted. (Chapter 3).

Ignition malfunction. See Chapter 4.

Q Carburettor malfunction. See Chapter 3.

.. Fuel contaminated. The fuel can be contaminated with either dirt or

water, or can change chemically it the machine is allowed to sit for

several months or more. Drain the tank and float chambers
(Chapter 3).

!
Intake air leak. Check for loose carburettor-to- intake manifold

connections, loose or missing vacuum gauge access port plug or

hose, or loose carburettor top (Chapter 3).

.: Engine idle speed incorrect. Turn throttle stop screw until the

engine idles at the specitied rpm (Chapters 1 and 3).

Rough idle

_i Ignition malfunction. See Chapter 4.

_! Idle speed incorrect. See Chapter 1

.

"i Carburettors not synchronised. Adjust carburettors with vacuum
gauge or manometer set as described in Chapter 1

.

3 Carburettor malfunction. See Chapter 3,

_i Fuel contaminated. The fuel can be contaminated with either dirt or

water, or can change chemically if the machine is allowed to sit for

several months or more. Drain the tank and float chambers
(Chapter 3).

~: Intake air leak. Check for loose carburettor-to-intake manifold

connections, loose or missing vacuum gauge access port cap or

hose, or loose carburettor top (Chapter 3).

3 Air cleaner clogged. Service or replace air filter element
(Chapter 1),

2 Poor running at low speeds

Spark weak
i I Battery voltage low. Check and recharge battery (Chapter 8).

! I
Spark plug fouled, defective or worn out. Refer to Chapter 1 for

spark plug maintenance.

LI Spark plug cap or high tension wiring defective. Refer to Chapters

1 and 5 for details of the ignition system.

Spark plug cap not making contact.

Incorrect spark plug. Wrong type, heat range or cap configuration.

Check and install correct plugs listed in Chapter 1 . A cold plug or

one with a recessed firing electrode will not operate at low speeds

without fouling.

Igniter defective. See Chapter 4.

"1 Signal generator defective. See Chapter 4.

I Ignition coil(s) defective. See Chapter 4.

Fuel/air mixture incorrect

Pilot screw(s) out of adjustment (Chapter 3).

Pilot jet or air passage clogged. Remove and overhaul the

carburettors (Chapter 3).

L: Air bleed holes clogged. Remove carburettor and blow out all

passages (Chapter 3).

G Air cleaner clogged, poorly sealed or missing,—
Air cleaner-to-carburet!or boot poorly sealed. Look for cracks,

holes or loose clamps and replace or repair defective parts.

i
Fuel level too high or too low. Adjust the floats (Chapter 3).—
Fuel tank air vent obstructed. Make sure that the air vent passage

In the filler cap is open.

I
Carburettor intake manifolds loose. Check for cracks, breaks, tears

or loose clamps or bolts. Repair or replace the rubber boots.

Compression low
I Spark plug loose. Remove the plugs and inspect their threads.

Reinstall and tighten to the specified torque (Chapter 1).

l._ Cylinder head not sufficiently tightened down. If the cylinder head

is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket

and head are damaged if the problem has persisted for any length

of time. The head nuts should be tightened to the proper torque in

the correct sequence (Chapter 2).

Improper valve clearance. This means that the valve is not closing

completely and compression pressure is leaking past the valve.

Check and adjust the valve clearances (Chapter 1),

Cylinder and/or piston worn. Excessive wear will cause
compression pressure to leak past the rings. This is usually

accompanied by worn rings as well. A top end overhaul is

necessary (Chapter 2).

D Piston rings worn, weak, broken, or sticking. Broken or sticking

piston rings usually indicate a lubrication or carburetion problem
that causes excess carbon deposits or seizures to form on the

pistons and rings. Top end overhaul is necessary (Chapter 2).

I 1 Piston ring-to-groove clearance excessive. This is caused by
excessive wear of the piston ring lands. Piston replacement is

necessary (Chapter 2).

n Cylinder head gasket damaged. If the head is allowed to become
loose, or if excessive carbon build-up on the piston crown and
combustion chamber causes extremely high compression, the head
gasket may leak. Retorquing the head is not always sufficient to

restore the seal, so gasket replacement is necessary (Chapter 2).

I
Cylinder head warped. This is caused by overheating or improperly

tightened head nuts. Machine shop resurfacing or head
replacement is necessary (Chapter 2).

Q Valve spring broken or weak. Caused by component failure or

wear: the sphng(s) must be replaced (Chapter 2).

Valve not seating properly. This is caused by a bent valve (from

over-revving or improper valve adjustment), burned valve or seal

(improper carburetion) or an accumulation ot carbon deposits on

the seat (from carburetion. lubrication problems). The valves must

be cleaned and/or replaced and the seats serviced if possible

(Chapter 2).

Poor acceleration
~ Carburettors leaking or dirty. Overhaul the carburettors

(Chapter 3).

" Timing not advancing. The pick-up coil(s) or the igniter may be

detective. If so, they must be replaced with new ones, as they can't

be repaired.
1 Carburettors not synchronised. Adjust them with a vacuum gauge

set or manometer (Chapter 1).

I
Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier oil than that

recommended in Chapter 1 can damage the oil pump or

lubrication system and cause drag on the engine.

Brakes dragging. Usually caused by debris which has entered the

brake piston sealing boot (disc brakes) or from a warped disc or

bent axle. Repair as necessary (Chapter 6).
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3 Poor running or no power at high speed
Firing incorrect

Air filter restricted. Clean or replace filter (Chapter 1).

Spark plug fouled, defective or worn out. See Chapter 1 for spark

plug maintenance.

I J Spark plug cap or secondary (HT) wiring defective. See Chapters 1

and 4 for details of the ignition system.

n Spark plug cap not in good contact. See Chapter 4.

U Incorrect spark plug. Wrong type, heat range or cap configuration.

Check and install correct plugs listed in Chapter 1, A cold plug or

one with a recessed firing electrode will not operate at low speeds

without fouling.

Igniter defective. See Chapter 4.

Ignition coil(s) defective. See Chapter 4.

;
I Spark plug wires crossed (see Chapters 1 and 4).

Fuel/air mixture incorrect

__' Main jet clogged. Dirt, water or other contaminants can clog the

main jets. Clean the fuel tap filter, the float chamber area, and the

jets and carburettor orifices (Chapter 3).

Main jet wrong size. The standard jetting is for sea level

atmospheric pressure and oxygen content.

Throttle shaft- to-carburet!or body clearance excessive. Refer to

Chapter 3 for inspection and part replacement procedures.

__: Air bleed holes clogged. Remove and overhaul carburettors

_ (Chapter 3).

Air cleaner clogged, poorly sealed, or missing,

Air cleaner-to-carburettor boot poorly sealed. Look for cracks,

holes or loose clamps, and replace or repair defective parts.

._. Fuel level too high or too low. Adjust the float(s) (Chapter 3).

;._ Fuel tank air vent obstructed. Make sure the air vent passage in the

filler cap is open.

I
Carburettor intake manifolds loose. Check for cracks, breaks, tears

or loose clamps or bolts. Repair or replace the rubber boots

(Chapter 2).

Fuel filter clogged. Renew the in-line fuel filter (Chapter 1) and
clean the fuel tap filter (Chapter 3).

Fuel line clogged. Pull the fuel line loose and carefully blow through

Compression low
L. Spark plug loose. Remove the plugs and inspect their threads.

Reinstall and tighten to the specified torque (Chapter 1).

LI Cylinder head not sufficiently tightened down. If the cylinder head
is suspected of being loose, then there's a chance that the gasket

and head are damaged if the problem has persisted for any length

of time. The head nuts should be tightened to the proper torque in

the correct sequence (Chapter 2).

!_ Improper valve clearance. This means that the valve is not closing

completely and compression pressure is leaking past the valve.

Check and adjust the valve clearances (Chapter 1).

Cylinder and/or piston worn. Excessive wear will cause
compression pressure to leak past the rings. This is usually

accompanied by worn rings as well. A top end overhaul is

necessary (Chapter 2).

|
Piston rings worn. weak, broken, or sticking. Broken or sticking

piston rings usually Indicate a lubrication or carburetion problem

that causes excess carbon deposits or seizures to form on the

pistons and rings. Top end overhaul is necessary (Chapter 2).

Piston ring-to-groove clearance excessive. This is caused by

IT of the piston ring lands. Piston replacement is

iry (Chapter 2).

Cylinder head gasket damaged. If the head is allowed to become
loose, or if excessive carbon build-up on the piston crown and

combustion chamber causes extremely high compression, the

head gasket may leak. Retorquing the head is not always sufficient

to restore the seal, so gasket replacement is necessary

(Chapter 2).

Cylinder head warped. This is caused by overheating or improperly

tightened head nuts. Machine shop resurfacing or head

replacement is necessary (Chapter 2).
~~

Valve spring broken or weak. Caused by component failure or

wear; the spring(s) must be replaced (Chapter 2).

Valve not seating properly. This is caused by a bent valve (from

over-revving or improper valve adjustment), burned valve or seat

{improper carburetion) or an accumulation ot carbon deposits on

the seat (from carburetion or lubrication problems). The valves

must be cleaned and/or replaced and the seats serviced if possible

(Chapter 2).

Knocking or pinking
~ Carbon build-up in combustion chamber. Use of a fuel additive

that will dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the

crown and chamber is the easiest way to remove the build-up.

Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and
decarbonised (Chapter 2).

!"". Incorrect or poor quality fuel. Old or improper grades of fuel can
cause detonation. This causes the piston to rattle, thus the

knocking or pinking sound. Drain old fuel and always use the

recommended fuel grade.

,
Spark plug heat range incorrect. Uncontrolled detonation indicates

the plug heat range is too hot. The plug in effect becomes a glow

plug, raising cylinder temperatures. Install the proper heat range

plug (Chapter 1 ).

i
Improper air/fuel mixture. This will cause the cylinder to run hot,

which leads to detonation. Clogged jets or an air leak can cause

this imbalance. See Chapter 3.

Miscellaneous causes
_] Throttle valve doesn't open fully. Adjust the cable slack

(Chapter 1).

I
I Maladjusted throttle position sensor - later models (Chapter 4).

:

.'] Clutch slipping. May be caused by loose or worn clutch

components. Refer to Chapter 2 for clutch overhaul procedures.

D Timing not advancing.

Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier oil than the one
recommended in Chapter 1 can damage the oil pump or

lubrication system and cause drag on the engine.
~ Brakes dragging. Usually caused by debris which has entered the

brake piston sealing boot, or from a warped disc or bent axle.

Repair as necessary.
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4 Overheating

Engine overheats

Engine oil level low. Check and add oil (Daily (pre-ride| checks).

1 Wrong type of oil. If you're not sure what type of oil is in the engine,

drain it and fill with the correct type (Chapter 1 ).

Air leak at carburettor intake boots. Check and tighten or replace

as necessary {Chapter 3).—
; Fuel level low. Check and adjust if necessary (Chapter 3).

_J Worn oil pump or clogged oil passages. Check oil pressure

(Chapter 2). Replace pump or clean passages as necessary.

Carbon build-up in combustion chambers. Use of a fuel additive

that will dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the

piston crowns and chambers is the easiest way to remove the

build-up. Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and

decarbonised (Chapter 2).

Firing incorrect

_ Spark plugs fouled, defective or worn out. See Chapter 1 for spark

plug maintenance.

n Incorrect spark plugs.

Faulty ignition coiljs) (Chapter 4).

Fuel/air mixture incorrect

. |
Main jet clogged. Dirt, water and other contaminants can clog the

main jets. Ciean the fuel tap filter, the float chamber area and the

jets and carburettor orifices (Chapter 3). Renew the in-iine fuel filter

Main jet wrong size. The standard jetting is for sea level

atmospheric pressure and oxygen content.

Air cleaner poorly sealed or missing.

Air cleaner-to-carburettor boot poorly sealed. Look for cracks,

holes or loose clamps and replace or repair,

_ Fuel level too low. Adjust the float(s) (Chapter 3).

Fuel tank air vent obstructed. Make sure that the air vent passage

in the filler cap is open.

II Carburettor intake manifolds loose. Check for cracks, breaks, tears

or loose clamps or bolts. Repair or replace the rubber boots

(Chapter 3). Remove the manifolds and inspect the O-rings (see

Chapter 3).

Compression too high

I
I Carbon build-up in combustion chamber. Use of a fuel additive

that will dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the

piston crown and chamber is the easiest way to remove the build-

up. Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and
decarbonised (Chapter 2).

PI Improperly machined head surface or installation of

incorrect gasket during engine assembly. Check Specifications

(Chapter 2).

Engine load excessive

U Clutch slipping. Can be caused by damaged, loose or worn clutch

components Refer to Chapter 2 for overhaul procedures.

I ] Engine oil level too high. The addition of too much oil will cause

pressurisation of the crankcase and inefficient engine operation.

Check Specifications and drain to proper level (Daily (pre-ride)

checks).

Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier oil than the one

recommended in Chapter 1 can damage the oil pump or

lubrication system as well as cause drag on the engine.

I i
Brakes dragging. Usually caused by debris which has entered the

brake piston sealing boot, or from a warped disc or bent axle.

Repair as necessary.

Lubrication inadequate

l~l Engine oil level too low. Friction caused by intermittent lack of

lubrication or from oil that is overworked can cause overheating.

The oii provides a definite cooling function in the engine. Check the

oil level (Daily (pre-ride) checks).

Miscellaneous causes
IJ Modification to exhaust system. Most aftermarket exhaust systems

cause the engine to run leaner, which makes it run hotter. When
installing an accessory exhaust system, always reject the

carburettors.

5 Clutch problems

Clutch slipping

Friction plates worn or warped. Overhaul the clutch assembly
(Chapter 2).

j Steel plates worn or warped (Chapter 2).

Clutch springs broken or weak. Old or heat-damaged (from

slipping clutch) springs should be replaced with new ones
(Chapter 2).

~~I Worn or warped clutch plates. Replace (Chapter 2).

i
Clutch release mechanism defective. Replace any defective parts

(Chapter 2).

J Clutch hub or housing unevenly worn. This causes improper

engagement of the discs. Replace the damaged or worn parts

(Chapter 2).

Clutch not disengaging completely

Sticking cable. Inspect and lubricate or replace (Chapter 2).

II Clutch plates warped or damaged. This will cause clutch drag,

which in turn will cause the machine to creep. Overhaul the clutch

assembly (Chapter 2).

n Clutch spring tension uneven. Usually caused by a sagged or

broken spring. Check and replace the spring (Chapter 2).

I~l Engine oil deteriorated. Old, thin, worn out oil will not provide

proper lubrication for the discs, causing the clutch to drag.

Replace the oil and filter (Chapter 1).

I
I Engine oil viscosity too high. Using a heavier oil than

recommended in Chapter 1 can cause the plates to stick together.

putting a drag on the engine. Change to the correct weight oil

(Chapter 1).

I J Clutch housing seized on shaft. Lack of lubrication, severe wear or

damage can cause the housing to seize on the shaft. Overhaul of

the clutch, and perhaps transmission, may be necessary to repair

the damage (Chapter 2).

I J Clutch release mechanism defective. Worn or damaged release

mechanism parts can stick and tail to apply force to the pressure

plate. Overhaul the release mechanism components (Chapter 2).

I. I
Loose clutch hub nut. Causes housing and hub misalignment

putting a drag on the engine. Engagement adjustment continually

varies. Overhaul the clutch assembly [Chapter 2).
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6 Gear shifting problems
Doesn't go into gear or lever doesn't return

Clutch not disengaging See Section 5.

Shift fork(s) bent or seized. Often caused by dropping the machine
or from lack of lubrication. Overhaul the transmission (Chapter 2).

. Gear(s) stuck on shaft. Most often caused by a lack of lubrication

or excessive wear in transmission bearings and bushings.

Overhaul the transmission (Chapter 2).

Shift cam binding. Caused by lubrication failure or excessive wear.

Replace the cam and bearings (Chapter 2).
~

Shift lever return spring weak or broken (Chapter 2).

Shift lever broken. Splines stripped out of lever or shaft, caused by
allowing the lever to get loose or from dropping the machine.

Replace necessary parts (Chapter 2).

Shift mechanism pawl broken or worn. Full engagement and rotary

movement of shift cam results. Replace shaft assembly (Chapter 2).

7 Abnormal engine noise

Jumps out of gear
Shift fcrk(s) worn. Overhaul the transmission (Chapter 2).

'_. Gear groove(s) worn. Overhaul the transmission (Chapter 2|.

Gear dogs or dog slots worn or damaged, The gears should

inspected and replaced. No attempt should be made to service t

Overshifts
~ Pawl spring weak or broken (Chapter 2).

._ Shift cam stopper lever not functioning (Chapter 2).

Overshift limiter broken or distorted (Chapter 2),

Knocking or pinking
'.1 Carbon build-up in combustion chamber. Use of a fuel additive

thai will dissolve the adhesive bonding the carbon particles to the

piston crown and chamber is the easiest way to remove the build-

up. Otherwise, the cylinder head will have to be removed and
decarbonised (Chapter 2).

Incorrect or poor quality fuel. Old or improper fuel can cause
detonation. This causes the pistons to rattle, thus the knocking or

pinking sound. Drain the old fuel and always use the

recommended grade fuel (Chapter 3).

D Spark plug heat range incorrect. Uncontrolled detonation indicates

that the plug heat range is too hot. The plug in effect becomes a

glow plug, raising cylinder temperatures. Install the proper heat

range plug [Chapter 1}.

Improper air/fuel mixture. This will cause the cylinders to run hot

and lead to detonation. Clogged jets or an air leak can cause this

imbalance. See Chapter 3.

Piston slap or rattling

Cylinder-to- piston clearance excessive. Caused by improper
assembly. Inspect and overhaul top end parts (Chapter 2].

LI Connecting rod bent. Caused by over-revving, trying to start a

badly flooded engine or from ingesting a foreign object into the

combustion chamber. Replace the damaged parts (Chapter 2).

LI Piston pin or piston pin bore wom or seized from wear or lack of

lubrication. Replace damaged parts (Chapter 2).

U Piston ring(s) worn, broken or sticking. Overhaul the top end
(Chapter 2).

Piston seizure damage. Usually from lack of lubrication or

overheating. Replace the pistons and bore the cylinders, as
necessary (Chapter 2).

8 Abnormal driveline noise

Connecting rod upper or lower end clearance excessive. Caus

r or lack of lubrication. Replace worn parts.

Incorrect valve clearances. Adjust the clearances by referring

Chapter 1

.

Valve spring broken or weak. Check and replace weak val

springs (Chapter 2).

Camshaft or cylinder hi

high rpm is usually the c,

worn or damaged. Lack of lubrication

ie of damage. Insufficient oil or failure

change the oil at the recommended intervals are the chief causi

Since there are no replaceable bearings in the head, the head its

will have to be replaced if there is excessive wear or dama
(Chapter 2).

Cylinder head gasket leaking.

Exhaust pipe leaking at cylinder head connection. Caused
improper fit of pipe(s) or loose exhaust flange. All exhaust fastens

should be tightened evenly and carefully. Failure to do this will Ie

__ Crankshaft runout excessive. Caused by a bent crankshaft (frc

over-rewingj or damage from an upper cylinder component failu

Can. also be attributed to dropping the machine on either of t

crankshaft ends.

Engine mounting bolts loose. Tighten all engine mount bolts to t

specified torque (Chapter 2).

_ Crankshaft bearings worn (Chapter 2).

_J Camshaft chain tensioner defective. Inspect and replace

necessary (Chapter 2).

_ Camshaft chain, sprockets or guides wom (Chapter 2).

Clutch noise

Clutch housing/friction plate clearance excessive (Chapter 2),

~ Loose or damaged clutch pressure plate and/or bolts (Chapter 2).

Transmission noise

Bearings worn. Also includes the possibility that the shafts are

worn. Overhaul the transmission (Chapter 2).

Gears wom or chipped (Chapter 2).

1. Metal chips jammed in gear teeth. Probably pieces from a broken

clutch, gear or shift mechanism that were picked up by the gears.

This will cause early bearing failure (Chapter 2).

Engine oil level too low. Causes a howl from transmissic

Also affects engine power and clutch operation (Daily (pre-ric

checksj.

Final drive noise

Chain not adjusted properly (Chapter 1 ).

~~
Engine sprocket or rear sprocket loose. Tighten fasten*

(Chapters 2 and 5).

_ Sprocket(si worn. Replace sprocket(s). (Chapter 5).

3 Rear sprocket warped. Replace (Chapter 5).

H Wheel coupling (cush drive) worn. Replace coupling (Chapter 5).
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9 Abnormal frame and suspension noise

Front end noise

_ Low fluid level or improper viscosity oil in forks. This can sound like

spurting and is usually accompanied by irregular fork action

(Chapter 5).

_ Spring weak or broken. Makes a clicking or scraping sound. Fork

oil, when drained, will have a lot of metal particles in it (Chapter 5).

Steering head bearings loose or damaged. Clicks when braking.

Check and adjust or replace as necessary (Chapters 1 and 5).

D Fork clamps loose. Make sure all fork clamp pinch bolts are tight

(Chapter 5).

i__ Fork tube bent. Good possibility if machine has been dropped.

Replace tube with a new one (Chapter 5).

i
. Front axle or axle clamp bolt loose. Tighten them to the specified

torque (Chapter 6),

Shock absorber noise

Fluid level incorrect. Indicates a leak caused by defective seal.

Shock will be covered with oil. Replace shock (Chapter 5).

P Defective shock absorber with internal damage. This is in the body
of the shock and can't be remedied. The shock must be replaced

with a new one (Chapter 5).

e the shock with a n

Brake noise

Squeal caused by pad shim not installed or positioned correctly

(Chapter 6).

Squeal caused by dust on brake pads. Usually found in combination

with glazed pads. Clean using brake cleaning solvent (Chapter 6).
~~

Contamination of brake pads. Oil, brake fluid or dirt causing brake

to chatter or squeal. Clean or renew pads (Chapter 6).

_ Pads glazed. Caused by excessive heat from prolonged use or

from contamination. Do not use sandpaper, emery cloth,

carborundum cloth or any other abrasive to roughen the pad
surfaces as abrasives will stay in the pad material and damage the

disc, A very fine flat file can be used, but pad replacement is

suggested as a cure (Chapter 6).

. J Disc warped. Can cause a chattering, clicking or intermittent

squeal. Usually accompanied by a pulsating lever and uneven
braking. Replace the disc (Chapter 6),

I" | Loose or worn wheel bearings. Check and replace as needed
(Chapter 6).

10 Oil level indicator light comes on

Engine lubrication system
"'_ These models use an oil level light rather than an oil pressure light,

D Engine oil level low. Inspect for leak or other problem causing low

oil level and add recommended oil (Daily (pre-hde) checks).

Electrical system
Q Oil level switch defective. Check the switch according to the

procedure in Chapter 8. Replace it if it's defective.

Oil level indicator light circuit defective. Check for pinched,

shorted, disconnected or damaged wiring (Chapter 8).

11 Excessive exhaust smoke
White smoke
[ J Piston oil ring worn. The ring may be broken or damaged, causing

oil from the crankcase to be pulled past the piston into the

combustion chamber, Replace the rings with new ones
(Chapter 2).

Cylinders worn, cracked, or scored. Caused by overheating or oil

starvation. The cylinders will have to be rebored and new pistons

installed.

Valve oil seal damaged or worn. Replace oil seals with new ones

_^
(Chapter 2).

n Valve guide worn. Perform a complete valve job (Chapter 2).

Zi Engine oil level too high, which causes the oil to be forced

past the rings. Drain oil to the proper level (Daily (pre-ride)

checks).

Head gasket broken between oil return and cylinder. Causes oil to

be pulled into the combustion chamber. Replace the head gasket

and check the head for warpage (Chapter 2).

Abnormal crankcase pressurisation, which forces oil past the rings.

Clogged breather or hoses usually the cause (Chapter 3).

Black smoke
~

Air cleaner clogged. Clean or replace the element (Chapter 1).

Main jet too large or loose. Compare the jet size to the

Specifications (Chapter 3),

D Choke stuck, causing fuel to be pulled through choke circuit

(Chapter 3).

i_l Fuel level too high. Check and adjust the float level as necessary

(Chapter 3).

I~~l Inlet needle held off needle seat. Clean the float chambers and fuel

line and replace the needles and seats if necessary (Chapter 3).

Brown smoke
Main jet too small or clogged. Lean condition caused by wrong
size main jet or by a restricted orifice. Clean float chamber and jets

and compare jet size to Specifications (Chapter 3).

_ Fuel flow insufficient. Fuel inlet needle valve stuck closed due to

chemical reaction with old fuel. Fuel level incorrect. Restricted fuel

line. Clean line and float chamber and adjust floats if necessary.

Carburettor intake manifolds loose (Chapter 3).

Air cleaner poorly sealed or not installed (Chapter 1).
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12 Poor handling or stability

Handlebar hard to turn

D Steering stem lactenut too tight (Chapter 5).

Bearings damaged. Roughness can be felt as the bars are turned

(rom side-lo-side. Replace bearings and races (Chapter 5).

"I Races dented or worn. Denting results from wear in only one
position (eg, straight ahead), from a collision or hitting a pothole or

from dropping the machine. Replace races and bearings

(Chapter 5).

_ Steering stem lubrication inadequate. Causes are grease getting

hard trom age or being washed out by high pressure car washes.

Disassemble steering head and repack bearings (Chapter 5),

Steering stem bent. Caused by a collision, hitting a pothole or by

dropping the machine. Replace damaged part. Don't try to

straighten the steering stem (Chapter 5).

P Front tyre air pressure too low (Chapter 1).

Handlebar shakes or vibrates excessively

Tyres worn or out of balance (Chapter 6).

Swingarm bearings worn. Replace worn bearings by referring to

Chapter 6.

Rim(s) warped Or damaged. Inspect wheels for runout (Chapter 6).

. Wheel bearings worn. Worn front or rear wheel bearings can cause

poor tracking. Worn front bearings will cause wobble (Chapter 6).

:

—
Handlebar clamp bolts loose (Chapter 5).

Steering stem or fork clamps loose. Tighten them to the specified

torque (Chapter 5).

P Engine mounting bolts loose. Will cause excessive vibration with

increased engine rpm (Chapter 2).

Handlebar pulls to one side

_.. Frame bent. Definitely suspect this if the machine has been

dropped. May or may not be accompanied by cracking near the

bend. Replace the frame (Chapter 5).

Wheel out of alignment. Caused by improper location of axle

spacers or from bent steering stem or frame (Chapter 5).

J Swingarm bent or twisted. Caused by age (metal fatigue) or impact

damage. Replace the arm (Chapter 5).

I
Steering stem bent. Caused by impact damage or by dropping the

motorcycle. Replace the steering stem (Chapter 5).

Fork leg bent. Disassemble the forks and replace the damaged
parts (Chapter 6).

7J Fork oil level uneven. Check and add or drain as necessary

(Chapter 1).

Poor shock absorbing qualities

r Too hard:

aj Fork oil level excessive (Chapter 5),

bj Fork oil viscosity too high.

C) Fork tube bent. Causes a harsh, sticking feeling (Chapter 5).

d) Shock shaft or body bent or damaged (Chapter 5).

e) Fork internal damage (Chapter 5).

f) Shock internal damage.

g) Tyre pressure too high (Chapters 1 and 6).

P Too soft;

a/ Fork or shock oil insufficient andfor leaking (Chapter 5).

b) Fork oil level too low (Chapter 5).

c) Fork oil viscosity too light (Chapter 5).

d) Fork springs weak or broken (Chapter 5).

13 Braking problems

Brakes are spongy, don't hold

D Air in brake line. Caused by inattention to master cylinder fluid level

or by leakage. Locate problem and bleed brakes (Chapter 6).

Q Pad or disc worn (Chapters 1 and 6).

P Brake fluid leak. See paragraph 1

.

i

_
Contaminated pads. Caused by contamination with oil, grease,

brake fluid, etc. Clean or replace pads. Clean disc thoroughly with

brake cieaner (Chapter 6).

~~
Brake fluid deteriorated. Fluid Is old or contaminated. Drain

system, replenish with new fluid and bleed the system (Chapter 6),

U Master cylinder internal parts worn or damaged causing fluid to

bypass (Chapter 6).

'_' Master cylinder bore scratched by foreign material or broken

spring. Repair or replace master cylinder (Chapter 6).

J Disc warped. Replace disc (Chapter 6).

Brake lever or pedal pulsates

D Disc warped. Replace disc (Chapter 6).

D Axle bent. Replace axle (Chapter 5).

P Brake caliper bolts loose (Chapter 6).

L Brake caliper shafts damaged or sticking, causing caliper to bind.

Lube the shafts or replace them if they are corroded or bent

(Chapter 6).

_ Wheel warped or otherwise damaged (Chapter 6).

~ Wheel bearings damaged or worn (Chapter 6).

Brakes drag

J Master cylinder piston seized. Caused by wear or damage to

piston or cylinder bore (Chapter 6).—
I

Lever balky or stuck. Check pivot and lubricate (Chapter 6).

_'.' Brake caliper binds (rear caliper). Caused by inadequate lubrication

or damage to caliper slider pins (Chapter 6).

Brake caliper piston seized in bore. Caused by wear or ingestion of

dirt past deteriorated seal (Chapter 6).

__. Brake pad damaged. Pad material separated from backing plate.

Usually caused by faulty manufacturing process or from contact

with chemicals. Replace pads (Chapter 6).

Pads improperly installed (Chapter 6).

T Rear brake pedal freeplay insufficient (Chapter 1).

Corrosion in brake pad cavities. On UK models, refer to the pad

replacement procedure in Chapter 6 and apply special lubricants

to the recommended areas.
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14 Electrical problems

Battery dead or weak
Battery faulty. Caused by sulphated plates which are shorted

through sedimentation or low electrolyte level. Also, broken battery

terminal making only occasional contact {Chapter 8).

~~J Battery cables making poor contact (Chapter 8).

D Load excessive. Caused by addition of high wattage lights or other

_ Ignition switch defective. Switch either grounds internally or fails to

shut off system. Replace the switch {Chapter 8).

[ Regulator/rectifier defective (Chapter 8).

Alternator stator coil open or shorted (Chapter 8).

[J Wiring faulty, Wiring grounded or connections loose in ignition,

charging or lighting Circuits {Chapter 8).

Battery overcharged
Regulator/rectifier defective. Overcharging is noticed when battery

gets excessively warm or boils over (Chapter 8).

II Battery defective. Replace battery with a new one (Chapter 8).

Battery amperage too low, wrong type or size. Install

manufacturer's specified amp-hour battery to handle charging load

(Chapter 8).
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